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AMERICANS !
READ THIS BRITISH DOCUMENT WRITTEN BY THE
LATE COLONEL A.H..LANE of the BRITISH ARMY.

Do Yon
Really
Want To Die
For This?
ALL' INFORMATION CONTAIN!
HEREIN IS, UNCLASSIFIED.

WL-Wtl

Should
America
Become
Bankrupt
To Perpetuate
This?

LOOK NOW
BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!
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INTRODUCTION

Colonel A.H. Lane served in the British Army during the Boer War.
Having become aware of the world-wide plot and its effect on the
British Government he resigned from the Army and later wrote
a book,

"The Alien Menace" which hat run through
several editions.

The late Lord Sydenham, a former Governor of Victoria and of Bombay,
a member of the Comittee which re-constructed the British War
Office, and the first Secretary of the Comittee of Imperial
Defence, 1903-8 — a man who has studied life in many
phases and places — wrote an interesting foreword to
this book.

Colonel Lane's lectures and writings are well known to many patriots.
His efforts continued down to 1938 when he died shortly after
entitled “The Hidden Hand " which
publishing the pamphlet
follows this Preface.

Two chapters of “The Alien Menace" were read into the " Congressional
Record " in the early part of September, 1940.
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PREFACE

The supreme conflict in the world today, including wars, is, fundamental y, a struggle between Bolshevism and Anti-Bolshevism. Our own unfortunate country under the powerful control of the Kahal (the Cahilla*) —
The Jewish Hidden Hand, whose tool and agent is Bolshevism — has allied
itself and us to Bolshevik Russia and semi-Bolshevik France: hence the
policy of our Government

against Germany

and Italy and the attitude of

our Jew-controlled Press against Hitler and Mussolini: also our policy regarding Abyssinia and sanctions which has brought us so much ridicule in
the eyes of the world ; and, further, the attitude of our Government

with re-

ference toSpain and non-intervention.
In a desire to place some of the facts of the case before my fellow countrymen, I feel that perhaps the best way to approach the subject is to insert
first a challenging article which I contributed to " The National Citizen i”
of February, 1937, after the publication of the 5th edition of my book “ The

Alien Menace ” where I had put numerous facts and figures as a warning to
the Government

and the nation.

•Regarding Kahal, see page 8

ALIEN PENETRATION
CONTRIBUTORY

CAUSE

ANTI-ENGLISH

OF UNEMPLOYMENT.
ACTIVITIES

“Our Civil Lord of the Admiralty is Mr. Kenneth Lindsay, for several
years a protege of Israel Moses Sieff, who placed Lindsay in charge of the
office which started P.E.P., a dangerous scheme designed to betray small
traders into the hands of large alien controlled combines. All papers connected with P.E.P. were secret and the plans kept underground for the first
two or three years.
“Sieff is in touch with the same racket in U.S.A. with Felix Frankfurter,
one of the men who control that country. More recently Sieff has got considerable hold of our (so-called) Conservative Press — vide his articles in
“The Morning Post” last year (1936.)
“It is rumored that the Secretary of State for War, Duff-Cooper, has
gained greatly by his friendship with Otto Kahn and his gang. It would be
interesting to know if this is true. Otto Kahn started a German, became an
Englishman and finished as a citizen of U.S.A.
LITTLE

PROGRESS

"Under-Secretary for Air is Sassoon, a Parsee Jew.
“For several years the Chairman of the Air League was Dr. Gerald
Merton, whose name originally was Eric Siegfried Schmiechen. During
this time little progress was made in this most important arm.
“That our armaments have been largely in the hands of aliens has been
shown in published statements regarding Sir Basil Zaharoff, to whom
crowned heads and leading statesmen were merely puppets.
“During the War Lloyd George swept away the Master-General of the
Ordnance and formed the Ministry of Munitions. This was handed to Edwin Montague, who, without loss of time, gave a big share of the business
to Bernard Baruch, probably the most powerful man in the United States
then and now. After this we had enormous quantities of defective munitions which often killed our men and were unreliable for attack or defence,
thereby prolonging the War.
“Anthony Eden, Secretary for Foreign Affairs, seems to be in the grip of
Litvinov, who, through the League of Nations — where he is all powerful —
carries out the aims of the Moscow Soviet, causing unrest and revolution
throughout the world. In his speeches Eden sympathises with the Reds in
Spain, and throws blame for ghastly massacres on to loyalists fighting for
country and religion against Bolsheviks strongly supported by Moscow.

CAUSE

OF DISTRESS

“A deal is written about ‘Distressed Areas,’ especially South Wales
which contains the best coal in the world. But nothing is said about the
chief cause of distress; the penetration by Bolshevik agents for the past
twenty years. Several are of foreign birth and all are provided with ample
funds. This is the cause of much unemployment in South Wales, and other
mining districts.
“Communist trouble is organised by foreign agents, hence the riots in the
East End. One has only to see these Communists, especially of the East
End; most of them show dark, foreign blood.
“Only the unemployment returns from the Ministry of Labour are published. The returns of the Ministry of Health, showing about 1% million
drawing public assistance (not counting tens of thousands in ‘institutions*
— the workhouses and asylums, the latter containing a large proportion of
aliens) are not included.
ILLEGAL

ENTRY

“One cause of unemployment is the enormous number of aliens allowed
to enter this country, especially since 1918. Some of these have entered on
passports, but thousands are entering illegally, one of the simplest ways
being through Ireland. It was stated in Parliament on November 9 that
persons naturalised in the Free State do not become British subjects. Yet
no passports are required between Ireland and Great Britain.
“This influx of aliens has greatly increased, for thousands of revolutionary Jews from Germany have come over, many of them obtaining work.
There is scarcely an English musician employed in Great Britain today,
while aliens get all sorts of jobs, although there is no job which cannot be
done by a Briton.
“The Ministry of Labour, like the Home Office, seems to be greatly influenced bythe Jewish Board of Deputies. Until 1933, Statistics showed
the number of aliens allowed to enter Great Britain to take up work. Since
1933 no statistics seem to have been published. (In 1933-37, some 40,000 to
50,000 Jews were admitted from Germany. Any patriotic person who has
studied the front page of “The Times” this year (1938) must be aghast at
the large number of aliens who daily advertise regarding their naturalisation. Many of these are probably Jews who were expelled from Germany
in 1933 for the reason that they were revolutionaries or otherwise undesirable.

“It was stated in Parliament in April (1938) that 12,000 Jews had been
(legally) admitted into Great Britain from Austria during March. How
many have sneaked in illegally by various ways known to the Jews (and
often published by the Author) ?
“Most of these, both from Germany and from Austria, are revolutionaries, and all undesirables. Most of them seem to get jobs, although some three
—
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million English people are drawing doles of some kind because of unemployment, directly or indirectly.
“Our Government has no register of aliens. It is impossible to know how
many aliens live permanently in the British Isles, where they are, or what
they are doing. What Judaeo-Masonic influence caused this? In other
European countries everybody is registered, nationals and foreigners. The
average alien in our country looks with contempt on our laws.
SEATS

OF “LEARNING”

“At Oxford University in recent years some forty Professorships or Fellowships have been given to ‘German’ Jews. Rhodes Scholars from U.S.A.
are chosen for their Communist ideas, hence the red anti-patriotism of
under-graduates and graduates of this University. (These foreigners, owing to heredity and environment, cannot be expected to possess a love of
Britain and the British Empire. Students of every colour and class come
from overseas.) A large number of teachers in elementary schools belong
to the Educational Workers’ League, affiliated to the Educational Workers’
International; founded in 1919 to bolshevise teachers. (About fifty per
cent, of the undergraduates now come with scholarships from Secondary
Schools or Council Schools; some of these become dons, tutors or lecturers.) (The President of the Oxford Union this year (1938) is Phillip Toynbee, a Red.)
CONSERVATIVE

CENTRAL

OFFICE

“In the old days one was taught that everything emanating from the Conservative Central Office was good and patriotic, and many people hold this
erroneous idea still. Few people realise that the most powerful man in the
Conservative Office is Sir Albert Clavering. This son of Isaac Abraham
Clozenberg, a Jew from Eastern Europe, had the effrontery to change his
name in 1920 to the old English name of Clavering.
“He put up for Hampstead at the Parliamentary election as a Lloyd
George Liberal, and failed, but shortly afterwards appeared at the Conservative Central Office, where soon he took over the propaganda department.
During recent years old Conservative working men speakers have been discharged and replaced by Jews and Socialists.
(“Incidentally, it may be mentioned here that a few years ago Baldwins
Ltd. was taken over by Waley Cohen & Co.)

‘War now is not between nations but between Bolshevism and Anti-Bolshevism (not only in Europe but in the Far East), and our unfortunate
alien-penetrated country, or at any rate our Government, in the grip of the
League of Nations, seems to be against Germany and Italy, who are doing
everything in their power to prevent Bolshevism spreading throughout
Europe and the World.
♦NOTE:

The sentences in brackets .were nfflt in the original article in The National
Citizen
—
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(“This is the chief cause of so much re-armament of nations. And Bolshevism isthe agent, the instrument, of the Jews, whereby they are achieving World Domination chiefly by creating chaos.”)
“BRASS

TACKS!”

The British people in the past have been much led away by speeches —
especially by speeches of Lloyd George, Winston Churchill, etc., etc., whose
political careers strongly suggest their role as associates of the Hidden
Hand.
It is a matter of common knowledge that Winston Churchill, like his
father, has at times had the benefit of Jewish friendship. The two appointments in the Cabinet which particularly affect the Jews are Home Secretary and Chancellor of the Exchequer. He held the former post when only
30 years old, and when quite young the latter.
His visits to the U.S.A., to Bernard Baruch, etc., bear this out.
It must not be forgotten that Winston Churchill was largely instrumental in killing the Aliens Bills of 1905-1910 in Committees, and was appointed Home Secretary in the latter year.
Regarding Lloyd George, The Jewish World, 16-5-31, throws a good deal
of light regarding his work for the Jews. See page 15.
It was Lloyd George who ordered Trotsky to be liberated from prison in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, in 1916. If Trotsky had been kept in prison, the history of Europe — in fact, the history of the whole world — would have been
very different. It is probable that Bolshevism would not have developed
and spread as it has done without this very clever and unscrupulous organiser.
If seemingly brutal at times, solid facts and truths are, however, preferred by most folk. Camouflage, “soft soap,” “beating about the bush,” and
all such subterfuges get us nowhere.

Plain words for ordinary plain-speaking people.
And one plain word is that we have permitted the reins of government
either to fall into the hands of aliens or alien agents, or in our stupidity
have allowed aliens to jockey themselves into key positions.
And now — a plainer word still !
The vast majority of those aliens are of the Hebrew race! Jews!
Most of our anxieties, and the troublous times through which we have
gone ; and the further troubles which lie only just ahead, have their beginnings in schemes that are Judaeo-Masonic in origin!
BRITAIN'S

FINANCIAL

EXPERTS

Why do we trust our finances to the hands of Jews and men of recent alien extraction such as Otto Ernst Niemeyer, Guggenheim Gregory, and
Henry Strakosch (who, according to the Evening Standard, 17-9-29, was
born in Moravia) ?
—
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The first two named above were sent out a few years ago to Australia and
New Zealand to give advice . And the gist of their advice was for those
Dominions to borrow more money from the U.S.A. !
So it would appear that British taxpayers paid the expense of these men
in order to put more business into the hands of the Tew financiers of New
York!
Another sinister sidelight on the permeation by Jewish influences is that
for the past ten years these two “experts” were the only two representatives of Great Britain on the Financial Committee of the League of Nations I
THE

PROTOCOLS

OF THE

ELDERS

OF ZION

Much has been said and published about the documents called “The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion ”
This is a book containing parts of the text of a lecture under 24 headings,
which outlines the political, economic and financial programme to be followed for the establishment of Jewish World Domination. The text of
this work, which was drawn up between 1889-1895, appears to have formed
the subject of a debate at a secret meeting of Jewish Freemasons at Basel
in 1897, at the time of the First Zionist Congress at that place. According
to the Russian S.A. Nilus, who first published them in the second edition
of a work on Anti-Christ in 1905, these notes were abstracted from the minutes of a secret Masonic meeting of Jewish leaders, and came into his
hands in 1901, via his friend Major and Count Marshall A.N. Suchotin.
These Protocols are in complete and accurate accord, not only with other
Jewish writings over a period of centuries, but also with the political, economic and financial occurences of to-day. The numerous attempts of Jews
and non- Jews alike to “prove” the Protocols to be anti-Semitic forgeries
cannot stand the test of a searching enquiry. The methods employed by
the Jews and their defenders are strongly suggestive of a guilty fear, and
a terror lest the truth should come out.
The late Lord Sydenham, a former Governor of Victoria and of Bombay,
a member of the Committee which re-constructed the British War Office,
and the first Secretary of the Committee of Imperial Defence, 1903-8 — a
man who has studied life in many phases and places — wrote an interesting
letter on this point to the “Spectator” of August 27, 1921.
In the course of this letter, Lord Sydenham mentioned that the Protocols
were alleged to “embody” a forgery perpetrated by the Tsar's police, and
again that they were adapted from a French “pamphlet of 1864.” Mrs. Nesta
Webster, and Mr. Lucien Wolf, Lord Sydenham said, had traced certain
similarities which, he added, must be expected in a document that had, in
any case, been carefully compiled.
All these allegations and similarities, said Lord Sydenham, could not remove the sinister nature of the subject matter in the compiliation ; neither
could they “have any bearing upon the deadly accuracy of the forecasts in
Protocols, most of which have since been fulfilled to the letter.”

A copy was in the British Museum thirty-two years ago ; that is more than
twelve years before they were translated into English! The leaders of
Zionism have attempted ever since to secure the suppression of the copies
and have actually succeeded in some countries. They have pretended that
the Protocols were forged by the Russian Secret Police for the purpose of
inciting the Tsar and his government against the Jews. The whole of the
Jewish case really rests on the flimsy and contradictory evidence of two
persons, whose careers show them to be entirely untrustworthy as witnesses. The recent attempts to revive the ‘‘forgery stunt” come too late in the
day, and indeed discloses the fear that has come with discovery!
In his introduction to the reprint translation by the late Victor E. Marsden (who was formerly Russian correspondent of the London “Morning
Post”). Mr. A.N. Field* mentions that “the basis of the whole nrogramme
set out in the Protocols is to control nations by controlling money, and using their money systems to undermine their institutions and enslave their
people”: and he adds that “to prefer the claims of the money-lender and
speculator to those of industry and labour — is to destroy the State.”
The Protocols are coming true ! They fit in with most that has happened
since 1914, and that is happening now! Their authors must either have had
uncanny foresight or a guilty fore-knowledge of how some kind of underground conspiracy was to be worked out! The fact of the world-conspiracy
is sun-clear when you have read the Protocals.
THE

WORLD-PLOT

Although the Protocols show clearly the Jewish intention to replace existing governments and institutions by a Judaic control, that document is
not needed to prove such intention! The ordinary man of this land of ours
knows this! He has common-sense and can see the signs of the times.
He himself knows of many instances where Jews, in all kinds of devious
and doubtful ways, have got into key and controlling positions and have
proceeded to bring their tribesmen in as well. Certainly, Jewish methods
of permeation, of patient plotting, of smug oily cunning, are well known!
What

is not so well known is the true identity of ti e scoundrels behind

the scenes who “pull the strings” attached to their duped and bemused puppets who are public men!
The reader may recall the words of Hilaire Belloc who in his book “The
Jews” (1922) wrote: —

“The Great War brought thousands upon thousands of educated men
(who took up public duties as temporary officials) up against the staggering secret they had never suspected —

the complete control exer-

cised over things absolutely necessary to the nation’s survival by half
a dozen Jews who were completely indifferent as to whether we or the
enemy should emerge alive from the struggle.”
^Author of The Truth About the Slump, etc.
—
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and this is easy even when
Beidenkopf becomes David
Lichtenstein, Jack Stone!
Chapfleisch, Abramovitch,
Brumengraber, etc., can be put aside in favour of homely English-looking
names like Bacon, Barlow, Jack Barker, Butcher, Janes, Stanley, Gordon,
Curzon, etc.

jji An elementary safeguard is to don a new name,
done by legal formality. So we find that David
Cope; Mary Fasbender, Mary Dawson; Yukiel
Surnames like Bakon, Barlasoff, Dzwonkowski,

Verily, good British names hide many a miscreant, and that clique of
megalomancies who think they are destined to impress their will on mankind, would not let a trifle like an unfortunate name be a bar to their work,
although some of them have left it too late in their careers for any change
of name to be effective.
By unscrupulous means, the Hidden Hand has obtained possession or control of the bulk of the world’s monetary wealth and thereby exerts influence particularly over democratic governments. It is, in fact, a band' of
super-criminals that will finance atrocities on any scale, to advance the
cause of world domination.
,
Whenever a decision is arrived at in public affairs that may help this de^
vilish plot, and whatever the constitution of the tribunal the Jew in it or
- j :.;
the Zionist influence within it can always be discerned.
Whenever our own Cabinet makes an important move or plan, which
might possibly affect Jewish interests, the Jewish Board of Deputies (a
super-Government 1) exerts its whole influence to render its effects innocuous from their standpoint.
r

THE

r ,.c, . ..

DEVIOUS

WAYS

'
^ r

We. do not need to be either “Jew-haters” or “Jew-baiters” to'find warrant to assail the Zionist permeation.
It was Lazare the Jew who wrote:—
“The Jew is not satisfied with de-Christianising, he Judaises; he de- ;
stroys Catholic or Protestant faith, he provokes indifference but he im1 poses his idea of the world, of morals, and life upon those whose faith .
he ruins.”
Here is a part, at least, of the cause of the turmoil engendered in our religious circles which is fostered by Jewish influence.
It is universally recognised now that the foundation of the Russian Soviet was entirely a Jewish movement, aided by the German Staff. Nearly
300 Jews, all revolutionaries, recruited from the large cities of Europe and
U.S.A., were sent with Jewish money into Russia together with Lenin and
Trotsky, to organise and conduct the revolution that led to the Soviet; and
in 1920 that Bolshevist Administration of 540 officials included close on 450
Jews: a position which continued right up to 1937. It is therefore ridiculous to speak of the “Russian” Government

as so many papers and people do.

Over and over again it can be proved that Jewish “Nationalism” — , camou*
—
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flaged of ter as “Internationalism” — adopts the Jew-conceived Bolshevism
to create chaos and a terrorist control, side by side with Zionism which effects spiritual and religious chaos. So it is aimed that these two forces, by
the aid of the evil group of Jew International financiers, will mate the place
ready for the introduction of International Jewry.

THE KAHAL
CAHILLA!

: The plain Man-in-the-Street asks a few questions, such as: —
1. Why were foreign revolutionaries not deported years ago, instead of
being allowed to remain? Why are Jew criminals of foreign birth hardly
ever deported? Why are our laws flouted, or put asid&, or watered down,
for particular people?

2. Why is the receipt of money from abroad — from Moscow and New
York — to these foreign agents and to British dupes and other traitors,
permitted to flow in in thousands?
3. What is this influence that so often gives such an un-English twist to
our national policy and. procedure?
And the blunt answer is: — “The Kahali”
The Kahal is the ruling council of World Jewry, of which the Grand
Sanhedrin at the time of Christ was the prototype. Most fanatical Jews
are allied with the higher grade of the evil thing called Grand Orient Masonry. English Masons claim that there is no connection between them and
the Grand Orient Masonry. But there are Lodges in the British Isles completely controlled by Jews. It is unbelievable that these Jewish Lodges
have no connection with Jewish Lodges under Grand Orient control, in
other countries. Some authorities trace the power of this ruling council
called the Kahal or Cahilla, from the days of Babylon; there is little doubt
but that the Kahal was instrumental in compassing the downfall of the Roman Empire.

In the 18th century these fanatics and their followers co-operated with
“Jacobins” and “Illuminati’ in the age-old aim of Gentile destruction.
In every country there have been, and are, agents or representatives of
tiie Kahal; Jews who influence the policy of that country.
One reason of the great power of the Kahal is the extreme secrecy. Not
only is the Gentile kept in ignorance of their plans and activities — of their
very existence — but also the majority of their own race.
How many members of the Kahal are in our Cabinet? The same people
continue to remain, only a reshuffle of jobs. The only new. member recently
is Hore-Belisha who, in July 1929, in the House of Commons, supported
other Jews in demanding that Trotsky should be allowed to live in England.
—
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I

Jacobinism sought to achieve the world-state in accordance with the
Talmud whereby “when the times of the Messiah is come the Jews will hold
under their keys the properties of all the peoples of the world” (from a let*
ter of Baruch Levy to Karl Marx).
That is the object of the Kahal — the Cahilla — today. It involves the
acquisition of an Oriental Empire — Russia, China, India, etc. — and present day upheavals in those countries are explained by this desire!
The headquarters of the Kahal today is said to be in the United States
of America.
JUDAISM

Jews’ main allegiance is to Judaism, and in carrying out its aims and interests ofthe country in which they may live are secondary ; they snatch at
opportunities which would be detestable to the patriotic native of any land.
Thus it was that during the world chaos after the Great War of 1914-1918,
the Jews in several countries worked themselves into key positions and secured a controlling influence both in Government and Commercial circles,
debasing and degrading all that is noble and natural, especially in the world
of Art. The great Cinema, Radio and Theatrical industry, the Press, an enormous part of financial and industrial business, came to be mostly in Jewish control during those years of difficulty and reconstruction.
Those opportunities were snatched, and indeed created by the Jews for
the basic reason of the advancement, by any and every means, of Judaism.
“When we sink, we become a revolutionary proletariat, the subordinate officers of a revolutionary party; when we rise, there rises also our
terrible power of the purse !”
That is what Theodor Herzl, one of the greatest of modern Jews and in
1897 leader of the Zionists, himself wrote. And that is why you find the
Jew at both ends of the social scale, cunningly, insidiously at work.
They are the instigators of Bolshevism as one means of causing collective
chaos. In fact, the Kahal works entirely for collectivism whereby to achieve
its ends more conviently.
Centralization of all activities is the basic creed of the Kahal, whether in
financial, revolutionary, or international matters; and, if the centre is not
already in their grip, to penetrate it.
As Protocol number five states:—

“We shall create an intensified centralisation of government in order
to grip in our hands all the forces of the community.”

And again:—
"In order to put public opinions into our hands we must bring it into
a state of bewilderment by giving expression from all sides to so many
contradictory opinions and for such length of time as will suffice to
make the Goyim lose their heads in the labyrinth and come to see that
the best thing is to have no opinion of any kind in matters political.”
—
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The greatest example of Judaic centralisation today is the League of Nations, on which the Kahal have had a strong hold ever since its inception.
The constitution of the League of Nations was drawn up at a Masonic convention held in Paris in June 1917, and this constitution was actually adopted with slight alteration in 1919 at Versailles. Other instances of purposeful modern centralisation, which (while on the surface seemingly wise) can
be traced to this same Zionist influence and inspiration, are the Union of
South Africa, the London County Council, the British Legion, the London
Passenger Transport Board, Imperial Chemical Industries, General Electric, etc., etc.
That is why, also, the German states remained united during the war,
1914-1918 — a matter of wonder to many people. Jews were getting more
and more control in Germany right up to the time when Hitler brought off
his coup in 1933 and upset the work of the Kahal in that country. That is
why, also, the Jew controlled Press of most countries has made systematic
and persistent attacks on Hitler ever since.

Whatever one’s views on Hitler’s methods of government may be, he did
at least put the brakes on Zionist control in Germany. He also has purged
Germany of most of the filth and immorality with which Jews had permeated that land in their design to bring down the Gentile order and to get
money. Hitler, in fact, prevented Germany becoming a second Russia, and
thus probably preserved the civilisation of Europe.
The tentacles of this Judaic octupus reach far. Here in our own country,
the Kahal has effected an unpatriotic line of conduct by our Governments
over and over again for several centuries. Even a casual study of this Jewish conspiracy makes the brain reel by the constant discovery of new evidence of its dastardly actions and influences.
People who have knocked about the world and have studied events in
other countries, and who have read histories (not paying too much attention
to Carlyle), appreciate all this. But the average stay-at-home Englishman
who reads only our Jew-controlled Press remains in ignorance of the work
and power of the Kahal’s hidden hand.
Why

did Queen Victoria so long hesitate to give recognition and “honours” toJews? Here are her own words, written to Mr. W.E. Gladstone
when a Knighthood was proposed for a Rothschild: —
“It is not only the feeling, of which she cannot divest herself, against
making a person of the Jewish religion a Peer; but she cannot think
that one who owes his great wealth to contracts with foreign Governments for Loans or to successful speculation on the Stock Exchange,
can fairly claim a British Peerage

not the less a species of gam-

bling because it is on a gigantic scale and far removed from that legitimate trading which she delights to honour, in which men have raised
themselves by patient industry and unswerving probity.”

Today, the Kahal has a stranglehold on Credit, Publicity and essential
commodities and services, so that Jews are stage-managing all “Internation—
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al Situations” and “World Affairs.” Honours have become to them mere
commonplaces, where a hundred years ago Jews were plotting and scheming
for honours to a disgraceful degree, as Queen Victoria knew !

That great Queen knew also that the demeaning of Britain’s aristocracy
by the inclusion of the Jew meant also a poisoning of the race. -She lived in
days when blood counted for much, when breed had placed England high
in the world; and she knew that a Jewish intermixture would tarnish the
stock, and through the principles of heredity would impoverish and contaminate future generations. Today we are witnessing the fruits of dangerous
and damaging martial unions such as Queen Victoria may have foreseen.
WAR-MONGERING

AND

RE-ARMAMENT

Since the time when Cromwell, in return for money and “information,’'
readmitted the Jews to this country, our Cabinets have slowly and steadily
been passing under the influence of the Kahal. It is the power of the Kahal
which has forced our Government to admit Jews by thousands into this
country, especially since the Great War. . From 1933 to 1937, it is computed
that between 40,000 and 50,000 Jews were brought into this country under
the aegis of the Jewish Board of Deputies, aided by pro- Jewish Gentiles,
and this invasion has lately greatly increased, owing to the flight of Jews
from Austria. Most of these are revolutionaries. There are now some two
millions or more Jews in the British Isles, most of whom have jobs, which
accounts in a great measure for our millions unemployed.
In order to bring about Jewish World Domination, it is necessary from
time to time to engender wars, so that the most virile and patriotic men are
killed or crippled physically or mentally.
Then again, wars greatly fill the coffers of the Kahal, and so give more
power for the fell work. This was particularly seen in the Great War, during which Jew financiers in the U.S.A. amassed millions, and which at the
same time robbed Great Britain, Russia, Germany, France and Italy of their
virile and best men.
Since the war of 1914-1918, revelations of an astounding nature have
come to light ! Matters which must have been within the knowledge of members of our Government have been exposed in their sinister nakedness. Yet
today we have some of those very Government leaders daring to stay in the
public eye and having the effrontery to criticise actions which are meek and
mild compared with their own nefarious activities of twenty odd years ago
and their then inactivity which is possibly worse !

A very brief examination of world affairs will prove the Jewish control
of armaments, and the names of large share-holders in munitions firms only
adds to the evidence.
It is no answer to say that armaments should be entirely in Government
hands, for without tremendous expenditure of taxpayers’ money, a Government could not produce sufficient munitions for a modern war of any extent. Private firms must continue. Government supervision of work, capital, and the powers behind those private firms certainly is necessary, and
vital.
—
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. The Jew in the, world of armament manufacture is a sinister example of
this exploitation. I shall have something to say about a man known in his
day as Zaharoff, although he was really Zachariah! He was the embodiment of the Jew in armaments — selling to all and sundry; encouraging
nations to embark on costly adventures, and not caring whether friend or
foe were involved so long as the particular war material in which he might
be interested at the moment was selling well. There you have a true Jewish
method of causing the Gentile world’s downfall — the piling up of individual profits from munition making, coupled with incitement to antagonism
and to anti-racial activities.
Although the “Man-in- the-Street” does not need the production of such
evidence, I feel it advisable to point out to him the opening words of the
seventh of the Protocols, written, be it remembered, very long ago :—
“The intensification of armaments, the increase of police forces —
.. are all essential for the completion of the aforementioned plans. What
we have to get at is that there should be in all the States of the world,
besides ourselves, only the masses of the proletariat, a few millionaires
: devoted to our interests, police and soldiers.”
SPAIN

v The international arms traffic to Spain is run by the following Jews,

whose headquarters are in Barcelona: —
Bischitzki,
LVladimir
urge,
Fuchs.

; Bischitzki is the head, and has established a network of Jewish agencies
all over Europe :
( In Paris, the agents are the Jews
Fratkin,
Rosenfield,
Schapiro.
In Rotterdam
Cohen,
Gruenfeld,
Kirsch,
Simon.
: In Denmark
Moses Israel Diamant.
' In Prague
Kinler,

'■

Kahn,
'
Abter,
Hithner.
It s.

; -

^

y.,s

in Austria, Bischitzki worked with the Jew Mandl, now under arrest in
Austria.
BOLSHEVISM

The chaos following the Great War of 1914-1918 gave the opportunity for
the Jews to use their other great instrument, Bolshevism; and they proceeded inter alia to break up the British Empire which has stood in the way of
world-domination for so long.
Working through secret societies, chiefly Grand Orient and high Masonry
and by bribing and controlling traitors and Bolshevik agents and our Press,
the Kahal has made great strides during the past quarter of a century.

We have, in real effect, lost Ireland mainly through Lloyd George; Egypt
mainly through Ramsey MacDonald ; India mainly through Edwin Montague and Lord Reading ; and South Africa mainly through Lord Milner* who
had Jewish blood, and certain members of whose staff (1897-1901) had Jewish connections.
No doubt the Jews are looking forward to the time that India will be in a
state of chaos. They can then loot the gold and jewellery of the Princes,
as they did in Russia twenty years ago.

The loss of trade with these countries must inevitably bring us to poverty
and probably starvation.
The Kahal is, of course, at the moment up against the two men, Hitler
and Mussolini, who have checked the great plan.

The policy of our Cabinet regarding Abyssinia and Spain is undoubtedly
governed by the Kahal who are against the two dictators, Mussolini and
Hitler.
In the light of what appears in previous pages it is comparatively easy to
see the hand of the Kahal behind the great world-push for re-arming —
especially with the memory of the immense profits of munition-making.
Parallel with that aim is the consequent and logical tendency to make
real use of the great munition Colossus built up at the secret behest of the
Jews.
And so we come to the War! And then the other aim of Judaism is
reached — the elimination of the strong men who may be opponents to the
downfall of the Gentile races.

After the Great War, during which millions of the most patriotic and
✓irile men were eliminated by death or by physical or mental disability, the
Kahal’s activities were concentrated on Germany. The revolutionary government, which replaced that of the Kaiser, was full of Jews, occupying
most of the Key positions.
As soon as the Disarmament Commission had left Germany, re-arming
‘NOTE

— According to the Siflilla Veri, Berlin, Milner was of Jewish descent
—
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was begun, the aim being to make Germany one of the centres for world
revolution, working in conjunction with Russia. Meanwhile, Britain was
to disarm. But when Hitler seized power in 1933 and turned out the revolutionary Jews, the Kahal was forced to change its plans. Britain must rearm and become powerful, to be used as the chief tool in their plans for
world revolution.
The Kahal, whether for power, for a twisted personal pride, or for mere
dirty money, trade in human blood — your blood and my blood ; the blood
of our dear ones, and indeed, of anybody's dear ones!
They manufacture Soul-Fear.; they foster human weakness and chaos.
Enmity 'twixt brothers and kindred, and nation and nation: this is the
breadth of their evil lives — the manure from which grows the fungus of
their canker!
By bringing about wars or rumors of war, by revolutions and by causing
unrest in countries, the Kahal can cause slumps and booms in the share
market, thereby making enormous profits — generally at the expense of the
Gentile.
Yet many of them are labelled “respectable” ! They have “honour” and
“honours” thrust upon them — often because they part with blood-soaked
money services
for diversdare
reasons,
sometimes
in reward for “services rendered,”
which
not beand
named
!
Men who were undoubtedly traitors have been given honours, some of
which are hereditary; so are their characters and propensities.
Truly, it is an evil thing — this low commerce in the means of destruction.
Judging by the recent disclosures regarding building aircraft, it would
seem that History is repeating itself. Surely, in the Great War, we experienced enough of the dangers resulting from placing contracts for munitions ofwar in the United States of America.
“THE

TRIUMPH

OF UNARMED

FORCES"

One of the greatest examples of the power of the Kahal is shown up in
the book “The Triumph of Unarmed Forces” by Admiral Consett (Naval
Attache, Scandinavia, 1914-1918) and Captain O.H. Daniel, R.N. (Williams
d Norgate). “The National Review,” June 1923, reviewed the book thus: —

“The Greatest Tragedy in History.”
“In War one of the chief duties of the Navy is to arrest ships supplying the enemy .... This was most efficiently carried out by the British
Fleet .... But the effectiveness of the work was seriously impaired by
the release of many ships without the sanction of the Prize Courts
“The Admiralty knew the position,
eign Office, whose officials also knew
case. The Government of the United
Britain was trading with the enemy.
—

but were in conflict with the For— none better — the state of the
States were also aware that Great
... It was this knowledge which
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inspired American opposition to the exercise by this country of the
right to stop supplies to the enemy sent by American traders while
- America remained neutral.”
’
of this con■ . r ignorant
It was impossible for Lloyd George to have been
spiracy, which so greatly prolonged the war.

MUNITIONS

SCANDALS

Before the Great War, 1914-1918, the department of the QuartermasterGeneral gave out more contracts than any other in the Army, including
those for food for man and beast, transport, and animals, etc., etc. To a
great extent this department was in the hands of the Jews, together with
Masonic influence.

On the other hand, the Ordnance department contracts were comparatively small until the Great War brought mechanisation and enormous demands
for guns and munitions. Then the Jews saw another chance.
In view of this growth, the Jews had already got busy behind the scenes,
and thereafter Lloyd George, at their behest, did away with the office of
Master-General of Ordnance, and started the Ministry of Munitions. This
new plan was greatly boomed in our Jew-controlled Press, and Lloyd
George got great kudos. As a young solicitor, he had been solicitor to the
Zionists in Manchester,* and later was entangled in the notorious Marconi
Scandal of 1912. Lloyd George’s policy before the War, during the War,
and after the War, proved most disastrous to us.

To get to the root causes of Jewish permeation in this and other directions we can forget matters like the Protocols which are alleged to be debatable subjects, and go to the Jews’ own printed word here in England.
The “Jewish World” of February 9, 1883 announced in its leading article
that the great Ideal of Judaism was not for the Jews to be merely “allowed
to flock together one day in some hole and corner fashion
” but that the

whole world “shall be imbued with Jewish teachings
greater Judaism —

but that

in a

all the separate races and religions shall disappear!”

The next week, February 16, 1883, another leading article was even more
cogent and prophetic. It referred to the “new Constitution of the (Jewish)
Board of Deputies” which, said the journal

“enables the Board to become representative of all the congregations
The measure is an imporunder the authority of the Chief Rabbi
tant one, and reflects much credit on the sagacity of Mr. Samuel Montagu, to whose initiative it is due
The real importance of the new

Constitution is

that it provides a machinery for enabling the Jew!

of England to work together when the occasion requires ~
that in
short, it organises the Jews of the whole Empire, and renders their aggregate force available in cases of emergency.”
'Jewish World 16.4.31. In 1903, Lloyd George was In close contact with Dr. HeMh
and then ottered part at Glut Africa for Jew colonisation
—
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Coming back now to the Lloyd George Munitions Ministry, where no
business-like accounts seem to have been kept, this root cause of Jewish
permeation and operation sheds a strong light on strange events. Sir P.
Sassoon, a Parsee Jew, was Secretary to Lord Haig, our Commander-inChief, and later at the Peace Conference with Lloyd George ! Rufus Isaacs
went to the U.S.A. on special mission, mainly financial! Edwin Montagu
was given the Ministry of Munitions in 1916, following Lloyd George, who
had reaped all the kudos he desired in that job. Thus, and otherwise too,
the Kahal became well represented in most powerful quarters.
In Lord Haig’s diaries, published in the Sunday Pictorial 29-9-35, the
following
appears
(1916) “Among the notabilities whom Lord Haig interviewed in
France, Edwin Montagu, who had succeeded Lloyd George as Minister
of Munitions, impressed him (Lord Haig) as ‘a capable and agreeable
man who seemed to understand his job though he has only recently
taken over. He is full of determination to help the Army as much as
he possibly can.’ ”
It appears from this that Lord Haig did not realise the kind of man he was
interviewing. Montagu showed himself to be an arch enemy of the British
Empire when in India a few years later. (Sir P. Sassoon was Secretary to
Lord Haig 1915-19180 What about the Intelligence Department at the War
Office?
It would be interesting to know whether Edwin Montagu placed the armament business to all intents and purposes into the hands of Bernard Baruch,
who became head of the War Industries Board of the U.S.A., and probably
even then the most powerful man in the U.S.A. If not, who did? And
whether all the millions of British money spent in America were accounted for to this country? But by far the worst part of the business was the
faulty Artillery ammunition supplied from the U.S.A. which killed thousands of our men, these shells bursting often over our own lines; and the
defective ammunition for rifles and machine guns which so often caused
jams. The writer has collected a mass of evidence on these matters. The
British Public were at that time never allowed to hear about this and the
full story has since been apparently suppressed. The chief censor in France
in the War was Lord Birkenhead (who owed £42,000 Income Tax when he
died).
There now seems every reason to believe that this supply of munitions
from the U.S.A., which had such a marked effect on the War, was carefully
planned. First it was necessary to do away with that important and powerful post on the Army Council, the Master General of Ordnance, who would
of course have prevented the development of the U.S.A. scheme. Why was
Major-General Sir Stanley Von Donop accused in 1914-1915 of neglect in
his preparations, seeing that he was then in touch with some 2,500 munition
firms in this country? (Vide the evidence by General Von Donop before the
Royal Commission on the Private Manufacture of and Trading in Arms,
October 10th, 1916.) Was Mr, Lloyd George an agent, conscious or unconscious, of the financial gang in America, who made such enormous profits
out of our urgent requirements? ,

Why was the Ministry of Munitions Investigation Committee 1920, Sir
Arthur Michael Samuel chairman, closed down after two or three weeks and
no report issued except "that it was not in the public interests, etc., etc.,
that a report should be made”?
Another question which would seem to bear is why were the Income Declarations ofcertain very prominent members of the War Industries Board
of the U.S.A. destroyed or lost by the Income Tax Bureau, when their production now would throw light on the question of the amount of personal
profit made by these gentlemen from the supply of ammunition? (Vide
Senatorial Commission U.S.A.)
Few people have realised that the greater part of the money

said to be

due from the British Government to the U.S.A. ("War Debts”) is not on
account of anything bought by us but in payment of munitions and other
things ordered by Russia, and which the U.S. Government refused to supply
unless we backed the bill. This Jewish gang in the U.S.A. probably then
knew that Russia would soon be in a state of revolution and would never
pay up.
Most of the accounts for munitions supplied to the British Government
(direct) had already been settled.
Lord Reading was in Washington

1915-1919.

The report of the recent "Royal Commission on the Private Manufacture
of and Trading in Arms, 1935” is of interest on this subject. It seems to be
a "crank” Commission judging by some of the members on it and the evidence given by Dr. Addison on most important matters. This Commission
consisted only of a great lawyer, an ex-servant of the League of Nations,
three well-known writers, a Lancashire cotton merchant and a member of
the Co-operative movement — not a single soldier ; or an expert in armaments ;not a scientist, even.
It is scandalous, and strangely so too, that Major-General Sir Stanley Von
Donop was not notified about the assembly of this Commission, but on reading the statements made by Dr. Addison he requested to be called. General
Von Donop in his evidence showed that these statements were inaccurate
and misleading — in fact, lies.
All ex-Servicemen will remember the casualties we suffered in the Great
War from bad fuses and short-burst shells! Lord Bertie, British Ambassador at Paris during the War, notes in his Diaries that the advisers and
supporters to the Government would experience “great losses to their businesses bythe exposure of the unconscionable profits that munition makers
bad been receiving. We are paying 16s. for shell fuses, the equivalent of
which can be made here for 2 francs.” That was one result of our paying
Jew conspirators to provide munitions.
Lloyd George’s much belauded Ministry of Munitions, with unlimited
help, money, etc., did not produce a single completed shell until April 1916,
ten months after it was set up, June, 1915. For more than eighteen months
the Army was furnished with continually increasing supplies under the
original arrangements made by the War Office.
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Down to the opening of the Battle of the Somme, the munitions expended
in the field had been ordered before the formation of the Ministry of Munitions.
Much capital was made out of Sir Stanley Von Donop’s German name.
But Sir Stanley’s father was a British Admiral, and previous generations of
his family had served in our Army and Navy.
CONTRACT8

And what about the enormous contracts now in connection with this great
re-armament (1938) ? Have steps been taken to prevent a repetition of 19141918? Judging by the recent disclosures regarding the building of aircraft,
it would seem that history is repeating itself. Surely in the Great War
we experienced enough of the dangers resulting from placing contracts for
munitions of war in the United States of America. A great noise is now
being made about the shortage of aircraft, yet our Government admits that
fighting aircraft of the value of 2l/2 million pounds were exported last year.
And what about the enormous number of commercial planes exported, that
can quickly be converted.
BY ORDER

OF THE

KAHAL

For Judaism to succeed, the united British Empire must be broken asunder as a preliminary to its entire destruction. The Kahal is attending to
this today.
The power of the Kahal was seen in bringing about South African War,
1899-1902.
General Sir William Butler, G.O.C. troops, S.A., 1898-1899, was a fine
soldier, and a Catholic. He “saw through” this Jewish conspiracy. He
knew his world and, warned the Government against the War.*
He was summarily ordered home and put on the retired list, and those
who had helped him were blacklisted ; yet everything he had said or done
proved later only too true and right. He knew that the real object of the
Jews was to get complete control of the Gold Mines.
In 1906 self-government was given. We lost South Africa. In the Union
of South Africa the Jews secured a centralisation away and apart from the
whole Empire.
THE

ZIONIST

HEADQUARTERS

Berlin was the Zionist headquarters before 1914, but in 1916 that centre
was shifted to New York, and it was here that the instructions for the drawing up of the infamous Balfour Declaration were issued.
In Germany, the Kaiser’s advisers and most intimate friends were Jews
like Rathenau, Ballin and Bethmann-Hollweg. The German Press was
•See pamphlet Who Want* Wart published by
Street, London, W.C. 1, price Sd.
—
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Owned and edited also by Jews. Even we had a Jewish Ambassador
lin — Goschen.
It was Rathenau the Jew who said that
the others, govern the fate of Europe.”
with a private wire to the Kaiser! The
rather out of favour at Court, had not as

in Ber-

“300 men, each of whom knows all
He it was who was the only man
Junker elements, who were then
much influence as the Jews. It is

often said “Wars are the Jews’ harvest.”
THEN

CAME

THE

GREAT

WAR

And after it had been “won” by the Allies, the Peace Conference was
packed with Jews: Bernard Baruch, Morgenthau, Lippman, Paul Warburg,
and his brother Max, Strauss, Jaffe, Mendelsohn-Bartholdi, Sassoon, Mandel, Mantoux interpreter to the “Big Four,” and the rest! So it was that
even in those unsuspecting and unenlightened days, the Kosher nature of
the Conference was remarked upon !
And in that Great War, many signs of sinister portent were witnessed!
Why, for instance, were general officers who were known to be incompetent
sent to Gallipoli? Did the Kahal intend that the expedition should be a
failure, so that British prestige might be, as it certainly was, damaged?
We lost thousands of men and millions of money in Mesopotamia, to capture the great oilfields there; oil kings, mostly Jews, possess them today.
POWER

IN WHITEHALL

It is no secret now that Jews held important and confidential posts in
Whitehall, 1914-1918. Lloyd George was, to a great extent responsible for
our unpreparedness, both naval and military, in 1914, and for misleading our
people as to the true situation, and for assuring the German General Staff
that we would not support France. It was Lloyd George who so constantly
interfered with Lord Haig in France during the War. He frequently took
troops, which were greatly needed in France, for expeditions elsewhere
(“sideshows”). The main reason that the Fifth Army was pressed so terribly in 1918 was that General Gough was relying on reinforcements promised from England. These were held back by Lloyd George.
What was the power in the Autumn

of 1918 which prevented the Allies in

France from pursuing the German Army, who were demoralised and “in a
bottle neck,” and carrying the War into Germany, instead of making “The
Armistice”?
Why was the victorious advance of the Franco-British army under Franchet
1918? d’Esperey held up when the Bulgarian army’s resistance collapsed in
And Prime Minister Lloyd George must be held responsible for the failure
of the attempt to save the Tsar and his family by means of a British warship.
Since then, other wars and revolutions have been brought about through
Moscow Jew Bolshevik influence and money, notably Spain and China. And
there have been rumors and threats of other wars from the same source.

The break-away of the Irish Free State can be traced largely to the financial and other machinations of a Zionist Jew called Robert Briscoe, backed
by unlimited money from Jew financiers in New York, working through
Lloyd George.
The work of Edward Montague and Rufus Isaacs in India was a primary
cause. of the upheaval there, which continues.
Out leading politicians seem to have been “6xed,“ to use an American expression, bythe Jew, i.e , bribed, bullied or blackmailed; and many of our
M.P’s are so mixed up in business with men of this race that their hands
are tied. They are not free agents l (Our senior Civil Servants retire and
get Directorships.) Thus it is that time is wasted in throwing dust into
the eyes of the public, to cover the misgovernment.
There appears to be no limit to the amount of misrepresentation to which
politicians are prepared to go when it is a question of pleasing Jewry. A
prime example of this was the speech made by Sir Samuel Hoare (a Quaker)
to the Rotary (Masonic) International Club on May 7th, 1938, when he said:
‘“For time out of memory there had been no Jewish question in Great'
Britain. Anti-Semitism we had refused to countenance, and Great Bri. tain had gained morally, intellectually, and economically from these
along years of unbroken toleration/’
Today Jews are buying up the mortgages on properties of leading men
in8 this country, as they have been doing in other countries.
In almost every country and wherever one looks into the greater public
events, the hand of the Kahal is clearly discernable.
;
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Those who own the Oil of the world at the present time rule the world.
7 Almost the whole of our naval ships and most of our commercial ships
are now run on oil.
‘ All our Air-Force is entirely dependent on oil.
. Our home transport is becoming more and more dependent on oil.
' From where does our Government expect to get this oil in time of war?
llie only British Colonies which supply oil are Trinidad and Burmah, and
this in comparative small quantities. It is significant that there have been
serious revolts in the former country.
^ Thousands of lives were lost and many millions of money were spent in
the War on the campaign in Mesopotamia. The main aim was to get hold
of the oilfields. But who controls the oilfields in that part of the world now,
including Persia? International Jewry has the control of these oil companies! Besides, this is dependent on the long and vulnerable pipe line.
It is the Kahal that has captured the monopoly of the world oil.
Our mercantile marine is much smaller now than in 1914, and a considerable portion of these ships are tankers, which carry nothing but oil as our
requirements of oil are much greater.
— JO —

OUR

FOOD

SUPPLY

What about our food supply? We have four million more people to feed
as compared to 1914. We spend a million pounds per day now on imported
food. Have we got the ships to transport this?

We have the best ships’ coal in the world ; but the Kahal has decreed that
our ships must be run on oil — their oil — thus giving the Jews yet another
stranglehold on our unfortunate country.
The recent propaganda of our Government on increasing food production
is an insult to the intelligence of the public.
It seems to propose to increase the productivity of our farms in a few
weeks. It would take live years to make our farms produce what they did
twenty years ago.
The average farmer has been so impoverished that he has not been able to
buy fertilisers or to feed his stock so well. Also, there is a great reduction
in horse manure.
The consequences of these are that our land has become weak and poor.*
The late Minister of Agriculture, the Fabian Walter Elliott, seemed_to
concentrate on destroying the farmer. He certainly achieved his object,
namely, to make the farmer and his men the slaves of a Soviet system as in
Russia.
Further— so much good agricultural land has been taken over for rebuilding, for roads, etc., etc. This is a serious matter in our small island.
PROTOCOL

VI

The aristocracy of the Goyim, as a political force, is dead — we need not
take it into account ; but as landed proprietors they can still be harmful to
us from the fact that they are self-sufficing in the resources upon which
they live. It is essential therefore for us, at whatever cost, to deprive them
of their land. This object will be best attained by increasing the burdens
upon landed property — in loading lands with debt. These measures will
check land-holding and keep it in a state of humble and unconditional submission. ... At the same time we must intensively patronise trade and industry, but, first and foremost, speculation, the part played by which is to
provide a counterpoise to industry; the absence of speculative industry will
multiply capital in private hands, will serve to restore agriculture by freeing the land from indebtedness to the land banks. What we want is that

industry should drain off the land both labour and capital, and by means of
speculation transfer into our hands all the money of the world, and thereby
throw all the Goyim into the ranks of the proletariat. Then the Goyim will
bow down before us, if for no other reason but to get the right to exist.
POLITICAL

When

PARTY

ORGANISATIONS

'

we make investigation into the various political party organisa-

•See Lord Lymington’s recent took
Holborn, London, W.C. 1. Price 7-6

Famine In England, Wttthert>y Ltd., S26, HISS
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tions we find the same hand of the Jew pulling the strings and whenever
necessary providing the money for the upkeep of the tame and sycophantic
committees which are thought to be “in charge.”

Of course in many cases the source of the money is secret — “confidential”
— and the finance is afforded in devious ways. Jew finance for a party newspaper isa favourite method, and this does not fall in the category of “election expenses”! Other means are by way of payment of official salaries,
and by simpler means such as entertainments, sports trophies, prizes and
the like all seemingly pure philanthropy but actually carried out on So lavish a scale as to be exceedingly like bribery and corruption.
In the Socialist Party, we can understand the Jew influence. Wherever
the Jew can stir up discontent and breed Bolshevism, there he sets his minions to work, so that in that part of the social world he can undermine the
Gentile order. So-called Labour orators and workers are largely alien, as
any person who attends the public meetings can testify by the evidence
merely of his own eyes.
In the Liberal and Conservative Parties, the Jew works more by means of
financial support. But he extols his toll for this, and Jewish heads of Committees and departments are the result.
I have referred to this matter in an earlier page, but it is no secret that in
recent years the so-called “Central” Conservative Office has been mainly
financed by Jews. This has resulted in an extraordinary kindness when
dealing with aliens entering the country, especially Jewish aliens.
And Ashridge College, founded in memory of Mr. Bonar Law as a Conservative School, which employs as lecturers people who vary from pink to
deep red.
It may also account for the confusion — probably intentional confusion —
that has been brought into newspaper reports concerning the Spanish revolt,
whereby the Reds are described as “The Government,” and by a strange reversal of the ordinary practice, receive continuous and violent support from
our Socialists, which really goes to prove that the so-called Spanish Government forces are a gang of Bolshevists. There has scarcely been any mention
that this revolution was largely organised by Bela Kuhn, with unlimited
Moscow money.
So far as I have seen the “Daily Mail” and “Sunday Despatch” are almost
alone in describing the two parties in Spain as “Reds” and “Anti-Reds,”
which are, clearly, correct descriptions.
This Judaeo-Masonic influence at Party headquarters is manifested in
many ways, but always in a way that happens to be detrimental to our national interests, and helpful to the opponents of British practice and policy.
It cannot be accidental. It is assuredly designed and planned !
It is designed and planned in order that Gentile philosophy and Gentile
influence shall be brought to nought !
One wonders, indeed, if any “Party” is exempt from the Zionist germ.
Certainly most of our charitable bodies have been “brought up” by the Jews,
who are “charitable” wherever their ends may be served. Their motive can
—
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wtyt always be seen to be ulterior, except in a few cases where policy re.es a gesture, and there the financial support is strangely nominal!
Our Government

cannot say that they were not warned.

Reporting to London on September 6, 1918, the representative of Britain
in St. Petersburg, M. Oudendyke, warned our Government against Bolshevism which he said “should be put an end to at once or the civilisation of the
whole world would be threatened.” He added “as it is organised and worked
by Jews who have no nationality and whose one object is to destroy for
their own ends the existing order of things.”
In a Foreign Office White Book in April, 1919, this statement appeared,
but it was quickly withdrawn from circulation and was succeeded by a
bowdlerised edition omitting this last sentence (in italics) about the Jews.
If this was not done by Jewish influence here, then why was it done?
JEWISH

Nahum

LEADERS

SPEAK

Sokolow, President of the Executive Committee

of the Zionist

Congress, on the 25th August, 1932, said : “The League of Nations is a Jewish idea.” Lucien Wolf, former Plenipotentiary of the Jews at the Peace
Conference, 1919, and Delegate to the League, said: “If the League of
Nations went under, the whole edifice so laboriously built up by the Jewish
delegations of England and America at ‘Paris, in 1919, would collapse.”
Hermalin, a Jew lecturing in New York in 1917, said: “The Russian Revolution was brought about by Jews. We formed secret Societies. . . We Jews
made the Revolution a success at last by our convincing propaganda and by
means of mass assassination, intending to make a Government of our own.”
The Jewish World, 15th March, 1923, wrote: “Fundamentally Judaism is
anti-Christian.” Bolshevism is Jewish.
Russia in under a Jewish dictatorship. France is governed by Jews and
Grand Orient Freemasons, with whom members of the British Cabinet have
the closest affiliation. In order to encircle Germany, which has deposed
Jews from political power, France has joined in an armed alliance with Bolshevik Russia. Other states of Europe, notably Czecho-Slovakia and Roumania, take their orders from Dr. Benesh, a Mason of high degree. Geneva
is dictated to by Litvinoff, a bank robber, one of the gang who committed
foul murders and mass assassinations in Russia. Through the League, successive British Ministers have deliberately subordinated the peace, welfare
and prosperity and happiness of the British people and of the Empire to a
sordid Jewish conspiracy for World Power. Germany, menaced by immense
armies, in defence of the national home, with customary German skill and
determination, has rebuilded her armed forces. She has re-occupied the
Rhineland with her own troops, as any prudent and self-respecting nation
would do. At the time of the King’s funeral, Litvinov was invited by the
Government to Buckingham Palace and to conversations. He, with other
Jews, and the head of the Russian army, were engaged in diplomatic conversations, visits to British and French armament factories, all of which manoeuvres, with other sinister European figures, Jews and political puppets
threatened peace and what has been called “the Locarno Spirit.”
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The policy of our recent Governments

has been against the two dic^^J

popular cry now, influenced by our Jew-controlled Press, is “We
The
no Dictators

^
Yet the policy of our Cabinet has been dictated for many years by me:
who have no country — by Jews. Examples of this are the various Boards
(Milk, Bacon, Eggs, Transport, Housing, etc., etc.) which are really Soviets
and exercise a power just as dictatorial as anything in Germany or Italy
today. The right of appeal to a jury is denied. And what about P.STP.
(Political and Economic Planning) ? Recently our foreign policy has been
dictated by Litvinov through the League of Nations.
The points emphasise what I have already written. If the various coups
of Herr Hitler make the world uncomfortable, it is principally because
Hitler has so much upset the Zionist plans, and roused the Jews to a frenzy
of rage and persistent underground propaganda against him.
Actually, at the moment, Hitler is the Jewry’s worst foe! People and
our Press make all kinds of objections to his acts and methods, and to his
whole dictatorship, but they fail to realise that he and Mussolini saved Europe from Bolshevism. And the Jews do see definitely that he is their greatest enemy. I marvel that he has been able to hold his position and his life
for so long, in view of the Judaic antagonism alone which he has engendered.

Not that the Jews are to be blamed for all the causes of unrest in the
world today. But they can and do exploit those causes to their own foul
end and to their major aim of world domination.
“THE

LEFT

BOOK

CLUB”

Here again, in this organisation, we can see the Judaic Bolshevik tradition expressed blatantly by a lot of so-called “highbrow” people who actually have sunk in mental efficiency far below the lowest of “lowbrows.”
Cozened and cajoled by effeminate men and “sexless” women, it has adopted a superiority in all its words and acts; pouring contempt on those “lesser” folk who will not consort with it nor its tenets, because they feel that
what is called “modern thought” is frankly an insane obsession. It is more
than that, too, for it takes the soul back to jungle ways and extols all that
we have come to regard as base.
And if a man may be judged by the company he keeps, then the “Left
Book Club” is condemned as an unpleasant thing of alien Jewish origin.
. In January, 1938, there was a meeting of the Left Book Club sympathisers
at Albert Hall, when fully fifty per cent, of the audience were clearly o£
ary.
recent
alien extraction and, of course, the speeches were largely revolutionIn the journal “The New
Warburg wrote :—

Statesman” on November

6, 1937, Frederic J.

“For some time now the firm (Martin Seeker & Warburg) of which I
am a director has sought to provide a representative selection of books
embodying the most advanced thought on modern problems for those
—
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were interested. . . .
In this way we have issued books by English Communists, members

Wof the I.L.P., Pacifists, Russian Communists, Trotskyists, negro revol^ utionaries, Eurasian Radicals, Communist sympathisers of various
kinds, and Socialists maintaining independence of any political party.”
The “Left Book Club” seems to be well-served in this class of “literature”
which is so “advanced,” in my opinion, as to pander to all kinds of unpleasant reasoning and which indeed is largely a throw-back to the aborigine.
It is one of the things which Jewry loves to inspire in the world so that in
the end the Gentile shall be demeaned and shall wallow in vicious and antagonistic thought.
A further manifestation of this character is the so-called “Christian Book
Club,” who sponsors include Victor Gollanz and the Dean of Canterbury.
The latter’s Red sympathies are too well known to need comment. The prospectus states “The Christian Book Club will work in close association with
the Left Book Club.”
A SETBACK

Patriotic people have been hoping that under Neville Chamberlain we
should have a patriotic, anti-Bolshevik regime. But when Hore-Belisha*
was sent to “talk” to Signor Mussolini, April last, it was evident that Chamberlain either does not realise the grave dangers of Bolshevism, or that he
is not in power. It was an insult to Mussolini, and a deliberate affront to
Chancellor Hitler.
CONCLUSION

It has often been asked, particularly by pro- Jewish and “Liberal” minded
persons : If the Kahal is so powerful in Russia, why was Stalin allowed to
execute recently so many important and prominent Jews? They were executed byorder of the Kahal headquarters, because they were not obedient
to the laws of the Kahal. That the Kahal has never hesitated to execute its
own agents both Jewish and Gentile, who fail to carry out its orders in fear
or in revolt, is a fact which numerous examples in former and in recent
times testify. The accused had been willing tools of foreign powers in a
conspiracy to bring about the dismemberment of the Soviet Union.
PROTOCOL

XV

“We are obliged without hesitation to sacrifice individuals who commit a breach of established order, for in the exemplary punishment of
evil lies a great educational problem.”
“Death is the inevitable end for all. It is better to bring that end
nearer to those who hinder our affairs than to ourselves as the founders
of this affair.”
♦The French paper Gringoire (29-4-38) stated that Belisha’s family originally came from
the Jewish quarter (ghetto) of Mogador, Morocco, where the ancestral home cut England’s “future Prime Minister” is pointed out with pride to tourists.
—
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In spite of all these executions so dramatically written up in the Jew-controlled Press of the world, the Jewish control of administrative and foreign
contact positions in Russia remains unaffected. Lazrovitch Kaganovitch,
Stalin’s father-in-law, who in 1937 had no less than 67 relations and friends
in various posts in the central administration of Russia, remains at Stalin's
elbow and as the Soviet Diplomatic Agent, Theodore Boutenko, who escaped from the Soviet Embassy in Bucharest on February 6th, 1938, has
pointed out, the new “Bourgeoise” which has formed is composed of 100
per cent, of Jews who enjoy the protection of Stalin’s most intimate adviser,
,, Kaganovitch. All the big Fabric and Factories, the monopoly of industry,
. war industry, the railroads, trade big and small, are virtually and effectively
in the hands of Jews, whilst the working class figures only on the theoretical abstraction as “the Patroness of Economy.”
Abroad, Russia is still invariably represented by a Jew or Jews, particularly in the case of the Great Powers, and in the cases where the ambassador is not a Jew, the secretary or assistant is nearly always Jewish. Further
the arch-Jew Litvinov (Finkelstein-Wallach) remains as Russia’s representative atGeneva, and the Jew Maisky, Russia’s ambassador at the Court
of St. James.
A FINAL

WORD

The writer may be accused of having, in these pages, overstated the case.
But we British people are so very trusting; so prone straightway to accept
a man’s word because our own word has always been our bond. It seems almost monstrous to suggest that pleasant-spoken people can have designs
against our peace.
The reader can be assured that we have, in these pages, most vastly understated the case.
The law has been so cunningly and intentionally turned and confused
that to say coal is black or water wet may be a criminal offense. We cannot
here publish one tenth of what we know but we can only give an indication
of the great peril, and actually we take risk in doing even this. But we feel
we must do it, let the consequences be what they may. Our statements and
more are being confirmed and added to by every daily newspaper today to
those who can read between the lines.

•
,

If I seem to stress the success of Hitler, I am just a man who has reviewed
phases of life in many lands and amongst all classes of individuals. I admire a brave, patriotic leader — would to God that we had one in our unfortunate country! I have certainly made a study of this Jewish plot and know
from my own wide experience the tenacity of their purpose, the depths to
which they will sink, and the heights they seek and are determined to attain.
I believe Hitler and his friends have similar knowledge, and that in his
Germanic patriotism he has determined to root out the Jews from the German lands.

He is accused, amongst other
icountry, and one great reason
tainted by Zionism! The news
countries outside Germany, and

things, of supressing foreign news in his
for this is because he knows its source is
would come to his people from Jew-ridden
Hitler will not have it! His dictatorship
—
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enables him to permit only the minimum
Germany.

of Judaic influence to enter

IRELAND

As this book goes to Press, we read that a member of our Cabinet (the
son of one of the most contemptible traitors in our history, who at a critical
period of the Great War tried to start a revolution) has made a treaty regarding Ireland with a man alleged to be an American born Portuguese Jew.

(This treaty includes that certain naval bases and harbours are to be
handed over entirely to the (so-called) Government of Ireland. No intelligent person believes that, in case of war, these will not be used to help the
enemy, even if only supplying oil to submarines, as happened in 1914-1918.

This treaty also states that the advances of over a hundred million pounds
to Ireland during the last fifty years or so are to be settled by a token payment of ten millions.
The report of this treaty was cleverly published the day before the Budget, thus detracting notice.
It was Lloyd George and Asquith who set DeValera free on more than one
occasion when he was captured or his forces cornered.
When at a critical period during negotiations with Ireland in 1919 Sir
Henry Wilson was murdered outside his house in London, it was disclosed
that Sir Henry’s guards had been removed only a few days before.

THE LIFE OF ZAHAROFF
The following short life of Zaharoff will undoubtedly throw a good deal of
light on this subject.
SIR BASIL
PROGENITOR

ZAHAROFF

OF ARMAMENT

RACING!

I come now to the man known as Zaharoff — he whose love of money
power, or both, led to the modern growth of Armament Racing! At
behest, suggestions, or by his art and craft of salesmanship, wars were
gendered ! Countries armed themselves against imaginary dangers which
in the soil of rivalry — fructified into real peril, and active warfare !

or
his
en—

He was able to exert an influence so great that he could apparently engineer the dethronement of monarchs, and offer their crowns to others, as he
did in the case of Portugal.
With his world-wide connections, his money accumulations must have
been terrific ! By his contract with one firm alone, he became entitled during the Great War to a commission of 67 per cent, on £34,000,000 !

This man, who “travelled” in death and “did” so well out of it, grew from
humble stock. His parents — J ews in the Greek quarter of Constantinople
—

escaped, during One of the periodic Turkish massacres of “Christians,”
—
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into Russia and changed their name conveniently to a Russian-sounding
one, Zaharoff ! Prior to this, their name was probably one of the following:
Zacharios, Zacharias, Zchar or Sahar.
Eventually they found their way back to Anatolia, where their son Basileios was born, and finally arrived again with their old acquaintances in
Tatavla, the poorest Greek quarter of Constantinople,
The son Basileios, in the squalid slums of Tatavla, grew to early manhood
and became at various periods, a guide, a money-changer, and also a fireman.
Now the firemen in Constantinople of that day were notorious in that they
secured their pay merely by annexing whatever property they could salvage
in a fire ! They are alleged to have caused fires for this purpose, and this,
if true, does certainly in Zaharoff’s case, give a pre-view of his after-career
when he set nations alight for personal gain !
The young Basileios, after an eventful sea trip to London — where his
employer in Greece had him arrested and charged with larceny, resulting in
his release on bail and subsequent disappearance — ■ seems to have adopted
further multiple “professions,” and was successively shopman, barman, and
agent. In 1877 a Swedish sea-captain passed on to him a doubtful kind of
job (an apparent sinecure) as Balkan agent for the armament firm of Nordenfeldt; and from that time this young Greek Jew began to go onwards.
Eight years later he sold to Greece their first submarine — a Nordenfeldt
one! Then he went to Turkey and sold its Government two Nordenfeldt
submarines !
During the following three years he interested himselfln theTjordenfeldt quick-firing gun, which, however, was being seriously menaced by a
rival gun invented by a new-comer named Hiram Maxim. But Zaharoff
attended the trials of the two guns at various places and was able to insinuate doubts as to the newer Maxim gun to such purpose that its sale was retarded, until the Maxim firm was glad in self-defence to unite with Nordenfeldts at the end of 1888 and this new firm with its better gun went ahead
by leaps and bounds.
Zaharoff now entered the big armament circles and in those parts of it
where bribery and blackmail could be practised and where cunning was a
daily necessity. For he worked “on commission” practically throughout
his career. The buying of Press control, the secret of buying control in
businesses and banks, bribery camouflaged as charity or “good turns,” the
establishment of arms firms in many countries under local names, with
affiliations all over the world, became part and parcel of the Zaharoff creed.
For more than forty years his armament scandal continued — on and on
through little and big wars — during which time famous statesmen became
involved and enmeshed in the vortex created by Zaharoff. His power grew
beyond appreciation! He was probably the most powerful member of the
Jew Kahal in which both as Jew and a world-power of himself, he was
doubtless a foremost and welcome leader!
Certainly he made blunders; very few though! He was lucky in his
scheming — so lucky indeed that he told Prince Christopher of Greece that
—
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if he had not been so lucky he would “have been murdered long ago or else
serving a life sentence in some prison”! And he certainly knew!
Such was this “Man of Mystery” in Europe, the “Armament Moloch,” the
“Merchant of Death,” the “Arms Monster” — he had been given many such
titles. It was left to England to “honour” him with G.C.B., G.B.E., D.C.L.
(Oxford), etc., etc.

He has been written about with fulsome flattery by Lewisohn (a Jew of
course), as a giver of great gifts. He has been heaped with contumely for
his dreadful trade, and has again been glossed over as a mere “salesman.”
To me, he is almost inhuman — a man preying on his fellow-creatures in the
most vile and sinister way !
His financial influence and power was such that he could ruin the banking
credit of one firm so that it should be forced into amalgamation with another organisation and become secondary to it. So, he brought about the
suppression of many a dangerous rival ; and in England and elsewhere he
was able to effect such “unions” over and over again.
His craft was such that he got his clutches into many noble characters and
so widespread was his power that it was difficult indeed to escape. There
is the instance of the statesman who refused to be bribed and was quite immovable in his honesty. Zaharoff mentioned the next day as being Sunday
whereas it was Saturday. On being corrected he insisted that it was Sunday
and was so vehement that he eventually wagered the statesman £5,009 that
the next day was Sunday. The statesman had to win, of course ; but he was
not “bribed”!
One of Zaharoff’s few blunders, and this was one that affected our own
British prestige, was in the backing of Venizelos; but possibly his seventy
years of age and the defection of “friends” who probably now feared him
less, were partly responsible for this failure.
It will be remembered that in 1921-22 Zaharoff, Venezelos and Lloyd
George encouraged the Greeks in their war against the Turks. Lloyd George
promised that the British Army should support the Greeks, but the Turkish Army had greatly improved, under German officers, and drove the
Greeks into the sea, after great massacres. Lloyd George even tried to get
help from our Dominions.
The result of this war was that we lost a valuable trade in the Levant.
These three men undoubtedly did the work of the Kahal and they dominated modern Europe.

To keep up the sale of Armaments, it was Zaharoff’s duty to make wars
and then to sell, if possible, to both sides.
With his great influence with the financiers he was able not only to make
or ruin large companies, but monarchs and Prime Ministers were just puppets in his hands!
When he passed out of this life, he left behind a world holocaust of bad
feeling, and a host of men whose consciences should smite them throughout
life! But he undoubtedly helped the growth of the Judaic plot against
Gentile civilisation in a tremendous degree and his danger therefore
continues.
— 29 —
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JACQUES

'

DORIOT

AFTER

THE

FALL

OF PARIS!

On September 14, 1940, JACQUES DORIOT, Fascist leader, former Deputy, former mayor of St. Denis, (now co-operating with Marshal Petain,
wrote a significant article in his weekly V Emancipation Nitiontle.) He
has been a steel worker. He is an orator.
He demands that the Government “settle definitely the Jewish problem.”
He favors a German victory and in a “letter to an Anglophile” he said that
in the event of a British victory “the big authors of the war and the present catastrophe, Mandel, Blum and Reynaud would once more become masters of France.”
“Jewish finance would choke us with its corruption. Freemasonry would
re-establish its dictatorship. Plutocracy would reign as master, and our
national independence would not be re-established. For France would officially become die first dominion of his British majesty, whereas yesterday we
were that only unofficially.”
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I.
1.

ORIGINAL AURA OF
UNITY RUFFLED BY
DISTURBING SIGNS

THE SURFACE UNITY

Immediately after the brutal Japanese attack on the United States, an exhilarating spirit of national unity surged
upward from th® depths of the American people submerging for
the moment all the ideological differences which had separated
the country into hostile camps. Since then, however, certain
developments have taken place which make it necessary to reevaluate the original impression of a total unification in the
face of a common enemy. Side by side with the pledge of loyalty one finds already talk of a negotiated peace at the opportune moment, of impeachment of the President after the war is
over, of treachery in high office and of anti-Semitism.

*■*■*•*

2.

AMERICA FIRST IN
EXECUTIVE SESSION
VOTES DISSOLUTION

After spending large sums on isolationist propaganda,
America First, in the interest of national unity, decided on
December 12th to dissolve. Leading isolationists like Lindbergh, Wheeler, Flynn and Fish, who had been members of America First or intimately connected with it, issued similar
statements announcing their support Pf the American defense
effort. But this decision has not been accepted by the antiSemitic faction which is gratified to find itself in exclusive possession of the field by the departure of the "proJewish" elements. (See item 10.)
*

3-

NOMINATION LOST
BY STATE SENATOR
VERY SIGNIFICANT

*

*

*

Massachusetts State Senator Joseph B. Harrington of Salem, a leader of the America First Committee, was defeated on
December 16 th in the primary campaign to fill the congressional vacancy caused by the death of Democratic Representative
Lawrence J. GOnnery. Harrington, who ran on a strictly iso- .
lationist ticket, significantly received 16 per cent of the
votes although ten candidates sought the nomination.
*

*

*

*■
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F.B. I, ARRESTS

"JL't.G. AViATblX

AS GERMAN AGENT

Laura Ingalls, America First speaker, has been indicted
by a Federal grand jury for failing to register as a German
agent. Miss Ingalls was active in the various women's groups
and flew her plane over the White House to scatter isolationist leaflets. Last November 11th before a meeting of Women
United, Miss Ingalls said she was tired of democracy and that
this country was in the hands of alien forces.
*

5.

GERMAN- AMERICAN
BUND DISSOLVED
BY GOVERNMENT

*

*

*

The German-Aoerican Bund, despite its advice in the
"Deutscher Weckruf" to refrain from any activity which would
reflect upon German-Americans, has been disbanded by the Federal government end its leaders taken into custody. Unable
to control its vehement attitude toward American participation
in the war, the very issue which affirmed its loyalty carried
an appeal for funds to prevent the paper from passing into the
hands of the warmongers and denounced the American Legion for
supporting Roosevelt's foreign policy. The action taken
against the Bund does not affect the estimated 22,000 former
Bund members still at large who are citizens of the United
States.
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WILLIAM D. PELLET
William Dudley Pelley, leader of the anti-Semitic Silver
fltJfeaiHDg IdLl-CALL Shirts, has decided to suspend all further publication of
TO AVOID CALAMITY "Roll-Call11 rather than "conform to the military dictates of
public policy." Instead, Pelley announced he would limit his
publishing activity to the "Galilean Magazine." The December
22nd issue of the "Galilean" in an article which asks, "Shall
we have an honest war?" declares that the anti-Jewish elements can be relied upon for more effective execution of American defense than the "tolerationists." "Our people," adds
the "Galilean Magazine," "have not altered their minds in regard to war involvement. They have become silenced by the
exigencies of the military situation..."
*

*

*

*
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* AMERICAN WAY*
The January issue of the once openly anti-Semitic "AoerOF JOHN GETS BARS ican Way” published by John Geis, street -corner agitator (see
ALT. ANTI-SEMITISM

ADL

Newsletter,

December

1st,

1941),

has

deleted

all

direct

anti-Semitism from its pages and even speaks of establishing
a world order in which all races will be given an equal opportunity to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Geis,
however, plasters his front page with "Keep America Christian,"
advertises his emblem of Christian America, and repeats the
Coughlin line of driving the money-changers from the temple.

I

*

8.

*

*

*

U. S. GOVERNMENT
By order of the Federal government, the funds of the naziOBDBR FREEZES
controlled ODWU and the $6,000,000 treasury of the UNA have
UNA. CDWU FUNDS
been frozen. The UNA, the full name of which is Ukrainian Nationalist Organization, induced Yale University Press to nublish

the pro-mazi "History of the Ukraine^" (See ADL Newsletter, December 1ft, 1941.)- "Svoboda," the official organ of
the UNA, and Michael Piznak, its attorney, have been included
in the qrder., Important leaders of the UNA are now engaged in
a bitter family quarrel with personal recriminations flying
thick and fast as to whose indiscreet behavior was responsible
for the action. Some think that Dr, Luke My s huh a, editor of
"Svoboda," wh° prepared the manuscript for the "History of the
Ukraine," caused UNA*s present predicament by his trip to Germany and his radio talks over nazi stations.

* . *
9.

* PUBLICITY* FOR
WAR EFFORT BUT

Typical of the way in
cations now Support. the war
is the December 11th issue
nounces in banner headlines
on page 2 .it has a vicious
Jew and Gentile. (See item

*

*

*

which formerly isolationist publieffort but still foment disunity
of "Publicity." On page 1 it anthat it supports the President;
article on the differences between
19.)

*

*

*
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BENEATH

THE SURFACE

- ORGANIZATIONS

AMERICA FIRSTERS
A movement to merge all the dissident America First ele5TUBB0RNLY RESIST merits in the metropolitan area is now being fdstered by local
BREAKING OF RANKS leaders* This group is composed of: Horac^paasf/head of
the Speakers Committee of the Brooklyn Chapter; Mrs. Ros^l
Luca, Sfecrefcarv of the headquarters of the Queens Chapter;
' Edwin C. ^Webster Jpf the Manhattan Chapter; and Andrew Smith!)
of the Bronx Chapter. A plan to incorporate the new organ!*
zation under the laws of Delaware is being considered. Meeting# have been held in the homes of the leaders. Ed Webster
entertained a number of A.F.C. officers at his apartment on
^December 17th with Charles Lindbergh present. It was decided
that the important people should remain in the background

y

r
/

•yESTINY PARTY IS
Thinking of a new
POLITICAL PROGRAM

temporarily. The following day Miss
First speaker, held a meeting at her

Hope Skinner, America
home. Haas called an

apartment

City.

executive committee meeting for December 18th at a private
at 7 Park Avenue,

The American

Destiny

New York

Party

is weighing the value of
changing its name and replacing its blatant anti-Semitic
propaganda with a plan for an indirect Jewish boycott. At
a secret meeting held on December 17th the American Destiny
Party decided to concentrate outwardly on anti-communist
work but retain its sentiments regarding the Jews. It hopes
to establish a cooperative league which will force the Jews
out of the retail and wholesale business. A Magistrate^
Court summons has been issued against its dapper leader,
Joe McWilliams, who recently completed a sentence for making
anti-Semitic speeches, charging him with disorderly conduct.
(See ADL Newsletter, December 1st, 1941.) This may account
for the contradictory rumors that McWilliams is seeking glamor boy roles in Hollywood and is sunning himself in Miami.
Actually, he is in hiding a short distance from New York City.

MILITARY REVERSES ,
The first meeting of the Patriots of the Republic after
LINE OF 1 PATRIOTS
the declaration of war was held on December 11th at the CathOF THE REPUBLIC *
olic Bookshop:, 149 Remsen Street, Brooklyn. Eveiyone was in
favor of continuing the anti -Jewish program. It was proposed
that the Patriots concentrate on the development of boycotts
against all Jewish stores and motion pictures and constantly
harp on military reverses. The suggestion was made that the
organization communicate with parents who lost sons in the
war in order to persuade them to take action against the government. The project was instantaneously approved. Frank
Woodruff of the American Destiny Party and Captain Clark, the
pseudonym of a White Russian fascist, actively participated
in the meeting.
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FRANCIS P. MORAN
Francis P^^orah, director of the “Christian" Front of
IN BOSTON SPEECH
America, speaking in Boston on December 15th said the greatBLAMES PRESIDENT est menace to America was the Jew. At an earlier meeting on
December 8th before five hundred followers, Moran referred
to Admiral Joseph Kimmel
more than he should like
erated his lack of faith
velt." While nominally
blamed the President for

as that "Jewish gentian an who talks
all others of his people" and reitin the "Jewish democracy of Roosesupporting the United States, Moran
the Japanese attack and said that

after

the war terminated he should be impeached for his "unwarranted" interference in foreign affairs. At his most recent meeting, December 22nd, Moran toned down his remarks
because a reporter was present. Nevertheless, his talk was
definitely anti-Semitic and anti-administration.

—Acme

Francis

14.

MOTHERS' LEGION
BELIEVES THIS IS
JEWISH WAR PLOT

P. Moran,

"Christian"

Th^^g,t iona^he. gion of Mothers

TVont

Director

of America,

a Coughlinite

group which has circulated the German Library of Information's
"Facts In Review" and whose members have said they would not
fight against Germany, held a meeting in Philadelphia on December 8th. The general consensus of opinion was that "this
is a Jews' war." Other remarks in substance were: the only
thing to do is fight for an early peace; this war means Christians will spill their blood for the Jews;
because there was dirty work somewhere; we
ased against Germany; English ships flying
attacked us; and there is no need to send

we weren't prepared
should not be bithe Japanese flag
our boys to Japan.

I
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GERMAN- AMERICAN
ItoBHBNOE BELIEF
FOND HOLDS BAZAAR

Page 6

Although the annual bazaar of the German-American Conference Belief Fund was held at Madison Square Garden before
the declaration of war, it had already taken steps to make itself “respectable." Nevertheless, Mr. Dietrich Wortmann, first
vice-chairman,' refused to issue a statement rejecting the patronage of Hitler sympathizers. In previous years, nazi adherents were committee members and funds were solicited for
the relief of German war prisoners. This year the conference
was more .^iscreet, but the Bazaar Committee
guide recommended that its guests patronize

in its official
twelve firms

which were similarly recommended by the "Sixth Annual Trade
Guide" of the German-American Business League, a pro-nazi index of business firms. Seven concerns listed in the pro-nazi
“Trade Guide" paid for advertisements in the official Belief
Fund booklet and three maintained booths at the fair.

OFFICIAL
GUIDE
iou

CHARITY BAZAR

*

«

*

*

v

*

IU BLB JfWBBP
The dubious honor of being among the first
WHEN SPEECH BULB
izens to be arrested by the F.B.I* for seditious
IS raCMULftATgD goes to Robert Noble, a petty thief and old-age
eteer who illegally used the Congressional frank

American citutterances
pension rackof the dead

Senator Ernest Lundeen to circulate his pro-nazi propaganda*
Noble was arrested for a speech made on December 11th at Los
Angeles demanding the impeachment of President Roosevelt*
Another who shares this distinction is Ellis 0* Jones, founder
of the anti-Semitic National Copperheads and a recent columnist for “Publicity *." (See ADL Newsletter, December 1st, 194L)
The complaints were dismissed, however, on motion of the United States Attorney's office after Attorney General Biddle declared that “free speech as such ought not to be restricted*"

*

*

*

*
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WOMEN UNITED NOT
t6 disband but to

Women

United

has

decided

to continue

as a political group
but to move to a private office in view of the present situation. It is now destroying all incriminating literature and,
like the other isolationist groups, is concentrating on a savage condemnation of the navy for live loss of lives at Pearl Harbor. At a private party on December Sth, it advised members to
send telegrams thanking Jeannette Rankin for her opposition to
the war. Considerable anti-Semitic bias continues' to permeate
its gatherings. Members cackle about the Jews gloating over
their "victory." At a meeting on December 13th, Women United
decided to campaign in the next elections and, if'it does not
prove too dangerous, to take an active part in the defense of
Laura Ingalls.

III.
18.

TOLERANCE

GOSPEL

ADVOCATED BY REV.
JAMES N. GILLIS

Under

BENEATH

the guise

THE SURFACE

of urging

- PUBLICATIONS

tolerance,

the Reverend

James

N. Gillis, writing in the December 11th "Catholic Transcript"
published by the Diocese of Hartford, echoes the remarks made
earlier this year by Judge Herbert O'Brien before the Foreign
Affairs Committee that "Civil war is already going on in New
York City." "I have been driven," said Father Gillis, "reluctantly to the conclusion that unless the atmosphere clears
pretty soon there is going to be a clash between Jews and nonJews here in New York City and in some other metropolitan cities. ..'I say to you, love your enemy.' The Jew is not always
or necessarily the enemy of the Christian, but even if he were,
he is not to be considered outside the pale and beyond the law
of love..
*

19.

*

*

*

'SOCIAL JUSTICE*
According to "Social Justice," December 15th, the present
WILL NOT RETRAlSlf war is a struggle between the "have" and the "have-not" nations*
PREVIOUS POSITION
It accuses the President of wanting Hitler to attack in order
to enable him to use an expeditionary force outside the Americas and charges "British Israel" with seeking world federation.
In its December 22nd issue "Social Justice" holds Britain responsible for the present conflict because it declared war
against Germany first. In an attempt to analyze the basic
causes of war, "Social Justice" traces war's origin from Stalin
to the Rothschilds and from the Rothschilds to the usurers. To
destroy the present unity, such as it is, "Social Justice" has
now taken up cudgels on behalf of the Puerto Ricans and asks
why they are neglected while we pamper refugees. That "Social
Justice" intends to continue its firing on the Jews and the Administration can be seen from its latest issue which is reproduced in part on the following page.
*

*

*

*
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Social Justice
DECEMBER

Let’s Have

Mr. Roosevelt has, as his chief foreign ambassador, William C. Bullitt, whose mother
was a Horwitz.

Confidence
On

All

Sides,

29, 194T

as a result of the Pearl

Harbor debacle, unnecessary misgivings are
cropping up about our ability to carry war
successfully into the Orient.
Mr. S. L. A. Marshall, war critic for the
Detroit News, says:

“Our own Asiatic fleet is bound by weakness in numbers, metal and guns in the
vicinity of the Philippine shoreline and can.
not be dispatched on any romantic errand
in the seas to the westward. The British
sea force at Singapore, no longer able to
lean on the big ships, is occupied by major
problems requiring a close defense of its
base.
”
Despite
this realistic, if unpleasant, report we say to our readers — have confidence.
At the helm stands President Roosevelt,
who is Commander-in-Chief of Army and
Navy.
Counselling him, when needed, he has
Herbert H. Lehman whom Mr. Roosevelt
has characterized as his strong right arm.
Lehman is a capable banker, married to a
sister of Frank Altschul, partner in the
international banking firm of Lazard
Freres.
Mr. Roosevelt has the friendship and
assistance of his close neighbor and Secretary of the Treasury, Henry Morgenthau,
Jr. In turn, Mr. Morgenthau has, for his head
economist, Lawrence Seltzer. His chief consultant isJacob Viner of the University of
Chicago.
Mr. Roosevelt has the fine counsel of
Felix Frankfurter, who has been designated
by General Johnson as the most influential
single individual in the United States.

Mr. Roosevelt has for a judicial balance
wheel Samuel Rosenman of the New York
Supreme Court.
Mr. Roosevelt has Henry L. Stimson to
act as his Secretary of War. Mr. Stimson has
had a life-long political intimacy with Felix
Frankfurter and was formerly counsel for
Kuhn, Loeb and Company.
Mr. Roosevelt has the able co-operation
of Frank Knox, his Secretary of the Navy,
who enjoys fine connections with the Kuhn,
Loeb and Company banking house through
their participating in ownership of the
Chicago Daily News.

Indeed, money, more money, and more
money will be required to win this war. Only
financiers of the ability of Kuhn, Loeb, the
J. P. Morgan and Company and others will
be able to counsel the Commander-in-Chief
in this respect.
Mr. Roosevelt has Lawrence Steinhardt
to help him carry on relations with the
Soviet Union. Mr. Steinhardt is a nephew
of Samuel Untermeyer and has studied the
Soviet situation most exhaustively.

These are some of the geniuses whose
ability is unquestioned and whose loyalty in
this crisis is above suspicion.
They have been with Mr. Roosevelt from
the beginning. They will stand by him to the
end. With Sidney Hillman, Fiorella LaGuardia, Leon Henderson, Cordell Hull and
a host
of others, victory with justice is in
the
offing.

8
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EXCERPTS

MALICE TOWARD
THE JEWS:
PUBLICITY

4

E'.
J. earner
,
Wichita,
Kan.

Ed.

DECEMBER 11TH, 1941

THE GALILEAN MAGAZINE
Wm. Dudley Pelley, Ed.
Indianapolis, Ind,
DECEMBER 22ND, 1941

MIMEOGRAPHED LETTER
Christian" Front
Francis P. Moran
Boston, Mass.
DECEMBER 8TH, 194L

- \
AMERICA IN DANOSRj
Charles B. Hudson, Ed.
Omaha, Nebr.
DECEMBER 9TH, 1941

mOt

THE ANTI-DEMOCRATIC

PRESS Of AMERICA

"... Witness the present Demo*4locky Administration with
its self-ordained third termer and Alphabetical-Sovietlzed form of government, with all the Key Positions
filled by Mongolian Jews, exercising absolute control
for the benefit of Jewry, and taking orders from Bernard
Baruch, the Judeo-Mongol Prince for the Western Hemisphere, and a Vice-Hoi for Edward Rothschild V, formerly
of Paris but now of New York City, the foremost international Banker, Autocrat of the Jews, Yicar of Satan on
Earth and Presumptive Jewish World Sing...*
"... Probably

the most sagacious thing which this War Administration has done during its tenure of office has
been to preserve a decorum in the matter of rounding up
native citizens who may have been scathing critics of
the Rooseyeltians-or anti-Semites-before they had committed acts that proved their patriotic dishonesty. As a
matter of fact, attacks on the Adminis tration in the past,
together with attacks on hordes of Judaists, have been
grounded upon the most aggressive patriotism, the kind
that maintains without war to augnent it. In time of real
crisis yet ahead, it will be found that the anti-Administration and anti-Jewish elements can be relied upon for a
more sterling execution of American defense than the tolerationists or Jingoists. . ."
"... Nevertheless, we are not now and we will not be
blinded by the hate-breeding propaganda and recriminations that will soon pollute our national Air. ..We do not
accept Mr, Roosevelt's statement nor those of his warmongering associates that he was seeking peace. . .When
this war is concluded, we shall do everything within oar
power to force the impeachment of President Roosevelt and
his fellow conspirators and, further, we shall attempt to
organize the American citizenry to support a demand for
their trial under constitutional law on criminal charges.
...The above statement*. .may explain to many victims of
Jewish and Communist propaganda what this movement really

is..."
"...The Mongolian Jap is blood-brother to such Jews, "'who
are more Mongolian than black or white. Even Einstein
admitted in *38 that the Jew is a 'mixed race' (mixture
of black, yellow and white), and NUDRAL braintruster Jerome Prank in featured article in 12-6-41 SATEVEPOST admits
that Jews know that 'the Jews, unlike the Japanese, are
not a race' but 'a hodgepodge of many racial stocks.'"

*

*

*

♦
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nag qy ygtfini

or jomr cassidt

Additional a^videoce on the lack of fitness of "Christian* Jkonter John 7. Cassidy for admission to the bar has
been supplied to the Brooklyn Character Committee. Her facta
cited are a Cassidy speech made in Philadelphia on November
24th at a "Christian Americanism” redly sponsored by Mrs.
Catherine Brown of the Crusading Bothers in which Cassidy
made several anti-Semitic remarks, called the President
'either insane or a liar” and urged that all those present
subscribe to "Social Justice. *
e

as. jiwish soldiers /

e

. e

e

;: - :Js»ieh soldiers in the army oamps throughout the country voluntarily surrondered their Christmas leaves in order
that their buddies might spend this Important holiday with
their families* Wide publicity was given to this exemplary
oonduot by the aewspapersand the radio. The first to broadoast the announcement of the Army and Navy Committee of the
Jewitsh Welfare Board concerning the Jewish soldiers was Keegan -McCrary, editor of the "Liberator," the radio newspaper of
the a^r* The seme announcement was carried later in the
evening by Jay Sims over the Mutual network.
e

' e

e

e

23. MAZZIKI SOOINTT
Under the auspices of the Uazzini Society, one thouKIJOPS Si fo ALTY
sand people of Italian deacent-gathered at Cooper Union on
TO IfflITBD 3TATB8
December 20th to pledge their lives to the cause of freedom.
The resolution which was enthusiastically applauded by the
audience declared in part* "We, American citizens of Italian descent and anti-fascist Italian immigrants, solemnly
pledge to offer everything we have, our energy, our passion
and eventually opr life, to the great fight for human freedom now fou^t by theAoerican people: and led by President
franklin D. Roosevelt.;* • Italian speakers Included Count
1 ■ foraer ltallbn Poreign Minister, Dr. Max AeCarlo Sforsa,
coli and 0. -A, BoVgeee»‘ ThOBe spea*4ng inSnglish were the
well-known
columni'st,
Dorothy Thompson, and the writer, Vincent Sheean.
»
*

*

*

♦

24. BASTWHW REGIONAL
The Eastern RegionalOff iceand the Northwestern PennOPPICB TO KOLB
sylVania Conference of B'nai B'rith held a seminar at the
POPULAR SEMINARS Knights of ColiliUbus Ball, Cil City, Pennsylvania; on December
15th.- Bore than three hundred people attended the conference, 'Other seminars will be held oh, January 18th in Baltimore and on Pebruary 1st in Pittsburgh. Staff members
Mil dis&ubs the work of' their respective departments in
Vblnblhh to the problems arising,, frosty the situation.

25.

*11421 POISON. » AN

k splendid 55«page pamphlet

entitled

HNazi Poisons How

We Can Destroy Hitler0 s Propaganda Against the Jews," has
Just been published by the Council for Democracy through the
cooperation of a panel of thirteen consul tents* In three
concise chapters every phase of anti^Semiti sm * from its historical and psychological basis to its present significance*
is thoroughly end critically examined* Special attention is
devoted to the numerous contradictory myths which have been
sedulously preserved that Jews are 8 materialistic, idealistic, concerned exclusively with trade f overcrowd the professions, are pacifists, warmongers, communists and international bankers* The concluding chapter describes specific
methods which can be employed to eliminate anti-Semitism*
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FEATURE
ARTICLE

V.

B'NAI

B'RITH

AMD NATIONAL

of articles

DEFENSE

(The seventh

in a series

describing

phases

of the

constructive

program of B'nai B'rith and the Anti -Defamation
League in behalf of democracy.)

*

»
»

The preservation of democracy has been a principal tenet
of B'nai B'rith since its inception. In every national emergency our organization has been one of the first to offer its
services. This tradition was continued when Henry Monsky,

*

President
national

of B'nai B'rith, telegraphed President Roosevelt immediately after the declaration of war that "in this hour of
peril we stand ready for any and all sacrifices of

blood, treasure, talent and toil in defense of our country, "
for in the 98 years of its existence B'nai B'rith has never
waited to be drafted. At the earliest sign of need we have
voluntarily stepped forward with the offer to place our entire
resources at the disposal of the government. Nor have we been
smugly satisfied with this facile testimonial of our patriotism. Every lodge, auxiliary and youth group has channeled its
ingenuity and creative talent into devising new ways in which
it could be of assistance.

The B'nai B'rith Executive Council has contributed $5,000
to the war relief appeal of the American Red Cross with the w ^
assurance that the 900 B'nai B'rith lodges will contribute an i
additional $45,000 through their local Red Cross chapters. To ;
bolster morale and provide assistance on the home front, particularly in communities where there are no Jewish agencies, B'nai1
B'rith more than a year ago held conferences with the Director
of the Tar Service of the American Red Cross and agreed upon a j
program for locating service men, supplying information on the
government's defense program and aiding discharged men to reestablish themselves in civilian life. The Executive Council
for Metropolitan New York initiated a civilian defense campaigxL
in which 5,000 people enrolled out of 6,000 who were addressed!
The Women's Supreme Council of B'nai B'rith in June, 1941.J
sent a delegate to the National Defense Conference of the Gen- J
eral Federation of Women's Clubs at which the following program
was suggested for future activity! an educational campaign
stressing the values of the American form of government; a
V

i

fi

study of the consumer's problem and the stabilization of price!
plans for growing food products by family groups; instruction ■
in first-aid, in scientific agricultural work in order to re- p
place men if the need arises; vocational training for Industrie
al work; and development of women\ as aviation ground workers.

kZk members throughout

the country have donated blood, de-

vised an ingenious method for servicing their neighbors with
defense savings stamps and have held USO dances at which the
sole price of admission was the purchase of a specified number
of defense stamps#
*

*

*

*
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I. UNDERMINING UNITY
No Gain In Unity Since Assault On Hawaiian Islands
Four Scamps Have Wormed Their Way Into Vital Posts
5. Hearings Prove Defense Firms Discriminate
4.
67.. Prominent America Firster Forms An Appeasement Group
Women United For Aiding Jeannette Rankin' s Program
8. Isaac A. Millner's Home And Synagogue Maliciously Burned
9. A Qieens Air Haid Warden Quotes From Book By J. P. Kamp
Spurious History Used To Bait Jews. Again Distributed
Gerald L. K. Smith Organizes A New Secret Society

10.

II. THE KAMPF AGAINST UNITY
Fr. Curran Gives New Disunity Line To His Followers
Boston Celebrates City Holiday With Ourran As Speaker
Pro-Nazi National Workers League Is Still In Business
Elizabeth Billing Is Now Working On Biblical Analysis
Harlem Newspaper Reports Growth Of Anti-Semitic Bias
'Patriots' Won't Mail Any Notices Of Its Meetings
Two Coughlinite Editors Print The Identical Article
A Death Threat Is Received In Mails By Father Eernan
'UltrAmerican Way' Proposes Solution Of Jewish Problem
Former Editor Of Franco Paper Now Writer For 'Sun'
Malice Toward The Jews. Anti-Democratic Press Of America
III. DEFENDING UNITY
Protests Filed Against Cassidy Admission To Bar
Co-Owner Of Bund Camp Is Arrested Under Alien Act
Negro Nationalist Leader Jailed For Violating The Law
Costa Rican Weekly Is Suspended By A. Presidential Order
State Legislature Questions De Aryan On His Activities
California Nazis May Serve A Few Months In Prison
Records Of German American Alliance Seized By The FBI
IV.

31.

IN DEFENSE OF DEMOCRACY

Dewey Is Speaker At B 'nai B'rith Rally In New York
Readers Can Now Obtain New Joe Doakes Pamphlet
Fifth Series Of 'Lest We Forget' To Be Broadcast
Excellent Booklet On Scapegoats In History Published
V.
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1.

NO GAIN IN UNITY
SINCE ASSAULT ON
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

The three months which hare elapsed since the attack on
Pearl Harbor hare brought no increase in national unity. The
momentary flutter of indivisibility which first greeted the
Japanese assault quickly vanished when the jackal 3 of fascism
discovered that, short of treason, they could harass the war
effort with iapunity. Observing the mere trickle of arrests,
these despicable elements immediately resorted to their old
habit of gnawing and yapping at the shanks of democracy. Their
work has borne fruit. In the past month there has been a recrudescence of scurrilous literature anonymously circulated,
notorious fascists have inserted themselves in key positions
and religious intolerance has been vigorously fanned.

Dennis

2.

POUR SCAMPS HAVE
WORMED THEIR WAY
INTO VITAL POSTS

UNITY

Von Wrangell

Notwithstanding years of unconcealed agitation on behalf
of totalitarian doctrines, several nazi apologists succeeded ii
worming their way into vital defense posts. Baron Charles
von Wrangell, expounder of nazi ideas, was on guard duty when
the Normandie fire Started. John B. Snow was assistant director of the Overseas Department of the USO. Until suspended
pending an investigation of charges that he is an anti-Semite
and a fascist, Snowwas in a position to obtain highly confidential information on the sailing of ships to AEF outposts.
James Stewart, chief lieutenant of McWilliams, is at present
employed as a special watchman in a restricted area from which
merchant ships sail to join convoys. Lawrence Dennis, nazi
theoretician and propagandist, has applied for and has b4en
certified as technically eligible for a commission in the army*
If he is accepted, three disreputable characters of the same
stripe, who are now on the array reserve list, may obtain appointments. They are Col, Sanctuary, Col. Winfield Jones and Lt.
Col. Marshall Hadley.

NEWSLETTER
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HEARING’S PROVE

Eiscrimikate

Testimony introduced at the hearings held by the President's Committee oh Unfair Employment Practices in Hew York
City on February 16 and 17 indicates that many firms holding
defense contracts are prejudiced against employing Jews*
Despite the shortage of skilled workers, qualified Jewish
mechanics testified they were unable to secure positions in
certain defense plants* Employers accused of discriminating
against Jewish workers consistently disclaimed any religious
bias but admitted making inquiries on their application
blanks as to race, ‘religion and national origin*

*

4.

PROMINENT AMERICA
FIR5TER FORMS AN
APPEASEMENT CROUP

r *

6*
WOMEN UNITED FOR
AIDING JEANNETTE
MEl~NrS

PROGRAM

*

6.

*

*

*

Congressman Jeannette Eankln will not lack funds ★ith j\
which to publicize her ideas if current plans of^Women Unitedr
succeed. Meeting at its new headquarters, 545 Fifth Avenue,
New York City, Women United decided to raise as much money as
possible for Miss Rankin, but not to solicit in its own name.
Individuals will be urged to send the money directly to Miss
Rankin. Although the ostensible purpose of Women United is to
combat "Union Now," it is significant that this appeasement
group, now interested in promoting Mies Rankin, urged its members to send telegrams congratulating her when she voted
against the declaration of war. (See ADL News Letter, January 7, 1942.)

*

P

S

*

A new appeasement movement, organized by a prominent
America Firstar, hatfldesc ended upon New York City. It is a
‘•‘Americans for Peace" and its soothsayer is Horace JX»HaaseP
who attended the Lindbergh dinner given by Edwin Webster on
December 17, (See ADL News Letter, January 7, 1942.) The

First."

p

*

program of 11Americans for Peace® includes "action to support
former anti-war Congressmen who face a purge," in addition
to working for "The Earliest Possible Just Peace." Politics,
boon-doggl ing and 'Social' reform,® says A* P* literature,
"as usual may be the order of the day in Washington but with
us it's 'Work for Peace and Freedom as never before,'" From
headquarters at 1155 Broadway, this material is addressed by
Haase to "My Friends Who Were formerly Members of America

i

mm*

*

*

*

*

ISAAC A. MILLNBR'S
The Staten Island home and synagogue of Rabbi Isaac A.
HCfeS ANlI) SYNAGOGUE Mi liner were deliberately set on fire February 15. InvesMALIOIOUSLY BURNED tigatlon by the police and fire departments revealed that
shingles on the outside of the two structures, which are four
blocks apart, were soaked with kerosene. Dr. Muiner had
written numerous articles during the past year for the. "Staten
Island Advance" severely criticizing the nazis and their
stooges.
*

*

*
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James J. McCourt, a leader of the air raid wardens1 rebellion against Mayor Lafiuardia, admitted using quotatiais
from Joseph P. Kamp's "Why Win the War and Lose What We're
Fighting For?" to document talks on civilian defense. Karap,
who has long hated Roosevelt, wrote "Why Win the War" in order to prove that the present administration is dominated by
communists. McCourt says these accusations must be true because the book bears a copyright. At one time McCourt advertised in the "Christian Index," a shoppers' guide, put out by
the "Christian" Front.

«

8,

*

*

A moth-eaten piece of anti-Semitic quackery, which was reSPURIOUS HISTORY
UM©JEO><BAIT_JiraS, vived by the nazis in 1934, is now being circulated surreptiAGAIN DISTRIBUTEE) tiously. This follows the trend observed in the last News Let-

'

*

*

ter when copies of "Why Are the Jews Persecuted for Their Religion?" turned up in Miami and New York. This time it is the
forged excerpt from the Journal of Charles Pinckney, delegate
to the 1789 Constitutional Convention from South Carolina.
Throwaways containing the forgery have been found in the subways, hotel lobbies, book stores, taxis, terminals and buses.
The forgery was first distributed in the United States by Wi Ilian
Dudley Pelley from whom the Germans got the idea.
awes

9,

GERALD L. K. SMITH
Reverend Gerald L. K^SmitH, former lieutenant of Huey Lonsr,
ORGANIZES A NEW
organiser of vigilante groups, chairman of the fascist Committee
SECRET SOCIETY
of One Million, Silver Shirter and anti-Semite, is now engaged
in forming a secret society idiose slogan is "Christ First."
Smith calls his new organization "Thb|plnner Circle" and promises
to reveal to members hitherto unpublished information given to
him by a Senator with whom he recently spent considerable time.
*

*

*

*
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THE KAMPF AGAIN ST UNITY

Pather Edward Lodge Curran speaking to 3,000 people at
PR. CURRAN GIVES
NEW DISUNITY LINE a meeting of the Central Council of Irish County Clubs in BosTO HIS FOLLOWERS
ton on March 3, laid down the new line for those who wish to
create dissension without running afoul of the law. Curran
sneered at our Allies, stressed the necessity for defending
our own territory before embarking on foreign adventures and
said that America would not be blessed with unity tin til Ireland was free. Curran warned his listeners to be on the lookout for the attempts of racial or religious minorities to advance their ideologies with the help of the American government. The Irish, however, are not included in this edict.
Another speaker called for a National Irish Race Convention to
demand proper recognition from the government for the Irish
people of America. Bostonians prominent in public life attended the- meeting which was opened by Jefferson Murphy, former
guard at the lectures of Francis P. Moran. One of the platform guests was William B. Gallagher, notorious Boston antiSemi te.

•; t

|
******

Disregarding the protest of many patriotic societies,
prominent churchmen and labor organizations, William Lodge
Curran appeared as the principal speaker at the city-financed
celebration of Boston's evacuation by the British on March 17,
1776. With important Boston officials on the platform, Curran
frequently spoke of the British but did not once get around to
mentioning them as our allies. Instead, Curran said, "the
United States can stand alone against the world." Opposed to
Curran's appearance were» Bishop C. Bromley Qxnam of the Methodist Church; Professor Ralph Barton Perry, chairman of the
Harvard Group for American Defense; Dr. Albert Sprague Coolidge, chairman of the Union for Democratic Action; Joseph Salerno, president of the State CIO; Mrs. Edgar J. Driscoll,
president of the Boston League of Women Voters; Reverend Donald Lothrop of Community Church; Reverend Douglas Frazier of
the Universal 1st Church; Mrs, Roland Baker, representing the
Women's City Club; and the American Irish Defense Association.
*

12.

*

*

*

PRO-NAZI NATIONAL
Agitation on the part of the pro-naziNjaticnal WorkePs
WORKERS LEAGUE IS League of Detroit for the immediate withdrawal of the United
STILL IN BUSINESS , States from "this unholy war" has not ceased as a result of a
' Dies Committee raid on its headquarters following testimony
that the League was spending $7,000 a month for printing. At
a meeting of the League on March 6, Garland T. Alderman, the
secretary, said? "The idea of fighting for British Imperialism. ,, and for imposing the Jewish international banking system on all the peoples of the world... is neither patriotic or
American." At the same meeting Aldermen read letters from
George Deatherage and William Dudley Pelley, claimed by the
League as associates.
*

•

*

*
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ELI ZABBTH D ILL I N H
tS NCW ffd^flfcON
BIBLICAL ANALYSIS

Page 5

Elizabeth (Red Network) Billing is now writing a new book
in which she analyzes quotations from the Bible to prove the
existence of a Jewish plot to destroy the Christian world* In
the meantime, Mr 6. Billing is using the ugly details of her divorce action to belabor B'nai B'rith. She charges her husband
with saying, "I have the tougiest kike lawyer recommended by
B'nai B'rith, They are out to get you. Every day they are after me to smear you* ..They control the press, radio and the
government."

Over

and over in past weeks my husband has threatened me and repeated the following to my son and others, "If you take legal action
of any kind, I shali smear you from coast to coast and end your work.
I have the toughest kike lawyer recommended by B’nai B' rlth. They
are out to get you. Every day they are after me to smear you. I
can say anything I want to about you and make it stick too. Anything 1
They control the press, the radio' and the government. I can lick
you in any court you go into. I ob not intend to go to the penitentiary for anyone." Just what this last meant I do not know as yet.

Billing Newsletter

- February 28, 1942

ewe*
14.

HARLEM NEWSPAPER
REPORTS GROWTH St
ANTI-SEMITIC BIAS

The~*Am8terdam Star News
a Negro newspaper, reports
that "never has there been such general anti-Semitic sentiment
in Harlem as exists now," A well-heeled nucleus of undercover
agents has been denouncing the United States for its treatment
of the colored people while the Germans and the Japanese have
been higily touted as their liberators. The provocateurs responsible for disseminating this gospel hide the obviously subversive character of their remarks behind the screen of antiSemitism. This is in line with the general sentiment in all
fifth column circles that no penalty will be attached to derogatory remarks about the Jews.

•
16.

'PATRIOTS' WON'T
MAIL ANY NOTICES
OF ITS MEETINGS

' •

e

*

As a precautionary measureyto prevent interference from
the FBI, the Patriots of the Republic decided on February 26
that it will no longer send out written announcements of meetings. It circulated a petition promising wholehearted support
to the President, but several members refused to sign saying
they could not /endorse such a sentiment. Leaders are using
opposition td^Union Now" as a foil for their activity. Mrs.
CharlotteSToung, ' one of the most active members, was instrumental in spreading the rumor that the decomposed bodies of
American soldiers were removed from ships at Hoboken with large
grappling hooks because dock hands refused to unload them.
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Page 6

TWO COUGHLINITB
A full-page editorial which appeared in "Social Justice"
EDITORS PRINT THE
on February 2, 1942 was reprinted on the same day by William
IDENTICAL

ARTICLE

Dudley Pelley, the stock-swindling editor of the "Galilean."
Apart from the mutual acclaim which these two accord each
other, the content of the editorial indicates that a serious
dent has been made in Coughlin's strength. Nothing short of
this would prompt Cougilin to ask whether the silence of "outspoken apostles of social Justice" can be attributed to fear
of the law or is a result of succumbing to the blandishments
"of those who are foresworn to... crucify* them. Warning
against "the intemperate desire to conform with the inevitability of war and the myriad vices attached thereto," Cou§£lin predicts that "Christianity in America may be no more."

•

•

17.

A DEATH THREAT IS
HBCBIVBD IN MAILS
BY FATHER KEENAN

Father
stitute for
tion WEVD,
death if he

*

*

*

William C. Neman, director of the Christian InAmerican Democracy and a regular speaker over Starecently received a letter threatening him with
refused to discontinue his radio talks. The let-

with "Heil Hitler* and conbullet. Undeterred, Father
day spoke over Station WEVD on "Native

ter, which was unsigned, closed
tained a .38 caliber lead-nosed

*

Keraan the following
Fascists."

*

18.

*

*

*

1 ULTRAMERI GAN WAY'
Recent issues of "Publicity" contain an advertisement by
PROPOSES SOLUTION G. E. Hornby of Boise, Idaho, ballyhooing "The UltrAmerlcan
OF JEWISH PROBLEM Way" for solving the Jewish question. This consists in establishing an "ultrAmericsn victory" with an "ultr American administration" in office and the "Lincoln Honest Money System. 11
A general outline received by subscribers to the system is
jammed with vicious references to the Jews (see item 20) and
carries advertisements for the "Protocols of Zion," Sanctuary's "Talmud Unmasked" and Hudson's "Octopus." A statistical
table accompanying the material purports to prove that, in
spite of quota restrictions, Jewish immigration has risen in
the past fifteen years from 3.3 per cent of the total to 52.3
per cent.
*

19.

*

*

•

FORMER
FRANCO

EDITOR OF
Caul^^acGowan, contributing editor of the Franco oubliPAPIER NOW
cation 11 Spain11 and a member of the Advisory Board of the 11 Pa-

WRITER

FOR

y SUN*"

triot Digest,** is npw the London correspondent for the MNew
York Sun.*1 Other members of the "Patriot Digest0 who served
with MacGowan on the Board were* Lambert Fairchild, Edward
Lodge Curran and John E. Kelley, an organizer
Front and a paid agent of the Spanish Library
Only

of the ’'Christian**
of Information*

one issue of the '’Patriot Digest** appeared. This contained an article by Adrian Arcand, at present interned by the
Canadian authorities for fascist activities.
*

*

*

*
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MALICE TOWARD
THE JEWS:

ULTRAMBRIOAN
0. E. Hornby,
Boise, Idaho

EXCERPTS

WAY
Ed,

FROM

THE ANTI -DEMOCRAT I C PBBSS

7

OF AMERICA

M The Synagogue of Satan has taken oyer most of the press and
radio mediums of public expression and so 'Freedom of the
Press' and of speech, so far as the use of the radio is concerned, is for Jews and' their friends and lickspittles. In
fact, the Jews have TAKEN OVER most of America as they own
at least two-thirds of our country. . .Just how much say have
you and I got against the TRIPS of JUDAH, our Jew infested
Administration and their UNI
ONNOlf
Fellow Travellers? I"

MIMEOGRAPHED LETTER
Wm. D. Pelley, Ed.
FEBRUARY 20, 1942

"Because I am against Israelites taking over our Christian
Government and running it in the interests of international
Zionism, I am a Nazi. Because I have recognized, and publicized, the true motives that sent Nippon to war against Red
China, I am a pro-Japanese. Because I have grasped the manner in whicl} the Jewish Communists were infiltrating into our
Federal supervision, I have been overwhelmingly smeared as
'un-American,' the Dies Committee doing this latter damage to their everlasting censure."

THE DEFENDER
Gerald B. Winrod, Ed.

"Alexander Hamilton
House of Rothschild

Wichita, Kan.
FEBRUABY, 1942

year charter to the 'Bank of the United States. '... In flagrant violation of the Constitution, Rothschild henchmen were
thus granted the privilege of creating money. .. These alien
enemies of the people have, for many decades, had it In their
power, to inflate or deflat currency at will... For more than
a century, the Rothschild dynasty of far-flung proportions...
have dominated the financial structure of the world. Che
particular firm in Vail Street, serves as the camouflaged
American

THE X-RAY
Court Asher, Ed.
Muncie, Ind.
FEBRUARY 28, 1942

"JEW

(real name Levine) . . , was serving the
in 1791, when Congress granted a twenty

arm of the octopus."

CONTROLLED

MOVIE

INDUSTRY

DEFERRED

FROM

DRAFT

SERVICE...

One wonders whether, Melvyn Douglass, alias 'Hesselberg, ' and
-other JENS, and the rest of Red Hollywood who went all-out
for Red rat Communism end the Sjpanisb Loyalists, would be
considered irreplaceable by their studios. We believe Jews
should be deferred and have it over with, as they may be essential to somethin'."

AMERICA IN DANGER.'
Chas. B. Hudson, Ed,
Omaha, Nebr.
FEBRUARY 24, 1942

"Witness part-Jew Churchill periodically overhauling his war
cabinet, yet staying in the saddle, and each time increasing
the number of Judeo-Reds in key positions. • .Churchill names
as War Minister an 'unknown' 'Sir Jas. Grigg, a 'tou^i boy' /
and 'ruthless administrator' who looks Jewish. Then Viscount
Cranborne (married to great granddaughter of Jew Member . of
Parliament Bernal Osborn. . .Note that Churchill retains in his
cabinet

as Secy of State

for India,

the ^Jew L.S.

Amery. .."
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DEFENDING

UNITY

PROTEST S FILED
Protests against the admission of "Christian" Fronter
AGAINST CASSIDY
John P. Cassidy to the Bar have been filed by the American
ADMISSION TO BAR
Irish Defense Association and the City Affairs Committee of
New York. Despite the standing invitation of the Character
Committee for any information concerning candidates, the letter of the American Irish Defense Association was assailed
by Committee member Charles N. Wysong a3 unethical and in
bad taste. Metropolitan newspapers have been unable to overcome the Committee^ refusal to divulge any information as
to when hearings are held and who is scheduled to testify.

• CCOtlB O'.T. CT cOMM<TTff
.OWII r. MirriM, cu.xuh

Supreme
©ffi«

racoM'C* a kick
JMCN * KVDBCN
LAwatNCC W WIBOCCOMM

Court 3\pprU*tr Oibisicm
JnbtrUl Orpartmettl

mf

n

Clifitbt

NINTH OlSTmCt COMMJTTtf
KAWVC* OClAUM.CUISUtH

a«» PUsim

WILLIAM A.WULVCt
JAMCS H. CAVANAUGH

IIQNVI I WOOUIT4MtH1iav

March

William M. Agar. Esq.
Room 402
8 West 40 Street
New York City

3,

1942

Re: John F. Cassidy

Dear Sir:
Your letter of February 27th to the Cosmlttee of
Character and Fltnaas haa been received. It seems
to me to be In bad taste f to put It mildly, and
oertainly unethical In that you are attempting to
sway the judgment of the Committee by ex parte statements which seem to be wholly hearsay.
All you say may ba true but do you
true American way would be to esk
meeting of the sub-c omit tee where
would be taken under oath and the
the right of ores* examination.

not think the
to be heard at a
your testimony
applicant be given

Ae an Individual member of the Ccmlttee I resent
these beckhanded methods of attempting to away the
Judgmont of the Comlttoe. The Comlttee will exhaust every means of arriving at the 'truth and recommend to the Appellate Division Its approval or disapproval of the applicant based on sworn testimony or
authenticated documentary proof.
Very truly yours

CNW/w

*
22.

*

*

*

CO-OWNER OP BUND
Paul Huissel, a naturalized citizen of German birth and
CAMP IS ARRESTED
a co-owner of the German-American Bund' s Camp Nordland, was
UNDER ALIEN ACT
arrested on February 28 for failing to register under the Selective Service Act. Huissel was recently employed by a plant
engaged in manufacturing articles for defense, but resigned
rather than participate in the making of anything which mif$it
be used against Germany. The FBI also arrested "Christian"
Pronter William Bishop, tried two years ago for conspiring to
overthrow the government. Bora in Austria, Bishop made a living as a professional agitator. In 1935 he served sixty days
for violating the Sullivan Law.

I
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NEGRO NATIONALIST
LEADER JAILED, FOR
VIOLATING THE LAW

Page 9
The Negro Nationalist, Robert 0, Jordon, one of two colored leaders of the Ethiopian-Pacific Movement , recently arrested by the FBI for violating the alien registration act,
was sentenced on March 11 to thirty days1 Imprisonment. Jordon, who was convicted for neglecting to notify the Commissioner of Immigration of changes of address, frequently spoke
for the "Christian" Front, the Christian Peace Committee and
America First. He has also been associated with Seward Collins in anti-Semitic agitation and has made numerous visits
to the Japan Institute.
*

24.
3

4

*

*

COSTA RICAN WEEKLY
The publication of pro-nazi Catholic weekly "Epoca,"
IS SUSPENDED BY A
published in Costa Rica, was suspended on March 8 by PresidenPRESIDENTIAL ORDER tial decree. Acting under the extraordinary powers granted

* •

to him by Congress, the President based his action upon the
knowledge that the weekly was an organ of the nazis, fascists
and falangists.

c

*

25.

STATE LEGISLATURE
qjESTIONS DE ARYAN
ON HIS ACTIVITIES "

26.

CALIFORNIA NAZIS
MAY SEiRTE A Fito
MONTHS IN PRISON

*

•

*

wLeon do^Xryan, .radio speaker and editor of the antiSemitic tabloid "Broom," wa3 questioned by the California State
Legislative Committee on un-American Activities on February 24.
De Aryan admitted attending Bund meetings and friendship with
Bundists. De Aryan, however, is still in circulation and in
a position to scuttle the effort to achieve unity.
*

*

*

*

Ellis 0. Jones, leader of the National Copperheads, and
Robert Noble, who promised to prove at future meetings of the
Friends of Progress that the Japanese were not responsible
for the war (see ADL News Letter, February 17, 1942), were arrested in Los Angeles on February 25 for violating the California penal code. The arrest is an outgrowth of the local
hearings held by the State legislative committee investigating
un-American activities. If convicted, the maximum penalty is
six months' imprisonment' and a $500 fine.

*

ft

»

*

27.

*

*

*

RECORDS OF GERMAN
The records of the German American Citizens' Alliance,
AMERICAN ALLIANCE organized in 1936 to oust the anti-nazi Wisconsin Federation
SEIZED BY THE FBI
of German -American Societies, have been seized. Homes of all
the officers were visited in the search for evidence. Simultaneously the Germ an-Amer lean Volksbund of Milwaukee announced
that it had disbanded on orders from New York headquarters.
*

*

*

*

Page 10
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DEWEY IS SPEAKER
AT B 'NAI B , RI ,nr
RALLY IN NEW YORK

At a B'nai B'rith rally held in Manhattan Center on March
5, former District Attorney Dewey, the principal speaker,
praised the work of the Anti-Defamation League and refuted the
malignant falsehoods Being spread about lack of Jewish participation in the war effort. The vitality gained by a similar
barrage of lies in the last World War made it necessary to undertake a rigorous campaign to correct the dangerous impressions left in the minds of the people. "It is a never-ending
fig^t," said Dewey, "this battle against malicious libel."
♦

29.

READERS CAW ROW
OBTAIN MEW JOE
DOAKES PAMPHLET

>

•1 ’
j

PIPTH SERIES OP
*LEST WE 70RGET1
TO BE BROADCAST

4
4k

f
jt

EXCELLENT BOOKLET
ON SCAPEGOATS IN
HISTORY PUBLISHED

*

•

*

*

"Lest We Porget - A Better World Por Youth," the fifth
series of this dramatic radio program produced by the Institute
of Oral and Visual Education, is now ready for release. The
thirteen recordings comprising the new series vividly contrast
the dismal prospect of youth in the axis countries with the
bright future of youth in the free nations. Now carried by
more then 400 broadcasting stations throughout the United
States, the program can be heard in New York City over five
different stations. Commencing with March 28, WHN will broadcast the recordings on Saturday at 12145 p.m. instead of
Tuesday. Consult your local newspaper, for a list of the sta^tions carrying the program.
*

31.

*

A new Joe Doakes pamphlet, "I Enow My Stuff," is now
available foi* distribution. Written in the usual intimate,
colloquial Joe Doakes style, this one deals with the problems
arising out of the wars morale, peace, civilian defense, espionage, criticism and underestimation of the enemy. Simple
language and illustrations on every page make it delightful
reading for every one, whether child or adult.
*

30.

*

*

*

*

"They Opt the Blame* The Story of Scapegoats in History,"
has just been published by the YMCA. In a few compact chapters the author summarizes the pagan persecution of the early
Christians, Protestant persecution of Catholics, Catholic persecution of Preemasons, White persecution of Negroes, and
Christian persecution of the Jews. One of the most interesting sections is the one. on the aati-C&tholic movement of the
1840's when mobs attacked Catholic homes and violent riots
broke out in Philadelphia and New York. In those days, Catholicism was charged- with aiming to overthrow the government,
the Pope was accused of plotting the seizure of the Mississippi Valley, military reverses in the Mexican war were attributed
to wholesale desertions by Catholics, and the assassination of
Lincoln was supposed to have been a Jesuit plot. The Catholics,
particularly the Irish, were blamed for the growth of trusts,
low farm prices, the panic of 1893 and other misfortunes.
"They Cot the Blame" can be secured from the League.

*

*

*

*

V.

32.

FEATURE
ARTICLE

(The ninth

ffAR-TIMB
in a aeries

constructive

ANTI-affiFAMATIOE LEAGUE

*

ALEPH

OF B'NAI

of articles

B'RITH

describing

phases

of the

program of B'nai B'rith and the Anti -Defamation
League in behalf of democracy.)

The unexcelled fact-finding activities of the Anti-Defamation League continue to be an indispensable aid to the efforts
of constituted authority particularly at this moment when no
weakness is permissible in the unity of our nation. The AntiDefamation League's program of positive education, introduced
and developed in the pre-war days, now assumes added significance in standing guard against those who would muddy the well
springs of public opinion. Knowing that the war has not entirely eliminated the hate-mongers but has merely driven them under
cover, the machinery of the Anti-Defamation League continues to
be of even more importance not only to the welfare of our people
but to the best interests of the nation.

.

l HILLEL

PRINCIPLES

FOUNDATIONS

ZADIK

ALEPH

The war makes it more important than ever that a Hillel
counselor serve the Jewish college students. These young people,
confused and bewildered by the dislocations and uprootings of
their aspirations and their careers, need mature and disciplined
guidance to see them throu^x their crisis. The Hillel program
will be altered in technique; it will lay less emphasis on mass
effort, more emphasis on personnel service. But the Hillel program will go on; there will be no moratorium on its creative
and positive activities, especially crucial in a time of crisis.
As a youth movement from whose ranks are drawn many of
those who have been called and will yet be summoned to the
armed forces and who help fashion the tools to arm and equip
those forces, Aleph Zadik Aleph has paralleled its five-fold
and full program with war service activities that mobilize and
utilize to the fullest extent the talents, resources, manpower
and enthusiasm of young people. This new emphasis of AZA has
already found expression through the salvage for victory campaign, blood donations, sale of defense bonds and stamps and
wholehearted cooperation in all phases of the civilian defense
program.

VOCATIONAL
BUREAU

SERVICE

Vocational Service, which has become increasingly important
to our young people, looms into greater significance. in the pres
ent emergency when occupational changes are the most drastic in
the history of the nation. The B'nai B'rith vocational service
program offers guidance to Jewish youth in adjusting themselves
to the economic dislocations caused by material shortages and
priorities and in preparing themselves for a maximum of service
in the armed forces and in war industry. In the firm belief
that these four major arms of the B'nai B'rith have and will
continue to play vital roles in the expanding war effort, we do
hereby declare our faith in the continued ability of these programs to meet the challenge of the day.

.
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THE SWELLING TIDE TOWARD DISUNITY
1.

THE TREND TOWARD
DISUNITY RAPIDLY
GATHERS MOMENTUM

Despite the arrest of a handful of alien agitators and a
few of their blatant American counterparts, the trend toward
disunity observed in the last Newsletter continues to gather
momentum* Under the guise of patriotism and the protection
of Congressional immunity, a constantly increasing volume of
sniping at the war effort is taking place. Former isolationists now cite Pearl Harbor as proof of the necessity for abandoning aid to Britain, impugn the integrity of our allies and
desire us to ignore the German menace by concentrating on Japan* The more openly anti-democratic elements have devised
several new techniques for spreading internal friction, and the
America First Committee is being resurrected in several different editions.

2.

CLARE E. HOimAN

In Congress, Clare B^HofAnany Republican representative
from Michigan, on January 28, the day the news was announced
that an AEF had landed in Ireland, asserted that "American soldiers are going to be the suicide squads" for the benefit of
the British* In the past, Hoffman has demanded the impeachment
of Roosevelt for "taking us into the war by fraud and deception," and has fought against aid to Britain. Hoffman has been
a warm defender of Representative Thorkelson, whose anti-Semitic speeches, printed in the Congressiohal Record. eonstituted
one of the main sources of propaganda maWrial^for nasi organizations throughout the country* :

MOTIVE OF AN

3.

KY* REP* ROBS I ON
REPEATS CHARGES
AT SAME SESSION

At the same session. Representative John M^Robsion of
Kentucky said, "I protest against denying our own flesh and
blood assistance while 3,600,000 men are sitting on their
rifles in the British Isles." Rob si on's past record includes
statements written into the Congressional Record- about "international bankers," cushy army jobs for Roosevelt's sons and
Presidential maneuvers to provoke a Japanese-German attack*
0
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4.

Page 2

AFC MEMBERS ARE
Officially, the^imerica First Committee is dead, but sev6RGMI^N^tfANY
eral intransigent factions are patting on a strenuous campaign
INNOCENT^
to keep the/ membership intact, fkQne of the innocent-sounding

1 ~

facades
is/GIinter
O.B|/ circles
-"Gifts ofForAmerica
(Sir Boys*
in certain
First Word
that was
the passed
Red Cross
around
and the U.S.O, were filled with Jews and communists. To make
It unnecessary for men in the armed forces to accept hospitality "from Jews," G.O.B. has been formed with a few sly hints
about necessary contacts with men in the arm a© Headquarters
have been established at 150 Broadway, Mrs.^'Horman'IIolmes and
her husband, former heads of the Wall Street office of AFC,
have been placed in charge, ■ Althougi they seem to be well
heeled with money, they are trying to obtain rent and telephone
service gratis.

MRS. ARTHUR G. JUST
41-1 1 Porley Street
Elmhurst, L I., N. Y.

January 2, 1942

My dear
The Jackson Heights-Elmhurst Unit of the disbanded America
First Committee will hold a reunion at the Forest Hills Inn,
Continental Avenue, Forest Hills, on January 23rd at 8 00 P.M.
A new organization, “Gifts for Our Boys , is Deing organized
and I know you will be in favor of it. The meeting will be informal.
A real get-together for old time's sake.

•

5,

G.O.B. ALREADY
CQUraOKTHD WITH
PETTY JEALOUSIES

*

*

*

G.O.B, has not been without its quotaJSf internal dissension and petty rivalries, Mrs, Ej^Jennett, one of the
founders, has resigned and is contemplating the formation of
"Salute Our Hen" with headquarters at the Hotel Plaza, Despite announcements of a dinner at the Forest Hills Inn which
said that guests would be told about the G.O.B, Committee,
Henry Crist, formerly in charge of the Elmhurst Chapter of
the AFC, told those present that it was Just a gathering of
friends and not a G.O.B, meeting,^ Crist said/ that they could
not see eye to eye with G. O.B. Aiwfrew'feith^/ anti-Semite from
the Bronx Chapter of AFC, and Mrs.NDeLuccap'secretary of the
Queens Chapter, once interested in G.O.B., are now thinking
of forming their own unit which they have tentatively named
"Americans on Guard,"

*

*

*

*
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MALICIOUS RUM CBS
REPEATED AT AFC
LUNCH IN JANUARY

On January 22, about sixtyy&merica Firstera met at Joe
'-'‘"King' s Rathskeller in Manhattan to see if they could organize
a group which would keep America First sentiment alive without
running afoul of the law or arousing public indignation. Numerous uncomplimentary remarks about the British, the President and the Jews were bandied back and "forth. The malicious
rumor about Pearl Harbor dead lying in the Port of New York
because workmen could not be secured to remove the bodies was
recounted with ghoulish delimit. Before adjourning, guests
were asked to attend rifle practice classes at 50 cents per
hour. Among those present were* notorious anti-Semites: Mrs.
Aimee Heller, Doc Rieper, and John Ceis, editor of "The American Way"; also. Miss Catherine Larkin, Christian Front supporter, and Mary Norton, one of the Yonkers initiators of the "impeach Roosevelt" movement, who is still drumming up business
/
for her campaign.

7.

HEAD OF BROOKLYN

8. 'DAILY NEWS1 PRINTS
LETTERS WHICH AID
TREND TO DISUNITY

WillianTTeonaia, head of the Brooklyn Chapter of the AFC,
has opened offices in the same building, 44^ Court, Street. The.
main purpose of his new organization, Win the Weir for America, Q
is to scuttle all proposals for "Union Now." Charlotte Young
has been telling friends in . the AFC that America First groups
are being actively organized in New Jersey. Mrs. Carroll, who
headed the Jersey City Chapter of the AFC, is also engaged in
rounding up former America Firsters. These New Jersey groups
hope to affiliate with some large national organization.

The letters-to-the-edi tor column of the— kNew York Dairy
News," the leading independent isolationist newspaper, has been
used to express extravagant notions concerning the war. The
"News" has seen fit to reprint letters which say that the "poisonous New Deal is mainly to blame for the defeat at Pearl Harbor," and Lindbergh should be appointed head of the Army Air
Corps. Under the captious pseudonym "Just A Gigolo," the "News"
on January 26 ran a letter which asks: "How about an American
Commando outfit made up of such rip-snorting daredevils as Senator Pepper, Bishop Hobson, Nicholas Murray Butler, Rabbi Wise,
etc.? They wanted war; now it's here; let them go into action."
A poll of people by its Inquiring Photographer on whether Lindbergh should be allowed to' serve in the Air Corps elicited only
one unfavorable reply to five in favor. Editorially the "News"
is attempting to establish some of its pre-war fictions such as
'we are headed for communism,' 'Russia may turn up as Enemy
No. 3* and 'if the war lasts long enou^i the government will
take over all the wealth. '
*

NAZIS SUBSIDIZE

ibiti
p^c!h
E oh1?o
E
T<5
OSEAT
STRIFtb

In order to hamper national unity, nazis are trying to
exploit sincere believers in temperance by creating internal
strife over the prohibition issue. Literature on alcoholism
written by Dr. Robert Hercod, a Swiss believer in national
socialist principles, is being circulated in this country.
Hercod, a special correspondent of the official publications
of the Women' s Christian Temperance Union and the Anti-Saloon
League of America, is Secretary of the International Temperance Union which receives a nazi subsidy.
*

*

*

*

The fight that is being waged by
Publicity and many others over
the nation for the return of Nw» j
tional Prohibition has already be*
gun to make the liquor interests
set up and take notice is evidea*
ed by the following JJfL dispatch

CAP?. S. GASTON
RECEIVES SUPPORT
FROM HBP. GUYSR

Captain Edward Pag^Oaston, who served with the Hoover
Commission in Germany, and now Director of the World Prohibition Federation, has started a drive for a wartime prohibition law. Originally operating from headquarters in the
old House Office Building furnished to him by Representative
Ulysses S. Guyer (B.-Ean. ), Gaston attributes the Pearl Harbor tragedy to alcohol. Gaston, organizer of the New Vigilantes and the Patriotic Guard of America, once said, "Force
and bloodshed are needed to stamp out 100,000 seditious communists in New York City. A whiff of grapeshot will go farther than moral persuasion." Others who support the movement
for the enactment of prohibition legislation are the wellknown anti-Semites B. J. Garner (Publicity), Gerald Winrod
(Defender) , William Enllgren (Beacon Ligit) and Joseph McWilliams.
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THE KAMPP AGAINST UNITY
PELLEY

CONVICTED

R VIOLATION 5r
gOI
r.ftBPnRATIQN LAWS

WIMT
America*! lam Dudley Pelley, one of the first of the native
a two Jms to adopt openly the nazi point of view, has received
pend*^to three-year sentence. Pelley, who is now out on hail
opining an appeal, was not convicted for his questionable
visions in the 8 Galilean" or his other publications, but for
^plating the North Carolina Security Laws. January issues

Wt the "Galilean" are very siailar to his publications which

preceded the attack on Pearl Harbor. (See item 30.) Pelley
has even gone as far as to use the suspended December lJj issue
of "Roll-Call* containing the significant remark, "Internal
economy must now be decided by the sword," as a wrapper for
the most recent issue of the "Galilean."

PONDS OP
AND UNA ■^SSyQBQDA*
]

snjrsr

<sr; OLD ANTI-SEMITIC

The funds of the UNA (Ukrainian National Association)
and its official publication "Svoboda," which were frozen a
few weeks ago (see ADL Newsletter, January 7, 1942), have
been released* "Svoboda^" editor, Luke Myshuha, who has spoken over the nazi radio, and several other functionaries of
the paper were subpoenaed following raids upon the publication but no charges were brought against them.

LITERATURE AGAIN
BEING CIRCULATED

Subscribers of Charles B^SHudsoir s ^America I ir Danger!"
(see item 30) along with their January 26 copy received an old
piece of scurrilous anti-Semitic literature - "Why Are the
Jews Persecuted for Their Religion?" Copies have also been
placed in parked automobiles in New York and Miami. This literature bears the imprint of the American Publishing Society,
and three different post-office boxes, in Bremerton, Washington, The copy mailed to Hudson's readers gives the address of
the American Publishing Society as 612 Empire State Building,
Spokane, Washington.

AMERICAN DESTINY

The American Destiny Party which last month was in the
midst of considering a plan to boycott Jewish business, has
publicly announced the discontinuance of future meetings after several juvenile efforts at meeting clandestinely. The
announcement is intended to hoodwink those on its trail.
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'ROSSIYA' CONTENDS ^Rossiya," a pro-nazi , anti-Semitic Russian daily newspaFRESBNT WAR COUUi per. is still being published. Issues since the attack on
HATS BRIN ATRHTBb Pearl Harbor contain many significant statements. On December
7, "Rossiya" said, "it was evident that the U. S.S.R, , England
and the putrefying communist Chiang Kai-shek China, were exert*
ing themselves to hinder by all means a natural and necessary
friendly agreement between America and Japan." On December 12
it wrote, "One must sincerely grieve that. . .Christian America
proved to be powerless to prevent a world slaughter that, upon
our deep conviction, could have been and should have been prevented." On December 21, it asks, "Could the American people
which in its overwhelming majority decidedly did not wish any
war, be accused for the war artificially forced upon it?"
*

•

*

*

Robert Noble

16.

Three hundred and fifty people attended a meeting of the
NOBLE TELLS PEOPLE
JAPS NOT TO BLAME STriends of Progress on January 14 at the Embassy Auditorium,
FORWARDS OUTBREAK Los Angeles, to hear Ellis 0. Jones, founder of the anti -Semi t-

"

Noble said that
ie Cooperheads, and Robert Noble, pro-nazi. were
not responsiJaps
the
at the next -meeting he would prove
ble for the war. It will he recalled that althou^i Noble was
one of the first men to be arrested for seditious utterances
because he made a speech on December 11 demanding the impeachment of Roosevelt, he was freed when Attorney General Biddle
promulgated his free speech rule. (See ADL Newsletter, January 7, 1942.) Ellis 0. Jones was also arrested at the same
time as Noble and subsequently released.
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17,

Father Cou^ilin's "Social Justice" makes its customary
FATHER COUGHLIN
weekly contribution to disunity. In its latest issue (FebruSAYS CONFLICT fs
YELLOW-RACE WAR*
’’
’

ary 3;, it has a hair-raising article on the possibility of
the present conflict degenerating into a world-wide racial war
between the yellow and white races. To "Social Justice," the
present war is still a straggle between the Hawes and the HaveNots. In a shoddy piece of editorializing on the recent PanAmerican conference for hemispheric solidarity, it characterizes the conference as an imperialistic "prelude to a world
currency and a World State, with the gold-holders in the saddle
and the vanquished godless 'new order' of Europe in the position
of borrowers.” Writing on the demand for a Jewish army, "Sqcial
Justice" manages to recall that the Jews "already are blamed
for playing a great part in promoting a world war." It indicts
the Roosevelt administration for creating the rubber shortage
by supporting the British rubber cartel (January 26), and depicts the battle of Singapore as a defense of the private interests of Eihn-Loeb & Co. (January 19).
*

*

*

*

Americans! Join All Patriotic Organizations ;
Keep America Christian !
Is...,

Ti . . t .

*

18.

LAWRENCE DENNIS
CONTINUES ATTACK
OH OUR DEMOCRACY

12, 1942

JANUARY

C

*

*

*

Lawrenc^NJenniP, America's foremost fascist theoretician
and former associate of Friedrich Aahagen, continues his repeated attacks on democracy. In his weekly newsletter addressed to businessmen for whom he has frequently expressed contempt,
Dennis writes of "Anglo-American empires," presidential responsibility for Pearl Harbor, the need for a "good war to educate
us and to accelerate inevitable social change," and that what
war does to Hitler is less important than the institutional
changes which it brings to the United States. "It is only under a totalitarian pooling of productive facilities and socialization of our industry," says Dennis, "that our present war
undertaking can be rationally pursued." He thinks that "it
was Inexcusable to deliver to Japan terms which could only be
expected to provoke a Japanese attack."

19.

BESSIE BURCHETT
IN PHILADELPHIA

The names of some of the persons subpoenaed recently by
the Dies Committee are of special interest. Mrs. Bessie Burchett, who resigned from her position as a Latin teacher in
the West Philadelphia High School rather than face charges
that she insulted the President by calling him a liar and a
murderer, is one of those requested to testify before the
Committee. Besides Burchett, the Committee has subpoenaed
the violently anti-Semitic Blisard family; Mrs. Catherine
Brown, President of the Crusading Mothers of Pennsylvania, an
isolationist organization; Mrs. Edith Scott, President of the
National Legion of Mothers and Women, another isolationist
group; and, Joseph Gallagher, an anti-Semite for many years.

*

III.

20.

*

CONSTRUCTING

*

UNITY

The illicit operations of Werner Von Clemm, a relative
ILLICIT ACTS OP
WEBBER VON CLIMM by marriage of German Foreign Minister Von Ribbentrop, were
REVEALED BY ADL
first disclosed nine months ago by the ADL. Von Clemm was

~~

arrested
for bringing
intocustom
the country
Belgian
in violation
of American
regulations
and and
for Dutch
makinggens
payments to foreign nationals contrary to the President's order freezing the funds of the occupied countries.
•

21.

*

*

*

*

KKK IS THREATENED
Henry Ford, going beyond his now famous letter of JanuWITH LEGAL ACTION
ary 7 to Sigmund Livingston, National Chairman of the ADL,
BY MR. HENRY FORD
has threatened the Hu Xlux Xian with legal action if it does
not stop immediately the publication of anti-Semitic literal
ture attributed to him. At the same time Ford requested the
Mexican government to suppress similar literature which is
being circulated there. The unsolicited Ford letter, in
which he condemned all anti-Semitism, was written to Mr. Livingston after Mr. Ford's personnel chief, Harry H. Bennett,
had invited Richard E. Gutstadt, National Director of the
Anti-Defamation League, to call at the Ford office in Detroit.
B'nai B'rith, Mr. Bennett told Mr. Gutstadt, was selected because of its prominent position in Jewish life. Newspapers
throughout the country carried the letter.
see*

l

22

FEDERAL AGENTS IN
SUBVERSIVE

GROUPS

Federal authorities in nine cities early in January
raided the offices of the Xyffhaeuser League of the German War
Veterans and thex Federation of Italian War Veterans. Domenico Trombetta, a leader of the Italian War Veterans and editor of *11 Grid© della Stirpe," the pro-fascist, anti-Semitic
Journal, has not been molested. Trombetta, while finding
only vile things to say about Roosevelt, has repeatedly lauded Mussolini and Hitler.

*

*

*

*
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23.

N. Y. ASSEMBLYMAN
Following editorials in the "Hew York Post" and "New
OPPOSES! CASSIDYS York Mirror," Assemblyman Patrick E. Sullivan on January 36
ADMISSION TO BAR introduced a resolution in the New York Legislature to prevent John F^Cassidyyj Brooklyn Christian Front leader, from
being admitted to the Bar. Cassidy a few months ago said the
President was "either insane or a liar." (See ADL Newsletter,
January 7, 1942.) A special sub-committee appointed by the
Appellate Division has been conducting secret hearings on
Cassidy's application since July 24, 1941* "If the Bar is ‘ to
Ask
maintain a profession cloaked with dignity," wrote former U.S.
Attorney Gregory F. Noonan to the sub-committee, "men
Eviofd eCasuce
sidy's ilk must not be permitted to enter its sacred portals."
Lead

Be/

wnstCi assidyi
^*Ftrnoenst

An Enemy
J>f HIS message

to Con^nss

Within
Tu«\;*lay

^dmissi

"President

Albany Asked to Bar

That I

\fore
ter

1 ^ vA* < Cassidy as Lawyer 'I11
f Editorial Diary^
NtYtPOST
The

Diarist finds Assemblyman

P;mick

(ed
bate DM> l> C<

H
Sullivan’s foriliripht laiifiiKigo stimuAline. Mr. Sullivan is goinp to off cm
pas seem
CsMtoy'

FighTtolor
Fronfer from

pan

I Joseph

aw Practice 1

Bar Association's Commim-e on
Character and Fitness is still considering
John F. Cassidy’s applies! ion which was
on file last year when the FBI arrested
ited States
he candidate and eight others for con-

*

*

*

*

24, ’CHRISTIAN* FBOTOQ
Francis P^Morari, "Christian" Front head in Boston, has
QUIZZED AT LENGTH decided to close shop after an intensive interrogation by
BY BOSTON POLICE Police Commissioner Timilty about various speeches in which
he had said that Germany could not be defeated, that if
lease-lend were passed there would be a revolution against
the government, soldiers could not be criticized for deserting after one y ear , and a person was warranted in using a
gun to resist being forced into an unjust war. Moran, who
refused to turn over a mailing list of 5,000 alleged "Christian" Front ers, now is so patriotic that he has offered to
sell Defense Bonds and to liquidate other "Christian” Front
organizations if paid his expenses. The genuineness of Moran's attitude can be seen from his final circular in which
he says that after the war those who accept his former principles will rejoin him.
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IV.
25.

ARL COMMISSION
SSSSldN IN NY(S

IN DEFENSE OP DEMOCRACY

The ADL Commission, comprised of representatives from
the entire country, held its annual meeting on February 7
and 8 at the Eastern Regional Office. The delegates unanimously agreed that the ADL defense program must be strengthened and expanded. “The poison of hate," said Sigmund Livingston, National ADL Chairman, "implanted in the minds of
those vho have been victimized by false propaganda remains,
and vill assert itself when the issue of war has ceased."
*

26.

» AMERICANS ADL1
LATEST FIRESIDE
BOOKLET PRINTED

SPLENDID REPRINTS
ABli AVAILABLE F^g
WIDE DISTRIBUTION

'

29.

*

*

*

.

*

The latest Fireside Discussion pamphlet, "Americans All,
A Short History of American Jews," has Just been published.
It is a concise summary of Jewish participation in the development of America which, despite its brevity, gives a lucid
account of the Jews mho sailed with Columbus, the different
Jewish migrations and title role of the Jew in the great epochs
of American history. A new edition of "Facts About Fictions
Concerning the Jew," which was cut of print, has Just come
off the press. The price is $1.50. Both can be obtained by
writing the League.

•
28.

*

EASTERN REGIONAL
Tiro well-attended seminars "For Defense of Democracy in
OFFICE HOLDS TWO
America" were recently held by staff members of the Eastern
POPULAR SEMINARS Regional Office of the Anti -Defamation League. The first
was held at the Southern Hotel, Baltimore, on January 18 and
the second at the William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, February 1.
More than 200 keymen attended the conferences.
*

27.

*

*

* ' *

A splendid series of recent reprints are now available.
These includes "Lindbergh and the Jews," which appeared in
"Liberty" Magazine on January 3, 1942; "Guilty Until Proven
Innocent," an examination of the problem of anti-Semitism; a
letter by Stanley High to the "New York Herald Tribune" advising prudence in accepting indications of unity predicated
on the silence Of isolationists; and two recent speeches by
Rev. William C. Kern an, "Dangers to National Unity" and "Enemies Boring From Within," delivered over WEVD on January 16
and January
23.
*

*

*

*

1500-PAGE BOOK OF
"What America Thinks," 1500 pages of comment and carEDITQBIAL COMMENT toons which took two years to compile, has been published in
IRCM DAILY PAPERS Chicago. From the numerous editorials in the daily press
which appeared si nee Munich, the editors have selected the
beet examples of the Journalistic reaction to the totalitarian threat. Over 200 newspapers are represented by 1000 editorials and 750 pages of cartoons. Copies can be obtained by
writing the League.
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30.

MALICE TOWARD
THE JEWS:

AMERICA

IE DAHCERi

Chas. B.Nsb.
Hudson ,~E4,
Omaha,
JANUARY 19, 1943

PUBLICITY
E. J. Garner, Ed.
Wichita, Kan.
JANUARY 8, 1943

EXCERPTS

FROM THE AMT I -DEMOCRAT I C PRESS

OP AMERICA

B Inc idea tally, with Reds in key jobs at the top (Red Jew LaGuardia, head of Civilian Defense; Bed Jew Hillman, over
Labor; Bed Lash, over Tenth; Red Cowley, doctorer-up of CPM
figures1; Jew Baruch* s protege .Leon Henderson (Jew?), Price
Control Czar, with his best friend, ex-long-time employee of
Jew-owned Sears-Roebnck, Donald Nelson now as War Production
Czar; Bed. refugee , married to Jewess, Thos. Mann, now aide
to radioed. Archibald MacLeisch, Czar of Library of Congress;
et al, et al) , and with Reds as Air Wardens in our large
cities, our so-called defense program has devilish possibilities. E.g. , Red Air Wardens would hare access and full opportunity to get an absolute check (on personal firearms,
etc.), block by block, of all citizens and non-citizens.
Think it thruJ"

* Intelligent Jews will see the handwriting on the wall; and
there will be an unusual number of suicides and deaths
througi worry and fear. They, better than anyone else know
the seeds. they as a race have sown - the world at large is
now being made aware of the aims and ideals of International
Jewry. ..The people of America will become Jew-conscious to
a serious degree and much violence will result. Jews will
begin to realize that America is not the 'Promised
them, and will migrate to Palestine.11

Land*

for

THE GALILEAN MAGAZINE "They will awaken to the realization that helping battered
Wm. Dudley Pelley, Ed. Britain thrash their continental first cousins has been but
Indianapolis, Ind.
a silly and Jewish-motivated adventure from the start... We
JANUARY 26, 1943
do this, apparently, because our prevalent Administrative
racial strain is Jewish, and the communistic Israelites care
little

THE AMERICAN DIGEST
Francis De Moor, Ed.
St. Louis, Mo.
JANUARY, 1942

or nothing

for the Orient. 8

“Now comes the Jewish B'nai B'rith and calls the Anglo-Saxon
Federation itself anti-Semitic...snti-semitism comes in very
handy for name calling when a person runs out of other names.
"The mystery of anti-Semitism is explained when one realizes
that there are at least two groups striving for world control -the Jews and the Israelites (so-called). Both are
Semites. Both are anti-Catholic and anti-Protestant, attempting to set up a world

religion."
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B'NAI' B'RITH AND EAT IQBAL DEFENSE

(The ei^ith in a series of articles describing phases of the
constructive program of B'nai B'rith and the Anti-Defamation
League in behalf of democracy.)

Constantly alert to the expanding role of fraternal organizations in the all-out effort to defeat the axis, B'nai B'rith
has created a War Service Department which will coordinate the
independent activity of the seven different projects which it
set in motion to mobilize civilian support for the defense program. In addition to the work now under way, the War Service
Department will initiate new projects as the need for them arises. Tor the present, however, major emphasis will be placed on
expanding those enterprises which already exist: civilian defense, Bed Cross cooperation, participation in community rallies,
assistance to government agencies, collaboration in welfare work
for the armed forces, stimulation of the sale of defense bonds
and contributions to war relief agencies.
B'nai B'rith was the first organization to contribute to
the War Belief campaign of the Bed Cross. Nearly $200,000 in
B'nai B'rith funds have been invested in defense bonds; lodges
throughout the nation have sold almost a $1,000,000 worth of
bonds to their members. Substantial sums have been contributed
to the Committee for Refugee Children, the British War Belief
Society, the Interfaith Committee for Aid of the Democracies,
Wllhelmina
the Queen
War
Service.

Fond, United China Belief and the Ca »rs*v.

Leading members of B'nai B'rith have cooperated very e
ly with the government. President Henry Monsky has been app
ed a member of the Volunteer Participation Committee. Mrs. 1
nore D. Underwood, President of the Women's Supreme Lodge, wat
asked to serve on the Advisory Council of the Women's Interests
Section of the War Department's Bureau of Public Belations. Mai
Baer, Director of the B'nai B'rith Vocational Service Bureau, «t
the only Jewish representative invited to attend the Conference
of the United States Office of Education and the National Vocational Guidance Association to study problems of training in defense industries. Philip M. Klutznick, President of the Supreme
Advisory Council, AZA, and Julius Bisno, Executive Director, were
invited by Mrs. Boosevelt to serve on the National Advisory Committee of the Youth Division of the Office of Civilian Defense.
B'nai B'rith has cooperated with the Chief of Chaplains' office of the United States Army by offering 125 Sifre Torahs for
army and navy chapels. Members of local units have been requested to open their homes once or twice a week to small groups of
soldiers and sailors. Entertainment and dances are being arranged by various lodges.

The more than 5,000 B'nai B'rith and AZA members now serv- J
in the armed forces can be proud of the work that B'nai B'rith
iing
8 do
ing.
/
*

V
I
BB
jO
«m«fl states SepartmenW
607 U. S. Court Ho®

62-0
New Yprk, Square
New York *
Foley

LL:els

LI 20, 1942

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

RE :

ANTI-DEFAMATION

LI

MISCELLANEOUS '

Dear Sirs

Reference is made to my communication dated January 28, 1942,
bearing the above caption, in which it was indicated that inquiries were
being made in the New York Office ^or the purpose of determining the
identity of the Agent who made the inquiry at the Chanin Building, New
York City, concerning Benf^pstein, BobfLurie and Monroe^heinberg, or
*
1
_A
*
Ralph 'sSteinberg.
You are respectfully advised that this inquiry was made by Special
Agent Stirling B# Donahoe, and that the details thereof are set forth in
his report of April 10, 1942, at New York Cijy, in the case , entitled
CLARA M.k'LEISER; INTERNAL SECURITY - G.
Very truly yours.

P. E. FOXSK»THi(
Assistant Director
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I ALL ^FORMATION COMTA^ED

MINIS UNCLASSIFIED

Hr. P.. 0, Banner '
/BUttl
federal LBUreauo of Ihvestigat ion rn
iurr
17. iS. mrtmeht of Justice [unfit

1300 Bis cayne Building
' ' <j
dd>'
a
Miami ,'florid
R$: Willi an I. Boxurtnar
Bear Nr. Banner:
With reference to yoyf letter of April JSf ■ 10-12,
you ere ad viaed that the Bureau approves your suggestions
made in discussing our relati onship with Mr, BO merman,
furthermore, should you receive any inquiries as to our
failure to cooperate with the- Anti- Be f amort ion League in
Miami, y^u should not hesitate to answer with a statement
that me cannot cooperate with the ALL as long as Boxeman
is at the head, due to his irresponsible s tate men is ,
for your information, 'dr, Nichols of the Bureau
■has gone into this matter in detail with the Washington
■’representative of the ABL who stated that he was entirely
in syapathy with the Bureau’s position ,

*!>«,,*»«**

<o

You should make a matter of record any further
developments -on this t and under no circumstances Should d}
' Bozeman be contacted unless it is absolutely necessary f ff
r '
to have a re It able and
desirable
jind then it will
^experienced
Agent bemake
the contact,
Si no e re 1 y yo urs ,
i, IA£* rvBm»

COM MUNtCAT IONS bECvONr j
M A 1 l- E D IT

*

MAY 7 : «#<
ATION
fEOEAAl BUREAU OF 'INVESTIG
CE
y. S. OePAKTWW 0MUST1

|j

John Edgar Hoover
Director

•

I
Mr. Qegg

^federal Surratt of Itttteaifgaittm
Sttfirlk §tstm

Heparimrttt

of igfusttrr

1300 Biscayne Building
Miami, Florida

[Mr.

Nichols .

April 13> 1^4f*.*CoSey-J Mr. Car30n *
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Sir:

Reference is made to Bureau letter of March 9> 1942, ' **
forwarding a photostatic copy of a report made by Boxerman concerning his contact with Special Agent Carroll Doyle of this office.
In this report of Mr. Boxerman 's, he indicates an undiplomatic attitude by Agent Doyle. I am forwarding herewith the
original and two copies of a statement submitted to me by Special
Agent Doyle in which he comments on various allegations made by Mr.
Boxerman.
'
t
For the further information of the Bureau, please be advised
that I interviewed Mr. Boxerman at the Miami Field Division, 3:00 P.M.
April 10, 1942, concerning the attitude and position which he has
taken with regard to the Bureau.
I called

upon him first

for an explanation

of the statements

which he had made to Special Agent L. 0. Prior concerning the Bureau's
handling of the Christian Front case,, concerning which the Bureau has
been previously advised by Miami letter of January 20, 1942. Although
I pressed him repeatedly, I was unable to get any satisfaction whatsoever out of Mr. Boxerman, he neither denying nor confirming his statements made to Agent Prior.
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Director

April 13, 1942

I thereafter questioned him at length concerning his contact
with Agent Doyle and believe that he has lied throughout in his report.
My opinion in this matter is gained from the fact that he obviously
has confused Agent Doyle with Agent Prior and the facts seem to be
as follows:
Following receipt of the Bureau's complaint, Mr. Miles
Goldberg of the Anti-Defamation League, called upon Baxerman for an
explanation. At the time Boxerman was not advised as to the identity
of the agent making the complaint and after checking back and thinking
the matter over, he apparently reached the conclusion that it was
Agent Doyle who had originated the complaint.
Thereafter, it seems that he cast about for some counter-charge
to make as to Agent Doyle and intimates that Doyle exhibited a condescending attitude toward the Jewish people as well as a slightly antiSemitic attitude. The fact that he states Doyle explained that he is
part Jewish himself whereas as a matter of fact Doyle is thoroughly Irish
seems to bear this out.
It is pointed out that Doyle has never been stationed in New
York and I do not believe that he would make any such statement that
he had worked in New York had he not been assigned to that office.
I attempted to secure some admission from Baxerman as to the
above facts and it was noted that he hedged considerably but in answer
€o a direct question whether he considered Doyle's actions as offen-

sive. he stated in the affirmative^ I then asked him to specify what
statements or actions on the part of Agent Doyle lead him to this
conclusion and again he floundered about, going into a rather wandering
statement with regard to negligible matters.
Boxerman is a rather young man. He had little tact. His
speaking voice is rather offensive and he certainly has an overexaggerated opinion of himself . He is obviously well educated and well
informed and made the statement that he was probably much better informed and much better trained on Fascist activities than most of our
agents, that for this reason undoubtedly some of our newer agents here
were at a loss to discuss intelligently such matters with him.
I pointed out to him in answer to this statement that possibly
some of our younger agents were not as well informed as he was but that
we preferred to handle the training of our agents ourselves and did not
feel it necessary to call upon the public to assist in this program.
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I informed Mr. B axeman in no uncertain terms that I was
thoroughly disgusted with his actions, that I had no alternative than
but to believe that it was highly dangerous for any agent from this
office to approach him in view of the reckless and irresponsible
manner in which he reported interviews with them, and that it seemed
to me that he was deliberately trying to place one of our agents in
an embarrassing position.
Mr. Boxerman showed some heat over what he described as my
"running to individuals here in town and reporting him," and I informed
him that since he had started this whole thing by criticizing the
Director and the F.B.I. in an irresponsible fashion, that I as a
Bureau representative, would resent it and would take whatever action
seemed necessary to correct this situation.

i

It is my intention to call upon Mr. Jesse Weiss as well as
Baron DeHirsch Meyer and Mitchell Wolfson and make known to these
gentlemen my opinion of Mr. Boxerman and of the difficulty this office
has experienced insofar as he is concerned.
In departing Mr. Boxerman made several overtures to me
*1 stating that he desired to let the whole matter drop, that insofar as
he was concerned, it was a tempest in a teapot but I informed him
that such was not my impression and that I intended to see the matter
through.
In the event the Bureau is not desirous of my taking the
last described action, it would be appreciated if immediate advice was
given me inasmuch as I plan to contact these individuals within the
next week or ten days.

Very truly yours,

R. G. DANNER,
Special Agent in Charge.
RGD:CSH
Enclosures

Reference is made to photostatic copy of memorandum entitled MReport on Interview with FBI Agent DOILE, January 18, 1942".
In the second paragraph of reference memorandum it is
stated that Ur. BOXERUAN received a call from Mr. KLEIN, who identified himself as a local Air Raid Warden and stated he had been
commissioned by an FBI Agent named DOILE to find the proof of
ZUC KERMAN'S Communism. The writer has never eomaissioned Ur. KLEIN
although he has talked with him on several occasions. Ur* KLEIN
is a member of the American Legion and' on numerous occasions has
mentioned the fact he regretted the fact that the Bureau was unable
to deputise other persons in a tine of a national emergency of this
sort. Ur. KLEIN was advised that under existing conditions it was
not possible for the Bureau to deputize anyone and, therefore, a
person must act only in his individual capacity when obtaining
information for the benefit of the FBI.
The writer visited Ur. BOXERUAN subsequent to Agent
PRIOR'S visit, and during the latter part of January. The writer
irformed lb*. BOXERMAN that he was interested to know what information BOXERUAN ppssessed regarding the Russian War Relief society.
The writer explained that such a group was an alleged Coamunist
organization and for that reason the writer was anxious to obtain
information pertaining to Ur. ZUCKERMAN'S connection with such an
organization. The writer made no mention of the fact that he specifically believed the group to be Communist ie.
Further mention is made in Mr. BOXERUAN'S memorandum that
the writer shewed considerable irritation when Mr. BOXERUAN stated
that people of prominence and repute were officers in the Russian
War Relief Society. To the best of the writer's recollection he
can remember no irritation regarding such a point. The statement
regarding the difficulty in obtaining cooperation is obviously not
quoted verbatim because of the faet the writer has found a great
majority of the people in the Miami area to be very cooperative in
aiding representatives of the FBI.
With reference to the statement that the writer admitted
he had Jewish blood in his veins, this statement was never made
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inasmuch as the writer is of solely Irish descent. The situation
is that the writer explained this Bureau has Agents of Jewish nationality among its employees. The writer made no statement concerning his work for the FBI in New York City, nor any statement in
connection with act ire street speakers for the Communist Party being
Jews. Ur. BOXERMAN mentioned the fact that it appeared many of the
individuals in the Communist Party appeared to be Jews and he did net
feel this was justified. The writer pointed out that some of the names
who hare been associated with the Communist Party, such as EARL BRCRBER,
did not appear to be Jewish sounding names.
lb*. BOXERMAN then went on to point out that because of the
fact that there were 2,500,000 Jews in New York it was inevitable that
there would be more Jews among the Communists than in communities where
Jews lived in smaller numbers. No statement was made such as appears
in Ur. BOXERMAN'S memorandum with reference to EARL BROWDERand a few
other Gentile leaders in the Communist Party, "Boyle laughed and said
they are just a respectable front; we know who the real brains in back
of them are, obviously implying that the Jews manipulated the nominal
Party leaders."
The writer wishes again to point out that the statement
is immediately reversed from the statement which was actually made
at the tine of the interview with Mr. BOXERMAN. The writer explained
to Ur. Boxerman that RUTH EISENBERG, 1240 Euclid Avenue, Miami Beach,
had allegedly received two copies of Soviet Power, in Yiddish, by
the Bean of Canterbury, and requested that Mr. Boxerman advise the
writer as to whether or not he was familiar with any activity concerning Miss EISENBERG which might be construed as Communistic. Mr. Boxerman replied that he knew nothing of RUTH EISENBERG except that the
name had been given to him sometime in the past but in what connection
he was not sure. No comment was made upon Mr. BOXERMAN'S statement
regarding the fact that Jewish Communist influence in Greater Miami
is negligible. The writer did not feel conversation on this point
was called for and, therefore, did not engage in such.
lb*. BOXERMAN made it very apparent to the writer that the
Birector had been labeled a Communist in a pamphlet entitled "The Fifth
Column is Here". The writer at this point reminded Mr. BOXERMAN of
the ridiculous aspect of such a publication, at which point Mr, Boxerman agreed it should not be placed in any of the libraries. At this
point Mr, Boxerman seemed to take a keen interest in stressing the
fact that the Director appeared in such a pamphlet, and returned to
make the statement a second time until the writer changed the subject.
With regard to the discussion involving Communism vs. Fascism
the writer and Ur. BOXERMAN agreed at the time of the writer's departure
from his office that both such elements would bear watching, and that
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any organization which sought to overthrow the Government of the
United States, or was alleged to have such inclinations, should be
given attention. No statement was made concerning the Bureau being
more interested in Communism than Fascism. Nr. BOZERNAN himself remarked that Communist influence appeared to be more subtle and effective.
Previous to the writer's visit to Mr, BOZERNAN 'S office he had
been informed by Agent PRIOR that Nr. Boxerman had previously made
statements to the effect that the Christian Front case was inefficiently handled by the Bureau. In view of that information the writer deliberately tried to avoid discussion of this topic. Despite this
fact Nr. BOZERNAN became engrossed in a discussion of the inefficient
way in which the case was handled and insisted that the Anti Defamation
League had information which would have been far more material, had the
Bureau paid more attention to such a lead. The writer requested Ur.
BOZERNAN to advise him of what actual first hand information he had
concerning the case, at which time Nr. BOZERNAN informed that the
only information he had was that from hearsay and from reports which
he had read in the Anti Defamation League.
The writer thereupon advised Ur. BOZERNAN that he had
not been in New York and knew of the case only through reports which
he had read; that inasmuch as the Bureau handled the case it had undoubtedly received efficient attention and excellent supervision.
Nr. BOZERNAN apparently wished to converse further on the matter.
However, the writer said het did not wish to discuss the topic further inasmuch as he felt Nr. Boxerman was not aware of any of the
first hand facts and, therefore, was not in a position to know whether
the Bureau was right or wrong in such a matter. Ur. Boxerman conceded
this point with the statement that no organization is infallible
since it has to rely upon human beings.
The writer is unable to recall any mention whatsoever
of a Comounist roundup in Detroit. The only roundup of which the
writer and Nr. BOZERNAN spoke, to the best of the writer's recollection, is that concerning the Christian Front.
Regarding the statement offered that Ur. BOZERNAN explained to the writer the principles of the Anti Defamation League,
the writer recalls a statement in the early part of the conversation
made by Nr. Boxerman concerning that subject. At that time the writer stated he had become acquainted with a Nr. BRCMN, of the Anti Defamation League in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and was, therefore, somewhat
acquainted with the principles upon which this organization was based.
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Ur. BQXERUAN did not mention the matter further.
With regard to the Fifth Column laets which Ur. BOXERUAN states he offered to the writer, the only occasion in the
course of the entire conversation when the writer had an occasion
to loojc at that book was immediately after Ur. Boxerman's remark
concerning the accusation that the Director was affiliated with
the Communist Party. Shortly after that Ur. BOXERMAN brought forth
a copy of Fifth Column Facts and allowed the writer to read the
introduction by Ur. HOOFER. Inasmuch as the writer had already
seen a copy of the pamphlet he made no attempt to take the pamphlet with him, nor did Ur. Boxerm&n offer it in such a manner
that it could be construed that the writer should take it with him.
In the course of the conversation with Ur. BOXERUAN the
writer made no attempt to either condemn or praise the Jewish race,
and upon his departure Mr. BOXERMAN stated he felt that the AntiDefamation league would cooperate with the Bureau to the fullest
extent at any time in the future.
Respectfully submitted.

CARROLL DOYLE,
Special Agent.
CD:C
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Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, ^.2.
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185 West 46th Street, Hew York City;
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142 last 42nd Street, Hew York City;
INTERNAL SECURITY
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Dear Sir:
Transmitted herewith are twc p -.otostatic copies of each of the following which are being forwarded to the Bureau for its information. One copjf of
each is being retained in the files of the Hew York Field Office. , * -.j
1.

Column "News and Views"

appearing

in "The Bay" on February

26,

1942 and concerning the activities of the Hon-Sectarlan ^|ti-

' Hazl League.

■

?. Five pages of Informant's investigative reports concerning
j Lohm&n's Drees Shop, 1476 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, Hew York.
3.

Five pages of Informant's reports concerning the/"Knlghts of
Columbus Oath" and dated May 8th and 9th, 1942.

For your Information these reports are the work ofl
\ Hew York City, who has bsen employed as an investigator by
the Anti -Nasi League in Hew York City, for approximately three and one-haif
years, such reports having been submitted by him to that organisation and
copies of same furnished by him to G.N.I., New York City, for whoa he has been
serving as a Confidential Informant for several years.
‘
Ideulen^pt Joseph L. t. Treglia of O.R.I, ,Hew York City, called '.'the
attention of thecXf^ York Field Office to these reports because o^. tj|e jEpdicatiq/ts from them and ;yerbal suggestions of Informant's that the Ant i -Ha z I
League. and the Anti-Defamation League were engaging in "shake-downs* practised
upfMji individuals whc were possibly loyel and innocent and, also, baoauM Of
th^Jto^est
tha t such organizations which the*"‘Ma*^id4Ugdi«jU$M
their Ot%persolal gains.
1
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In an effort to secure more
allegations the Informant,
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J. 1*. Pearcy of this offioebut at auch time was unable to furnlah any
■or* daflalta inforaatlon concerning bla ballafa adaltting that euch
■ere largely his own conclusions. Ha advised that during hi# period of
enployment with the Ant i -Haa i League, It haa bean hla observation that
this orgaal nation and, alao, the Antl-befjaiatloB League are interested
only la their own material benefit and their work la dlreotad more In
the line of persecution and of framing their enemiee than the exposing
of Kaaiam Md 1'aeciea and the protection of the Jaw i ah rgee which
purpoeea tlieyprofees.

who haa upon several previous oocaalona furnished
Information to this office and who has offered hie regular service* as
a Confidential Informant, advised at the time of this Interview that he
would in the future attempt to secure more epecifie information concerning his conclusions which he would promptly furnish to this office
and which will, in turn, be promptly forwarded to the Bureau.
Very truly yours,

P. 1. FOXWOBTH ,
Assistant Director.
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Mr, Nease
Tele. Room

Paul YRi chrnan called following Senatorjfeye ' s remarks
on the floor wnerein he referred to secret societies who have
been plotting to get certain Senators, Paul Bachman stated
he feels that Senator Nye was thinking of the^Anti -Defamation
'
League.

■

Mf*s
Mias Beahm
Gandy

Sometime ago , Nye told Billjfibern, the National Republican
Committeeman from North Dakota, a meimer of the Executive Committee
of America, and President of the First National Bank at Fargo, North
Dakota , and best man at Nye’s wedding, that the Anti -Defamation League
had a plot to get him. This the ADL denied and Richar^rm^dstadt of
Chicago sent word to Stern to endeavor to have Nye come to Chicago
and discuss this with him. Nye stated he would but he has not had an
opportunity to do this.
Richman also refa&ped^ to Jj^formation which he previously
furnished advice regarding the
furnished me wherein
ackwo od_: ah d Mariejfennessey, and Paul now thinks
connections of Tr
that possibly Hensh aw~in i y frtriSe in back of that.
Respectfully ,

B* Nichols

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
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United States department of Justice
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William iJf Boxerman
^

Mr,

Holloman

Mr.

Quinn

Mias Baal

Paul* Rickman ofv the Anti -Defamation League

Mil* Gam

advised me that the ADL had requested Boxerman' s reSignation.

He is leaving as soon as he can find another connection .

Respectfully,

L. B . Nichols
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National Execuflvt Officer*
SIGMUND LIVINGSTON
Chairman

of B'nai B’rith

RICHARD E. GUTSTADT
Director and Secretary

j _i,

1003 K. Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. —

Telephone* District 7131
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OTTENBERG
Washington
Office

%

District Commissioner
PAUL RICHMAN

July 3, 1942
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Executive Secretary **

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Chief,
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Washington, D. C.
My dear Mr. Hoover:

Under separate cover, I am sending
you a book entitled “Questions and Answers Concerning the Jew", based oh documentary infonnation which
I trust will, to some extent, offset the tremendous
amount of Nazi propaganda which has come into this
country during the past ten years. I send you this
book with my compliments.

Sincerely yours,
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QUESTIONS and MSWEES
Concerning the Jews
Prepared & Published by Anti Defmation League of B'nai B'rith *
The attached book was received
from B'nai B'rith , Washington, 1). C ♦ )

Toll* Room _ ^
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•CONFEDERATED MOTHERS OF AMERICA
3ociated Protestant and CathoIIo

4V
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Workers

L}

'
a fuller
womento istheformed
ation s ofvital
ihis onAssoci
Tfii/ffiderati
of the
People
st bring
of theabout
intereto
of matter
United States, and to cause to be revealed the true facts which
relate thereto, in order that the Government and Congress may beVCsTP’
protect and defend the Constitution of the United States, and thus f . f
safeguard our established form of Government, our lnv/s, and
sacred ami inalienable rights as a free People.
The overthrow of the Government of the United States we will
oppose, whether it is under the form of Union with the British
Empire, or the form of underwriting the British Bnpire with the
wealth of our People; or the form of Bolshevik Communism as was
consummated in Russia, Hungary and Spain, and was attempted in Poland
Austria and Germany. We also oppose Fascism, Nazism, or any otherautocratic system of government, such as have been adopted by certain
European countries in order to defend those countries from the same
Bolshevik Communism.
The facts underlying these European conflicts must be sought
out by a thoroughgoing investigation by unbiased representation of
the Congress, or else by an impartial commission appointed for that
purpose and composed of individuals in no way tainted with any bias,
or personal or group interest, and in no way allied or associated
with any suoh interested groups, or with any foreign government, or
with any organized groups within -4ny foreign countries.
As a preliminary proceeding to such an investigation by
Congress, this organization 'of Confederated Mothers of America will
make its investigation, and report its findings to the Congress and
to the People.
We invite the People of the united States to investigate,
through their representatives in the Congress, or others if Congress
cannot undertake this work through virtue of some
a conspiracy against the United States and a plot
Government and to enslave its People.

strange inhibition,to overthrow its

The foundation of this plot was laid down in past years and
it is now ripening into fruition. We will herewith submit a list
of items, seleotel^ at random, for the purpose of illustrating the
matters vfoieh should,, come r with in the -scope-- -ctfHfais investigation.
V--
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FIRST, is an article appearing' in the American Number of the
London w"Times’*
Time s’* , dated July 4, 1919
1919,, .making
making an
an. -appeal to bring about,
by efficient propaganda on tie pa rtT^^thcsre^ rained in the art of
swaying publio opinion, to nullify antagonism tip. Bri tish -American

goodwill.
propaganda

Quoting from th is ar t ioX e ',"TT . . . KTflo i en tl y organized
should rifibllize.. the Press, the Churoh, the .stage, and’ the

cinema; press into active service the whole education 'Syst em, of both
pouniries,
th$-.fsfl4rit of goodwill in the homes, the univeruniverpountries, and root ths^soirit
sities, public and high' 'schools, and primary schools. It should
also provide for subsidizing the best men to write books and articles
on special subjects to be published in cheap editions or distributed
free
.interested. Authoritative opinibn upon current con-

troversial topics 3houfl!P,f)J%yep:: red both for the daily press and
xor magazines; histories and textbooks upon: literature should be
revised. New books should be added particularly in the primary
scnools. Hundreds of exchange university scholarships should be
provided.. Local societies shpadd be formed in every center to
roster British-Araerioan goodwill. Important articles should be
*nto mouthfuls for popular consumption; booklets, cards,
pamphlets, etc,, distributed through organized channels to the
i*i?’ oartoons to serve their purpose. Ambassadors of goodwill
snouid be exchanged, to meet the public in our pulpits, on our
lecture platforms, and to preside in the lecture rooms of our
colleges
"

"• . • . .Reduce this whole question to the narrow terms of British
ana American finance, and commerce, and industry, and social welfare
ana there is no answer except- thick and thin, all out and out
isri tish-Amerioan international cooperation by the English-speaking

SECOND. . Investigate if this cooperation between Britain and
ln finance, commerce and industry has not led to slavery of
millions of people in America and Asia, and if it has not led to
tne foundations for the present world war.

2HIRD. An investigation of the 14,000,000 items of literature
011 n ^ the-British Israel World Federation as quoted in its
National Message" of November, 1933, as follows:
"The Bri tish-Israel-World Federation
Headquarters
6 Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.l,
(Opposite Buckingham Gate)

„0ne °f the greatest Interdenominational Organizations of the day;
among its members and supporters being Bishops, Clergy
and Lay
iiw e?l0n^rs i0^
n Church; Ministers and Lay Preachers of th
Free Churches, and-^n£lica
men and women of all ranks.
It is governmed by a General Council and Committees comprising
representative business men and women. A City man has said
it
test managed of all the institutions he knows.that
The
auditors are one of . the best-known firms in the world. Ther
e is a
large staff of Commissioners, Speakers and Writers, Scor
es of
meetings are held every week,
"Over FOURTEEN MILLION items of literarure have been sen
t out. The

f°LWhich fhe deration stands is spreading like A FLAME
^§5°^ the English-spea

king world, and it is bringing LIGHT,
JOY xiND CONFIDENCE to countl
ess numbers."
™°1}°YaJitomlze<i list of British Empire units, including
Mandated Territories and the United States of America).
The following items are compiled from the "National Message" of the
same date, November, 1933:
~
y Kingdom of the Isles N. W. of Palestine is the
a>hiet of all na^i^kt
tions,
I*
ru^-e<i 0ver bY the kindred seed of David.
* Britain is Israel by descent and the British are Jews
#

£. "A great colonizer.
6. "The Protector of weak nr. tions,
7. "And never yet conquered,
4.
8. "The Proud Island lies over the Sea.
9. "A"When
Empires fell, the right to the Universal Kingdom
wondethe
r
l mthe
of the Earth passedfuto
oneySaints
-lender of the Most High.
nation'.
of the Children of the House of Israel in London.
Hi "Henceforth there are no nations, no people - hut one,
and indivisible will be the World and the World will be one Great
Britain. Thus the stage is set.
naval-military base of enormous magnitude must be estab12.
lished in the Eastern Mediterranean, in the vicinity of Haifa, a
central point from which to guard Britain's Dominions.
13. "The constitutional governments of Britain and the United
States of .America are on the threshold of a constitutional crisis,
and may be saved only by collective prayer and organized Unity.
14. "The British people and those of the United States of
10
.
America are
Israel Peoples. When the people of the G-reat
"Thkindred
e
K
ngdomtheofrise
U. 3. A. wake up, iand
od the North (Soviet Russia)
the of
wholthe
e EKing
arth is give
n the
which we shall soon see fighting with the King of
the
into Isles
the haof
nds
South (Great Britain), the time of Jacob's troubles are over.
15. "The Stone Kingdom is the Kingdom of God, a literal and
visible Kingdom. It is the Kingdom of Israel. It is the final
World Empire. It is the THEOCRATIC SLATE born phoenix-like from the
British Commonwealth and the United States of .America."
*

*
*

*
*

*

FOURTH. Investigate the claims that th^SHonists are near
the fulfillment of their aims in the reconquest of America, as
planned and operating through ths^Carnegie Foundation. The plan
follows:
1. The power of the President of the United States to be
increased so as to gradually diminish the powers of Congress.
2. Supreme Court of the United States to be revised so as
to embrace only judges agreeable to absorbtion by Groat Britain, and
■uniformly hostile to the United States Senate.
3. Precedents must be established by 3aid Court against
the U. S. Senate in rulings, decisions, etc., (specially prepared).
4. Strong campaign must be waged in the several States and
Territories against Congressmen and Senators showing hostility to
Great Britain. If unsuccessful in defeating them, they must be
continually watched until discovered in some overt aot, mainly
personal and, under threat of exposure, forced to resign.
5. -When the success of the Arbitration treaties is assured,
a few unimportant disputes betv^een the United States and Great Britain
may arise, in which the preference must be given to the United States,
These apparent victories must be widely advertised in order to create
confidence in the propitiousness of arbitration with Great Britain.
While the scope of the treaties must be of considerable latitude,
care must be taken not to in any way bring such questions as to the
fortification or navigation of the Panama Canal, or the Monroe Doctrine, into dispute until the situation is under firm control.
6. As soon as compatible with conditions, the arbitration
treaties must be widened into an offensive and defensive alliance.

7. On accomplishment of sane, British and .American naval
officers mist he mutually : exchanged, but care must be taken that this
suggestion is made by an .American,
8. Quietly and unobtrusively .American soldiers must be sent
to Egypt and India; British soldiers may then be quartered in the U. S.
9. English royalty, preferably the Duke and Duchess of
Connaught, must be sent to Canada; thence they must make frequent
shWashtrips to New York, But great care should be taken not to enter \7a
ington if there is a demonstration against
ags ins t them, or until they have
practically "held court” in New York,
10. The wives and daughters of men controlling great wealth
and influence in .America must be given preference at these "courts”.
They must be selected carefully from every State and Territory of
the United States, Thus a new "society" through royal favor must
quietly and expeditiously be o rested,
11* Honors must fee conferred on the husbands of women thus
given preference in the social circles of .America, and a rank or
position determined by judiciously distributed decorations.
12, Honors must be conferred on all American officers favoring
"Peace", (That is, the Peace proposition advanced),
13, The women of men showing hostility to "Peace" must be
socially ostracized.
14. When a strong phalanx of influential people in favor of
"Peace" has been created, and the exchange of British and Anerionn
naval officers accomplished, and rs many as possible of the United
States troops transported to India, the King and Queen of England
may then visit Washington.
15, Should any demonstration of hostility to their Majesties
occur, the Hindu troops and the British may, in the absence of the
American soldiers, quell any disturbances.
16. Men whose wealth prevents them from being influenced by
money must have honors and position, and possibly a title dangled
before their wives’ eyes,
17, When newspapers oannot be bought or leased, new publications must be started,
18. Educators must receive special favors in flattering
newspaper notioes; and wide publicity must not be given to Independence Day celebrations; people persisting in demonstrations must be
"cut" and held up to ridicule. Any demonstrations with fireworks
must be strongly opposed and discouraged on the ground of proteotion
to life and property.
19. An elaborate celebration must be arranged to take place
in the United States to commemorate one hundred years of peace between
Great Britain and America, by whioh time the object and aim of "Peace"
will b$ at the apex of consummation.
Education of the masses must
discouraged in order
oreate harmony with the desires of the Wealthy and the several trusts,
who will see in such a suggestion a strong tendenoe to reduce wages
from their now unreasonable heights to the basis of wages paid in
Great Britain; also the suggestion that the ignorant cannot organize
so formidably as the educated classes will be widely appreciated, ns
dissention and suspicion of their own leaders can be more easily
advanced.
21. A popular feeling against IRISH Immigration may be
aroused in the United States, by giving wide publicity to all individual oases of rejection of immigrants for reasons of acute poverty,
Insanity*, oriminalty or disease.

•
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22. Arbitration, offensive and defensive alliances, and
finally "Peace", must be brought about as quickly as possible. For
the laritsa?, armed compulsion (revolution) may be necessary, and it is
recommended that the Indian and British troops be altogether confined
to the eastern part of America, leaving protection of the West to
Japanese troops, 80,000 of which are scattered throughout the Sandwich (Hawaiian) Islands, Mexico, British Columbia and California.
Reciprocity with Canada can be passed almost unanimously through the
American Congress, and then opposed bitterly in Canada on the ground
only of that of ANNEXATION BY THE UNITED STATES.
23. Y/ith the assistance of some interested and powerful trust,
such as the meat trust, estranged relations may be brought about between GERMANY and the United States; in such event, and with a defensive and offensive alliance with Great Britain, a casus belli of England would be more easily turned, into account by a simultaneous
attack on Germany. Great Britain’s diplomatic relations with Germany
must remain intact until consummation of the alliance with the U. S.
24. It is suggested to embrace France in the arbitration
treaties, for the moment, so suspicion may not be created during the
initial efforts.
*

*
*

*

FIFTH. Investigate a secret report of an organization called
the ’’Musio Boys”. According to this secret report, divisional plans
have been completed for what they call their people’s army.
The secret report, November 1, 1938, follows in brief:"Rabbi Wise, presiding, opened the meeting, speaking of the success
”of the Jewish Congress at the Hotel Biltmore, New York. It was
"necessary to hove 500 divisional or district leaders know our plans
’’and give full cooperation on a nation-wide basis. The 500 in turn
"have agents in each of 3,000 communities , both urban and rural.”
Louis Lipsky was the next speaker. He said, "...Einstein is
"experimenting with a ray which will help us to destroy armed opposition - aircraft, tanks and armored cars. He hopes that with it a
’’dozen men could defeat 500. Through it 5fo could rule a nation."
Judge Hartman was the next speaker. ’’...After reading a letter
”he said, *We must speed CIO-AFL consolidation under Dubinsky and
"also close relations with Trotsky in Mexico.* If Stalin fails, he is
"their man; America instead of Russia their land. All of America,
"North, South and Central."
"Report of Plans (confidential).
"PLAN No.l. (Legislative). Favored by Sir William Wiseman.
"The gradual advance in consolidation of positions, ending in direct
"action. Time to be determined by those directing and watching the
"situation.
"PL^N No. 2. Favored by Meranus. Within eight months at the
"longest after date proclaimed, direct action must be taken. Exact
"time must be selected by Board of Strategy. 90 days must elapse
"from date proclaimed before any move is made, to permit proper orders
"and reach 500 leaders who attended conference recently, and coord"ination of all units.
"PIuiN No. 3. Favored by Barney Baruch. I foreign war under
"cloak of which. is accomplished by degrees our program, but not
"practical so long as Chamberlain and Daladier, both Nationals, are
"in power in their respective countries. All efforts must be used
"to remove them from power."

"All plana for taking over, or wrecking,

arsenals,

depots,

*

t

"and arms factories have been so well advanced that any Franco type
"of nationalist uprising in the United States could be crushed at
"the start, due to lack of munitions. In the League for Peace and
"Democracy there are 4,025,920 members, including 2,814,378 young
"men of military age who will join the People's irmy under. No. 2 or
"No. 3 Plans, when the time is ripe to make a Soviet America."
(This is the end of the secret

report).

The term "Music Boys" is a. pseudonym for certain members of
theNparmony Club, New York City, the greatest Jewish Club in America.
Other Jewish clubs throughout the Country are interrelated.
*

*

*

SIXTH. Investigate the meeting, at Cap d'Antibes on the French
Riviera, August ,1938, . at which were present the following:- Henry
Morganthau, Jr. , Bernard Mv^ox’uch., Rabbi S.SH7ise, H. R. H. TheHfluke of
Windsor, Sir PhillipH3assoon. This meeting took plaoe at the villa
of the last named who was, at the time, the First Commissioner of
Works of H.M. Government. A description of this meeting runs in the
New York "Tines" of Oct. 19, 1938, quotihg Signor Preziosi in the
magazine "Vita Italiana".
Signor*i?Trezicsi states that this meeting "applauded a
universal war that- was about to break out." It is remarkable that
this was about thirteen months before the present war actually broke
out.

Further quoting from Signor Preziosi' s article "accepted a
triumvirate composed of Leslie Hore-Belisha, the British War Secretary; Leon Blum, the former Premier of France; M.Litvinoff, the
Soviet Foreign Commisar, as leaders of the 'Jewish Internationale’".
*

*

*

SEVENTH. (See Exhibit A). Investigate the subject matter of
the article appearing in the N.Y. " Journal-Americnn" , Thursday, Feb.
23, 1939. This article, which tends to prove that the present world
war, just like the last one, was started by a group of consairators
or private individuals who conspired together to bring it about,
reads, in part, as f ollows:
. The speech (Ambassador Bullitt's
Washington's Birthday speech in Paris) Hull said, was submitted to
the State Department and approved before delivery. In his remarks
Bullitt assured France that America's democratic institutions 'are
worth defending, and we intend to defend them,..*".
In this instance, the President of the United States, members
of his Cabinet, and representatives of this Country who were selected
by the President to represent us in foreign countries, are subject to
the charge of having instigated, aided and abetted the bringing about
of the war. Also, they made promises committing the United Stotes to
take part in such a war, as if the Congress of the United States were
counted as deliverable, under order of the President, to make good
these peomises where these promises, under the Constitution, required
the approval or sanction of the Congress.
.

(See Exhibit

B).

On the same

subjeot,

investigate

the article appearing in the N. Y. "Herald-Tribune” , Sunday!, Dec. 22,
1940. This article quotes from the "Grinko ire", Paris, of the same
week, where PhillJLppe-Henriot describes the efforts of Mr. Bullitt , in
conference with ItrPaladier, Premier of France, urging the latter to
declare war on Germany and promising the aid of the tr. S. in such a war

The .article is quoted in part:- "...Bullitt was described as
uring Daladier to turn down Italian Premier Mussolini’s eleventhhour proposal for another Munich conference to save peace..,..
"Finally, Bullitt was accused of being one of the persons
who persuaded Daladier to declare war against Germany at 5 p.m,
Sunday, Sept. 3rd, instead of giving Hitler until 5 a.m, Monday as
Bonnet desired.
"Bonnet was on the point of telephoning Coulondre (Robert
Coulondre, French Ambassador to Germany) said the ’Gringoire1 article,
when Daladier called him to say that he had changed his mind and
fixed the expiration time at 5 o’clock the same day. Bullitt,
Lukasiewioz and Handel (Georges Handel, Minister of the Interior) had
won him over."
In this connection, the Chicago "Daily Tribune", dated Nov. 9,
1940, quotes the "Nouveau Temps", Paris, Nov. 4th, as follows:- "Few
people know, for example, that if M. Daladier (Edouard Daladier, then
French Premier) was disposed at 14 o’clock (2 p.m.) on August 31,
1939, to accept unconditionally the Italian proposition of a European
conference, and if on the same day at 18 o’clock (6 p.m.) he put off
French adhesion to II Tuee’s offer, it was because in the interval
he had conversations with Mr .Bullitt and ^'vith Bullitt’s friend,
lukasiewioz (Jul jusz~1&uknsiewicz, then Polish Ambassador to Fr nee)."
NINTH. Investigate the letter written by the Polish Ambassado.
to his Government, reporting conferences with Ambassador Bullitt whilt
in Washington, Nov. 21, 1938, (M.Potocki is stated to have admitted to
one of the Senators that he wrote this letter). In this letter, M.
Potocki made the following statement:- "...Y/hen I asked whether the
United States would participate in a war of this kind, he (Mr. Bullitt'
replied, ’without the slightest doubt, but only if Britain and France
make the first move.’"
This letter

is appended

in full.

(See Exhibit

C),

TENTH. Investigate contents of a letter from the Polish
General Staff, Department 11, (Ref ,1,17731/11 S. 0, j dated Y/arsaw,
Aug, 8, 1935, to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Political Dept.,
Warsaw, and marked "confidential".
In this letter, Commander Gade, American Naval Attache at
Lisbon (Portugal), is quoted as follows:- "Our ideals are wholly in
sympathy with those of the democracies. At the moment the United
States are studying possibilities of speedy assistance for Britain
and France. We have cone to the conclusion that our assistance muru
not only, as in the Great 7a r, begin with the active cooperation of
American troops after one year of the war has elapsed, but that TOGO
aeroplanes must be despatched within one week or ten days after war
has broken out . *
The letter

continues,

"...Commander

Gade is a man of integrity

*

t

and a personal friend of President Roosevelt’s, He has very close
connections with Belgium and envoys the friendship of the King of the
Belgians, He is strongly anti-German* in his sentiments. He himself
is a wealthy man.
"My conversations with Chamberlain, {It. -Col. Chamber lain of the
British Military Mission to Portugal), Daly (Colonel Daly of the same
Mission), and Gade convinced me of the existence of a silent understanding for close cooperation in the event of a conflict...
"In conclusion, I should like to emphasize the calmness and
uniformity of the views held by representatives of Britain, France
and of the United States."
*

EXHIBIT

A.

From N.Y. " Journal- American" , Thursday, Feb. S3, 1939.
(Heading: -"Hull Says U. S.Backs Bullitt’s Paris Talk").
"Washing ton, Feb, 23 (by I.N.S. ). Secretary of State Hull said the
declarations of Ambassador Bullitt in Paris last night in a Washington
Birthday speech, carried the full approval of the State Department,
"The speeoh, Hull said, was submitted to the State Department and
approved before delivery. In his remarks Bullitt assured France that
America’s democratic institutions ’are worth defending, and we intend
to defend them’.
"However, Ambassador Bullitt’s speech drew the fire of Rep, Fish
(R) , New York.
"Fish asserted that Bullitt’s speeoh ’is false and an insult to
the memory of George Washington.
’"America will defend itself and its possessions against any and
all nations, but it is not going to war again to make the world safe
for democracy, as Ambassador Bullitt infers, and its frontier is not
on the Rhine or with the French army or British navy but on our owu
shores, supported by our own Navy and our own Army’ Fish said,"
*

EXHIBIT

B.

From N.Y. "Herald-Tribune" , Sunday, Dec. 22, 1940.
(Heading: -"Bullitt Accused Of Helping Pull France Into 7/arT
"’Gringoire’ Writer Says He Egged Poles On, Fought Mussolini’s Peace
"Offer," (End of Sub-head), By John-”Elliott . By Wireless.
"Vichy, Dec. 21. William O^BUllitt, American Ambassador to France, is
pictures as a leading warmonger who helped plunge France into war by
pressure on Edouard Dalndier and Julius Lukasiewicz, Polish Ambassador
at Paris, in an article on ’War Responsibilities^ by Phillippe Henri ov
published in the current number of the weekly ’Gringoire’.
"Bullitt has been frequently accused through inference by the
French anti-war party of having been largely instrumental in getting
France involved in war. Notably, Fernand de Brinon, now French Ambassador at Paris, has accused a ’high American personality’ of Laving
had a bad influence on Dalndier by his ’ill-founded reports and tal
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been directed against Bullitt by name.
"Henriot wrote that on the eve of war, in August, 1939, Lukasiewicz, ’powerfully and noisily shoved along by William Bullitt, starred
up bellicism among journalists and parlimentarians whom he met’.
"Bullitt was described as urging Dalndier to turn down Italian
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opinion, end in the
nxi<l would, in
and the establishment of Communism in every
Soviet Russia would stand to gain most when

destruction of Europe
State. Without doubt,
the war was over.

He spoke disparagingly of Soviet Russia. He considered that the
last purge, in particular the removal of Blttcher, had completely upset
the Red Army, whioh was no longer capable of any active military
effort. Altogether he considered Russia to be the "sick man of Europe"
and compared it with the pre-war Ottoman State.
Of Germany and her Chancellor, Adolf hitler, he spoke with extreme
vehemence and bitter hatred. He believed that a. war was inevitable
and that, at its close, power -done could put an end to Germany’s mad
aspirations to expansion. In answer to my question as to what he imagined this coming war would be like, he answered that the United States,
France and Great Britain must rearm on a gigantic scale if they were
to be able to confront Germany.
The decisive step cannot be taken, Mr. Bullitt continued, until the
right moment comes. I asked him in what way this conflict would arise,
as Germany would presumably not be the first to attack Britain and
France. I for my part failed to see what could start the conflagration.
Mr, Bullitt replied that the Democratic States would need a full two
years before they had completely rearmed. In the meantime, Germany
would presumably continue to expand towards the East. It would be in
accordance with the wishes of the Democratic States that an armed
conflict in the East should break out between the Reich and Russia. As
the potential power of the U. S. S.R. was yet an unknown factor, it might
happen that Germany would advance too far from her own base and be
forced into a prolonged and enervating war. Hot until then, Mr. Bullitt
thought, would the democratic States attack Germany and force her to
capitulate.
When I asked whether the United States would participate in a war of
this kind, he rep lied: -"Without the slightest doubt, but only if Britain
and France make the first move!” Feeling in the United States, so he
told me, was running so high against Nazism and Hitlerism that already
today a psyohosis was observable amongst Americans, similar to that
whioh prevailed just before America declared war on Germany in 1917.
Mr. Bullitt then enquired about Poland and about the situation in
Eastern Europe as far as it affected us. He agreed with me that Poland
was still a State wjiich would take up arms if Germany crossed her frontiers. I well understand, he said, the question of a common frontier
with Hungary. The Hungarians also are a splendid nation. A common line
of defense with Yugoslavia would make it easier to oppose German
expansion.
Mr .Bullitt then mentioned the question of the Ukraine and Germany's
intentions there. He confirmed that Germany had a complete staff of
Ukranian officials who r;ere to take over the future government of the
Ukraine and found an independent Ukranian Stote under German influence,
"A Ukraine of this type", Mr. Bullitt continued, "would, of course, be
very dangerous for you as it would directly influence the Ukranians in
iSastem Poland," German propaganda, he said, had already adopted n pronationalist attitude with regard to the ukrfaine. The Carps tho-Ruthenian Ukraine, in the maintenance of which Germany was interested mainly
for strategic reasons, would serve as a stepping stone for the coming
enterprise.

"Gen. Ganelin and Admiral Jeon Dorian assured .the Cabinet that
the army and navy were ready. They said that at the be a. inning of the
conflict they would not do mu®t against Germany, but they could act
vigorously against Italy if she came into the war. 3esides, they
were of the opinion that French mobilization itself would provide
some relief for Poland by retaining a certain number of large German
units on the French frontiers.”

EXHIBIT

C. REPORT OF THE POLISH iiMHASSaDOR IN 'WASHINGTON, COUNT JERZY
POTOCKI, TO THE POLISH MIMISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS IN
'WARSAW, OF NOVEMBER 21, 1908.

(Heading,

salutation,

body and

signature

are

EMBASSY OF THE
REPUBLIC OF POLAND
in "Washington

Conversation

verbatim).

Washington,

November

21, 1938.

To His Excellency
the Minister for Foreign
Re:

copied

with Ambassador

Affairs

in Warsaw

Bullitt

The day before yesterday I had a conversation
Ambassador Bullitt, who was on leave here.

of some length with

He began by stating that he was on excellent terms with M. Lukasiewicj
our Ambassador in Paris, and that he was always delighted to meet him.
As Mr.Bullitt is continuously supplying President Roosevelt with
information about the international situation in Europe, especially
in Russia, his reports are always most carefully studied by President
Roosevelt and the Department of State. Mr.Bullitt is an animated and
interesting speaker. Nevertheless, his reactions to events in Bur ope
correspond more closely with the views of a journalist than with those
of o politician since, in the course of our conversation,’ he played
upon the whole scale of extremely complex European problems. The
conclusions he arrived at were very negative.
Mr.Bullitt* s remarks, taken all in oil, were very pessimistic. He
mentioned the fact that the spring of 1939 would without doubt again
be very disturbed and that the general situation would be intensified
by the constant flaring up of war possibilities, by threats on the
part of Germany and by the constant danger of unsettled European
conditions. He agreed with me that the balance of European power
had swung from the West to the East since the capitulation of the
Democratic States at munich had revealed their weakness towards
Germany,
Mr.Bullitt then spoke about Britain* s complete unpreparedness for
war, and about the impossibility of adapting British industry to
massed war-production, especially in regard to the manufacture of
aeroplanes. He spoke with unusual enthusiasm about the French Army,
but confirmed my opinion that the French Air Force was antiquated.
According to what military experts told Mr.Bullitt during the crisis
in the autumn of 1938, a future war would last for at least six years
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moBtul Ittrrau of Inueattgatintt
United States Bepartmrrtt of ilmttrr
San Francisco, California
September 1, 1942

Director
Federal
Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.
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RE: B'NAI B'RITH NEKS SERVICE
MISCELLANEOUS

Dear Sir:
The following tracing has been received fron the Office of
Censorship covering a eeanunication addressed by the B'NAI B'RITH NEWS
SERVICE, Suite JKL, 1003 K Street Hi, Washington, D.C., dated August 7,
1942, to the AUSTRALIAN JEWISH HERALD, 44 Queen Street, Melbourne,
Australia:
0

"This news release of the B'NAI B'RITH organisation reveals
these examples of anti-Semitic and anti-American activities in
the U«S«t

1* (Par. 3) An organisation known as the^atriots of the
Republic' meets in New York to indulge flrWHTWfr*Witin8nte
Tmuhi 'CM^Saying that the eight Nasi saboteurs had been 'railroaded*
■"fa
r

by the FBI, and that the arrested Nasia were not spies* One member
\
asserted (Par. 4) that Hitler is winning because 'he is right' •

2* jjPar.14) An anonymous, mimeographed handout, * The jftow Makes a
Sacrifice' . has appeared in New York, Baltimore <3irWnP^P|KmMWe»
Jew is termed an 'oriental, hyphenated American propagandist for
bloody Joe (Stalin) and the British (Jewish) empire'*^: This piece
seeks to arouse racial and religious animosities and Yillifies democracy*■»
This is being forwarded to the Bureau and Washington Field Offleo
for whatever informative value ti may be*
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PaulZkichman of theOAnti-pefamatian league called
He pointed out that Senator Green, under pressure from his|
Italian constituents in Rhode Island, has been forced to
ask the Department of Justice to relinquish travel restrict
Italians .
This caused the Department of Justice to give t%
considerable thought and Mr. Richman confidentially advise]
Mr, Leo Gitlin in Ennis's Office called upon him for his el
additional
This caused Richman to give the ma
and .he has raised the question as to whethe
should not be nla'aesLin the sa
and Bulaarians who do no
He makes the point that the German refugee Jew has
citizenship and he felt that^thev '5 flbUla oe give
•iliftv.
js he <WaT~tfl£Zs~
vftlrtr. Alona this

Atl&*Mdy.

that
thought

Ustice
He pointed out that ne Knew this but he also knew that. the Department
and other Governmental agencies were reluctant to task^e any acU on in
the face of Bureau regulations. I told him that naturally our organise
tion was primarily responsible for the security of the nation; that we
had to take a more realistic view on the matter than a lot of individuals who have no real responsibility; that after all the liberty and
welfare of 132 million people transcended the inconveniences suffered
by a few; that personally and unofficially, I would be inclined to the
view that the Bureau could not conscientiously subscribe to such a procedure. I referred specifically to cases wherein individuals posing as
German-Jewish refugees have proven to be spies. Eg had no answer for

thlSt
record
ed J;)4
He then asked what our vie
c^rd ion
w
the%' organizat
lo ?oi 6
a
group of German-Jqqish refugees whose1 fun ctfrn it would be to keep i\
touch with Germqrib 'from various cities and tftuai o/Stf1* IS®
an K&9
than we
we
made the observation that they, could secure more inf ormatim
than
"'thd't thi
O&pEFENSE could 'and that with proper' liaison, tHey would bm idf
great
<
greatSe t.id
mof m
I told him that my personal
lAViSCs
n r>0
<u§B smE}
~ *T
I bold him that my personal
viewin,h*-4hi<s'
it"tK<£t
them**.
tions
existe
nce;
that
after
DSUjtf*
. are alrea^^^o^^ny orgar^zntys
¥*MW&reau’
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allj these refugees came to America seeking a haven of refuge 3 and that
in turn they should 3 of their own volition 3 turn over any information
which they might have on other Germans. Richnan granted that .phis was
correct but pointed out that the refugee psychology feared organisations such as the FBI. I told him that this was a terrible commentary ;
that the FBI was certainly opposite from the Gestapo ; that its chief
purpose was to protect individuals such as the refugees. He stated
this was true but that refugees could not get this into their mindsi
I told Richman that personally and -frankly I thought too much was being
made about the refugee problem and not enough about the problem of
protecting honest-to-goodness Americans.
Richman did his best to get me to say that such an organisation would be desirable. He stated that it would be necessary to
raise money for funds 3 etc. I made the suggestion that existing agencies
such as the B'h'<ii^£jjiith3 the Anti- Defamation League 3 etc. would be the
proper agencies to take care of this matter 3 if such were necessary 3
without bringing into creation additional groups. He pointed out that
there was already in existence an organisation3 the American Federation
of Central European Jews3 and that with a little guidance3 they might
be able to set up certain machinery. I again pointed out that I
thought that these refugees should be ossiaii2ated bi/ gld^Jjjne American
whi^h~
interest.
that lhiT)r'communiiv
orgarisati
only withingjjA^Snd
the circles
of refugees3 wasof not
conducive
to expended
the development of real Americanism.
He asked if I would mention this matter to the Director
and that if he had any views with regard to this3 he would like to have
them. I told him I was of the opinion that the Director's views would
Ji>« very similar to mine.
Respectfully 3

L. B. Nichols
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September 14, 1942

. , '_ c

Mr • PA chard Outstadt
Anti-Defamation League
130 North Sells Street
Chicago , Illinois
Dear Mr • Gutstadtt

c

Mr* Paul Bichman has told me about the
contemplated meeting of Hie iouth Side Lodgk r on
September 16, 1942m I do wish it mere possible for
me to be with you on that occasion*
In times such as these , it is the civic
responsibility of all citisen3 to lend every possible
effort to bring about a greater unity among our people
and to detect those enemies within our midst mho
stand for anything other than unadulterated Americanism,
The members of the Anti- Defamation league
in the past have been most helpful and I want to
extend to those who will attend the meeting on September
16, my beet wishes for the continued success of your
organisation »
■

::
tncerely you
rs#
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nti-Pe f amotion League,
Pauljfatichman of theQl
Mr.
g
a big meeting in Chicago
advised that the group was havin
on September 16, and he wondered if the Director would
send

a telegram

or letter

I told

him that

to Mr.

Richard^Cutstadt .

we would

give

this

letter

some

thought.
I recommend

that

the attached

letter

go forth<

Respectfully ,

tffffichols
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Mias Beabm
Paul/IRibhman of the Anti -J&fdmat ion League \I
uiasBea
hm
advised me that Sigmun<$LivingstoiCwill be seventy years Mtil Gandy
of age sometime in Dectfnber and that the Chicago office
would like to extend an invitation to the Director and ttid
writer to attend the testimonial dinner given for Livingston .

I told Richman that the Director would appreciate
the invitation, although I was doubtful if he could accept .
I also told him I would be glad to attend if possible .
He ,
will send us further details later •

Respectfully,

L. 3 ♦ Nichols •
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Mr. Quinn Tamm

6
Pauly^ichman

Mr. Ntut _

of the Anti-Defamation

League

has
informed
me , that
the Los Angeles
Stamp has
and prepared
Sta- MlM0Mdy '
tionery
Company
Los Angeles,
California,
an employment application form which has a place for
church affiliation , race , etc •
Apparently the members of the Anti-DefamaIn checking
tion League are wondering about this •
they were advised that this form was recommended by
the FBI .
I told Richman that this definitely was not
the case, that it was a fact that we did give this
organisation a copy of our booklet " Suggestions for
Protection of Industrial Facilities" which he, Richman,
had already seen, and that was the only possible basis
upon whi ch th^Los^ Anaeles Stamp and Stationery Company
could make sucncTclaim and
our booklet did not go into

then~~it was untrue because
such personal matters .

Respectfully,

L.qB,

Nichols
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JacklChertok advised me last week that ? £j~&ffT7
Leon Jpeiais, who i£ connected with tftaf .American Hebrei^nM ft/v y£
l1 on are ss in Los Angeles , had, informeuhim that
Director had come to an impasse with the Attorney
f
>/■ / •
General, ouer the f allien enema problem; that th£ IliE&Sji iti- ' l"y
unaifrera&.Za ODPOsgd^irft^no restWct$on5 on Italians. JT V
Germans and Tew^h refugees w/10 catie Vroti era emu and
countrie_sl" ~
I straightened
in turn assured me that

oceupTTd
who

this matter out with Cherjjok,
he would straighten Lewis out .

(Ii\ the meantime I happened to see Paul ,

Richman of the Anti -Def am t ion League upon my return to
iYasKThgton , and I told Richman I had picked ^up a rumble
to the effect that Lewis was making the above-mentioned
statements .
Richman has written Lewis a communication
pointing out that the Director and the Bureau have given
them the friendliest of cooperation , although the Bureau
must , of necessity } take a conservative attitude toward
alien enemies from a security standpoint.

I am attaching copies of the memoranda exchanged
«yM±etwe
Detween Richman and Richard Gutstadt, which sets forth the
1 1 Defamation League views,
Respectfully,

oyed
copies destr

29 JUN 8
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D«e* Bara*
My attention ha* Wen sailed to a pwbatirs
probably®!oio-isiimMloa
a.tn&
yo« say have
be F.B.X.
vi th reaoviag
with regard to the attitude of tbe
7«B«1« is
la oenaeeHok
oanaae
raetrietlose ob assay Milan*. XMla^tFiirjf* has Wen
glamor to rwmt*
ewwsCTStwy «ll«H
alias* is all eatagehri*®,
*Wr« tW * alien* can w prawn/b* W iarsi,, tha
tit* FF.B.l. has had to.
t«too the peal ti es that no reswWtloas Wl&ftad
fn
fta* fKM
snooty aliens,
Beeisse of Mto grate eeergensyn^beeawe off tit* X;
Halted ses-po*®* of tit*
F.B.l. the** restrictions ban
is
lias
is Identifying the disloyal
alien*. Altboegh tit* F.B.l. lg **#* drapathatio
atio to the general plight
conservative attitude
Of loyal SUoso, they atdpt aai^tK^rll^t^co a ooseo:
thet :is why it la seder*
predicated won their'ea ny rea^Wblirtw** that
atasdahXe that Way a/ve seiataiaad
this yead
position
4
k4a title
ties despite
the President* *
proelasatloa r*l*»trf«fe the Ruagankn*,
Keuassian*
a
nm and
sikoB, Xoxmml
Bulgaria** ftes
tW** roetrietioB* and despite /worneyy General Bi
fttorse
to Italiandaawel
alios*.Biddle* a epeedfc *f
last night, graatlagVWvilegee^to Italian alios*.

#
0
l
a
o
g
t
i
N
£
g
a
n
e
W
aB a

Bov I usBwdtand tho BaparGSest of Justice le eonoi dering also, relasslng
Gens** mragoa* Wo have beast expatriated by their eonstry. FhlXe the
F.B.l. fail mistalsjst** official policy on thie elessi flection, a* it
sill on l*11 others, t Jm inclined to believe that they will sot register
any oppontios to i %J
I write ttiHtiw primarily to let yon haw Wet th* SLreetor of the
F.B.l.,
a* well «e hi* Bureau, have given sa the friendliest of cooper*
atlas.

Kindest

personal regards,
Blneerely yours.

SHCLOSUBK
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September

18, 1942

Mr.w4axlBerces

945 Sbadon Avenue :• G
Los Angeles, California
„ar Mr. Berges:
■ v

■ Mr.-: Btanle^wJ'acob

with me your letter of 5eptenbar: 1°,
upon the unhappy plight of Jewish

3 discussed

at some
in whi:cb%o:UG^
ire fug e e 's' ’ f iJ^^Gpr^any .

length

know, of course, thst Jewish'- 'anti -Nazi refugees, formerly citizens
wVy of Gerc^gny* are ^classified as. enemy aliens*,.,. We understand Itkat -they are
^^^^ianeliedjfp.. obey,^trin^nt restrictiye laws and regulations Isudh as the
from dwelling places^ etc* I A fffect, we ;V

.

‘
resize this Puts them in one and the same class wytfc Goman {Nazis and
' V^.’. ;I tali^-|!ssei $tSi despite the fact that havi ng lo s\T LJiei l>
.pi ti ^e&s^i o
• G*$$jt>y Ns'i deofob in November, 1941 > they are almost to a man
antiNazi. 8ome%f the .exceptions made by the go^rprj^Ht in the casfc^f Austrians,
Sudeten Germans, Hungarians, etc., appear 1 c Xe stVatige. I should be loathe
however, to accept your statement that the ^reatmerftjof the J ewrsh refugees
constitutes defamation for the attitude^^ goven mzejjft departments generally
hardly justifies that charge. It is truOl hat md^akes may be mad^gbut
where we have been able to point them put 1 p\^?uernment bureaus, thei r
nrOmpt effort has been made for correction.
i ved\ib.rd from Washington that the
Withip the last couple d f/weeks I u^eived
e Department pff Ju
Justicb ij| very sy^apathei^ with
enemy alien '-control unit of t/h
the Jewish refugees. There ane, however, lobstacles to overcome. /It i#"a moot, .
thowever,
ouestion as to whether the presen
time
cj/>m
lends itself for any legislation ;
lopstac'
eirmiends
time
p,
^ent
i\sue.
which might create a national Wue
. Tl&A.B*!. feels that it is limited in
man power, and there<^iauj?l be st^cJct^S^gul at ions, against all, aS^ens with
whose country we Mat
war. In view, however, of the President1 s proclamation
releasing humani/ip, Bulgaria^, Hungarians, etc., from these restrictions,
our Washington rfeJpesentativej Aeouested the F.B.I. to remove its affections
against German J«m sh refugee^/ who,, after all, are expatriates from their
own country, thrcKjgh no decA/rof of their own. One of : the difficulties lies in
the fact that a fe?K^fe#Ur^
been found amongst the spies, with a department such as the F;j&TTTand the magnitudinous responsibilities which it bears,
we can understand its apprehension. We are continuing our efforts at Washington and I am sure that there is reason to believe that it will not be long
before our efforts meet with success.
. .( f: 'Please be assured that .we,a^e professionally concerned with . Wind stirred
by the circumscriptions placed ppOn our brethren.* We must be sufficiently
objective, however, to be tolerant of some of the necessities imposed upon
guard against physical and psychological sabotage.

AU«ftmtMKD
^ISlBlClASSlFe

Very' sincerely

yours,.

Ri cha^d B J^Grut stadt
DItto tor

ENCiDSOWt

a

#.

DAVI Dft RDBI iNSON
"lAUL RIGHMM
AUGUST 26, 1942

have submitted

the memorandum

you sent me to the Justice

Department, where I sent the original memorandum. J I also |
sent a copy to the oarty who o r i gi naily^^VB lue k\e memorandum. The people in the J^neiny Alien Control unr^Ntf ^the
/ Department of Justice are very swoatheti c with thes^wish
• Refugees but they have many obsta^f^s^V^
rbe
/ great question at the present tj4r Is wkefeher or not it is
wise to use any legi slationy Jm^vehy cJekting a national
issue at this time. One Qf
great j^o/tacles is that the
FBI feels

that with their lim^e^ ma/Mfower

there

should be

strict regulations against all s^^n^with- whose country "
we . are at war. Howeve^rr^ft<yievj of Xhe Presidential Proclamation releasing t
Bulg^
Bulgarian, Hungarian, etc.,
from these rest ri coons, I srnirsking
3king vne FBI to remove
mian Jewish Refugees, who,
their objections gainst the Geman J
own country, y Of
after all, have bean expatriated J by their
1
the fact
that a ■ fev* refugees
course, the difficulty here iaf the
ft
shall keep you informed
have been^goiiag, ■ ado^s^ie sp^n.. II
of latea<^5eTe^pment^>
■

PRtBS .

MX atFBBfiiAnOH COWTAflgn
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WCLOSim

RICHARD

v PAUL

E. GUTSTADT

%

RICHMAN

AUGUST

A,

194*

ssure broii&WKA
ct^ GreeT, °f Rhode Island, has had^re
q
th regardNjii
lian
Dear upon him by his: Ita
as *1 €afe»fy aliens*. Ha wants
+Vi» i n inff-hi drme to them
as « ene^fy aliens 1 . He wants
them
to
done
es
the injustic
jbp introduce a bill correcting^Jwe haim bljjng done to all
*Shemy ali eh1 s1 who are f^endW
art-*
yasked
ha^
mint of Justice for recommendati
ion*DenThe
si at the
^egi
tWbsandfo^A
key official in this connection,n,
of Justice,
^ wmtMdeas I could introduce,
contacted me and wanted^e^kQOow
jfcv a fV^fioiole around here but
I sl^all work on this
I imagine our. offic/^ght havdVme viable suggestions to
offe&v - These suggep/ions will qaye to be here within ten daysl

ENCLOSURE

in R> MCIASSlflED

/

1. X am Indeed extremely glad to read a memorandum suggesting an
alleviation of the present situation. I think the msoorandua la, on the
whole, a great contribution indeed. The following remarks are made for
the purpose of constructive criticism.

2. A definite mistake has beer, made as to the classification of the
inhabitants of the Sudeten territory, which is not a minor one, because
of certain implications of the very position of these Sudeten Dauteohe.
They are not privileged alien enemies, but on the very contrary, friendly
aliens, inasmuch us they hold Czech passports. The Sudeten Deutsche— with
the exception of some Jews and an infinitely small minority of "racial
Germans"— are violently pro-Hitler. We always stressed th-.t from the "security first" viewpoint the re\Lc;-sifi ' lion problem has net only some negative
importance in excepting certain loyal groups, but parti exile rly that there is
a reverse of the medal in reclassifying certain groups of "Friendly aliens"
which are friendly merely from a very technical viewpoint,

3. I respectfully disagree completely with what is said in. the first
four paragr-phs of the memorandum. I leave aside the question whether it
is extremely wise to it art •. memorandum of this type with the pseudo-admission
that the legislature would not do what the executive branch is asked to do.
^4) Yet outside of these technical considers tiona the present status of the law is
^misconceived.

Title *50 CSC Section 21 gives a blanket power to the executive,

fiSk \% Vyfhe blanket power is as far-reaching and sweeping as possible. This is per^j^fectly correct from the legislative point of vlewt all powers are given to
igSlfcthe executive to deal with anyone who, by reason of allegiance or birth,
could poasibly be inimical to the interests of the United States. It is for
the executive to decide in what individual ea~es or with regard to what groups
» . :i it actually makes use of the power bestowed upon it. In other words, the blanket
regulations if of the same jc type as the power given to a commanding general
to remove all persons, citizens and aliens alike, from a certain defense area*
enclosub*

✓

It la thereupon for the general to decide which classes, groups or individuals he actually Intends to remove.
It is obvious that the blanket regulations does not infer that all
classes and individuals that can be subjected to treatment as alien enemies
should be treated as sudd. Under the same alien enemy definition of the
Canadian law, Mr. Justice

further, Lieutenant General Krueger, the

commanding general of the Fourth <>-my, and Senator Wagner of New York would
be alien enemies.
It is therefore our tank not to criticize the basic law, which is perfectly all right, but to constructi vely criticize the present attitude of
the executive in refusing to yield the power delegated to it in such a manner
as is obviously incuabont upon the average loyalty of the average group or
individual.
It may well be that many who are not lawyers will scoff at the importance of the above argument, by describing it as merely legalistic.
the Department of Justice we have to deal with lawyers.
implications

Yet in

Also the tactical

as stated above are of importance in any event.

4. In the Question "Hearing Hoards or or Group Exemptions" the memorandum is in favor of group exemptions.

This is excellent, inasmuch as the

hearing board system has been refused by the Department of Justice for exactly
the

same reasons as are stated in the memorandum.

Yet there should be no

admission that these reasons arc valid.
To begin with, we have not to deal with one million, but at leant at
first with merely 100,000 individuals.

This is the maximum number of those

who stated in their registration questionnaire of 1942 that they are victims
of Nazi or fasoist oppression.

This Is approximately the ama

number of persons

as were given hearings in England during the height of the "blitz" in a country
that was engaged in what many contemporary observers believed to be her last

battle.

As to all ana who have sons, husbands, ate.. In the anaed forces, u
group exemption is already In force on the West Coast, a combat zone* This
was a group exemption mixed with individual hearings*
I write the aforementioned not because I am in favor of hearing boards—
group exemption is preferable— but I am definitely against acceptance of the
very wrong argunont of the Department of .Turtles, as in any later discussion
our own "admissions" could very easily be used*
5* No group exemption should be asked for in favor Of people who have
American bom

children.

The fact that soreone establishes a family in this

'•oUfltry may be evidence agalnct his being a Nazi spy or saboteur, but not
against his having Na2i sympathies.
6. It may be suggested that the victims of Nazi oppression are of a
very definite value to the United ft tea. They are the ones that can be used
and are actually used in miny warlike activities where Hitler has to use outright traitors such as Lord Haw Raw.

In a reconstruction period these victims

will be of peculiar importance, as they will be the one pillar of the educational bridge that has to be built towards those victims of Nazi oppres sion
that have stayed in Germany and that ..111 be responsible for the German government and education.

As short reminder how Hitler treats minorities Inimical

to his an any may be a positive contribution to the war effort.
7. As to the Italian illiterates, they should

be given group exemp-

tions upon proof of illiteracy as furnished by the fact that they could not
sign their name in the 1942 registration, or by similar definite faotors.
All others proved by the fact that they did not apply for citizenship papers
that they were not keenly interested in Americanise.

Yat this particular reason

should not be at ted in a memorandum, coming from a Jewish side. For this very
reason no useful purpose can be served by the last paragraph of the memorandum*

The feellag between the Italian and Jewish "alien enemy* groups is none too
good as it exist a at present.
Hay I repeat that in my submission the memorandum is an excellent one,
and that thetbove suggestions should in no way detract from this expression
of my moat sincere admiration of the memorandum as a whole.
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Children Bri^ '
8,000 Tin Cans
Approximately
tin
cans
were turned‘ 8,000
in byprepared
800 North
Side children who attended the
rally at Anshe . hneth Temple auditorium Sunday afternoon, Mrs.
Cassell, general chairman of the
- B’nai B'rith auxiliary committee
’which^SpbhSored the
reported. <r
Mrs.* Passell was aided by Mrs.
L Martin fTriedman and Mrs. Ben
Blumental in arranging the program. The Youngstown Puppeteers
under direction of BeiK Blumental, •
played “Uncle Sam Can? the Axis.”
Boy Scout Troop 19 under Robert Sauber led the pledge to the flag.
Marcia Joy Holland won first
prize for bringing in 10 bushels of
cans; Larry Freed took second with
4 Vz bushels, and Harold Powell and
Connie Freed tied for third with
ZVz bushels each.
“This is your chance to do things
for the war effort instead of talking about them,” Rabbi Morris Gordon told the children. “Every nan
you bring in will have some dir ;ct
l use in making an implement to fi; ;ht
the Axis.”
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fir ^c^^^pur poses , I sent for Pauiwickuan, the Mr.Nease
Mr.Nease ~
Bealmr
Washington representative of thPAnJA-M;^^
M*ss ss Gandy.
Beahm
I told him the Director had
received i nfo rmatTen^tf^ne Rfljs Gandy ~55
effect that the Anti-Defamation League was circulating a
report which shewed that during the year that organization /ht/fy Q *
conducted 373 investigations for the FBI • I further told h
was our understanding that this report was being rather widely

/n64** j
v
circulated .
I pointed out the Director had been forced to take the
position long before the emergency that private investigative
agencies had no excuse for existence, that they only created hysteria
and contributed to vigilantisn and a mob spirit, that we had always
been very happy over our rolations with the Anti- Defamation League
but that things were reaching a position where a most unfortunate
situation was likely to develop «
1 pointed out that as unfortunate as it was it could not be
denied but that there was considerable feeling over Anti-Semitism
and that some Anti-Semitic group might force an investigation through
Congress of the Anti-Defamation League and our reasons for their
conducting investigations for the FBI, that the FBI had never asked
the ALL to conduct an investigation but, of course, had welcomed any
information which it had, that the report which is being circulated
was not only highly detrimental to the Anti-Defalcation League, it was
also detrimental to the FBI • t*
j /M j*-#**. ^
^.VifJtSSOORDED &

j/#Q

~

Sichuan acted very isuch surprised and stated thty was news to
him that he had not known of the existence of «#cA a report « Be
wanted to know specific details • 1 told him that tp wa® MW *^1942
standing from the Director that this report was bting circulates in
a Midwestern city such as Chicago, Detroit, or pemAljly some other A
cities* Me immediately pointed out that week before last the
munity Relations Council which consists of a representative of
Jewish group in each community, had a convention jrrDetroit, thatit*s rj
was entirely possible that some statement might have been made there
guraroRY that the Community Relations Council was under the control of "
in buy

American

(Jewish

Committee
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$f investigating the Anti-Defamatisn League , that according to their
own statements they were good investigators and should be able to run
this down , Me stated he would immediately eke oh into the situation
and let us know , He stated definitely it was his opinion that if sueh
a report was put out, it was urgent that it should be immediately

sequestered , restricted, and not circulated ,

I then pointed out to ftiehnan that the Director had asked me

'ince
Franktff
with
ed
concern
more
and
g
more
becomin
was
he
him
tell
to
who is conveying the impression that he is working for the AntiDefamation League , J further pointed out that Prince has likewise conveyed the impression that he is going to replace Mr , Hoover as Director
of the FBI* I told him , of course, the Director was not concerned about
this because if the matter ever came to a showdown, all that any friend
to do would be to expose Prince's unsavory
of the , Director would
record
I further pointed out that Mr* Hoover had bent over backwards
because of his sincere interest in Bnai Brith and because of his great
concern on the rise of Anti-Semitism, to try and do everything he could
stop this most unhealthy trend, I told him as he well recalled at
a recent meeting of the Anti-Defamation League in Chicago, the Directer
had written a letter to (tudetadt which went the whole way as far as
ADL was concerned and Mr, Hoover had written this letter for two reasones
1, Because of his interest in the Bnai Brith and
the Anti-Defamation League
2, That the Director wanted to lean ever backwards to
help the Anti- Defamation League and Bnai Brith and
to just a little further than ®aa required so that
at no time could the good people in Bnai Brith say
that the Director was betng influenced by Prince,
I further pointed out that Johwftfutoalf has been running
around the country obviously shooting off'hts mouth and obviously under
the sponsorship, if not on the payroll, of the Anti-Defamation League,
that it was quite obvieue that Metcalf was very close to Prince as were
other leaders of the Anti-Defamation League, that if this situatisn was
going to continue it was quite obvious there was likely to be a blow-up
and the Director and the Bureau wanted no part of it and we would find
it necessary to restrict our contacts with the Anti-Defamation League,

Bichman became somewhat excited. He was very fidgety, obviously nervous throughout the conversation. Ho stated he personally is
against Prank Prince, that he has ns use for John Metcalf, thht he be- lteves that theieftaotion has been brought about largely because of the
fact that Mtlenp&eldberg, who has been in charge ef the national fact
finding for ADL, is very jealous of htm, Bichman, and ts a close friend
•
of Prince •

■ ■+'

•

3

•

Be staged he did not know that Metcalf was on the Anti defamation League payroll « I asked him if it wasn't a fact that Metcalf was making speeches under the auspices of the ALL* Be admitted
this was so and admitted that this was certainly a connection with
ALL* Be stated he did not know that frank Prince was connected with
ABB at the present time although he was some time ago • Be stated
that Miles Goldberg every now and then calls Prince on the phone to
try and get things done in Washington instead of calling him , Rickman,
that this is a bad situation , that he was very happy tie had been called
oner because he would now do everything within his powkr to see that
Metcalf and Prince are definitely thrown overboard •
I told him that our information was rather widespread and
had come from many sources, that it appeared quite obvious that various
officials of the Anti- defamation League were close to Metcalf and
to Prince • J mentioned I had heard that Leonard^ftnder and Arnold
woeter of Sew York were in the picture, that Metcalf was also close to
Mauricei^ftsgyer of Bnai Brith • Rickman told me he knew that Metcalf
called on Maurice Bisgyer quite frequently and in fact, saw them
together not more than two weeks ago •
Richman further pointed out that Loy^Mmvins has been going
around the country raising money for the AdL, that he had been doing
such a good job people were talking about placing him in charge of
the fact finding of the Anti- defamation League which would put Miles
Goldberg out of a job and would likewise put Leonard finder out of a
job since Bouvins would be placed in charge of the* Sew York Office •
J pointed out to Richman that everybody knew where the Bureau
stood, that we had no use and did not care to have any connection with
any individual or group of individuals who * carried the water on both
shoulders, " that while it would be unfortunate, nevertheless the Bureau
would have to restrict its contacts with the Anti-defamation League if
the present situation was permitted to continue whereby Metcalf was
running a round the country saying the Bureau wasn't doing its jiob and
Prince was conveying the impression that he was working for the Antidefamation League and likewise, conveying the impression that he was ?
going to replace the director •
Richman, of course, is a very suave individual and while he *
has always manifested complete friendliness and confidence, neverthiss*
J have always known that he had to be watched carefully • Be stated he *
would let us know what ths developments were and unless I hear from
him by the latter part ef the week, I will call him and ask what the
situation is .

Along this line, he advised me that Miles Goldberg had a
heart attack which was probably brought on by Lou Bouvins* rise i* the
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Krolloff,
BY&^ohVP^fl^,
4/
For record purposes , PauliRtchvtan called }
Novembe r 5S and advised .t/mi he had talked to Max Cm
ie on
the assistant to Richard/ Gut stadt.
report

Krolloff indicated that he knew nothing about the
of over 300 investigations being made for the FBI *

With reference to Prince and Metcalfe , Krolloff
stated he knew of no relations Prince had with the AntiDefamation League , but that of course Metcalfe had been making
speeches , Rickman also talked to Maurice Bisgyer about ,our
conversation*
Bisgyer was startled and wanted to come down and
discuss the matter with me . Richman asked me to see Bisgyer
inasmuch as he, Richman, has been fighting the Miles Goldberg
th&^lnti-D^
I told him I saw no
influence in the^inti-Def
a^matipn League ,
need of going over t/ie matter again, but that I would be glad,
to see Bisgyer at a future date, however that I could not do it .
the following day because of my previous commitments •
Both
Krolloff and Bisgyer stated it was the thing to do to cancel'
Metcalfe's speaking engagements, Krolloff also asked whether
Sigmund Livingston should not immediately come to Washington
to contact the Director regarding this.
the facts
Director

I told him I saw no need for this as we had laid
on the line and there was nm&foifaifc further the
could add,

&
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I will see Bisgyer sometime in the\ future, but \ obviously
yery muen
worried. „„ „
this entire group appears to be very
much \oorried.
;20 MOV 11 1942
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There is reported a new meeting place for the old Bund, and FroHazi faction, in and around Pontiac Mich*
,
THE VPLACE IS ADOLPHS GARAGE 254 STATE ST* PONflAC MICH.,
The owner and manager of this place is Adolpk^ W
le is reputed to
be the leader of the new group, and their pivot for fi© c ommand i ng eounsj. 1 ..
A Mr. Niles, lives directly across from this place, and is a reported
member, and employee of the garage. Mrs. Niles, returned from Germany, shor
tly before the war, and is reported tov be very active among the women Of th#
group.
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PFALTZGRAFF, now Lieut, in the Army Int., and former member of the Dies
Comm., arrived in Detroit, evening of Oct. I4th., and immediately tried to
contact, Harvey Hansen, and J.Spolanski. He had forgotten Hansen' s number,
and found that Spolanski, was in New York, with Minster the Attorney*
Later, he got in touch with me, and we spent a couple of hours together. .
He wanted me to have a few drinks with him, but told him I could not drink

any liquor, because of an attack of indigestion, but would! have' some soft
drinks at least, and after a while bought him quite a few drinks, and then he
started to talk, which is about the only time he will, as he is one of the
cleverest man at his business, that I have met, but he has one weakness, ail£L
that is Bourbon 7Jhiskey.
,
The following are some of the high-lights of his conversation:
■
He said that Spolanski, had crossed him, on a list h<F had Supplied of the
German Alliance membership, and several other things, and thatSpolanski had
blamed him for cutting down his salaty on the Dies Comm, 9 andUteafllQl 1cMi9 in
Chicago, tell the Mayor there, that the only informatioi the Dies Comm., got j
there, was through the Police Dept., and Spolanski, whi ih— of CQUwse was the-- I
reverse, and the Mayor had later made this statement some plac^in Public. i
He said that the Anti-Defamation League, of which Spolanski is a paid wor-j
ker, had issued a yearly report to their Board of Directors, and in this report, had listed as part of their expenses; 320 Investigations made for the
F.B.I., and that this report had been passed as satisfactory by the Board.
He said that if the F.B.I. ever found out about this, that it would' wash up
the League, and that he could keep this group in line, because he was aware
of the report, which had never been allowed to come out of the Board. He said
nc one else knew of this, which showed how smart hewas to have such inside c- j
ontacts, and not dependent on anyone else for his own information.
He was prettv upset about people trying to belittle his ability, in gettiing information, and specially about something recent in regards to the 1 .711.0.
which he says he really got to the bottom of himself, and got their membership!
list in Chicago, which no one else could get. In reference to this, he said a
memo had come to his desk from the F.B.I. , in Springfield 111. on thel.W.O..
and that they had said from there, that after weeks of investigation in Springfield, it had been ascertained, that the I.W.O., was merely an organ! Zatio;
gotten together for the purpose of a fraternity to sell Insurance, to the workers. He said he thought he would have some fun with this, so called the F.
3.1. office in Chicago, and said he wanted to read a report to them on I.W.O
which he did, and that the officer in Chicago laughed and said who ever wro^e
that, and he replied that the man in Springfield had. He was immediately asked not to put this in the Army report, as the F.B.I. man in Springfield would
surely lose his job. So, he said it was not put in.
He said that he was here in Detroit on some special work, hewing been loan-]
ed to the Dies Comm., by thr Army, and inferred it was in regards to G.L.K.
Smith, and any further information on the National Workers League. Also anjlr
possible foreign contacts of Smith, nnd Coughlin.
y

Oot, I6th ♦ 1942.
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He wanted to know if during Smiths residentoe at the Detroit Leleand
Hotel here in Detroit, he had accrued any disgruntled employees, to my knowledge, that; might he contacted. I replied that the only members of Smiths
staff, that I could remember, were a former Golf Pro., named G*mb1 »r r and a
secretary he had had that wore glasses. This I know that Spolanski mentioned
to him already some time ago, while I was having a drink with both of them.
He went on to say that all this material on the N.-W.L,, that was in possesion of the local Bureau, he had supplied to them, and that they were the on
ly ones who he had given any of the material from the raid on Parker Saoee ho
me
herethought,
in Detroit
some time
ago.have
He been
said he
understood
some who
other
' pe have
ople had
it he
and that
this may
through
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must
got
in
fromaccompanied
the F.B.I. Pfaltzgraff
here.w(This ondoes
necessarilyr"hlve'H^©
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true, the
as Meouliac,
the not
raid,
as a matter of fact
information to Dies that brought about the raid* and was also a helper in having
the stuff photostated. ) »”
. He saidthat in a conversation with Mr. Bugas a short while ago, that Bugas
had asked him if Meculiac had said anything about him, and he replied to Bu«as
.that if he had, pfaltzgraff wouldn’t tell him anyway. He said Buaras then urged him to tell, as he would have Meculiac thrown off this police force so
fast that it would not be funny. He said that they must be having some argument down here. He wondered why the F.B.I. here hed missed the boat on the
Negro stuff here, and said that he supposed as usual this Detroit offioe had
been caught "with their pants down”. That they could have done their pioking
up at the same time Chicago had, and would have prevented the Negroes from
running for cover. He said that he could not say very much, about these thinnow, and
in the Armv
as he vras
any more,
the top
sure at control"**"
Hoover,hadwascomplete
Mr. Hoover
thatthat
Continued
division.
Intelligence
the
of gs
of the heap right now, but that If he ever made just ons mistake, there were
fifty people in Washington that would ride him out of office. Said that Fabershaw was his boss in Chicago, and that Fabershaw was Ho. 2 man in this Area.
There was a considerable amount more of the conversation, that kept coming
back all the time to SMITH, COUGHLIN, and N.W.L#, but It was all along this line, and his personal opinions, etc., end it finally was apparent that I should
see he got to bed, so broke the meeting up saying that I had to get to work,
and would see him in a couple of days, as I was going hunting on the next day.
He is going to contact, Hansen tonight , as he finally got his phone number
someplace and called this morning | so Hansen called him back and they are going to meet some time tonight; He said that Hewitt or no one locally .wee in
a position to get any C.P. information here in Detroit, and that nothing was
coming through from this area in Detroit* Said that Hewitt had only ons man
left in Chicago, and that was JURNONI , who was not much good* He wanted to
see Hansen about getting some information on the C.P* also here, end see if
Hansens men were still operatimg. Will send in more after this meeting is over.
THIS INFORMATION IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO HANDLE, IN VIEW OF THE TIMES,
AND DO NOT KNOT JUST HOW TO HANDLE, AS I DO NOT WANT TO INCUR ANY TROUBLE ON
ACCOTTITT OF IT BUT GUESS IT SHOULD GO AS I HEAR IT. THIS MAN IS EXTREMELY x
CLEVER AND KAY BE TALKING TO ME FOR A REASON, AS I CANNOT UNDERSTAND HIM DOING
3C UNLESS HE EXPECTS SOMETHING IN RETURN* HE STILL CLAIMS TO HATE THE LI8T
T3 SPCKS
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NUMBER OF PROMINENT JEWISH NAMES INVOLVED. HOWEVER HE SAID JT WAS
AVAILABE IF WE COULD MAKE SOME ARRAINGEMENT ABOUT GETTING IT BACK BUT ^
HE WOULD NOT TURN IT OVER TO THE F.B.I, OR ANYONE ELSE THAT WOULD,
AT HIM OR GIVE THEM THE CREDIT OF GETTING IT, IT REVOLVES AROUND HOI
APPARENTLY AND REACHES OUT FROM HERE, HE DID SAY THAT A PROMINENT

TOR-THEY
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*rrfCommittee
paulj Richman
called
and
in speaking
the disruptionuiss
American Mr. Nease_
Jewish
he stated
that there
had been ofsome
Beahm
of effort between this committee and the Anti-Defamation Misg^Gapdy ; LjLeague , He stated that the ADL had been working on fund raising
and
thatto this
matter was
going
to be considered
by thethat
ADL this
Board'could
in 'onbe
effort
straighten
it out
although
it did not seem
done . There will probably be separate fund raising with the two organisations, He stated that in the meantime during the conferences that have
been held by the two organisations that the ADL is trying to get the relationship on a 50-50 basis as it has been on a 60-40 basis up to this time .
There has been a great deal of pressure one way and another between them
and some of the people in the organisation want to break away completely
and are trying to create antagonism between the organisations .

\

Richman stated that there is a feeling that pressure is brought
to bear via the Government against the ADL and the report we received which
was the basis for my protest to him might have come from one of the individuals in the other organisation . I advised Richman, at this point, that
there was no force or pressure that the Bureau knew of. He stated that he
understood this and that the pressure was coming from the other Jewish
organisation, namely, the ^American Jewish Committee , He stated that as far
as what had been said about Metcalfe was concerned that it was true and
that it is their organisation that has sponsored and scheduled lecture
engagements . Richman stated that this was going to be broken off . He said
that as far as the Frank\Prince report was concerned that what was said wap
correct but that it was several months ago. I told him that I knew it waP
also correct and that the story was that only recently there was a connection between the ADL and Prince.
Richman stated that as far as Leonard] Finder is concerned he has
not heard from Prince for about a year , Arnold ^Foster of New York City
thinks that Metcalfe might have called him from his office but there has
not been any direct contact between the two for almost a year. He said
that with regard to there being a lot of talk about Prince giving orders
to Finder and Foster that this was also about a year old and was when Prince
was in New York. According to Richman, he loos put out at that time and has
been— contacting Livingston . Bisgyer, etc., in an effort to get back in*but
IWicroRY

he was

not

successful,

if '7"

I inquired of Richman if Prince had gone to Detroit' lately but
JD^onds he did
Jj^smips
1
S. in New

tBSjL a^except
'

'

not know anything
York checking but

about this. He stated that
that they had not

Bisgyer
OMfcago

was
j

for MaxyCrolloff and that the latter knew] of no relationwithin
not

the last few months.
been contacted .

MilesVColdberg
1

is fjck

in-b^d
!

«

i
f

-

2

-

Richman stated that he talked with Krolloff in Chicago yesterday while the latter was in the executive committee meeting room at a
meeting on this matter and it was their desire to clear the matter up,
Bichman believes that Gudstadt will come to Washington and make a statement which the Bureau can rely upon, I told him that we needed no such
statement as we could go on what he, Richman, told us. However, he said
that he knew but little about this and that he had been checking on it
only recently.
He stated that they were wondering whether the information
might
the not
Director
through
the American
but I 'not
told have
him come
that Ito did
think so
and that
I thought Jewish
it was Committee
pretty
direct and that, of course , Metcalfe had been doing a lot of talking and
some of this was coming

indirectly

from him.

Bichman

stated

that he knew

Metcalfe had been in close touch with some of his people because of the
scheduling and also that Metcalfe is appearing as a witness for the
Department of Justice and that this leads his people astray as they think
the Department of Justice is the FBI. He stated that the point remained
that Metcalfe was doing this work for the Department and that he is being
paid for it. I told him that this was none of our business and that this
was beside the point. Richman stated that it was hard for the people to
understand why Metcalfe should be in good favor with the Department while
the FBI thought so little of him. He stated that he personally never
thought too much of Metcalfe or his speeches and that he thought him a
rather stupid individual .
Richman stated that from the Prince angle there did not 3eem
to be any connection but I told him that therb has been and that it has
been comparatively recent. I mentioned one story to him relative to
Prince's going to Detroit for the ADD in the last month or so. He stated
that possibly this had been done through Goldberg . I told him that some
of the{ remarks about replacing Mr. Hoover were made while he was out there 9
as I understood it. Richman stated he would have to check and that he
would know more about it in about a week when Gudstadt returned . Richman
still insists that he has been unable to find any indication of any report
about the ADL issuing a report of having made some 300 investigations. I
think in due time we should be more specific and name the persons who are
talking about it.
Respectfully,

L. B. Nichols
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Bisgyer , the Director of. the Anti -Defamation League , Ri chardf^^^^
budstadt , and Rabbi Paul\Richman, the Waahington representative^
of the Anti -Defamation League, called upon me on the afternoon'
November 25th with reference to the conversation which I had with
Richman several days ago pertaining to FrankwPrince, Johnuletcalfe
circulating
and the
the report
revort that
that the
the Anti
Anti -Defamation
-Defamation Leagt
League had bjeen
b.een cxrculatim
and
a report that they had investigated some 370 cases for the Bureau .
First of all, Gudstadt stated that he wanted it clearly
understood that the Anti -Defamation League was behind the Bureau
one hundred percent, that they would do whatever the Bureau wanted
them to do, even to di sbanding. As a matter of fact, he brought
up the visit Richman made to the Bureau shortly after the declaration of war at which time Richman asked me if their usefulness
had passed and they should disband .
I, of course, did not make
any comment .

At this point, Bisgyer pointed out
for Bnai Brith and that Bnai Brith was behind
percent and would do anything we wanted them
were clashes between any of their people and
their people had not acted properly, he would
At this point J made it clear that the Bureau
run either Bnai Brith or the Anti -Defamation

that he was speaking
the Bureau one hundred
to do, and if there
ours or if any of
promptly dismiss them.
was not attempting to
League .

With reference to the story that came to the Bureau to the
effect that the Anti -Defamation League had reported that they had
made some 370 investigations for the Bureau, Gudstadt stated that
this was definitely not true, that there was no such report inf existence, and that if anybody connected with their organisatip^Thad
made such a statement and they could identify the individual tfigj/
would promptly call upon him, ask for an exp tarnation anddismiss
npjCTog

him fron

the seruice-

y, ‘jf

Voo-S'Sp-JZLx

— .

I told Gudstadt that since last talking with Richman I
had further information that the inqividuffctyhQ. jrtfgjg thi.
statement was Jacobj^polansky. . Guddtadt Yvated he knew
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Spolansky by reputation. Spolansky was with the [American Jewish
Committee , which is the enemy of Bnai Brith, andfat no time has
Spolansky ever been on the payroll of the Anti -Defamation League.
Gudstadt said that if Spolansky had made such statements , then he
was a liar. I told Gudstadt that the report had come to us that
Spolansky had claimed that he was on the payroll of the Anti-Defam
ation League and that at another time he had stated he was getting
$100 a week as salary. I told him this report had come to us from
several different sources. Gudstadt stated he would have a showdown with Spolansky for using their name. At this point Bisgyer ,
Gudstadt and Richman engaged in a bitter denunciation of the American
Jewish Committee.
For a period of several years the American Jewish Committee
has participated with Bnai Brith in a community fund raising campaign ;
however, Bnai Brith has now severed all connections with the American
Jewish Committee and the latter finds itself hard pressed for funds.
I told Gudstadt that we were not taking sides and any conflict between the two groups was strictly their own business and the FBI
could not be involved. I told Gudstadt that naturally we would accept his statement that the report was false; however , he could expect to hear from us further if we had any further report along this
line.
Secondly , Gudstadt brought up the matter of Frank Prince.
He stated that Prince had been with the Anti -Defamation League but
that when they got onto him and learned of his background , they dismissed him from their service. However, there have been times when
they have called upon Prince for special jobs. Gudstadt stated that
Prince had a very keen analytical mind and was a good investigator.
He stated the last time they used Prince was when he was called
upon by his people in Detroit to get somebody to investigate Gerald
Smith , that they had nobody to fill this job and he, Gudstadt, called
Prince on the telephone and asked him to go and do it. Gudstadt
denied that the Anti-Defamati on League had paid Prince anything.
I told Gudstadt that word had come to us from different sources in
Detroit to the effect that Prince had been sent to Detroit to investigate Smith and we had heard he was receiving $1000 a week.
Gudstadt stated that this was definitely untrue but that the AntiDefamation League, of course, could not have any control over what
Prince did say. I told him that the fact still remained that he,
Gudstadt, as head of the Anti -Defamation League, had secured Prince's
services to- go on this special mission, and the further fact remained
that by his acceptance the Anti -Defamation League had definitely
shown their confidence in Prince; that as he well knew Prince had
been against the Bureau and had gone so far as to try to replace the
Director; that he had conducted a campaign over a long period of time
to get the Director out of office. I told him that naturally Prince
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would deny this but we Knew what the facts were, As far as the
Bureau was concerned if the Anti -Defamation League preferred to
cast their lot with Prince , that was their own business but they
could not carry water on both shoulders and we would be forced to
break our contact with the Anti -Defamation League. I further
pointed out to him that Prince's activities had forced the Director
to write a letter to the Anti -Defamation League , and that as all
of them well knew the Bureau had taken a stand against private
investigative agencies--that they should not exist. At this point ,
Gudstadt chimed in again and asked if we wanted them to disband
and if we did , they would disband within the next twenty-four
hours. I told himw e were not running the Anti -Defamation League.
I further told Gudstadt that it was a matter of common
knowledge that while the statement might be true that Prince has
no official connection with the Anti -Defamation League , the fact
remains that Prince and Metcalfe are putting out the names of
a lot of their people. I mentioned the name of Arnold jForster
Gudstadt stated he had called each of these
and Leonard ^Tinder .
men on the tfarpet; both denied having any contact with Prince
except to call him on the telephone on one occasion. This is
probably true inasmuch as our technical surveillance revealed
. only a coupe calls from these individuals. Gudstadt stated he
was at a loss to understand how their names could be brought into
this , which brought us to the third point of our discussion , namely,
John Metcalfe •
I told Gudstadt that Metcalfe was a garrulous individual
and it was entirely possible that his people used him as an inter 1 mediary with Prince. Gudstadt stated he was not in a position to
deny this, that Metcalfe probably spent considerable time in New
York at the Anti -Defamation League office and probably spent a lot
of time with Prince. I further told Gudstadt of some of the untrue
statements that Metcalfe has made pertaining to the Bureau, referring
particularly to the speech Metcalfe made before the executive committee of the Rotary Club in Chicago last summer. Gudstadt had
called Metcalfe to task on this and Metcalfe denied making the statement. I told him that Metcalfe might deny making the statement but
we knew he was a liar because there were certain people there who
told us the same story, and we would not accept Metcalfe's statement .
Gudstadt then stated that officially Metcalfe was not associated
with the Anti -Defamation League. I told Gudstadt that he was being
very technical on this point ; that Metcalfe was traveling under the
banner of the Anti -Defamation League ; that Metcalfe has told various
people who have told us that he was getting approximately $800 a
month; that the Anti -Defamation League was underwriting him on the
I lectures , and sponsored him as a lecturer .
I told Gudstadt that by
no stretch of the imagination could he weasel out of that one. I
then asked Gudstadt frankly just what the relationship was. Gudstadt
V] admitted that they had booked him to address various groups; that
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jMetcalfe's terms for a speech are $40. If, for example, a group
such as the Rotary Club could pay only $25, the Anti -Defamation
League would make up the extra $15. In other words, I pointed
out to Gudstadt that Metcalfe was their paid agent. Gudstadt
did not like this particular point very well; I stated to any
intelligent person this was correct and, that he could not get
out from under this one on technicalities.

At this point Bisgyer and Richman both pointed out
that I was correct. Gudstadt then admitted that for all practical
purposes Metcalfe was traueling under the sponsorship of the
Defamation League. He then asfred if he should fir± Metcalfe, I*
told him again iha± we-wexs not running the Inti-Je/ama^ion Leagus;
that it was up to him to make up his own wind. ^ I also told him
that one thing was certain, that we knew of some of the things
that Metcalfe was talking about; that Mr. Hoover's interest in
Bnai Brith and the Anti -Defamation League started primarily from
his personal concern of Anti-Semitism; that the Director saw
these evils and was probably doing more to combat them than all
the paid agents of the Anti -Defamation League put together were
doing. Gudstadt admitted this. Bisgyer stated that their
"Jewish" people looked to the Director as one of their chief
protectors. I told him that, of course, if this were true it
was rather difficult to understand how the Anti -Defamation League
could sponsor an individualuhc Med to harpoon the Director at
every opportunity and that sooner or later somebody was going to
get wise to this situation for which reason the Bureau wanted
no part with their organisation if they were to continue as they
have in the past. Gudstadt became very excited and state d he
would immediately call Metcalfe in and completely disassociate
the Anti -Defamation League and Bnai Brith with him; further,
he would issue statement that Frank Prince was with neither the
Anti -Defamation League nor Bnai Brith. He asked if this would
be satisfactory. I again told him we had no desire to run his
organisation, and that any decision must be taken upon his own.
He stated he understood this thoroughly.
Gudstadt then brought up the matter of Metcalf e ' s working for the Department of Justice. He stated that some of their
people might find it rather difficult to understand the Department
of Justice using Metcalfe. I told him we were not concerned with
that particular point; that the FBI, while part of the Department
iof Justice , operated as a separate unit; that we had our job to do
!and we would do it.

pulled

The conversation throughout was friendly;
no punches in talking to these individuals .

however,
Gudstadt

I
and

*
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ion for the Director's interest
Bisgyer both expressed theirforappreciat
having me talk to Richman before
in their organisations and
I told him the Director did not
taking any action on hi3 own .
work any other way. Gudstadt , Bisgyer and Richman pledged their
assistance to the Bureau and the entire resources of their organisations. Gudstadt further stated that he wanted it clearly understood that if at any time there was anything in their organisation
which irked us, we should just tell him and they would do everything
within their power to correct it*
As you know, there is quite a little friction within the
Anti -Defamation League. MilesiGoldberg is the number two man in
the organisation. He is very jealous of Gudstadt and Richman.
Richman is very close to Gudstadt and is afraid of Goldberg.
Richman called me late last evening on the telephone to state
that indirectly I had helped him a lot by laying down the law to
Gudstadt, and that now his words would carry more weight in the
organisation. In his usual suave manner he did a lot of talking
about the way I handled the conference. I told him to stop passing
out the bunk. Richman stated that he went to the train with Gudstadt
and that Gudstadt expressed a great deal of relief over the conference and told Richman that while he had always been friendly with
Metcalfe he was going to have to call him in and completely disassociate him from the organisation. Furthermore, he is going to
tackle Spolansky, which would probably mean an open battle with the
American Jewish Committee.
Richman stated he is confident there will be no more difficulty. He stated that Metcalfe will probably take the position
that if his livelihood is cut off from the Anti -Defamation League
he will not be able to cooperate with the Department of Justice.
Richman stated the Department of Justice might intercede. I asked
Richman if this were merely his thought or if it implied a threat
and whether it was another one of the Prince type of tricky maneuvering. Richman became very apologetic and began to stutter. He
stated definitely that they had no such plans but was merely thinking out loud. I told him his thoughts were highly theoretical and
did not pertain to the issue .

In the course of the conversation with Gudstajt, Pfalsgraff
of the Dies Committee was mentioned. Gudstadt stated he knew
Pfalsgraff was very close to Spolansky and that he knew Pfalsgraff
was no good and probably was doing a lot of talking around. Bisgyer
pointed out that he had heard the American Jewish Committee tried
to snipe Bnai Brith through L. M. C. Smith's Office. He did not
elaborate on this. During this conversation, Gudstadt began to
apologise for the Jews and said there were a lot of them they were
not proud of and that a lot of people condemned the Jews because
of the actions of a few of them. I immediately squelched Gudstadt
by stating he should not take the defeatisms view and if one individ -
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ual got out of line , he should get him back because this was one
of the best ways to curb the further growth of Anti-Semitism .
s For example , I mentioned the need for them to be above-board
‘ and not to use individuals of an unreliable nature. I mentioned
the fact that Spolansky had prepared a list of those who were being recruited by the Nazis for assignment of Anti-Semitic nature
and that this list was sent to us by George J.\Munster of the
American Jewish Committee. I told him I was nvt familiar with
the investigation of this but obviously it brings up the AntiSemetic question and that I frankly doubted that Spolansky would
be in a position to prove his point if called upon and that they
should all be very careful about this type of information. He
agreed that this was absolutely correct .
Gudstadtj Bisgyer and Richman asked that their respects
be extended to the Director. Within the next few days they will
write to the Director inviting him to attend the testimonial dinner
to be given for Sigmun<Mfiivingston in Chicago on December 87, 1943.
They expressed the hope^that the Director could attend and that
the writer could also attend. I pointed out that it was doubtful
that the Director could attend and that I did not know what my
commitments would be •

Respectfully,

L. B. Nichols •

ADDENDUM:
that
that
were
talk
him

LBNiJS

November

38, 1948

At 10:30 this morning, John Metcalfe called stating
he was called to Chicago yesterday by Dick Gudstadt, and
the latter had dismissed him. Metcalfe felt some injustices
being done and he felt he was entitled to come down and
to me about the conference I had had with Gudstadt. I told
there was nothing further to say.

Metcalfe then asked if it were possible for him to
prepare a memorandum and send it to the Bureau. I told him that
this was entirely satisfactory and that he could send such a
memorandum to Mr. Hoover if he so desired.
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by Senator
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in the America First Committee.
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Richman
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stated

that

it is in his

Hennessey

opinion

a

tragedy

that certain isolationist Senators' could deal with Nazi
beginning
agents. Richman also stated 'that Senator Wheeler
to open up on Maloney, and while he did not say so, he
certainly conveyed the impression that the Anti-Defamation
League is scared to death of a Congressional investigation .
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December 23, 19U2

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C»

Re: .^(An
"pWSIETTER"
ti-Defamation league,
New York City, N.Y.)
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Dear Sir:
Reference is being made to Bureau letter
dated March 28, 19i|2 (Bureau file number 100-530) in which it is
requested that the Pittsburgh Field Division furnish regularly to
the Bureau copies of the "Newsletter", published by the Eastern
Regional Office of the Anti-Defamation League, 122 East l*2nd Street,
New York City.
Enclosed herewith are three copies of the
"Newsletter" for the periods of spring and midsummer, 191:2 and for
the month of October, 191:2.

Very truly yours,

E J THORN

«^,
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EDG:FJV|
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INDICTMENT OF
NATIVE PASCI&S
FOR CONSPIRACY

CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE NATION

Among the 28 individuals

indicted by the United States

government for a conspiracy to "obstruct and defeat" the war
effort, readers of the Newsletter will recognize many Individuals exposed by the ADL long ago. This indicates the need
for continued vigilance by such agencies as the League, Many
key figures continue their underground activities with secret
meetings and clandestine publications. Despite several glaring omissions, those under indictment comprise a "Who's Who"
of the native American fascist movement. Prominent among
those indicted are*
Pace Trial

Wlnrod

Billing

Sanctuary

ELIZABETH PILLING-. She has been the most vociferous leader
of the snti-Admini strati on, anti-British and Jew-baiting forces. Using the alias "Rev. Prank Woodruff Johnson," she wrote the viciously anti-Semitic volume, "The
Octopus." Her book, "The Red Network," lists Mrs. Roosevelt and Harold Ickes as communists. Her Patriotic Research Bureau has been the rallying ground for isolationists, "mothers" groups and pro-nazi organizations.

GERA^IU^ WINROIh The " J ayhawk Nazi , u who organ! zed the Defenders of the Christian Faith, was a fiery but povertystricken lay preacher until he went to Germany in 1935.
Upon his return, he set up a pro-nazi news service in
Washington, then a newspaper in Kansas and finally ran
for the United States Senate in 1938. When exposed in
his true colors, he was defeated. Like many such publications, his "Defender" posed as a religious magazine.
E. N. SANCTUARY. A prolific pamphleteer and lecturer, Sanctusiry's writings have been used by the Ku Klux Klan, the
German -American Bund and by other American fascist groups.
A distributor of the notorious "Protocols of Zion," he is
a close associate and collaborator of many of those under
indictment.
JAMBS C. THUS. In 1933, he founded the James True Associates
and began issuing his weekly newsletter, "The Industrial

True Advises McWilliams

Control Reports," appealing primarily to business executives. His Washington office served as a clearing-house
for un-American and anti-Semitic propaganda. Fanatical
in his anti-Semitism, True advocated physical violence
against Jews.
R^mT^m^JSMOTKONj, Millions of copies of viciously antiSemitic circulars published by this free-lance writer were
distributed throughout the world by the nazi propaganda
agency. Welt Dienst, Erfurt, Germany. His "Edmondson Economic Service" frequently carried contributions from other
poison
pens and at one' time reached a weekly circulation
of 50,000.

Page
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FBI CONTINUES
ATTACK TO WIPE
6ttr iNtffra!

DUDLEY

PELLET.

O, WILHELM KUNZB
PLEADS GUILTY TO
ESPIONAGE CHARGE

Shirts

boasted he was the first American to back Hitler. After a two-year fight against extradition, he was convicted for ignoring the terms of a suspended 1935 verdict based on violation of the North Carolina Securities Laws. Pelley sought to evade government action
by frequently changing the name of his publication.
In 1933, he published "Liberation," which reappeared
as "Pelley* s Weekly," "Revelation," "Roll Call" and
"The Galilean." His Fellowship Press issued thousands
of copies of tracts such as "The Riddle of the Jew*s
Success" and "The Protocols of Zion." At the time of
this writing, he is on trial in Indianapolis, Indiana,
charged with sedition.

*

*

The German-American

*

Bund

*

stands

revealed

today

as the

nazi recruiting agency for spies and saboteurs in the United States. Of the eight saboteurs arrested, three Heinck, Kerling and Thiel, were active members of the Bund.
Of the 14 men and women arrested and charged with being accomplices of the accused, three - Cramer, Helmut and Leaner, were Bund members. In the face of Federal investigation, two Bundsters, George Froboese of Milwaukee, midwest
leader of the Bund, and Arnold Schwindl of Yorkville, committed suicide.

*
3.

of the Silver

The founder

3

*

*

*

Gerhart Wilhelm Kunze, successor to Fritz Kuhn as national leader of the German-American Bund, pleaded guilty
in Federal Court to a charge of espionage on behalf of Japan and Germany. Kunze disappeared when the indictment
was announced, and was only recently apprehended in Mexico.
Arrested there, he was found to have provisioned a boat for
a long trip, obviously intending to make contact with a
U-boat somewhere in the Caribbean. Also entering pleas of
guilty to the same charge were George Willuoeit, Chicago
'Bund fuehrer, and Dr. W. Ebell, El Paso physician, who aided Kunze in crossing the border into Mexico. The Rev. Kurt
Molzahn, Philadelphia clergyman, pleaded not guilty to the
same charge. Herman Schwinn, leader of the Western Branch
of the District of the German-Aaerlcan Bund, pleaded not
guilty to charges of conspiring to violate the Selective
Service Act and the Alien Registration Act.

*

4*

70NSIATSKY ADMITS
BEING SECRET AGENT
FOR HITLEB. JAPAN

*

*

*

Anastase A. Vonslatsky, leader of the International
Russian Fascist Party, was sentenced to a term of five
years in the Federal penitentiary after pleading guilty
to a charge of espionage on behalf of Germany and Italy.
Vonslatslty also entered a pjea of insanity.
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EASTERN LEASERS
OP COUGHLIN KEEP
FOLLOWERS IN LINE

CCPGgLINISM

CONTINPBS

Father Couplin' s eastern representatives are using
every device available to keep his name before their following. A "mass of thanksgiving" and a petition for
Father Coughlin's "spiritual and temporal welfare" were
conducted at St. Joseph's Roman Catholic Church in Brooklyn on July 13th. Father Edward Lodge Curran was the celebrant. Present at this special service were members of the
Bronx "Christian" Front who went to Brooklyn to honor Father
Coughlin on the 26th anniversary of his ordination as a
priest. (See reproduction 'of letter below.) Henihan, Bronx
Front leader, led a group of "Father Couplin' s friends" in
a parade from the Knights of Columbus Hotel to St. Joseph's.
At a "Christian" Front meeting held at Star O'Munster Hall
in the Bronx, Father Edward Brophy proclaimed that "the day
is coming when this country will need a Cougilin. We must
get strong and keep organized for that day."

JULY

Dec*

your

Father
Roman

1942.

Friend:
We

for

22 j

kind

are

taking

advantage

of

co-operation

in paying

such

Coughlin , on Sunday
Catholic

Church

morning

in Brooklyn,

this
a

medium
glowing

July 12th,
New

1942

to

thank

tribute

you
to

in St, Joseph's

York.

If. you have not yet forwarded your Spiritual contribution for the Spiritual Bouquet from the New York friends of Father
Coughlin, please forward it to the Committee as soon as possible,
ot

bring

it with

you

to

We are very
convenience when we had
We

the

next

sorry if we caused
to change the date

honestly assure you that we
tain conditions which we do not
We

July8:30
24th,
at
P.M, 1942

We

gift to Father
We

Herbert

J.

are

having

in the

will

meeting.

a

special

Star

render

could
think

O'

a

complete

are

also

very

0TBrien

will

be

this

Hall,

report

401

on

Friday
East

the

evening,

138th

Street

Anniversary

time.

happy

to

our guest

announce

speaker

that

the

on this

it will be at all possible for him to attend. If due
business he will not be able to attend, he will send
representative, from his office.

Honorable

occasion,

to official
a personal

please make every effort to attend this meeting so
that we can complete the Spiritual Bouquet for Father and also
to learn many important factors about the coming campaign, from
such

an

outstanding

authority

Thanking

you

once

week.

not do otherwise under cerwise to explain in this letter.

meeting

Munster

Coughlin , at this

you any serious inof our meeting last

as Judge
again,

QlBrien .
I am
Sincerely

your3.

if
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3 ORGANIZATIONS
FOLLOW ♦CHRISTIAN*
FRONT TECHNIQUES

Following the pro-CougJilin "line," although ostensibly
not part of the "Christian11 Front movement, are three organizations* They are! The Graphic Arts and Anchor Club, recently addressed by the Rev. Edward Lodge Curran, militant
Coughlin spokesman; The Patriots of the Republic, a closely
knit group of "Christian" Fronters, at whose meeting recently a member displayed a chart purportedly "approved by the
B'nai B'rith" showing the division of spoils after the war;
and, the Committee for the Preservation of the Constitution,
which has held numerous secret meetings and unsuccessfully
attempted to inject itself into the political scene in Qieens.

*
7,
,

' CROSS AND FLAP1
LAUDS COUGHLIN AS
HE FORMS SCHOOL

In Detroit,

Gerald

* ■

*

*

L, K. Sbith

(see ADL Newsletter,

March 23, 1942) uses his publication, "The Cross and the
Flag," to come to the defense of Father Coughlin. In the
May, 1942, issue he states, "If and when Father Cougilin and
and his associates are permitted to vindicate themselves completely, their influence will not only remain, but will be
greatly widened and extended." At the same time, the Detroit
priest has announced the formation of a new high school for
boys in his Royal Oak parish. The school will devote its efforts to bettering Pan-American relations by instructing students in South American history, economics and related topics. It was announced that no Jews, even those converted to
Catholicism, are eligible.
*

8.

EDWARD

J. SMYTHE

WOOS FORMER ’SOCIAL
JUSTICE* READERS

Edward

James

Smythe,

4

v

*

at present

under

indictment , is

making an appeal to the former readers of "Social Justice"
in his publication, "Our Common Cause." Smythe is the creator of the Protestant War Veterans of the U. S. , and more
recently the Christian Civil Liberties Committee. He has
tried to enter the political field by distributing two handbills endorsing isolationist candidates for reelection. The
following

ad appeared

in "Our Common

Cause";

IObTTl""
1u $ i don't safeguard your liberty, today bf^T
cvoii
. . . NOW
. . ..
TOMORROW
WILL BE JUST TOO LATE.
H)R COP'S SAKE, AMERICANS WAKE VP, YOUR
GOD AND YOUR BELOVED COUNTRY
NEEDS
YOU.

IMPORTANT

NOTICE

or* asking all SOCIAL JUSTICE DISTRIBUTORS to get in touch with us relative to distribution
of "OUR COMMON CAUSE".
Write 149 VERMILYEA AVENUE. New York City.

!

We

j
i
!

i
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Smythe will be remembered as one of the principal speakers at the BundKlan rally on August 18 if 1940. (Seated, in shirt-sleeves, is August
Klapprott, Bund leader now arrest.)

9.

CCXJGHLINITES FIND
3 PUBLICATIONS
TO THEIR LIKING

Other publications making an appeal to Cou^ilin followers are: "The Gaelic American" of New York City, which
recently featured on its front page a column by Rev. Edward
Lodge Curran; "Serve America Now," a tabloid being circulated among "Christian" Front elements in Boston by Captain
John Joseph Murphy; and "The Malist," edited by a shellshocked World War veteran, Henry Sattler of Meriden, Conn.
*

10.

AXIS BROADCASTER
ONCE REPORTED PQR
tsocial justice1

*

*

*

Major James Strachey Barnes, European correspondent
for H Social Justice11 for more than three years, broadcasts
over Radio Rome every night in the week* Long reputed to
be a member of the Italian Fascist Party, Barnes now spreads
Italian propaganda in English. His articles in "Social Justice" discussed such topics afe "The Jewish Question and Its
Solution."
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Social Justice
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Rev. Chas. E. Coughlin, LL.D.,
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Published by The Social Justice Publishing Co.
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ITALIAN EDITOR
BROADCASTS TO
U.S. FRCM TOKYO

I

BREEDERS

The name of Vinzo Com i to can be added to those former
residents of the United States broadcasting Axis propaganda
to this country from enemy headquarters. A former member of
the editorial staff of "II Progresso Italo-Americano," New
York Italian language daily, he left the country in late
spring, 1941, hoping to return to Italy via Japan and Russia.
The outbreak of the war forced him to remain In Tokyo, where
he is now broadcasting to this country in Italian by shortwave.
*

12.

LEADING
ROUNDED
FEDERAL

FASCISTS
DP IN
RAIDS

OF DISUNITY

*

*

*

Forty members of the Associazione Nazionale Comb at anti
Italiano (Federation of Italian War Veterans) have been arrested as enemy aliens by the FBI in New York. This organization formerly had i ts > offices in the same building with
the Italian Consulate, and was part of the Fascist Party of
Italy. Formal proceedings by the government to denaturalize
Domenico Trombetta, a leader of the Italian fascist movement
in the United States, have been started in Brooklyn. As editor of the pro-fascist and anti-Semitic weekly, "II Grido
della Stirpe" (The Cry of Race) , Trombetta doubted .if Italian
Americans would fight against Italy. His paper suspended publication on December 13, 1941.
*

13.

TH CREEL SON BEATEN
IN MONTANA FOR
SENATE NOMINATION

Jacob

Thorkelson,

former

*

Montana

"Christian"
*

STATEMENT BY
YONKERS OFFICIAL
PROMPTLY ANSWERED

*

Representative, who
flooded the Congressional Record with pro-nazi and anti-Semitic utterances (see Newsletter, Spring Edition, 1942), was defeated in the primaries when he attempted to secure the Republican nomination for Senator. He was beaten by Wellington
D. Rankin, brother of Representative Jeennette Rankin. Out
of a total of some 40,000 votes cast, Thorkelson received approximately 17$. Thorkelson appeared as a principal speaker
at a Joe McWilliams
ling' s Casino.

14.

•

*

Mobilizers'
*

meeting

at Eb-

*

Community reaction to Yonkers' City Manager Raymond J.
Whitney's statement that "I can't move against local gambling because I would be accused of persecuting the Jews"
was prompt and effective. Jewish community leaders issued a
statement demanding Whitney enforce the law without regard
to the offenders' religion. Civic leaders called for Whitney's removal. The Westchester District Attorney's office
moved to supersede Whitney in a special gambling investigation. Following the uproar over his statement as published
in the local press, Whitney denied having made the remark.
However, Governor Lehman has ordered Mayor Barnes to clean
up on gambling in his city.
*

*

*

*
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15.

AMERICAN LECTURE
BUREAU ANNOUNCES
NEW FORUM PROJECT

“Forum

For

WELDING

9

DEMOCRACY

Victory , 11 a community

project

enlisting the
combined, sponsorship of service clubs, veteran groups and. religions organizations, has been initiated in many communities.
Designed to acquaint the community with American aims in time
of war, to promote better understanding of our allies and to
give information about the enemy we face, this series has
meeting with great interest. The American Lecture Bureau, a non-profit organization located at 415 Lexington
Avenue, New York City, has been making the arrangements for
the Forum.

been

•
16.

ADL PUBLISHES
NEW HANDBOOK FOR
DISCUSSION GROUPS

*

*

*

“Questions and Answers Concerning the Jew,* a handbook
presenting facts aimed at correcting misconceptions concerning the Jew, has been prepared and published by the League.
This book is intended for use by discussion groups, as a
for speakers, writers, etc. Among the subjects presented aret the truth about certain charges against the Jews,
Jewish participation in industry, banking, the press and radio,
as well as Jewish contributions in (literature and music. Of
guide

timely Interest,
tion in the wars

is the
of our

section devoted to Jewish participacountry. Copies available at $1.00.

*
17.

FIGHT FOR FREEDOM
VI7IDLY TOLD IN
O.W. I. BROCHURE

The

Office

of War

describing

brochure

*

*

*

Information
of

the heroism

ha,s prepared
the

filters

an

excellent
for freedom

in the conquered countries, entitled "The Unconquered People.."
Resistance to the nazi tyranny has taken a variety of forms,
expressive of the deep hatred and contempt felt toward the
conqueror. Shortwave broadcasts from secret stations, underground newspapers, letters smuggled out at risk of death,
have furnished a thrilling story of this figfrt for freedom.
Free copies are available for wide distribution by writing
to the League.
*

18.

WAR AIMS STRESSED
IN TWO NEW CBS
DRAMATIC PROGRAMS

Two
deserve

radio

programs

*

of

the

*

*

Columbia

Broadcasting

System

special attention. “The Twenty-Second Letter" (previously entitled, "The Will to Freedom"), broadcast on Wednesday evening at 10530 E.W.T. , portrays the struggle for

freedom being waged so valiantly by the "conquered people."
“They Live Forever," a program devoted to the sacrifices
and heroic deeds of men in the armed services, returned to
the

air

Sunday

evenings

at 10S30

E.W.T.

Among

Jewish

heroes

eulogized on this program are Corporal Meyer Levin, the bombardier on Colin Kelley’s plane. Sergeant Harry Fineman, first
Delaware soldier to fall in World War II, and Lieutenant Henry
Mark, recipient of the Distinguished Service Cross.
*

*

*

*
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PINS PROGRAM ON
The first anniversary of the signing of the Atlantic CharANNIVERSARY OP
ter by President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill will be
ATLANTIC CHARTER commemorated in a unique program at Town Hall on August 10th,
at 8*30 p.m. , under the auspices of the Minute Men of America.
Artists of international reputation, prominent speakers, and a

special musical presentation of the “Lecst We Porget Rhapsody"
will be the outstanding features of this patriotic meeting.
esse

20.

LITERATURE
¥& DEMOCRACY

The following reprints and pamphlets are available
distribution at the offices of the League*

for

"Who Is Leon Henderson?" . an article by Congressman Wrigjht
Patman of Texas, reproduced from the Chicago Herald American,
describes the personal history of the head of the price control program.

"Masters of Bigotry." an address delivered by Raymond H» Geist,
former American Consular representative in Germany, depicts the
attack on religion in Germany.

"Catching Op With the Bund." and other radio addresses by Rev.
' William C, Kernan, strike out against internal disunity.
Rumors (Made in Germany)." a pamphlet by George Britt, exposes
the unwitting use of fantastic slanders by American newspapers,
Congressmen and other American innocents.

"Churchmen Who Defy Hitler." by Henry Smith Leiper, is a pamphlet giving personal descriptions of the church leaders who
are resisting the nazi puppets in the conquered countries.

v

"Combatting Rumors." a manual designed to aid in conducting a
positive public relations program in behalf of the war effort,
seeks to counteract false rumors attempting to discredit the
loyalty and patriotism of American Jews.

Pour reprints extol the exploits of Jewish heroes* "The
Fighting Jew." an excellent poem by H. I. Phillips in his* New
York Sun column, "The Sun Dial"; "pie Spirit of Sam Dreben
Goes Marching On" by Damon Runyon (see following page) ; "Distinguished Service." a listing of American servicemen of Jewish
faith cited for valor in action; and "A Tribute to the Patriotism of American Jews" by Senator W. Warren Barbour of New Jersey, an address reprinted from the Congressional Record, prepared for the Mordecai Ben David Foundation Award to the parents
of Private Louis Schleifer.
*

*

*

*

Damon

10

KftTltMi

s
yon'Sides
R•TheunBrighter

(Copyright, 19ft, Sins Feature* Syndicate, Ine. Distributed by International Kewa Serrioe)

LOS ANGELES, May 10. — The posthumous award recently of the Distinguished Service Cross to Lieutenant
Henry D. Mark, of Los Angeles, is still another indication
that the spirit of my favorite soldier, Sam Dreben, “the
fighting Jew,” goes marching on.
From that great

Valhalla where the souls of all gallant men
abide, Sam must be watching with pride the exploits in this war oJ
the Americans of his religious faith that the Fifth Column propa
gandists said would not fight.
The answer to this lie has been given at Pearl Harbor, at Wake
Island, on Bataan and in the very plane that Colin Kelley flew. It
will be repeated again and again on every field of battle where our
troops are engaged. All of us have always known that there is no
difference in the courage of Americans, Jew or Gentile, when put to
the test, but the Fifth Columnists were trying to make it appear
otherwise before the war.
The Hitlerites were trying to spread the Impression that the
Jews were somehow different from other Americans — that they
would not take up arms in defense of the flag with the sam<| patriotic fervor — an insult to the memory of Dreben and thousands of
his faith who fought in our other wars, but nonetheless eagerly
whispered about by the totalitarian stooges.
I think you will hear little of the blather now, for the American
sons of Israel are writing their names In Imperishable letters of
fire across the skies of glory along with the Americans of every
other religious faith and racial origin. The Jewish boys in this
war are no more heroic than anybody else, but surely they are not
any less, which is the point I am making.
LIEUTENANT

MARK,

28 years old and in the Army

seven

years, was kiUed in the Philippines at the head of his troop of Filipino scouts charging Japanese tanks with hand grenades. One of
his brothers is in the service now and two others are going In. His
father, Abraham Mark, former City Health Commissioner of Los
Angeles, served with Arthur MacArthur in the Islands and is trying
to get in the Aimy again.
Corporal Meyer Levin was Colin Kelley’s bombardier and laid
three bombs across the Haruna. Art Arthur, who was a noted columnist in Brooklyn before turning Hollywood scenarist and who
checked up on the list of Jewish heroes to date for me, calls my
attention to the name combination of Kelley and Levin as a typical
American team, which it certainly is.
ENSIGN STANLEY C A PLAN was commended by Secretary
Knox for distinguished service at Pearl Harbor. He assumed command of a destroyer when the attack broke and although he had
only eight months* experience afloat he conducted operations aboard
the ship for 36 hours “in an outstanding manner/* as Knox said.
SAM COHEN was a Marine Corps private on Wake Island and
presumably captured. Silverman and Goldberg are other names
that have bobbed up in the news of action on far-flung fields. I
think it was a Texas paper that remarked as long ago as last March
that while only three per cent of the American population is Jewish, eight per cent of the 75 recipients* of the Distinguished Flying
Cross up to that time were Americans of the Jewish faith.
And now I will present a letter that was written to the father
Of Lieutenant Mark which covers my whole thought herein much
more briefly than I have been able to do. The writer of the letter
does not wish his name used but has permitted me to publish the
Uxt. Here it is:
"DEAR SIR: I know that this little tribute Is small consolation
Li your hour of grief.
"Yet your son — and many like him — are providing the finest
answer to the rat-like Hitlerites of this nation who have sought
to make
the him.
American Jew seem different from his good neighbors around
“Their propaganda pales and their infamy stands out unmistakably and shameful in the light of this lad's valiant sacrifice.
"He was one of MacArthur's men. His race or religion didn’t
matter. He died as a fighting American.
"In your sorrow there must also be great pride.
"This, sir, is merely one small salute.
"My deepest sympathy.”
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FEATURE
ARTICLE

V.

ROOSEVELT

HCMES

BECOME

HUNTER

COLLEGE

CENTER

President Roosevelt's former New York City home and the
adjoining building belonging to his late Mother at 47 and 49
East 65th Street have been purchased by a committee of thirtythree citizens and will be opened in the fall as an Interfaith
House for Hunter College students* The announcement of the gift
was made at the Hunter College commencement exercises by A. C,
Horn, member of the Executive Committee of the Eastern Regional
Office of the Anti-Defamation League and prominent in B'nai
B'rith activities. The committee is headed by three Honorary
Chairmen: John Burke, President of the Altman Foundation;
Charles H. Tuttle, former United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York and Director of the Greater New York
Federation of Churches; and, Henry Monsky, President of B'nai
B'rith. President Roosevelt expressed his elation in a statement on June 25, when he said: "I have been made very happy in
the thought that the houses which my Mother and I occupied from
1909 on are to be known as the Sara Delano Roosevelt Interfaith
House for the benefit of the students at Hunter College, and I
am very certain that my Mother would have been made happy in
this use."

Mr. A. C. Horn announcing the gift at the Hunter College
Commencement Exercises, as Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and
President Shuster of Hunter College look on.

.
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1.

DESPITE

PEARL

HARBOR

SUBVERSIVES1 IDOL
The renomination by a large majority of Representative
WINS RENOMINATION Clare E, Hofftaan in the Michigan primaries is cause for grave
TO U, S. CONGRESS national concern. Hoffman, an arch isolationist, has long
been an idol of the subversive press and anti-Semitic movement. He has received the plaudits of Charles B. Hudson, one
of the 28 recently indicted for sedition (see Newsletter, Midsummer issue, 1942). Agnes Waters of the pro-nazi Crusading
Mothers of Pennsylvania in speaking of Hoffman at a meeting on
April 15, 1942, in Philadelphia stated! “If there ever was a
Christ, he is our 'Jesus Christ1." Reprints of his Congressional speeches have been distributed by a number of subversive
groups and individuals.

Renominated

Polls 109,254 Votes

Clare S. Hoffman
*

2.

*

Gerald L. K. Smith
*

*

MICHIGAN DEFEATS
Although Gerald L. K. Smith was defeated for the RepubliSMITH BUT GIVES
can Senatorial nomination in the Michigan primaries, he amassed
HIM LARGE VOTE
the disturbing total of 109,254 votes. The three way contest
was won by Circuit Court Judge Homer E. Ferguson with 196,072
votes. Staith's demagogic career has run the full gamut from
affiliation with Huey Long, William Dudley Pelley's “Silver
Shirts," Charles E. Coughlin and the crackpot economic ambitions of Dr. Francis E. Townsend and William Lemke. Smith's
publication “The Cross and the Flag" (see Newsletter, Midsummer
issue, 1942) has been one of the nation's leading organs of defeatism and appeasement.

*

*

*

*
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3.

SMYTHE. LYMAN.
SPIRIDOVICH
SOUGHT BY FBI

I

Edward James Smythe, head of the pro-fascist paper

i

j organization. The Protestant War Veterans, who was in-

fugiat large,the a former
, is still
sedition
on charges of Smythe
j dietedfrom
will he recalled as
justice#

I tive
| columnist of the hate-monger ing Kansas publication, "Pub- I
licity," whose publisher, E. J. Garner, recently was apprehended by the FBI. Smythe was actively associated with Joe
McWilliams' "Christian" Mobilizers. On August 18, 1940, I
he was one of the speakers at the joint meeting of the Getman-American Bund and the Ku Klux Klan at Camp Nordland. I
Also being sougit by the FBI are Broenstrupp, alias Lt. i
General Count V. Cherep Spiridovich, anti-Semitic pamphleteer and aide of William Dudley Pelley, and William Lyman,
Jr., leader of the fascistic Rational Workers League.
*

4. ELIZABETH PILLING
SALE OF~
PROMOTES
FASCIST PAMPHLETS

*

*

*

Despite her indictment on charges of sedition, Elizabeth Dilling continues her fulminating and praise for the
enemies of the people of America. Her frantic cries for financial support to finance her forthcoming trial are matched
only by her vehement acclaim of two recent hate-mongering
booklets. Ope of the latest bulletins of her so-called "Patriotic Research Bureau" urges her readers to "read, push,
and distribute before the November elections" copies of Joseph
Kemp's "The Native Nazi Purge Plot - The Conspiracy Against
Congress." Elsewhere she applauds "patriotic George Sullivan,
a reputable Washington attorney," whose vicious booklet, "The
Hoad to Victory," reads like a reprint of certain sections
of "The Octopus" which Mrs. Dilling published under the pseudonym of Reverend Frank Woodruff Johnson. (See Newsletter,
January 22, 1941.)

*

*

*

*

IX. AXIS VOICES IN AMERICA
5. ADL ATTACKED IM
A PAMPHLET BY
JOSEPH KAMP

Under the deceptive title, "Native Nazi Purge Plot,"
Joseph Kamp, vicious pro-fascist pamphleteer, has Issued another of his periodic attacks upon democracy. The AntiDefamation League, along with a number of other outstanding
pro-democratic organizations, is accorded the distinction of
being denounced by this hate-monger. His so-called "Constitutional Educational League" was cited by the Federal Grand
Jury as one of the organizations participating in a conspiracy to promote “revolt and disloyalty" within the nation's
armed forces. (See Newsletter Midsummer issue, 1942.) Kamp
defends the 28 charged with sedition, as is evident in the
excerpt reproduced on the following page.

.1
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6.

PARKER ECHOES
LIES OF INDICTED
* CONSPIRATORS1

Still actively engaged in subversive activities, despite
recent arrests, is one Prank A, Parker, publisher of a mimeographed sheet, "The Green Mountaineer." Parker has a long
record of un-American activities. In 1939, he was identified
with the notorious and now defunct American Nationalist Party.
He was an intimate of Joe McWilliams and other key New York
fascists. He was similarly associated with the subversive
Committee for the Preservation of America and the Patriots of
the Republic, a militant "Christian" Front group. "The Green
Mountaineer" echoes Pelley who Justified the Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor. Like Hudson, Billing and Gamer, he accuses
the Administration of betraying the people; and charges a "conspiracy of international bankers" against the interests of this
"Christian nation."
*

7.

COUGHLIN CONTACTS
'SOCIAL JUSTICE'
READERS BY MAIL

*

WASHINGTON LAWYER
ADDS PAMPHLET TO
LIBRARY OF HATRED

*

Charles E. Cou^ilin is using a direct mail campaign on
personal stationery to keep in touch with subscribers of "Social Justice" which was banned from the mails as seditious in
April, 1943. A letter dated June, 1942, and signed by Cora
Quinlan for the "Social Justice Publishing Company," informed
readers that the mailing list of "Social Justice" was being
turned over to Coughlin. In a four-page letter, dated September 10, 1942, Cou^ilin urges former subscribers of "Social
Justice" to become members of "The League of the Little Flower"
which seeks to "bring happy days and a speedy peace with Justice to all... not by political action; not by material pressure,
but by spiritual action..."
*
•

8.

*

•

•

"The Road To Victory!" by George F. Sullivan, a Washington lawyer, is the latest addition to the voluminous library
of anti-Semitism. Sullivan's hat e-monger ing is patterned directly after the nazi model. The war, he states, is part of a
"Talmudic plot" undertaken by Jewish 11 International Brigands."
Sullivan' 8 vilification of the President and his treasonable
lies
fort. are a brazen attack upon the nation's morale and war efewe*

9.

HAASE SEEKS AN
EXPLANATION FOR
BAN FROM MAILS

In a special issue of "America's Hope," dated September
24, 1942, Horace J. Haase who seeks an immediate negotiated
peace with the Axis demands an explanation from President Roosevelt for the banning of the August 15, 1942, issue of his publication from the mails. Haase who has been praised by Charles
B, Hudson, indicted on charges of sedition, and who has been
supported by some of the lesser anti-Semites, was once head of
the Brooklyn Speakers' bureau of the America First Committee.
His paper organization, "Americans for Peace" (see Newsletter,
Spring issue, 1942), has agitated against the nation's war effort and peace alms.
*

*

*
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10.

Newell Mecartney, Chicago lawyer and author of some of the
HATE-MONGER IS
most degenerate anti-Semitic literature ever published in AmerAPPRJ&EfflbBb ON
ica, was arrested by the FBI on charges of sedition. His mulSSDITIOT CHARGE
tigraphed leaflets were entitled, "The Blood Sacrifice," "The
'
British - An Inferior Breed" (excerpt reproduced below) and
"The Jew Makes a Sacrifice — The Forthcoming Collapse of America." Copies were widely distributed and allegedly were sent
to officers and enlisted men in the Army. Macartney's office
also yielded large quantities of literature published by Elizabeth Diliing, Gerald W inrod and Charles Coughlin. There is
reason to believe that Mecartney served only as a front for a
number of more important and better known individuals.

THE

BRITISH:

AN INFERIOR

BREED

What la behind the doctrine of "no appeasement"?

The fear of aggression on the bloated domains of an empire whloh
oannot stand alone;
The Inhuman cruelty of America' s first blood soaked boom;

The rumble of world revolution - a repercueelon of its lndeoenoles;
The effort of the Jew - vicious persecutor of peoples - to save
himself;

The disease of a Paralytic who wents to be a hero as compensation for his ailment;

The beginning of insanity as the masses of the so-called
"democracies* are led toward the destruction of Europe, homeland of
the West.
Why was Pearl Harbor evidence of Justice?
While trying to save a yellow race in the Atlantic we were hit
a deadly blow by a yellow race In the Paoiflo.

Like a cow hit on

the head by a hammer when led to slaughter, we now follow "our leader"
as he movee forward on a sick spine to war.

NEWSLETTER 1

11.

HARLEM1 S PRO-AX I 3
AGITATORS ARRESTED
AS SEDITIONI3TS
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Japanese efforts to use the "divide and conquer" strategy among Harlem Negroes have been brought to public attention
by the indictment on charges of sedition of four Negroes and
a former white henchman of Joe McWilliams, one time Yorkville
"furor." Bobert Jordan, one of the Negroes, a leader of the
subversive Ethiopian Pacific Movement which sought to align
colored people with Japs to overthrow "white" supremacy, had
been a constant visitor at the Japan Institute, a registered
propaganda agency. He had also been a regular speaker for
the "Christian" Front during its heyday and one of those supporting the opening of an America First chapter in Harlem.
Other Negroes indicted were Lester E, Holiness, Ralph G. Best,
alias Ralph Thomas, and James Thornhill. Joseph Hartery,
McWilliams' aide, who was picked up by the FBI at Fort Dix
where he had sought refuge by enlisting in the Army, pleaded
guilty to the charges.
see*

1.2. JAP PROPAGANDISTS
AMONG NEGROES
JAILED BY FBI

Other Negro leaders of national organizations seeking
to turn Negroes against the war effort have been indicted on
charges of sedition in various parts of the country. In almost every instance Japanese support and sponsorship are indicated. Typical of the line preached by these organizations
is a statement made by Madame Mittie Maud Lena Gordon, active
with the Peace Movement of Ethiopia, and one of those apprehended in Chicago. At a meeting on May 31, 1942, Madame Gordon stated: "On December 7, one billion Black people, our
colored people, struck for freedom." Also apprehended was
Pauline Bahr, secretary of the Temple of Islam which urged
its Negro members to avoid registering for Selective Service.
In East St. Louis a Federal Grand Jury has begun investigation of the Pacific Movement of the Eastern World Among Negroes. These and other organizations were focal centers of
anti-Semitism as well as pro-Axis propaganda.
•

13.

*

*

*

UN -AMERICAN ISM
Sporadic outbreaks of anti-Jewish terrorism in various
AGAIN BREAKS OUT
sections of New York City during the High Holidays have again
IN SOUTH BRONX
focused city-wide attention upon the continuance of un-American activities, despite the national war effort. In Brooklyn,
a Jewish meeting-room was wrecked and daubed with swastikas;
on the Lower East Side, the windows of a synagogue were broken; on the Upper West Side, another synagogue was defaced. Especially disturbing, however, are a series of unprovoked physical attacks upon Jews in the South Bronx. Similar outbreaks
in this traditional "Christian" Front stronghold, 14 months
ago (see Newsletter, July 25, 1941X resulted in community-wide
efforts, successful for a time, to control this hooliganism.
The District Attorney's office promises a thorough probe, and
the South Bronx Committee for Tolerance will probably be revived.

I
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14.

GERMAN NEWSPAPER
UNDER FIRE OF
GOVERNMENT AGENCY

Alan

AXIS

FERMENT

IN FOREIGN

Cranston of the Office

LANGUAGE

of War

7

PRESS

Information

has charged

National Weeklies, publishers of the "Milwaukee Herold" and
other German language newspapers, with showing "complete lack
of willingness to cooperate in the war effort," "The Harold*
previoasly printed an accusation that the 0. W. I. forced them
to employ Dr. Gerhart Seger, noted anti-nazi writer, to replace
Dr. H. X, Fritsch who was arrested as an enemy alien, and who
demanded repatriation as a "German newspaperman." Dr. Seger
was removed from his post after a few weeks. In the words of
Emil Leicht, president of National Weeklies, Dr. Seger "always
went a little too strong" in his anti^nazisn which allegedly
resulted in cancellation of subscriptions. The O.W. I. stated
that Dr. Seger had been suggested for the post at Mr. Leicht' s
re<juest and that no pressure was exerted; a statement subsequently admitted by Mr. Leicht. "The Herold" under Fritsch' s
editorship had been accused of strong pro-nazi sympathies.

*

15.

’ROSSIYA' STEPS
UP ATTACK ON THE
UNITED NATIONS

*

*

*

"Rossiya," Russian language newspaper published in New
York, continues its brazen un-American, anti-Semitic agitation.
On November 26, 1941, this daily wrote! "We affirm that neither
Italy, Germany nor Japan are responsible for the present war."
On December 23, 1941, after Pearl Harbor, it demanded United
States' "aid in defeating the Satanic Soviet Government." In
Its editorial of September 22, 1942, "Rossiya" culminates its
attack upon the United Nations' unity by announcing! "The Red
Reptile is dying. It remains to kill it..."
*

16.

'THE UKRAINE1
APPLAUDS MURDER
OF POLISH JEWS

*

*

*

The latest issue of "The Ukraine," organ of the nazi-sponsored ODWU (Organization for the Rebirth of the Ukraine), applauds the extermination of Jews in nazi-dominated Poland and
Russia, adding regretfully "and yet there are still some -17,000
Jews remaining alive" in the Polish city of Przemsyl. The publication views nazi massacres as an advantageous step toward
the establishment of an independent Ukraine. Elsewhere in the
same issue it implies that the ODWU continues its activities at
the request of the U. S. Government
ambitions at the expense of Russia.

*

17.

'BQYETERTES. '
HUNGARIAN WEEKLY
STOPS PUBLISHING

*

*

which

may

aid its political',

•

"Egyetertes," the Hungarian anti-Semitic weekly issued in
Bridgeport, Connecticut, has suspended publication., mourned only by “Otthon," Hungarian weekly of similar ilk published in
Chicago. "Bgyetertes" (see Newsletter, January 22, 1941) served
as a mouthpiece for a coterie of nazis led by Reverend Signund
Ladanyi of New York. "Otthon* s" commiseration i s understandable
from its editorial viewpoint, expressed in language such as
this! "The 'learned professors,' Yembery and Oscar Jaszi (liberals) speak the Juristic slang and the language of Talmud students." It is reported that Father Bela Tarkanyi, editor of the
questionable Cleveland Hungarian weekly "A Jo Pasztor," Is interested in continuing "Bgyetertes."

*

*

*

•
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17. THE "MESSAGE OF DBMOGEACT
18.

ADL BOOK IS
WELCOMED BY HEN
IN PUBLIC LIFE

Widespread attention is being given 11 Questions and Answers Concerning the Jew,*1 the book recently published by
the Anti-Defamation League. Editors, ministers and others
in public life have expressed their gratitude for its concise, factual answers to a wide variety of questions currently being asked about Jews. Its positive approach and
authoritative information make it Hmustw reading for every
well-informed and well-intentioned person. A new printing
has been ordered to meet the demand. The book can be secured from the League for $1.00; special rates on quantity
orders are available upon request.

20
QUESTION

VI :

Answer:

QUESTIONS

What

AND

ANSWERS

Role Did Jews Play in Russian Communism?

The official records show a total number of 124,000 Bolsheviks inRussia in 1918, of whom 75% were Russians,
10.5%

Latvians, 6.3%

Poles, 3.7%

Esthonians, and

2.6% were Jews.
QUESTION

VII:

Answer:

How

Many

Officials of the Soviet

Government

Are of Jewish Descent?

Stalin, number

one man

of the Soviet, is definitely not

Jewish. The supreme directing body in Russia, the Politburo (Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the

A Page From ** Questions and Answers

All-Union Communist

Party), consists of nine full mem-

bers and two alternates. Only one man, Lazar M. Kagan-

Concerning the Jew. 11
(Less Than Actual
Size)

ovich, isof Jewish origin. Of a total of nearly 200 People’s Commissars and their Deputies, only ten are of
Jewish origin. Neither in the Supreme Soviet Court nor
in the Judicial Collegium, are there any Jews.*
QUESTION

VIII : Who

Answer:

Are the Leaders of Communism

in America?

Reeve Bloor and Max
is a Jew.

IX :

How

Ella

Bedacht. Not a single one of them

Many Jews in the United States

Belong
Answer:

1

The leaders of Communism in America are Earl Browder, j
William Z. Foster, Clarence Hathaway, James Ford,
Robert Minor, William Patterson, Harry Haywood,

QUESTION

j

to the Communist

Party?

1° testifying before the Dies Committee on September 6,
1939, Earl Browder, Secretary of the Communist Party,

stated that out of the 100,000 members of the Communist
Party in the United States, only 2,000 or 2,500 are Jews.**
* See Appendix (‘E,M pages 88-89.
••See Appendix “F,” page 90.
J
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19.

NEW BEST SELLING
BOOK SPOTLIGHTS
FOES OF DEMOCRACY

Nazism's psychological as well as physical attack upon
the United States even before December 7th is carefully documented in a startling new book, "Sabotage!" by Michael Sayers
and Albert Kahn. The immediate favorable critical and public
response to this courageous volume which names names among
America's Quislings acclaims it as one of the most important
works published in recent years. The book was written and
documented with the assistance of the League. For a limited
time copies are available at the offices of the League at the
special reduced price of $1.50 plus six cents for postage.

*
20.

'BLACK BOOK* TELLS
OF POLAND'S AG-ONY
UNDER HITLER'S HEEL

^F^NDLlSt^^yWEN

DISCUSSES NEGRO
ANTI-SEMITISM

*

e

*

e

"Negro Anti-Semitism! Cause and Cure" by Chandler Owen,
prominent Negro leader and writer, contains a brilliant analysis of this vexing problem which is coming increasingly to
the fore. Mr. Owen traces the contributions made by Jews to
the well-being and advancement of colored people, with special
emphasis on the role of the Anti-Defamation League in dealing
with problems affecting the Negroes. Copies of this reprint
from “The National Jewish Monthly" are available upon request
without charge.

*
T WE FORGET'
'LESSES
22. EXPO
NAZISM IN
THE UNITED STATES

*

"The Black Book of Poland" tells the lastly story of
massacre and starvation under "The New Order." Maps, documents, photographs and eye-witness accounts comprise the contents of this flaming denunciation of nazi barbarism. Copies
may be secured at the special price of $2.10 plus nine cents
for postage at the League offices.
*

21.

*

*

*

*

"Lest We Forget - America Determines Her Destiny," a new
series of 26 dramatic recordings for radio, has Just been released by the Institute of Oral and Visual Education. Prepared in cooperation with some of the government agencies and
under the supervision of a number of the nation's leading educators, the transcriptions offer forthright dramatizations of
America' 8 answer to the "divide and conquer" strategy of the
Axis. The operation of enemy propaganda bureaus and agents in
the Americas, the resistance of the conquered countries to nazi
persecution of minorities and the aims of the United Nations
are presented with vivid realism and inspiration. Like previous "Lest We Forget" series, the programs will be broadcast
over more than 400 radio stations throughout the nation and
will be used in thousands of schools. The recordings are available for broadcast without charge. A digest of their contents
is reproduced on the next page.
*

*
*

*
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"Lest We Forget-Amei^||eterinines
Her
Destiny”
usim
A series of 2 6 —

1. TWO

WORLDS

IN CONFLICT.

15 minute electrically transcribed dramatic programs

Hitler himself correctly

14. "HATE

2. THE FASCIST

INTERNATIONAL.

The Axis built up

15. HITLER’S

17. TRUTH

HELPERS.

Rumors, whether made

CAN BE DESTROYED

. The German Propa-

WILL

KEEP US FREE. Sedition is as dangerous

as treason. Subversive publications that sought for years to undermine our strength with lies have been suppressed. The people
will not tolerate falsehoods and the people demand truth of the

"Mein Kampf” glorifies the

lie and Nazis, Fascists and Japs have proven themselves not a
master race but a race of master liars. The lie is the secret weapon
of the Axis. Truth alone can overcome it.

nation's press.

18. THE

7TH OF DECEMBER. Duplicity has been the hallmark of Axis aggression. Democracy alone can afford honesty
and decency in its dealings with other nations.

Psychological sabotage

and destruction of belief in democratic processes are but a prelude
to physical sabotage. The Nazis use both techniques in the
United States and in every country they attacked.

19. ALL

BATTLEFRONTS

ARE

ONE. There is but one

The Nazis had no scruples

battlefront that stretches around the world. There is but one
cause — Democracy. Destruction of freedom for some diminishes

about turning exchange students and professors sent to our universities into propagandists and informers for their "New Order.”

freedom for all. The Nazis say "Divide and Conquer” — the
United Nations reply "One for All and All for One.”

6. POISON

FOR THE CAMPUS.

7. FREEDOM

OF THOUGHT.

Science is the logic of truth

20. THIS IS EVERYBODY’S

but in Germany truth has been stifled by politics and science has
been perverted to support false theories of blood anti racial
superiority.

8. EQUAL

21. WE

TO BE FREE. In the "New Order” oppression

FROM

22. UNITED

SPIDERWEBS.

Under the guise of diplo-

24. PRELUDE

CONQUER.

ORAL

RADIO

DIVISION,

everywhere.

26. WE WILL

Our victory must be a total victory

WHAT

WE WANT.

Democracy can survive

GET WHAT

WE WANT.

The leaders of the

United Nations speak for the peoples of the earth, for the
realization of man's dream of peace on earth, good will to men.

AND

In cooperation with BOSTON

Part of the war

only if it is world-wide. We seek the preservation of our battlewon freedoms and the extension of those freedoms to all peoples

The Axis believed that nothing

OF

TO DEFEAT.

25. WE KNOW

would "be easier than to produce a bloody revolution in North
America. No other country has so many racial and social tensions.”
The Nazis developed a scientific technique to exploit these tensions and have made headway even here in a country founded on
belief in the equality of all men.

INSTITUTE

ARE ON THE MARCH.

lest the forces that created the new barbarism gain respite for the
preparation of new aggressions.

OF HATE. Hitler and Mussolini said, "Fascism

AND

The Founding Fathers believed that

effort of the fighting United Nations is the underground resistance ofthe Yugoslavs, the Greeks, the French, the Dutch and
the other conquered peoples. The people are on the march for
freedom and they will not be denied.

is not for export” and then used every resource at their command
to pump it into our schools, business circles, labor unions and
every other strata of American life.

13. DIVIDE

WE STAND.

23. THE PEOPLE

matic relations, the Axis turned its consulates and embassies into
propaganda mills that worked with un-American adjuncts to
divide this country in order to conquer it.

12. PIPELINES

TO WIN. The world has become too small for

"In Unity There is Strength.” We fought a Civil War because
we believed that "A House Divided Cannot Stand.” Today we
know that in unity there is victory.

BERLIN. In the name of patriotism,

some Americans, wittingly or unwittingly spread Goebbels poison
in speeches, magazine articles and even in the Congressional Record. The unwitting must be taught the error of their ways; the
witting must be dealt with as potential Quislings.

1 1. DIPLOMATIC

HAVE

any part of it or for any individual to be isolated or immunized
against brutal aggression. The contributions we make for victory
are contributions for world freedom, for national security and
for our own personal welfare.

of minorities is an official aim of dictatorships. In a democracy
inequalities are recognized as lags which must be corrected in the
development of freedom.

10. INFECTION

The selfless heroism of

rifice on the home front. America's "Melting Pot” is producing
the weapons
that will overthrow the new barbarism that seeks to
dominate the earth.

JUSTICE FOR ALL. Racial prejudice or politics

9- THE RIGHT

WAR.

the men in our armed forces deserves the same devotion and sac-

can have no part in democratic justice which is based on equality
under law. The perversion of justice in Hitler's "New Order” is
amply evident in the brutal killing of hostages.

j,

The Axis has promulgated

ganda Ministry no less than the German war machine can claim
credit for the conquest of Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland,
France, and all the other conquered countries. But if a nation can
be destroyed, a people cannot be crushed and the ideals of
democracy live forever.

in Germany and the conquered countries gives the lie to Nazis
who paint Hitler as the defender of religion. Paganism is the
Nazi religion and Hitler is its deity. Incitement of religious
hatred in the United States is a phase of their “Divide and Conquer” tactic.

5. THE FINE ART OF SABOTAGE.

UNPAID

16. A NATION

OF HATE. The suppression of all religious faiths

4. LIES FOR DESTRUCTION.

NEIGHBOR!”

in Berlin or Tokyo or even in America, aid the Axis. They must
be traced to their source and killed.

and is using an international network of divisive propaganda, espionage and sabotage to impose its slavery on the peoples of the
earth. To guard against the treachery of Fascist sympathizers and
un-American tools of the Nazis demands the fullest measure of
alertness from all loyal Americans.

3. HYMNS

THY

this new commandment which benefits the Axis alone. The
Democracies follow the Christian precept and seek to create a
world based on good neighborliness.

appraised the present global war between the Axis and the
United States as one in which two worlds are in conflict — the
world of tyranny and the world of freedom.

VISUAL

UNIVERSITY

101

PARK

RADIO

AVENUE,

EDUCATION
INSTITUTE

N.

Y.

C.

1
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FOES OP DSMOCRACY
MAP STRATEGY FOR
COUNTER- OFFENSIVE

V

K

THE PATTERN

The Fifth Column

OF BETRAYAL

in America,

dealt hard blows by the Federal governments “Spring Offensive** against subversive leaders and publications, is launching a counter-offensive against
the national war effort* A two-pronged attack is being prepared i a campaign to elect Quislings as well as unregenerate
isolationists in the Congressional elections next November,
and a drive for negotiated peace with the Axis* Rumors and
whispers are replacing publications banned from the mails as
vehicles for sedition* Axis sympathizers, at the behest of
their leaders, are seeking to infiltrate the nation1 s armed
services, key war industries and civilian defense organizations.
*

*

*

m

Two of a Kind

Gerald L. E# Smith with Charles
2*

GERALD SMITH1 S
HAT IS IN THE
ELECTION RING

Gerald

L, K# Smith, former

E* Coughlin

Silver Shirt aide of William

Dudley Pelley and head of the self-styled “Committee of One
Million,11 has announced hie candidacy for the U. S. Senate
from Michigan in the November elections* There are indications that “Reverend11 Smith has been chosen to inherit the
mantle of Father Cou^ilin* His announcement of his candidacy
was coupled with a vigorous attack on the Administration and
a defense of Cougjilin* designed to win him the support of the
“Christian** Front* This latest move follows closely on the
heels of the establishment of his “secret*1 society called “The
Inner Circle** and the issuance of “The Cross and the Flag, 11
his monthly magazine*
*

*

*

*
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REYNOLDS. NTS
OFFER PRAISE NO APOLOGIES

The first issues of "The Cross and the Fla^* received the
commendations of Senator Robert R. Reynolds, chairman of the
Senate Military Affairs Committee, and Senator Gerald P. Nye
of America First notoriety. The publication follows the nazi11 Social Justice1* line of preaching defeatism, disunity and distrust of the United Nations. Both Reynolds and Nye refused to •
apologize when Smith promptly used their comments for publicity
purposes. Senator Reynolds stated! "I have no apologies to offer for endorsing the program of any individual or group standing for the things I have stood for for many years." Senator
Nye stated! "I haven’t any apologies to offer... I don*t figure
it is of sufficient importance to even ask that there be a ceasing of the quoting of the lines."
*

4.

WOODRUFF

OPENS

CortoRissiONAL

RECORD TO SMITH

JACOB THORKELSON
AGAIN SEEKS SEAT
IN U. S. CONGRESS

LEMKE. MURRAY.
DE ARYAN SEEK
PUBLIC OFFICE

•

*

*

*

Ex-Representative Jacob Uiorkelson from Montana views this
period of democratic crisis as opportune to announce his candidacy for the United States Senate. Thorkelson's record is eloquent with his peculiar talents! distribution of the Protocols;
insertion of nazi propaganda releases in the Congressional Record; abuse of the Congressional mailing frank. Thorkelson
worked for unification of the "Christian" Front, the "Christian"
Mobilizers and the Silver Shirts. He lauded Joe McWilliams,
Yorkville nazi, on March 4, 1940, as a "staunch American" and
was in turn hailed by William Dudley Pelley, now charged with
sedition, as "a new star of patriotic inspiration." Since his
defeat two years ago, Thorkelson has contributed regularly to
the anti-Semitic "The Defender" published by Gerald Winrod.

*

6.

*

Representative Roy 0. Woodruff of Michigan offered Gerald
L. K. Smith additional encouragement by reprinting in the Congressional Record of March 26, 1942, an editorial from "The
Cross and the Flag." Smith, himself, is distributing this reprint in connection with his campaign for the Senate. The editorial attacks the Administration, seeks to discredit our allies, blasts Leon Henderson, Walter Winchell and Harry Hopkins.
As might be expected, it defends Charles A. Lindbergh, "America
First" and Representative Martin Dies.
*

5.

*

*

*

*

William Lemke, presidential candidate in 1936 under the
sponsorship of Charles E. Cougjhlin and Gerald L. K. Smith, is
again seeking election to Congress from North Dakota. William
F. (Alfalfa Bill) Murray, convert to anti-Semitism and former
America Firstar, is running for election to Congress from Oklahoma. Leon de Aryan, notorious editor of "The Broom," a hatemongering newspaper published in San Diego, and America Firster,
has also announced his candidacy for the U. S. Congress from
California.
*

*

*

*
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ANTI-SEMITE PROM
KANSAS TO BUN
TOR CONGRESS

Like Thorkelson, Gerald B. Winrod has also announced his
as* Winrod* s record alcandidacy for the Senatorship from Kanstion
ed by the Grand Jury
so speaks for itself. He has been ques
use "The Defender,** his pubinvestigating nazi propaganda beca
lication, followed the line of the Jichtebund and other nazi
releases. He, too, has dealt in "The Protocols," distributing
a scurrilous piece entitled "The Truth About the Protocols.
He has received an accolade from Schirmer of "World Service,"
mmended "The Defender" along
nazi propaganda sheet, who reco
with "Social Justice" to American readers as " enlightening.

Erfurt

Under
«ith

different

to get

some

Justice"
and

separate

cover

Interesting

enlightening

by Father

the English

you will

literature.

American

Coughlin,

paper

receive

an other

Moreover

you

and papers,

news

"Defender"

"Action"

MayHMl939

package
should

as "Bpclal

.by Rev, Winrod,

by the British

try

Union,

Kansas,

London.

Books you should read are!
"Bombshell Against
ty" by Eli Ravage
"The Hidden Hand of Christiani
Judah" by
°So

10 cts
15 c

"The Jewish World Conspiracy" by Dr.Bermelater.. 45 cts
These books you oan obtain at this office at the named prloe.

We enjoy reading that your dlaouealon group la progressing very nloely and hope that our literature will help you for
flirther tinder standing of the Jewleh danger.
Hoping

to hear

from

you soon

again.
Yours

very

American

8.

HORACE J. HAASE

truly

Section.

Horace J. Haase, former America Pirster and intimate

of

WANTS IMMEDIATE

many known New York fascists, is the sparkplug for a movement

NEGOTIATED

for an immediate

PEACE

negotiated peace with the Axis.

Haase was

recently "on tour" in the Middle West seeking support for his
organization, "Americans for Peace." 0. B. Collier, Detroit
Court reporter and head of the "World News Analysis" who advertised in "America's Hope," Haase's euphemistically titled
publication, is already sending out mimeographed releases endorsing Haase's organization.
*

•

*

*
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Horace Haase Propagandises For A Negotiated Peace

AMERICANS

FOR PEACE

An_ organization of rank and file Americans united for effectiveness in voicing
their desire for peace, freedom and independence for all mankind and
for the preservation of American institutions through the establishment
of the security only a just peace can bring .

1165 Broadway

HORACE

New York, N. Y.

J. HAASE

Temporary Chairman

cwvvcvwwrtrtir'jf'jfvw: .

Special

NEWSLETTER

Supplement

April

15,

1945

WE ADVOCATE THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE ENDING OF THIS SENSELESS WASTE
OF LIFE AND EFFORT- -NOT IN SOME DISTANT' FUTURE CF EXHAUSTION— BUT NOV/
BEFORE MORE MILLIONS OF THE HEALTHIEST AND FINEST YOUNG MEN OF 'Al'L WTE
BELIGERANTS ARE SLAUGHTERED. We urge everyone desiring such, action to
join us or some other REAL peace group. Get in touch with us or have
those you are working with do so. Let’s have UNITY FOR PEACE— the peace
the people desire In this— THEIR COUNTRY,

Excerpt Prom Newsletter Supplement To "America's Hope," April 15, 1942
*

*

*

*

9, VERNE MARSHALL’S
While the nation is mobilizing its strength for victory, in*
ASSOCIATE NOW ~
divi duals of questionable loyalty are finding strategic positions
IS ARMY COLONEL in the nation’s aimed services. Colonel Hanford MacNider, presidential candidate of Verne Marshall's infamous "No Foreign War
Committee," is now in Australia with the Supply Division of MacArthur's forces. Formerly a Vice-Chairman of the America First
Committee, MacNider shared the platform at rallies with Charles
Lindbergh.

*

*

*

*

10. DILL I NS'S FRIEND
Colonel Edwin M. Hadley, chairman of the War Department's
PASSES ON ARMY
Civilian Commission which passes on applicants for commissions
COMMISSIONS
in the Army Air Force Procurement Division (Chicago), was a former associate of Elizabeth Dilling (see item 19). Her husband
has asserted that the "Ernest Sincere," who wrote un-American
panrohlets entitled "Facing the Facts" and "Plan of Action," was
none other than Colonel Hadley. Among his intimates he also numbers Colonel Sanctuary, notorious anti-Semitic, pro-nazl pamphleteer.
*

*

•

*
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1 SOCIAL JUSTICE .
DISTRIBUTOR IS
MADE LIEUTENANT

Bernard T. D'Arcy, recently commissioned as a lieutenant
in the Engineer’s Procurement Division, ranked high in the
Coughlin Column as Eastern distributor of "Social Justice."
D'Arcy played an important role in the "Christian" Front, acting with Father Edward Lodge Curran and Patrick Scanlon, editor of "The Tablet," to return Coughlin to the air* Both antiAmerican and anti-Semitic, D'Arcy also supported Verne Marshall's "No Foreign War Committee."
*

NOW LIEUTENANT IN
ARMY INTELLIGENCE

*

*

*

ant in Military Intelligence, Third Corps Area, Baltimore Maryland, is the son of Mrs. Mary Uzzell, who worked for the German-American Bund and was a close associate of Fritz Kuhn, the
former Bund fuehrer Jailed for embezzlement
•

PRINTING PRESS
RAEto IN ffAHT.m
”

12.
BUNDIST'S SON IS

14.

S

1

^

*

*

of the Bund's funds.

*

a secret printing press in East Harlan, New York, which published anti-Semitic, pro-nazi propaganda. Recently, it was
raided by the FBI. Stahrenberg was the editor of the "National
American," official organ of American National Labor Party, a
nazi front organization. Stahrenberg printed "The Hidden Hand,"
an antirSemitlc pamphlet written by Colonel E. N. Sanctuary,
pro-Japanese reprints from "The Patriot" issued in London, pronazi and bigotry- spreading cartoons, as well as a variety of
other un-American literature. Stahrenberg was an aide of
McWilliams,
"furor," and has received praise from
Rudyard S,Yorkville
Uzseand
ll, "World
Jr., coService,"
"Social Justice"
sheet.
mmissionednazi
a3 apropaganda
second lieu
ten-

Despite the demise of "Social Justice," "Christian" Front
* CHRISTIAN' FRONT
CEIMbRATES 'I AiT groups intend to continue their activities. Disguised as the
AN AMERICAN DAY^ "Graphic Arts Anchor Club," more than 1,500 Fronters celebrated
"I Am An American Day" on May 17, 1942, in Columbus Hall, Brooklyn. The Front's peculiar idea of Americanism was clearly demonstrated in the close scrutiny of all who sought admittance
as well as in the anti-Semitic outcries that greeted the speakers. Father Edward Lodge Curran, Coughlin '3 Eastern lieutenant,
John Henihan, an associate of Bernard D'Arcy (see item ll) , and
Joseph F. Walsh, who claimed an association of twenty years
with the "infallible" Curran, were the principal speakers.

3
A FIFT.
H COLUM
N

In the Bronx, members of the "Christian" Front are meeting
Peter H. Son
At a recent meeting, a collecregularly
tahThursday
renberg, nigits.
Germadefray
n-born the
tion was taken up "to help
arrestWPA expenses
employee, ofmathose
intained
ed on a charge of treason."
*

*

*

*
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15. VICIOUS PAMPHLET
WRITTEN BY MOTE.
INDIANA MAGNATE

"G.O.P. 'Fifth Column' Finds The Fleshpots," a new para-

phlet written by Carl H. Mote, wealthy Indiana public utility
executive, reveals its author as a fascist, contemptuous of

democracy, saturated in anti-Semitic literature, a renegade
from the spirit of his Qiaker background and the spirit of
Americanism itself. In 28-psges, Mote achieves the considerable feat of condensing almost all the vilest canards against
Jews. His "authorities" range from known nazi agents to avowed "American" fascists and professional hate-mongers. The
spirit of Mote's thinking is indicated on the pamphlet's cover
reproduced below l

”
mn
lu
co
TH
IF
“F
6.Fi0.noP.
s THE FLESHPOTS
Autopsy on Antics and “Loyal Opposition”
of Comrade Wendell L. WilU tie
“If the spirit of Boies Penrose rested peacefully during the bah
toting at Philadelphia, then the doctrine of immortality is a myth.”
“The antics of Comrade Wendell L. Willkie, since he first ap'
peared on the political scene, are no more mysterious than the
pains of a small boy who has eaten green apples.”
“Comrade

Willkie has not neglected to feather his own

nest.”

“Next to Roosevelt, Willkie deserv.es to rank as the foremost
enemy of the Jewish people in the Twentieth century.”
“When Comrade Roosevelt's Red record for nine tong years
is considered along with the ideologies of Willkie’s masters, it
ought to be apparent that both horses in the 1940 Presidential
race were owned by the tame stable."
“In retrospect, it is no longer strange that Willkie and Roosevelt, in the campaign of 1940, both appeared to be running against
Adolph Hitler, rather than against each other.”
“What a sad travesty upon the potential capacity of the coun*
try to end its humiliation ace these absurd twaddlers, all of them,
in Washington, D. C .1”
“Bedlam is not the American way of life, in peace or war.”

A MONOGRAPH
By Carl H. Mote
President and general manager of the Northern Indiana
Telephone Company

and the Commonwealth

Telephone

Corporation; author (1914) “Industrial Arbitration1*;
joint author (1915) “Learning to Earn** (A Plea and a
Plan for Vocational Education); author (1939) “The
New Deal Goose Step11; forthcoming , “Aggressor Na*
tion“.
This pumphlet, 25 cents.
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INDICTED FOR
BETRAYAL OF
DEMOCRACY

ROLL

7

OP DISHONOR

Professional agitators and hate-mongers are being grilled by
one of the most effective Federal Grand Juries ever created. .Following the inspiration of Attorney General Biddle, Postmaster General Walker and Special Prosecutor William Power Maloney, local
law enforcement agencies are daily giving proof of their vigilance
in defense of democracy at home. Among those individuals already
charged with seditious activities are the following:
E, J. Garner and his son, James, publishers of "Publicity"
which is alleged to have discouraged enlistments and encouraged insubordination in the armed forces. (See item 17.)
George
White

W, Christians,
Shirts."

William

Dudley

Pellev

"fuehrer"
arrested

of the pro-fascist
on order

of Attorney

"Crusader
General

Biddle

because his publication "The Galilean" contained articles written with "intent to interfere with the operation
or success of the military and naval forces of the U. S. or
to promote

Robert

of its enemies."

the success

Noble

who declared

before a California State Legislative Committee on October 17, 1941: "Yes, I'm for Hitler" —
charged with failure to register his organisation "The Friends
of Progress" as a subversive society.

Ellis 0. Jones, organizer of "The National Copperheads" which
supported Charles Lindbergh, columnist for "Publicity," and
"Chief Justice" at a mock impeachment trial last fall of President Roosevelt in California*

Townsend. Jap agent affiliated with " Scribner"1 s Commentator," unofficial anti-Semitic organ of the America First
Committee, has pleaded guilty to violation of the Foreign
Agents Registration Act.

Ralph

Garland L. Alderman, indicted for "seditious conspiracy," was
an official of the pro-nazi National Workers League in Detroit;
admirer of William Dudley Pelley.

*

17.

*

*

*

BANNED BY U. S»
In response to the increasing protests of the American people,
POST OFFICE AS
the Post Office Department moved to ban from the malls all publicar.
SUBYERSIVE
tions containing seditious material. Those already banned include
the following:
Social

Justice, noxious mouthpiece of Father Cougilin, suspended publication and was barred from the mails following

Attorney

General Biddle's charge that it was "clearly seditious." Archbishop Mooney of Detroit has stated: "My under**
standing with him (Coughlin) is sufficiently broad and firm
to exclude effectively the recurrence of any such unpleasant
situation."

Page 8
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X-Rav. a weekly published by Court Asher, in Muncie, Indiana,
was banned from the mails because it followed nazi propaganda
broadcasts and was clearly anti-Semitic and anti-American.
The Philadelphia

Harold, a Germ an-Ameri can newspaper, published by William B. Graf and Sons, who also printed the Bund's
newspaper, "The Free American," was denied use of the mails
for " sustained and systematic attack upon certain of our activities directly related to the war effort."

Publicity, published by X. J. Garner, in Wichita, Kansas, was
banned from the mails for seditious content; hearing set for
May 21 to show cause why mailing privilege should not be permanently revoked was ignored by Garner and the ban was made
permanent.

Franc! 8 P. Moran

David Baxter

*

*

«

E. J. Gamer

*

SUMMONED FOE
A virtual roster of known fifth columnists and Axis sympaINV15TIGATI0N thizers can be found among those recently appearing for questionBY GRAND JUST ing before the Federal Grand Jury investigating nazi propaganda
in Washington. Of special notoriety as fees of democracy are the
following!
Charles B. Hudson, editor of "America In Danger.1" (Omaha.
Neb.), a viciously anti-Semitic publication, was jailed ror
contempt for refusing to reveal the source of a seditious
postcard which he distributed widely. After three days he
decided to talk. Returning to Omaha, however, he continued
to publish "America In Danger!" with no change in its scurrilous nature.
*

*

*
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Elizabeth. Pilling, self-admitted
of the most obnoxious books ever

9

author of "The Octopus," one
published in America, is al-

so the neurotic, publicity-seeking “Joan of Arc" of countless
phoney "Mother’s" organizations. After testifying before the
Grand Jury, she returned to Chicago and allegedly is to continue publication of her vicious newsletter.
Gerald

B. Winrod.

publisher

of "The

Defender"

(see

item

7).

David Baxter, head of the pro-fascist "Social Republic Society,"
recently wrote a special message to his followers which reads
as follows «
11 WARNING! TO DISTRICT MEMBERSHIP 1 Do . not
your arsenals. Buy arms and keep them in a place where
are

readily

neglect
they

accessible."

Newton Jenkins.,
the distributor
cartoons.

pro-nazi collaborator of Elizabeth Dilling,
of a variety of hate-mongering leaflets and

is

Francis P. Moran. "Christian" Front leader in Boston who
featured as the highlights of his meetings nazi propaganda
films showing the might of the Germany army.
Janet

Aver

Fairbanks,

Committee in Illinois
nazi sympathies.
Representative
like William
publication,
"The

Clare

formerly
who

E.

has

a leader
a record

Hoffman,

hero

of the
of many

America
years

of numerous

First

of pro-

subversives

Kullgren, editor of "The Beacon," anti-Semitic
and John Geis, editor of the hate-mongering sheet,

American
tion by these

Way." Hoffman was called to explain distribuun-Americans of Congressional reprints of his

speeches.
Representative Hamilton Fish who was summoned to explain his
relations with George Sylvester Viereck, convicted as a nazi
agent who failed to comply with the law requiring registration
of all agents of a foreign government.

*
*

19.

1

*

*

*

ATTACK F.D.R..
David H. Rathbone of Los Angeles, associated with Robert Noble
CHARGED WITH
and Ellis 0. Jones (see item 16), was convicted of criminally libelCRIMINAL LIBEL ing President Roosevelt after admitting authorship of pamphlets in
which the President
Edward Holton James
charged
be

with

was referred to as "a fool, an idiot or insane."
of Concord, Massachusetts, has been similarly

criminally

libeling

the

President.

James,

alleged

to

the leader of the "Yankee-American Action," an organization hostile to the President, the Catholics and the Irish, advocates an immediate negotiated peace with the Axis.
*

*

«
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POISCW

PENS}

RUMOR-MONGER

ING AIDS

THE

AXIS

Anonymous Leaflet Distributed
In Mid-Town New York

THINGS

Why people
sick about

EVERY

AMERICAN

SHOULD

BONDER

ABOUT

are accused of being "complacent11 when the truth is that every
the progress of the war and the uncertainty of the Government.

Why Washington, D.C.
boys and messengers,

household

is worried

is crowded with Army and Navy officers, many of whom are acting as office
when the jobs could be filled with men classified 5A or 4F in the draft.

Why ball players who have been drawing from $5,000 to $40,000 annually for 5 to 10 years are
deferred in the draft because of dependents (actress wives). They don't work all winter except
to manage their businesses (restaurants, garages or bowling alleys). Couldn't their dependents
live for the duration on the thousands they've saved? There's an old lady in Brooklyn who is
being dispossessed because she can't keep up the payments on her home ($60. a month) but her
son has received his call to the Army. Peculiar, isn't it?
Why Speaker Rayburn bragged so much about our producing 3,000 planes
week's supply (500) would have saved 35,000 U.S. soldiers on Bataan.

a month,

when

less

than

Why Secy. Knox boats about our shipyards turning out two ships a day and the papers claim
have sunk 214 Jap boats, yet the Navy Dept, admits that Japan still has naval superiority
the Pacific and the U-boats in the Atlantic are still going strong.

a

we
in

Why every time we lose a battle in the Pacific the press headlines the sinking of another Jap
cruiser, transport or tanker. That's Italy's technique. Remember, when England was shoving
the Italians all over Libia and the Mediterranean the Italian press always announced the
destruction of a British submarine, destroyer or cruiser. Is the War Department feeding us a
lot of "Italian" victories?
Why a Jap sub could shell
17,000 miles of coastline
patrol all that area when

Santa Barbara but we can't touch a Japanese shore. They have over
and Korea has another 6,000 miles. Don't tell me that the Japs can
we can't keep U-boats from sinking ships within sight of our shores.

Why Rear-Admiral Andrews took five days before visiting the "Normandie"
"non-sabotage" fire. Couldn't be why the inquiry was secret, no?
Why all

those

athletes

that

join the armed

forces

(to beat

the draft)

after

go into

Division. They should enter Congress. There isn't anything the matter with
people's or the soldiers' morale that a few real victories couldn't fix up*

that

famous

the Morale
either

the

Why all the newspapers panned Lew Ayres because he doesn't xi^e bloodshed. He volunteered to
join an ambulance unit. There's a chap named John in the Supply Dept, of the armed forces and
his famous mama (first name Eleanor) excused him because he didn't like blood either.

Why everyone in Washington looking for a Commission
With so many brilliant men in this country we should
the Axis off the face of the globe.

wants to get into the Intelligence Dept.
have figured out long ago how to blast

Why Japan can occupy so many spots and KEEP them. Isn't it possible to go back
out again? If they can occupy why can't the United Nations do the same thing?

and chase

them

Why the Administration fears to publish casualty lists. Is it because the people might learn
the real extent of our losses? Or do they fail to have any names of relatives of politicians
or prominent citizens?
Why all the hush-hush about the movements of the Navy. Don't the authorities
American people are now wondering if we actually have any navy left?

WHY

DON'T

YOU ASK

A $25. WAR BOND

GOES

YOUR

CONGRESSMAN

TO THE ONE GIVING

TO ANSWER

COERECT

THIS

AND

realize

QUIZ???

TRUTHFUL

REPLIES.

that

the
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21#

DRIVE AGAINST
Recently enacted legislation in New York and New Jersey rep—
D I SCR IM INATI ON
resents substantial advances in the fight against discrimination
MAKES PROGRESS in employment* The Schwartzwald Bill sigied by Governor Lehman
,
give 8 the State Industrial Commissioner broad powers to enforce
laws against discrimination in industry. The Washburn Bill, also
enacted, makes it a misdemeanor in New York for a defense corporation to practice discrimination and applies as well to innkeepers, common carriers, theatres and universities. Governor Charles
Edison of New Jersey recently signed a bill which makes it a criminal offense for a defense contractor to practice discrimination.
The salutary effects of the Hart Bill signed by Mayor Yiorello H,
La Guardia, prohibiting employment agency ads which limit the applicants to any race, creed or color, can be readily seen from
the illustration below#

Advertisements

By Employment Agencies In A Leading New York Newspaper
Before And After Passage Of The Hart Bill

December 25, 1941

May 19, 1942

Help Wanted Men — Agencies

Help Wanted Men — Agencies

ivwun

inn

page n

i o-ouuiUiACirCtAi

COST Acct, mach, shop exp; famll. with
planning, schedul; Chr -Am. to $4000
EXFORt Acct, some mTffTTSpT.tO $4000
PUBLIC Accts (temp, assigning). .Open
ACCT, lndust'1. exp (Conn).. to $3600
COST Acct (trav), process cost
exp;
Chr, install St audit systems .$3 1204ACCT, gen’l St costs, Oir, aectg. grad.
4TPjd: mffi:. «p: ai mfr
to$26oo

merclal expr to 33y*ars.Chr..to $1820
BKFR-Acct, Gar; BrooklJlTrto $1800
ACCT, 23-35, CTE Invent’y A equlpm’t
. Jedger exp; aWtg. stud, N J.to $1800
ACCT, Jr. or Semi -Sr., exp: und. 33,
some public expr., A-l type..to $1360
BKPR-Steno, Chr,. Brooklyn.. to $1300
BKPG. Asst, married. 23-30, Chr,
legible hand, acctg. studies. to $1500
ACCT ijr), some studies St expr. In
acctg; Chr, yng, deferred. .St, $1800

COMMERCIAL

PERSOnnel Director-Indust’l. Relat'ns;
Chr-Aia$r. (New England) Abt. $7500
PiilWUllntl Asst, (middle-aged), Chr.Am: diversif.mach.&hop expr. to $isDt
SUPER vl$ors (6), inventory control,
30-43, single pfd; locate out-tn;
hkge traffic or acctg exp
to $2700
REPREsentatlve, cont. subcontractors,
xec. mach. shop superv. exp. to $3200
SALES Mgr, pop. priced shoes, to $500U
SALES, foods (Italian desc), exp. cont.
Ital.-Am. grocers. . . .Car. All. St $2100
SALES Clk, Jr; trainee
to $1000
STATlstlclan’s Asst, un/lETchr-Amen
coll, ed: fam, foreign econ^^fwro
STATlstlcal Clk. exp; chr^ 33-40, take
care of priorities (flHVn) . . . .$1800
^PRIORities Asst (NJ), statistical reeds;
*
familiar mfgr Jhr.Am»r
$1800
TRANSlator vupStffff^Tech., Span.*
Pren.-Eng; thoroly expd...to $2340
BUYER'S Asst, chain st. buy*g ex; genl.
furnish, sport'g. gds: Ghn,.to $2100
vEXPORt Asst. Mgr, und. aCTfhr; knowl.
Span; mfg.co. corr, etc...$TSITo-$2340
EXPORt (2), Chr-Amer: expd.to $2100
COLLEct’n. cmarm.
wk), Chr; yng;
some exp., acctg, knowl. . .TWT$13
ou
STOCK Room Clk, least 2 yr. mach. shop
man. exp (NJ), Chr-Am.to $1600 +
SHIP'O. Clk, EdgeiHWirTnr-Am..$1250

— s exp:
FINAN
STATIstlclans-Wr
CIAL
iters,
securitie
Industrial, rails, Chr.
to $2600
flTATIsticians, Jr.-ffHWysts, oecurities
exp., 23-35 yrs., Chr
to $2000
P Sc R TEllers. CHffTgppty. . .to $1600
UNDERwd. BkpCTrtock bkge. exp.$1360
MULTUlth Op; un. 40, ex; Chr. to $1360
ADD MAch. ngt, un. 40, Ch£Tap.$l500
GUARDS, day-night; 30-ffBr Chr_li44<>
CAGE Clk, un. 40, Rec.&Dei; Q&$1320
IBM TAbulator, und, 80, chr, . to ai aran
STATlstlcal Clerk, Jr., IRurltles experience helpful,
to $1320

i PERSOnnel iSVs, thore Mach, shop etc;
(l)New Jersey; (i) New Eng... Open
DE3IGner, developer, custom-made
mechanisms, mach. shop bkgrd.High
ANALYst, 33-45, study priorities,
prices, knol. law, Indus. bkgrd.Open
PERSOnnel Asst, un, 43, out-tn.$2100
CORRESpondent, Mech. Inclined, engr
knowl. help, lead to sales. ., .$2400
SALES, fuel oil. Essex Co. and sur.
round, terr*.Car allow, Sal. St Com.
MED. Detailers (4), exp, 40-45, NJ terr,
know medicine, have car.D. A. $1800
FAYROU Clks (NJ), constr. exp. .$2100
TZMEkeepers (NJ). constr. exp... $2100
MATERials Checker s, NJ, const, exp. Open,
SALES Clerk, fam. valve installation,
piping; knowl. Math
St. $1800
TRANSportatlon Time-study clerk, 2530 (NJ). kn’w mot'r truck’g. ,8t. *1RtiO
SHOP Clk (NJ), read blueprints. $1500
STENO, Spanish-Eng dictation. .$1560
STENOS, exp. A-l records. .. .to $1560
STENO. exp, know), swtchbrd
$1320
MULTIgraph Op (No. 66) -Typist, also
cut stencils, A-l type
to $1400
CLERK, under 60, experienced.. to $1400
STOCK-Recelv. Clk, under 45.. to $1080
STOCK Record clerk
$1040
JR. BKPr, H. S. Grad
to $10*0
JR. CLKs, good at figures. .. .to $1040
JR. CLK, Jamaica, 3-11 PM, 6-da..$986
ACCT- Auditor (chief) ; Sound Industrial
background; knowl Spanish. . .$6000
AUDITor-Acct; 27-35; some public ,8s
industrial exp; A-l Type
to $4200
PUBL, Acct. Sr, (temp) . . . .$10-15 day
ACCT, Semi-Sr. or Sr, exp. small C.
P. A. und.
firm 30,
(N.college
J.>, perman't.to
ACCT.
grad, some $2600
publ.
Acctg, private company.
.to $2100
BKPRS (3), construction Co. expr,
N. J., A-l record
$2100
ACCT (Bronx), 33-43,* branch office
acctg, A-l record St Type., .to $i$(W
CLERK-Skpr, under 40
to $1800
ACCTS. Pay Bkpr, exp, head dept.. $1566
ACCTG. Clerk, Staten Island. . .$1500
AUDiTor, Acctg. grad, or stud, travel.
opty excel, corp
St. $1500
ACCTS. Rec. Bkpr, exp, yng. .to $1320
/ CCTG, Clk, und 26, gd penman.. $1100
TELLEr, bank exp, NY or Watch..
TELLEr, small bank. L. I
to
NIGHT Rack Clk. bank exp. ..to
BROKE rage Clk. under 52. exp..to
BANK Clerks, under 50
to
GUARDS watchman, under 53. .to
P St 6 Clerk— Typist
to

$1800
$1800
$1800
$1500
$1500
$1480
$1400

BOYS!
If younot
are rowdy
a keen,or well-mannered'
lad,
slovenly, we
can get you a good Job in a
hurry
. . . and when you start with one
of OUR clients, you have a real
chance to learn something and
get ahead.

December 25, 1941

May 19, 1942

ted Women — Agencies
Help Wan
SALARIES $25-$35

Help Wanted Women— Agencies

LEGAL

8ECTY,

to 27, college. Chr

$33

to 30 yrs, A'Hro.SSO-SS.'
Burros M.H.(2)Bkkpr,
21-23, some out-of-town, colSTENOS
£20
lege, 3 day week, uptown, Prat
STENO, 21-28, Washington, CW.
$29
Typist-Plugbd, to 27 yrs, Waslroon, Chj.$2u
COLL Grad, to 26, kno Engr sheets.T?hr.$20
•Becty-Steno, 26-20, sales exp, person Jjj.$2y
{CLERK, 20-30, heavy detail, 5day, Frot.?^
STENO, 23-28, uptn, 5 day week,
STENO, 23-30 yrs, fast, 5 day. £3ifv7T.$23
Stat’l Typlst-Steno, 21-26,5 da^\Ch£.$25
Pile Clerk, 2-4 yrs expr, uptown, 0aJ[&.$23
Varltype, to 27, recent expr, 3d, Frot.$25
COMPT OPRS (7) 21-27, AI firms.Tflstown,
downtown, 0 day, future, Chr
$25
COMPT Clerk, to 26, 5 daJTwk, Ch^,$25
CLKS (2) to 28, math major, Gd, Trot# $25
STENO -Clerk, to 26 yrs, 3d, Ojr.rrr. .$25
STAT'L Typ, to 30, steno helpful. Chr. $25
BURROS Bkkpr to 30, NY St NJ, 2yj7.$23

SALARIES

$19-$24

EDIPHONE, 20-26, rapid, Gday, Ghr.$ 20-824
STENOS (3) to 26, English rAmg^Chr. 824
STENO, know compt, to 25, 5d,
.$20
$23
exp7Chr.
ins.
rec
30,
to
Clk,
RENEWAL
MONROE Cal (2) to 27 yrs, 5 day, £Hf.$23
PILE CLK, 3-0 yrs expr, Prot
..,.$23
Asst Bkkpr-Typ (2) 21-2U.AIcot GJ^.to $23
TYPISTS (3) to 27, Eng-Amer, £gr7 . . .$22
STAT’L Typist (2) to -26, SdayTChr . . $22
DICTAPHONE (2) to 26 yrs, 5 dayTTfo. $22
STENO, 19-22 yrs, rapid. 5d wk, gEF:,$22
CLERKS, 20-23 yrs, figures, fid wk. Chr.$22
STAT’L Clk, to 30 yrs, ins. expr. CTJ.$21
STENOS (3) to 23 yrs, AI firms, 5d, jBBf.$20
PLUGBD Typ, to 26, multiple, Gd, Chr. $20
AOCTS Checkert26-30 yrs, ins exp, J®. $20
COMPT CLK, 20-25 yrs, uptown, Car. .$20
.$20
STAT’L Typist, to 25 yrs, 5 day
$20
Chr..
5d,
yrs,
25
to
Clk,
Opr,
Ediphone
,$2(i
tempXhr
Gd,
rapid,
26,
to
(4)
TYPISTS
I.B.M. (2) to 24 years, 5 day wk, Jgjy .$19
$19
STENO, 18-22 yrs, future, Chr.
ASST Bkkpr, to 25 yrs, future, CJjj. ..$19
POLICY Writers (3) to 23* yrs, fuVQhr.$19
PILE Clk, to 23,know Spanish, sgle, OTr.$l9

SALARIES

$14-$18

TYPIST Clferk, 18-20, uptown, Prpt. .$18
JR. Stenos (3) 18-21 yrs.Al firmsTThr.$lS
PILE Clerks (2) 18-23, rec exp, sgleJTEr.JlS
CLERKS (13) 17-20, AI firms, GMTT?.$16
TYPISTS (2) to 23, Brooklyn, fiftt-**1*16
$15
TYPIST, billing experience, Chi
$1^
BKKPR-STENO, little expr, unr
$li>
SWBD Pile, 18-22 yrs, experlETTCe

|

S
NNER
GI18-22,
BE(2)
figs, C£r.

CLERKS

.$15

(13) 18-21, "ch/T. . $15
TYPISTS
KS (12) 18-22,
CLER
STENOS (7) 18-21, accurate CJir,$15
STENO Spanish backgrd,Cnr..$l4

(3UT 17-22,
PAGES TRAINEES £&.
•■■<15
G.,
S.
H.
3-4 yrs.,

STENO-COMPT. to 32, 6-d,Jamalca.$30-$35
STENOS (2) to 30, Technical, 6-day.. $30
to J30
STENOS (3) to 27, 5-day
$25-$29
3-d.
uptn,
attr,
27,
to
(3)
STENOS
STENOS (3) to 25, Jamaica, 6-day..,. $2i
$23
STENOS (3) to 27, rapid, future
$23
STENO to 25, insurance expr
$23
TYP1ST-STENO, to SO, future
$22.50
JR. SECTY-STENO to 22, 5-day
8TENO-FILE CLERK to 25, A-l Co. $20 +
$20
JR. STENOS (5) to 25. A-l firms
$18
STENO to 22 yrs, accurate

TYPISTS
TYPIST-Biller (2) to 27, G-day. . . S23-S29
TYPIST (40) to 80,60 wpm,Wash,D.C.$27.50
$23
DICTA to 28, recent expr
RECEPT-TYPIST to 27, 5-day
$23
$23
G-day
JR. DICTA (3) to 25,
TYPIST-Bordereau
to 28, future
$23
$23
TYPISTS (4) to 27, rapid
TYPIST-CLERK, knowl. Plugbd, future.$21
TYPIST to 25, payroll dept, uptown... $20
JR, TYPISTS (10) to 25, rapid
$20,
TYPIST to 25, order expr
$20
TYPISTS (2) to 22, A-l Co
$18 +
TYPIST CLERK to 22, Hoboken. #,... .$18
TYPIST-BILLER to 22 yrs
$IS
TYPIST-MO NITOR-BD, to 22 yrs
$16

BOOKKEEPERS-CLERKS

ACCTG. Schl.Grads(4)to 35, future, to $40
BKKPR. 30-4$ yrs. attractive, uptown. $23
BKKPR. D. B. -Typist, to 27, future... $22
BKKPR. to 35, insurance
$23
CHEM. maj. coll. Grads, to 33, 3-d. $40-850
CLERKS (3) to 23, figures, Jamaica.$22-S28
PILE CLERK, 23-27, N.Y.F.S.G., G-day. $23
PILE CLERK to 25, college, 5-d, uptn. $23
LAB. ASST, to 30, recent expr, G-day.. $25
ASSEMBLERS, 6-d, N.Y.& Bklyn, to 33.823
CLERKS (3) to 23, future
$22
CLERKS (3> to 25, college math
$21
JR. FILE Clerk (2) to 23, 5-day, uptn. $21
CLERKS (3) to 23, figures, f uture . . . . . $2*
PILE CLERKS (3) to 22 yrs
$1$
$1«
CLERKS (3) to 21. G-day
sis
-day
5
figures,
yrs,
22
to
CLERK
CLERKS (5) to 20, uptown, 5-day
SlA
STOCK CLERKS (3) to 21 yrs
$13-81*
CLERKS (4) G-day, Jersey City
$10

MACHINE

OPERATORS

MULTIUTH OPR to 28, uptown, 6-d. .827
COMPT.
(3) to 27,
5-day
$25
ADDRESSOGR.
to 27. future
to $23
BURROS

#7200,

to 30, Jamaica

$24

MIMEOGR. OPR. to 28. expr
Open
I.B.M. Keypunch (5) to 25, expd..*.Open
JR. COMPT. to 23, expd
$2"
ADDRESSOGR. OPR. to 22 yrs
$1$
MONITOR BD.-STENO to 22 yrs
$18

BEGINNERS
CLERKS (12) 17-19
TYPISTS (15 \ 17-19
PAGES (30) 16-18
ELLIOTT FISHER to 21 yrs

S15-S18
$15-$18
$J3-$18
$18

{
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NEWSLETTER

22.

SCHOLAR PROVES
* THS PROTOCOLS*
A RANK FORGERY

"An Apprai sal of the Protocols of the Elders of Ziori1 by
Dr. John Shelton Curtiss, a new book published by Columbia
University, has been endorsed by thirteen of the most distinguished historians in America as "completely destructive of
the historicity of the Protocols and as establishing beyond
doubt the fact that they are rank and pernicious forgeries."
The contemporary significance of this expose' lies chiefly in
the crushing blow it deals one of the major tenets of Hitlerism and anti-Semites generally. The book has received extensive editorial commendation and is available for distribution.
*

23.

ARTUCIO TARNS
OF NAZI MENACE
IN SOUTH AMERICA

*

*

*

"The Nazi Underground In South America" by Hugo Fernandez
Artucio presents a startling, documented account of Axis penetration, its methods and objectives in the various Latin American countries. The immediate menace to the United States is
sharply drawn. Dr. Artucio, member of the faculty of the University of Montevideo, is recognized as one of the staunchest
crusaders against nazism in South America. Copies may be secured at substantial discounts from the League.

CLARiNAQA

Anti-Semitic Magazine Published In
Buenos Aires, Distributed in U.S*A*
*

*

*

*

Page 13

NEWSLETTER
24.

A CONCENTRATION
CAMP AS SEEN BY
CATHOLIC INMATE

"The Beasts of the Earth," hy Oeorg M. Karat, is an eyewitness account of the brutalities of Dachau Concentration
Camp told by an Austrian Catholic journalist who was imprisoned there. George N. Shuster, president of Hunter College and
an outstanding Catholic liberal has written the introduction
to this book which might be considered a companion volume to
"I Was In Hell With Niemoeller," by Leo Stein. Both books
are available for distribution at the League.
e

25.

BET. WM. KERNAN
4 UP FOR A
LIVING- DEMOCRACY

*

*

•

*

*

*

Three recent radio addresses of Rev. William C. Korn an
entitled HThe War and the New Economic Order,* H Social Jus*
tice and the Daily News" and HNevr International Order* are
available in reprint form and are available without charge.
The true Christianity and real Americanism of these messages
deserve the widest possible distribution.
*

28,

e

COLUMNISTS LADD
Jewish participation in the war effort is dealt with in
JEWISH HEROISM
three excellent articles which appeared recently * Damon RunIN WAR EFFORT
yon and Edwin A. Lahey have written syndicated columns on
Jewish heroism,, and "The Bulletin Index" of Pittsburgh reveals
the results of its investigation of the false rumor that Jewish doctors are deferring Jewish selectees who appear before
draft boards. Reprints may be secured without charge.

•
27.

e

ADL DIRECTOR
"How Strong Is Jew-Hatred," by Bichard S. Gutstadt, NailVALUATBS THE
tional Director of the ADL, reviews the current scene in an
CURRENT SCENE
article which appeared originally in the National Jewish
Monthly. In concise form it offers a comprehensive survey of
anti-Semitism in America today with an appraisal of the future.
Reprints may be secured by writing to the League.
*

26.

*

♦

*

*

A LEGIONNAIRE
"A Legionnaire Speaks Oat* is a reprint of a speech doATTACKS BIGOTRY
livered by Howard Wilson of the Ohio Department of the AmerAS UN-AMERICAN
lean Legion. As a Catholic and as an American,, the author
strikes out vigorously at Charles E. Cou^blin and all those
who would sow hatred and discord.
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Mr. T o 1 s o n
Mr
Mr.- ClLeg
ag Tamm
lWK,_i
Mr. E, A. d

^OHN EpGAR HOOVER

Mr. Glavin
Mr. N i cy o\l

United §tates department of Dustier
Hlastjmgtan, d. C.

coHTWHQi
HERtllUS ldCU£$ro
fllfTt f'*’ fS T* ^

Mr. Rosem
Mr, Tracy

^r' ^1 C^°V*
Mr,
Mr. Tracy
Carson
son
Mr.
Car

k__

Mr. Coffey
Mr . Hendon

^

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON Mr .

MEMORANDUM FOR MB.

wpr

TOLSON

Mr. Mcuffire Ir
Mr . Harlk
Mr
Tamm^
Mr .. Quinn
Quinn Tamm
Tele. Room
lyir, Nease

Tele. Room f

sr* 0 / paulYHichman called today. He advised that Mr. Mr.
Miss Nease
Bisgyer had gone to New York but that he was going to do
Miss Beahm
Beahm
everything in his power to clean the matter up for once and Miss Gandy
for all. Bisgyer is talking to Mr. Monsky, who is the president of Bnai Brith, there and Monsky is the real power in this
. organisation although Livingston has a certain amount of authority.
) Rickman stated that although, more or less, the ALL had been a depen ; dent under Livingston that technically i$ is a branch.
^jS.
Richman stated that he was certain the whole matter would
4 he straightened out to the Bureau's satisfaction and he stated that
he would do all he could as he was right with us on things like this.
Sy
He wanted to make an inquiry regarding a statement whiGh
> appeared in the New York Times November 2nd, reporting a meeting of
1^ the American Jewish Congress and he read the following excerpts
..

X

x
>

V\ '
t

t

'Bf N J ft In, f,T*Lt

■!: J, t

" The growth of~anti-semxti'sninaN~ been so rapid in recent
months, Mr. Levine said, that "J. Edgar Hoover, FBI Chief, is
greatly frightened by it. He disclosed that FBI investigations
revealed that only 30% of Nasi agents in this country were assigned
to industrial
others,
but one instruction
and that sabotage.
is to spreadThehatred
for hethesaid,
Jews have
• It is only by this
method that they can undermine democracy."
Richman,

of course,

stated that he was not familiar

with any

statements by the Director on *this subject and he further stated that
\f' vised
this American
an airresponsible
organisation.
Richman Jewish
that theCongress
Directoris has
fear of the entire
situationI adbut
VJ that the , specific figures on the Nasi agents did not sound right and
I told hip that I would check on this •

’
v Richman stated that he would appreciate hearing about
this
jt^jhry try to hit them whenever they can and if therdTTs no authority*
■V for such a statement it would be very useful to them, /do ^0-3 d
L
, l\
B
RECORDED p
, 4^, ADDENDUM: LBN ;WLS November 16, 1942
Kffi^iCTORYj A check of the files has been made,
a
m
il&f nuvl an ^ we are unable to find any state " ment even approximating that used by
Levine .
Tf +ho
.npnrmutfj . £ L. B . Nit
while 1%ve'
I will tell Richman that
I
hts on anti-Semiti
or as its accurac

i
l
^

ANTUSEMIT1SM

HEUMUStsI

Jewi.1i
Congress
Told F.
& 'fiM
;- Become
CbneWfted
AfcMlfclil

State Conference of the Avnvvlnn
Jewish Congress &| the
House, Benjamin Levine,, director i
* of the CommissMa on leoh«a&
Problems of the Gosii^i^:::^
,/elafed that: airtl^emttiSh ^ flf
. had .reaehef ^^i
proportion# that the Federal Bureau of Investigation was 'actively
^eetned about it.
- “The growth haS been so rapid
in recent months/' Mr. Levi&e
•v said, ^thatv J. Edgar Hoover*
& B. I. chief, ia greatly frightened
by It/’
t;
investigations had revealed that
only 30 per cent of the Nazi agents
'v iitfhe country were assigned to industrial sabotage. r
/*/
j “The others/’ he said, “have but
one ins^uc^on, and that is to4^ea& hatred for the Jews. It is
only by this method that they can
'#modracy/r
tjndefShino
Rabbi Stephen
S. Wise, president of the congress, expressed a
' desire to represent American
Jewry at the/ peace conference
after the* war and indicated that “it
arranged/’ was attended *by
may
The beconference
Preparations were
made for the establishment, of a
Borthewr Hew Jersey region, an
Sssesr bounty council and a
: woman's division of the congress.
l/!j'; GhjMes Handler
■•’y^e$et"v chairman
■ #onp -and- Irving.
Jpht of the county

AUlISimONCTAI!
HEREIN iS {fNCLASSiREO
QAIE-ar/s-tj WiseiAitft

Of Hewark was.'
of ‘MC ;■$$&!?
Jjr
orgamzati^Ebj|

SSCLOSUgS

^ /^i'
v

\S--^S^S6Si^

Post OfficeSe**12
Chicago, Illinois
DeCenber 22, 1942

Mr. Miles. MfGoldb«rg
/'.*/ i>ntl~Defanation League
" 36; lorth lellV Street
Chio&gb, Illinois

D*ar Mr. Goldberg

In reply to your letter of Becember 21, 1942,1 aapleaaed
to advise that 1 have designated Mr, R. H. Jtosten* of this
Offiee to addreis tks * Volunteer <Ja«aeitie** of your organisation at 8(30 P. M,, on Decenber 29, 1942* :
s:
E
T
0
j»
With best wishes and kind regards, Ian
Sincerely yours

S. J. DRAITOH
Special Agent in Charge

co Bureau
Hostiany

'^1 P:- tlr
/vQo■ 1.

l_ ^
ti v J'V0
§5/i

$"'■ ,

"**•**. / «6h«%

^

; WO*;. -

#

4098 Oaitdk >|i|oi. ^oart
f IILADMJ»Hlfc f*** 3ILYA8U

ScTWbff- ».

19«

:i)lr«*tor
Ped«r«d *00*** Of XttYOOtlsutio*
%thln|fl««, #• ••
Boor sir:

for tbo eoatploticn of tbo Bureau*# record*, *91 » to *9
following
ft4vl«* tb. tp«o»b«* Uotod beLov mro dolt Wed by

All boa® Wonaa'a Club, HoYeober 9* 1948— *«• M. MM
*oo*Obor U, 1943

bOaoo'e Club of «•€!•, >o*»«rlr«nlot 3*30 *•

J, *. 94810*1

Club Of Bovnlnfftowa, 3*30 F, M., SoY#ub#r U» 1943—*. ».
'*
*oaw»
LORRY

Qu)U-.C«f(iuUoft L*e«ao, 9100 F. K., Soroobor U, 1948—V. H. L0SII

. I

3o*« Ygu Alpbu, 8*00 P. M., SoYoober 12, 1943,-J.>
:'f

Very truly youre.

tiXssL^iC V-W*

j. y. mms
jraiVK

/ . ---M..,. M;

±
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ffilial torau of fnurntigatfgri .

Ittiteii states department of itoatice
Chicago, Illinois

"January iy,iy43'“'

noted]

Director, FBI

Dear Sir

I wish to advise that the invitation of Mr. Miles M, Goldberg
has been accepted for Special Agent J. F* Carroll to address the
•Volunteer Committee" of w Anti-Defamation League at the
Hamilton Hotel in Chicago on January 26, 19437 at*8:3Q P. M.
Very truly yours

»i

T» I

BWi..

>■

#rli

uHN

EDGAR

HOOVER

DIRECTOR

■'
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MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM

FOR
FOR

/

MR.

TOLSON
TOLSON

Tol^on__^

—

} ^r< Clegg

of
Department

Mr>

,

V
IA

Mr. Rosen
Nichois_ —

Mr

Tracy___

Mr. C&rsoa

Mr. Coffey
Mr. Hendon

Kramer
Mr. McGuire_
Ur.
Herbo

Mr.
Ur.
Quinn

Tele.

J?

Tamm_

Room

j*
Richardf'Gutstadt, National Director of the
Mr. Neeee
f Anti -Defamation League ^ PaulytRichman , the Washington
Min Beahm
representative of this organisation , and Lou^Novins, ^ fj i*i»»/G»riSy /
who is head of their fund-raising campaign, called cl%qLv^(j_
~
my office recently on what they said was a social visit.
In the course of a general conversation, Gutstadt
1brought up the subject of JacobNfSpolansky, one of the individuals
about whom I complained to him some months ago. Since Spolansky
is actually employed by the American Jewish Committee, they
yondered if we would give them the authority to go to George
fJentser, who heads up theJrAmerican Jewish Committee, and tell
liim that' Spolansky was no 'sgood, and that we had said so. I
told Gutstadt that what I had said previously was said in confidence; that I had made previous statements to them in view of
our clO’Se association with them over , a period of years, and
that while there was no objection to their telling their opinion,
nevertheless I saw no necessity of stating what the Bureau had
said about Spolansky .
They all agreed to this.
In the course of the conversation, Gutstadt advised
that he had told^jetcalfe he would have no further contact with
him. I told Gutstadt that it had been our information that
Metcalfe had stated that he, Gutstadt , had told Metcalfe .that
he was doing this at the request of the FBI. Gutstadt denied
this vociferously, but did admit that he told Metcalfe that the
Anti-Defamation League desired to cooperate with the FBI and
could not do so when Metcalfe was makin
'assing statementi
criticising the Bureau.
INDE!
Of all the officers of the Anti-Def o; fotionBLeanud I
have ever met, Novins by far makes the best ap
formerly an Assistant Attorney General in the
and claims to be a very close nersonal friend
f MattflfcGuire.

^

™

SLffM

r,„.
0J
Respectrull

CHUMMED *eSp*c,
»//^v
z-

B. Nichols

^
l

3teiirral Umemx

of Inurstxgatiow

lUtxiieh states department
' Philadelphia,

of Bustire

Pennsylvania

January 30, 1943

Director, FBI,
Washington , D. C.
Re:

ANT I-DE3AMAT I OH COUNCIL;
INTERNAL SECURITY.

Dear Sir;
For the information
transmitted

herewith

of the Bureau,

photostatic

there are

copies of anti-Semitic

material forwarded to this office "by the Philadelphia
Anti-Defamation Council.
The literature

referred

to is identified

by the

/following titles: *|IS HITLER, JAPAN, OR POLITICAL ZIONISM
OUR PUBLIC ENEMY NO ONE? " ; \» AMERICAN UNITY TO WIN THE WAR
AND SAFE THE REPUBLIC," written on the letterhead of George
E«4Sullivan, Woodward Building, Washington, D. 0, ; and.
PTIMB TO DISMANTLE THE 'JEWISH GESTAPO'", written by E._J.
^Garner and Son, 334 South Gordon Street, Wichita,

Kansas.

A copy of the last named piece of literature is
being forwarded to the Kansas City Office for its information.
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GEORGE
226,

•UITI

WOODWARD

BUILDING

1 5th ft H Streets, N. W.
Washington, D, C.

’

Hon. Franklin

'

November

5, 1942.

D, Roosevelt,

*

President of the United States,
White House,
Washington,

D. C.

Dear Mr. President:

AMERICAN

UNITY

TO

WIN

THE

WAR

AND

SAVE

THE

REPUBLIC.

I addressed you previously on this subject by letter of July 2lBt, and sought to aid you by a copy of my latest book
THE ROAD TO VICTORY published in January 1942 and copy of my address STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER of June 13,
1941 before the Washington Roundtable. Your Secretary made prompt acknowledgement, but the subsequent developments
would seem to indicate that this vital subject-matter must have escaped your attention.
What 1 submitted demonstrated:
_
_ ___
____
1. AMERICAN UNITY is essential to win the war.
2. AMERICAN UNITY is not possible for INTERNATIONALISM.
3. AMERICAN UNITY is possible only for AMERICANISM.
is impossible.
4. AMERICAN MORALE without AMERICAN FREEDOM
6. TOTALITARIANISM can neither win the war nor save the Republic.
6. TOTALITARIANISM is the mechanism of tyrants, not a protector of AMERICAN FREEDOM.
These six points involve such self-evident truths that no one should be recognized as an American who denies any
Yet there has been such a decided and persistent trend in official life toward INTERNATIONALISM
and TOTALITARIANISM that, in the midst of a war, when the American people are indisposed to make other than indispensable changes
in official life, it has been found necessary to make extensive changes in the personnel of the Senate and House in order to check
such trend. The American people have manifested their determination to win the war on all fronts, including OUR THIRD
FRONT at home where AMERICANISM must be defended against INTERNATIONALISM
and TOTALITARIANISM.
of them.

The imminent

danger on OUR

THIRD

FRONT

has been so obvious to the American

Legion, that in the August

1942

issue of its magazine it carried a special article entitled “OUR THIRD FRONT”, declaring:
“In destroying the German and Jap gangsters we must make certain the collectivists don't take us over.”
This THIRD FRONT DANGER has become more and more obvious to loyal Americans. In September 1942, it became
so obvious to me that I prepared and transmitted to the Senate and House of Representatives on September 25, 1942 a Petition
revealing, with authentic proofs, the astounding conditions requiring attention. For your information, I enclose a copy of the
Petition herewith. My Petition was made all the more necessary in consequence of certain strange performances by the Department of Justice directed at the silencing of AMERICANISM through craftily devised false charges of sedition, seditious conspiracy, sabotage, etc., against loyal Americans.
The American people will make every needed sacrifice for winning the war and saving the Republic. But they must
not be asked to sacrifice the Republic itself, which would be the result of any substitution of INTERNATIONALISM
or
TOTALITARIANISM (either or both) for AMERICANISM.
Destroying the Republic is the reverse of saving it, and obviously
there can be no victory for the Republic after it has been destroyed.
Let us not forget the recent experience* of the French Republic. Prance became an easy prey of Hitler, after France
had been virtually “scuttled” during the so-called “New Deal" administration of the leading Talmudist Leon Blum.
The fact that some of your chief advisers are legdingjalmudista t» naturally disturbing to many loyal Americans, who
cannot understand why they still enjoy your confidence and ire Hill Utlhg such prominent parts in American official life. Is it
possible that you are unaware that such strange conditions are breeding considerable “ANTI-SEMITISM”. in our great Nation
where race hatreds and prejudice should be non-existent? Surely, a truly American remedy should be applied before “ANTISEMITISM” develops any further. The real Talmudists are not the sufferers from “ANTI-SEMITISM”. The Jewish people
generally constitute the sufferers, while the Talmudists repair to places of safety until the storm subsides. You must be well
aware that the terms “Talmudist” and “Jew” are by no means synonymous. “Jew” is a racial term. All Jews are not Talmudists, nor are all Talmudists “Jews”. A Talmudist is one who has adopted the tenets of the Talmud,— a strange and anti-social
set of tenets concocted by the Pharisees during the period of the Babylonian Exile in the sixth pre-Christian Century (See
official 1935 edition of Talmud, with Foreword by Chief Rabbi Hertz, in Library of Congress— BM500 ,E6). Proselytes became
Talmudists, and, as Christ told the Pharisees, were made —
“the child of hell twofold more than yourselves” (Matt 23:15).
The Talmudists seek to rule the Jewish people and all other peoples through the imposition of the Talmudic yoke,— a system
“having relation to every moment of life” so that the victim “finds himself enmeshed in a net-work of prescriptions, which close
in upon him on all sides, and reduce him to never-ending slavery” (The Talmud, pp. 85-6, by Arsene Darmesteter, published
by The Jewish Publication Society of America).
The Talmudists scrupulously avoid featuring their special identity as an anti-social group distinct from the Jewish
people generally, and thereby cause the wrath of victims to be directed against the Jewish people generally, instead of against
the Talmudists only. Such deception causes “ANTI-SEMITISM”, rather than merely “ANTI-TALMUDISM”, to develop.
“ANTI-SEMITISM” is anti-racial and indefensible, whereas “ANTI-TALMUDISM” would be anti-criminal and most justifiable.
Practical and sensible “ANTI-TALMUDISM” would put an end to TALMUDISM and its bi-product “ANTI-SEMITISM”, and
would free everyone (Jews and non-Jews) from the Talmudic yoke which has played havoc with Civilization since long before
the birth of Christ The impudence of the Talmudists in trying to attribute to Jews generally their infamous program is well
illustrated by the book “YOU GENTILES” (1924) published by the Talmudist Maurice Samuel (DS141 .S26 Library of Congress), in which he declared:
“We Jews, we, the destroyers, still remain the destroyers for ever. Nothing that you will do will meet our needs
and demands.” (p. 155)
False Jewish leaders (who are really Talmudists) seek (like Hitler) to deceive us into believing that the Talmudic program is
a Jewish program. Hitler knew the distinction, but chose to misrepresent race and blood as resnonsible, and thereby utilize
race hatred to set afoot a new tyranny for world domination! An honest facing of the facts by Hitler would have made him a
second Saviour of the World, by setting an example worthy of emulation everywhere for liberating Jews and non-Jews from
the Talmudic yoke. All the slaughter and devastation which has been produced by World War II would thus have been
prevented.
The American

people are not going to submit to any yoke, Talmudic, Nazi, Jap, Fascist, or Communist.

Nor are they

going to permit our AMERICAN CHARTER (U. S. Constitution) to be longer submerged^ by a lawless and void “ATLANTIC
CHARTER”. They are going to demand that Congress do_Bometh1ng about it, and that it aIso‘ stop the~altempted surrender
of American Independence through the medium of a World Government set-up. May I express the hope that you will help
the efforts of the American people to right the wrongs which have been going on?
FUNDAMENTAL
AMERICANISM must be restored to vigorous functioning without delay,
might of our Republic may be used against our foes, instead of being largely dissipated in a world
home and abroad. Plans for bringing more alien hordes into our Nation, while shipping away our best
in various parts of the world, must cease! If such alien hordes are really interested in fighting our
abroad, instead of carrying forward plans to ship our boys in their teens abroad for combat duty.

in order that the full
revolution program at
citizens for distribution
battles, let them do so

Those who now lack confidence in you will give you their enthusiastic support if you will assume leadership back to
FUNDAMENTAL
AMERICANISM for both the winning of the war and the saving of the Republic, I shall look for an early
pronouncement by you upon this most vital subject. The giving by you of belated attention to the truly American pledges of
1932 should have serious consideration before your third term expires.
Very sincerely,
GEO.

E. SULLIVAN

DEMAND THAT CONGRESS INVESTIGATE THE ZIONIST MOVEMENT
IN ALL OP ITS RAMIFICATIONS IN THIS COUNTRY AND THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD, This activity will bring about World Peace, which will be

lasting li Zionism is outlawed together with its many subversive agencies
and its destructive use of Money, There is unimpeachable evidence in the

IS HITLER, JAPAN, OR POLITICAL ZIONISfl
OUR PUBLIC ENEIV NO ONE ?

Libraries and in Jewish writings since the days of Queen Victoria of England.
This together with record of its baneful influence behind Roosevelt and

o

Churchill will expose the guilty Jewish leadership which has forced our

Contrary to the public statements of many patriotic Americans the great
majority of our people are NOT behind war as conducted by President
Roosevelt and his advisors. The unorganized protest vote during the recent
elections of November 1942 is ample proof.

military strength, our soldiers and sailors and our money to fight for Jewry
and its Zionistic claims to rule the Earth. Let the punishment lit the crime.
Demand the Congress investigate the Zionist, Henry Morganthau, Jr.
and remove him from office. Demand a public accounting of the Treasury,
and of the. Secret Currency Stabilization Fund of two bilion dollars during
his term of office. We must know how our money has been secretly used,
and the identity of the secret beneficiaries.

Demand that Congress investigate Justice Felix Frankfurter. The Washington Times-Herald of Sunday, November 1st, in its editorial section refers
to this Zionistic Jew in an article captioned "The New Deal Richelieu", as
"the legal architect of the New Deal". The Jewish origin of the destructive
policies of the last decade are clear to anyone who can read.

The people bow that Japan is not in North Africa, but in the Pacific
and much nearer to us than the Solomon Islands.
They bow that the treachery we have to punish is that of Pearl Harbor,
-^and there is a grave suspicion that the Japanese are not the real culprits,
except in so far as they have been used to force us into a global war against
the wishes of 85% of our citizens.
t

Our citizens have not forgotten that President Roosevelt picked a quarrel
with Germany long before Pearl Harbor, and that prior to his hostile foreign
policies the German government had not injured the United States or its
citizens.
The President repeatedly promised he would maintain peace, keep our

The Zionist investigation will . include many leading Jews such as
Bernard M. Baruch, not long ago dubbed as our unofficial President: He
also has confidential understanding with Winston Churchill of England.
Leon Henderson who is bringing into use the Soviet rationing system.

Judge Rosenman, the ghost writer for President Roosevelt, Dr. Stephen
S. Wise of the World Jewish Congress, and many other jews now drunk
with the political, financial and propagandist power they are wielding over
Ciiristian America and to the councils of the Untied Nations.

NO ONE IS SUPERIOR TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF THIS
LAND: BUT CONGRESS MUST BE COMPELLED TO APPLY THE LAW, AND
IT IS UP TO CHRISTIAN AMERICA TO SEE TO IT THAT THIS IS DONE.

boys from fighting on foreign soil but IT IS TRUE' HE DID PROVOKE WAR
WITH GERMANNY, and hostile retaliation from Japan starting with Pearl
Harbor. He has said: "I hate War". "We planned it that way": Who is WE?
We cannot win any war by scattering our armed strength all over the
earth, BUT WE CAN BY DOING JUST THAT, MAKE OUR COUNTRY OPEN
TO ATTACK FROM THE ENEMIES OF OUR REPUBLIC WITHIN AND
OUTSIDE OUR BORDERS. We may suspect that it is planned that way.
WE WILL NOT WIN FREEDOM FOR ANY PEOPLE, BY LOSING OUR
OWN, as guaranteed to us under our Constitution with its Bill of Rights.
The President promised. "HE WOULD DRIVE THE MONEY CHANGERS
FROM THE TEMPLE": Did he do so?.
The Money Changers are in the Temple more securely today than at
cny time in the history of our world: The so-called UNITED NATIONS are
fighting to maintain that security at the expense of the ordinary citizens

Reprint and pan on to Christian patriots.

who must pay the bill in "B'ood", "Sweat" and "Tears", and as the President has-said, by ."A lowered standard of living".
FOR WHOM IS THIS FREEDOM WE ARE FIGTHTING FOR?. The
correct answer should be found before EVERY FREEDOM AMERICAN
CITIZENS NOW POSSESS IS LOST.
In England, all those who object to the Roosevelt-Churchill slogan are
in concentration camps. In Godless communistic Russia, the people are
the servants of the government, disobedience to its orders are punished by

and our Lend-Lease money is being used to support this monstrous government inits military efforts, For what Freedom is Russia fighting for?.

STIC JEWRY, AND THE FINAL ELIMINATION OF CHRISTIANITY AND
THE FREEDOM OF THE MASSES. WE ARE NOW FIGHTING FOR THE
FREEDOM OF JEWRY TO DO THIS, AND TO ENSLAVE US UNDER A
BURDEN OF UNPAYABLE DEBT.

Russian Communism and Zionism are the bitter enemies of Christianity,
but we permit our President and the Congress to tolerate Communism and
its CONTROLLING CREED CALLED POLITICAL ZIONISM of TALMUDIC

The present hindrance to the world plan Is Hitler's Germanny and its
control in Europe and we have the explanation why Jewish Fronts such as
Roosevelt, Churchill, Wilkie and others speak and write of a GLOBAL WAR.

the withdrawal of ration cards and the right to eat, by imprisonment, or
Siberian exile or by the Firing Squad, liquidation has reached perfection,

ORIGIN. Zionism is a creed, centuries old, of a politically powerful and
wealthy minority within Jewry. It is in present control of the United Nations

According to Zionistic leadership and its propaganda, Hitler is public

in Washington, London, and Moscow. This combination will destroy Americanism, ourRepublic, Christianity, and all of our Freedom IF NOT ENTIRELY
ELIMINATED FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

enemy No One - it does not matter about Pearl Harbor, except as a supporting issue. It is suspected that Japanese treachery was inspired by the
Secret Societies of Japan, whose financial and political support still awaits
investigation. In the meantime we have professional fiction writers on the

The Zionistic Money Changers and their Gentile friends desire the total
destruction of Americanism, and propose A WORLD FEDERATION, or super
International government (Union Now) so that the freedom our Forbears,
forced from Great Britain in 1776 and later years will be permanently suppressed. THESE ZIONISTS EXPECT TO RULE THE WORLD THROUGH THE
POWER OF THE FURSE AND UNDER THE TALMUDIC CODE.

public pay-roll (Rex Stout and others) whose duty appears to be to distort
the war news, and to confuse and misled the public.
It should be clear ta anyone who will think, investigate, and refer to
the boastful statements of Jewish authorship during the past generation,
that OUR PUBLIC ENEMY NO ONE IS POLITICAL ZIONISM with its control
of money under the Gold and Debt system, and that this enemy is directly

The Talmud refers to Gentiles (Goy) as heathens. Do Christian Gentile
American citizens consider themselves as heathens?. The political Zionistic
Jewish leaders DO. It is easy to identify these traitors, to decent humanity.
Anyone may do so if lewsh literature and the Jewish press is referred to since
the notorious Balfour Declaration of the last world war. We have such traitors
in our own government.

(The Balfour Declaration of the British government sponsored
the idea of a National Home for the Jews in Palestine In DIRECT
OPPOSITION TO PROMISES OF HOME RULE PREVIOUSLY
MADE BY THE BRITISH TO THE ARABS as a reward for their military aid to British armies in Palestine and the Near East. These
promises to the Arabs were officially KEPT SECRET from the
English speaking world until early in 1939, but near the end of
that year the Zionists had forced a war upon Europe, because
decent members of the British government wished to give belated
justice to the Arabs by giving them control over their own country,
and had ordered the stoppage of Jewish immigration to Palestine.
Refer to "THE ARAB AWAKENING' by George Antonious, a book
published by Lippincott of Phila. in 1939, for 'details of the Near
East problems.)

Zionism, Communism, World Federation, Union Now, or International
government UNDER ANY NAME, supported by criminal subversive activities, intrigue, bribery, and the cunning use of public and private monies,
ARE A MEANS to AN END - THE CONTROL OF THE WORLD BY ZIONI-

responsible for World Warfare, In opposition to this money system, Germanov's money is based upon Production ancTelliPtwrt IMJEutlonoi GigST
which provides work and income lor ALL in times ol peoae has cffntad.

ttTTmnct rnnHorn war mrrhinfi nnr world has known without the use of Gold.

THE START OF THE REMEDY
The Philadelphia Inquirer of October 31st, 1942, on page 3 a news item
states under the caption of "Hull Denounces Hitler" that the Secretary of
the Treasury Henry Morgar.thau, Jr. is being urged to assume charge
of the Zionist movement*" and that his trip to London may be connected
with the proposal": He is a public servant and we have a right to know
what his business was in England and all about his Zionist connections.

Your last hope to preserve Americanism peacefully is through Congres _ your elected public servants, who will obey your wishes if you
implement them through national Christian and patriotic organization effectively applied upon Congress in Washington, D. C.

It may become necessary to drop your daily activities for awhile, to
concentrate on this enormously important matter. If you fail to do so, it is
obvious, that public and private money has bought you, body and soul,
your Christian ideals, and that none of us deserve the high heritage handed
down by George Washington and the great patriots of his day of some 150
year ago. WE WILL HAVE SOLD OURSELVES TO ZIONISTIC JEWRY
UNDER THE COVER OF ITS GLOBAL WAR.
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SPECIAL NOTICE— The attached information was taken from private communications, and its extremely confidential character must be preserved. T
information must be confided only to those officials whose knowledge of it is necessary to prosecution of the war. la no case should It be widely distributed,
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MEMORANDUM
To:
From:

ABL Representatives and Sponsors

Dale:

Leonard V ^Finder
/
February 19th, 1943

Subject:

Textbook Commission

Because of the many inquiries received by us from members
who have been solicited in behalf of the Textbook Commission,
we are issuing a summary of our views enclosed herewith. Our
opinion is predicated upon the advice of various Christian
and Jewish leaders, and it is one in which other Jewish organizations, including the^merican Jewish Committee, share
generally.
Sinceri
yoprs,
Assistant Rational Director

BECOKi^

ft

NOT FOR PUBLICATION

TEXTBOOK

COMMISSION

1.

The organization sponsoring the project. The Protestant, is not favorably recognized by those Catholic and Protestant elements it seeks to
persuade to change the contents of certain religious textbooks.

2.

Its
programin duplicates
the National
efforts
of Christ
America, the

of th^'^ edgral
Council opj^Churches
Conference
of Christians
and Jews,

the 'Commission on American Citizenship of the Catholic University
America, and of the efforts of other important religious groups.

of

3*

It is the considered opinion of some of the best known public relations
counsels and of Christian and Jewish leaders that this project, as
presently conceived, will have the effect of furthering the very antagonisms it is supposed to combat.

4.

The advertisements used so far in the campaign repeat the very charges
which cause prejudice and thereby give them renewed impetus.
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'^THE OFFICE* OF CENSORSHIP
CHIEF
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WASHINGTON,

D. G.

March 17, 1943*

g SPECIAL M1SSMGSR

93793

3

o^

Iftr. Joha Sdgar Hoorer,
federal Bureau of Investigation,
Department of Justice,
Dashington, D. 0*

Dear Mv. leavers
Enclosed is a copy of a lottor of transnittal from
our So* Orleans Station, along with a photostat of the original oonananiaatisa fron Bolivia to Messrs.''
>, 122 Bast 42nd Street, Salto 401, Sow lerk City.
Please' 1st ns hare yfar recenuendation as to the
sitioa of the oxiginal eoanmleatien within the usual
period.

Sincerely years,

Out

■’>v:

• v

SB OFFICE OF CENSORSHIPbi
sgwcfoflsa it gggsai . , t

Mardi 9, 1943

Subject:

Transmittal of Original Letter Containing Possible
Code or Secret Writing.

To:

Chief Postal Censor, Washington, D,C»

1. In accordance with Section XX of ■ registered
Document P-108, we are attaching the original letter intercepted at this station which we believe may possibly contain code or secret writing. Also attached are all relevant documents or extracts therefrom.

>DE

2.

Attached original letter is -

UMMOW FROMPOSTMARK:

idlTIDEFAMATlON LEASJE
BOLIVIA

U2 E. 42nd ST. SUITE40I

NEW XOKI, R.X.

yjri.

3»

Reasons for submitting:

/faf Cryptic message regarding corro spondeaco , with
—
:
:
\K
gy specific instructions for future massages.

COPIES

DESTROYED

29 JUN 8

4*

Previous records on file:
RONE

5.

Laboratory Examination:

Examinations

by secret ink laboratory were negative.

1973

Enclosures (enumerate)
NONE
1239
7

//

/ ~

f >

For the District Postal Censor:
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April 20, 1943

JFBtle*

hr. d. a, labd
ill:. FRANK J. PRINCE
UANTI-EEFAMATION LEAGUE

From a highly confidential source it has been learned that
Leonard Finder conversed with Frank Prince, and Finder indicated he
was trying to get a commission in the Any. Finder, at you sill recall,
sat a minor official in the Anti-Defamation League in Chicago. Finder indicated toPrince that he wanted to get into soot branch of the Government)
that he sat not interested in being assigned to a commission which he had a
possibility of getting as Captain in "anti-aircraft.* Finder said he did not
want to get into something for which he was not qualified and which would not
stand him in good stead after the war.
It appears from what Finder said that his desire to get a political
in the Government was prompted by the growing dissension within the ranks of
the Anti-Defamation League, which he stated was an outgrowth of the recent
conferences resulting in pressure being brought by "AJ.C." (American Jewish
Committee) . As previously indicated to you, the Anti-Defamation League was
moving its headquarters to New fork is the result of the pressure brought by
the A.J.C. Finder said that they were concerned with the blaeK market and
that he was down with Sylvan Joseph on March 23, 1943, and he "laid down the
la/ to the wholesale meet dealers in Mew fork and also had a meeting with
some of the people in textiles. In addition, he said he had a meeting with
some of the people "in rayon* and some more of the neat dealers, 'and
actually trying to go to town on them but I wrote to Dick that we had
this thing nationally. I slid that 9ft of the wholesale meat dealers
out the entire United States are Jewish and I fait that we should get

we are
to do
through- ,
in

. t.iw. touch with every community immediately and have them advise us of the facts."
.....nibs Dick referred to herein is probably Richard Gudatedt of the Anti-Defamation
, cm. League. Finder in addition indicated that other cities in the United States
have not been contacted by the. League and he particularly referred to Chicago
■ an

«P<Be*y (Indiana).

tntt

■II damn."

WfcOmj!

\ ft A

,

,

As further indication of the dissension in thrEros

,

the Anti-

^Tffiatict League, Finder stated that Miles Goldberg * just doesn't give a

'

%, Qvinm Tim*

Finder tleo indicated that Lou Novens was pr<»©b^t^ssift^it
National Director in charge of fact finding nationally.4' Finder indicated

4-20-43
Hr. Ladd

in connection with lotens that hi did nit feel that Mima Ran ho* to handle
theiituation and alio atated that individual* whoa ha identified as Foster,
Prankcl and Bhineburg wer# alio leaving. Finder referred to Htniy Monsky
a* backing ion Havana. Finder identified an individual \aaed Phil Habinun
aa biin| *atrictly A.J.C.* and aaid that in the plaoi of Habaraan an individual
jsaed fateraan vte acting aa chairman. Free the conversation of Finder with
Prlnee, Finder and Prinoe agreed that Hinry Honsky was a troublmaxer.
lith regard to Lou Havens, Prinoi asksd Finder if Horens was going
into the Any and Finder indicated that Horans was bragging that his Draft
Board vaa under hie thud) beeeuae *he helped to sppoint some of Ite ambers.1
Findtr indicated that Hovtns la 32 years of age and hat no children, haring
been aarried 'six sooths ago.* Finder elated that Hovans was using as an alibi
the fact that ha had bean is an auteaobile accidant and one inkle was not
setirely right. Finder elated also that Horen* was deliberately refraining
froa taking the operation which would a*ke the ankle all right sod "he has
adaitted that.* Finder alee indicated that Horans probably (poke to David
Miles about getting ease kind of a special poet and in this connection Finder
atated "Incidmtly, he*! the guy (Horens) who's doing ;is best by trying
to create Hysteria at that tin, by telling everybody we would be investigated within tea days and that we had dynaait# in our files; and that com
of the non like Kabaraan would be liable to Jail sentences,"
Finder told Prince that he, Prince, had still sons loyal friends
in toe A.D.L. (Anti-Defcaation league). He Identified these as follows!
Dari Litter, Lawrence Qoldaaith, Karcell Steiglet (phonetic) end Bill
Soeenbleoa.
Prince aade the following statement at this point! "hell, the
thing ab ut It ie this; when I see whet I do and when I hear what I go, when
I know eoaa of the things that are going on, and the feeling that exists— ,
I'll tell you the truth, Leonard— as far as aysilf is concerned, I was 55 years
old this into, eo aeybe fire acre years, asybe ten, but I've got a kid
that's half a im, and I'a vorritd to death. I'm worried to death at
what'i/gping on and do you think that it isn't— wo* re not going to hare a
hard tifta after tide war* e over?*

// Prince atated alio thet he felt that the ambership of the Blnal
Brim»j eould easily atrnd a fire dollar tax and stated that that would give
th^M. as auch as it needs to spend practicelly. Prince stated at this

vf§

'M& ftrj "How, after all is said and dons spending a Billion dollars ineffectively W$
ip «ot?Wrly as good is spending 1350,000 to good effect.*

;
'
V
/ /C ■

, f|||

la addition to the foregoing, Finder indicated that the aeabere of |JP||i
the i.J.C. and the Antl-Defeaetlon League had a meting at which there was I|MI

Hr. Ladd
■f

,
,

.
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a lot of friction about resolutions end that kichard Gudstedt wes 'among
those who was ipanked very solemnly.* According to Finder, at the meetly
a plan was introduced a* to what the group# should do with negroes, with
.capital, and other groups 'religion *11 the way down, business et cetera—
the Any camp,' it appears that Gudstedt irots a letter and gave copies of
the seme to about eight people, Including a Jfudge A. L Cohen, and
apparently according to finder, Gudstedt did not furnish Finder a copy of
"thi litter. This resulted in the so-called spanking which Gudstedt received
verbally fron the eosndttee, and Gudstedt accused Finder of immaturity of

j

thought by stating 'that I *at being very impractical when 1 suggested that
not only should we work with labor, but wa should also work, in so far as we
could, through press service, or speakers or any other special eedia In the
field of big business; that if there are certain Fascists, I said, in u :.iU.
N.A.K. (National Association of Wanufacturere), I should hate to think that
la were resigning ell of big business to the Fescist-ainded sen; if tide la /
a danger tone, then it becomes a tone in which we should wort harder and not
lees,' According to Finder, Gudstedt mads the observation that lie could aot;\ ] , i
see how they could work with both isbor end N.A <11. simultaneously, arid the r[
•' V . 1
eonittee Jumped all over Gudstedt because of hie shortsightedness. , \
I thought you would be interested in the information as to the

/ii

dissension within the ranks of the Anti-Defamation League and the American j,

'Jewish Committee, as well as the other information revealed through the
medium of the confidential surveillance.

jx [
]); ;

l\
t

Eespeetfuliy,

i

F. L. Welch

l

Mr. Tolien _
JOHN ED(&R4ldbVER

Mr. E. A. Ttmm.
Mr. Cltzt

Utiteral Sureau of JmiEStigation

M|. C»„ffty

fnitrfi §tatEB department of ifusttce

d i1/
I.tdbol
Mr. Nic
jMr?Gl*#in /

fflasbington, 8. €.
JCCsRCD
D-293

Mr. Rot
Tr»ceii
y __

April 12, 1943

-j_

Mr. C»rion
Mr. Birbo
Mr. Hiodct

100-530

CR-136

Mr. McGuir*
Mr. Muni ford _____
Mr. Piptr

MEMORANDUM FOB MR. COFFEY
Res Letter to Antidefamation League,
122 East 42nd Street, 401, New York,
from Bolivia.

Mr.
Tala. Quinn
'Room Tamm _

Mr, Noaso

to March 26, 1943, the below listed evidence was
received in the Technical Laboratory for appropriate examination
from A. 0. Kay, Chief, Examination Section, Office of Censorship.

100-530-88

/

Miss Boabm

Photostat of the front of an envelope addressed <
to "Messrs, Antidefamation League, 122 East 42nd
Street, Suite 401, New York, N.Y., U.S.A."
Photostat of accompanying typewritten letter i
beginning "Thanking you for your ..."

"

The typewriting appearing on the instant evidence was compared with
comparable material contained in the file of writings pertaining to National
Security, but no identification was effected. A copy of this typewriting will
not be added to the file unless further developments warrant such a proceedure.
Specimens £L and Q2 were examined for evidence of codes. or ciphers
with negative results. However, the following points of possible interest are
set forth as follows!
The writer appears to be associated with the Antidefamation League
in some capacity, possibly as a representative in Bolivia. It is
possible that he is in that country attempting to promote the interests of the Jews and does not desire his true identify to become
known, therefore, in specimen Q2 he is evidently advising the home
office to be more careful in their direction of mail to him.

'

The original evidence, specimens ($L and Q2, is being retained in the
files of the Laboratory.

The results of this examination should be brought to the attention f"
"T”*
_
of Supervisor R. D, Douglas of Censorship Liaison. 1
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Irtteral ISurcau of kuastiijatti
United States department of Justicl
New Tork, New York
JIGsMB

100-2862

ooni®

June SO, 1943.

Director, FBI HE
#
ts»
mt
yr He:lfANTI-BEJAMIGN
el-IIEJmTIffl Bums
LEAGUE
ASH-NAZl IM
165 We«$ 46th Street. Now Tork City

aaltowi^sal •
Dear Sir!

On June 2, 1943 LUIGI S, CRISCtJOLO, a subject of New Tork investigation,
phomd an Agent of this Office and advised his that he had received a letter
from an individual by the name of JOBlfylNKOTICZ of 280 Avenue B, New Tork, New VJ
Tork, who is a reader of hia^lBubicon11,

\

LINEIEWICZ states, "I noticed that you attacked the Non-Secretorian .
Anti-Nazi league in the Rubicon for its unfounded conduct towards Paul A^fao, j
She reason I am writing this letter is because I became a member of the league' ,
last month. . . I thought that Washington regarded the league as a civilian auxiliary v
agency to the Dept, of Justice. .. ." .

jr.

The complainant also sent a photostat of this letter to the writer.

1)

The cotplainant also stated that on two occasions two different women came to his C'office and tried to get him to make some anti-Semitic statement, but he refused
to be drawn out into any statement whatever. One of these women gave her name \
as Mrs. K^'OEMON

of 55 East 86th Street, New Tork City.

>

ns called there and discovered her name was STBJ’ARl^fcAAHN or^CHN.
The other woman, who gave her name as MAM, posed as a pro-German and anti-‘
Semitic, Be believes that she was sent by the Anti-Defamation or anti-Nazi
league,
The complainant later ascertained that STEM I was connected with the
Anti-Defamation League of 165 West 45th Stree t.Jgfl'To rk pity*
The complainant also added that the impress ior
town that the Anti-Defamation league or the Anti-Nazi lea
auxiliaries of the Department of Justice and were conduct
behalf.

—

.

ik'spmding-arotmd
Z'bo - / V ”
was
jte 'Werl unoffidSWL
na inveitigatiom|^it
I

miciory The above matter is being sent for your inform ition and forJuarkva^
|m buy
action you may deem appropriate,
—
rmiV/ 1
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Very tnjly yours

.1. E, CONBQT T
Special Agent inUharge
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'Enemy Aliens' Donate Fighter Plane To Army
Major Step Taken To Achieve Basis For Jewish Unity
Unified Action Under Way For Rescue Of Jews
ADL Reprints Give Answers To Axis Propaganda
Kelly-Levin Team Hailed As Symbol Of American Way
Hew Radio Series Is Now Available For Broadcast
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1, Nazi Propaganda Dies Spread By tfew techniques
2, Goebbels Chalks Dp A Victory For Axis In America
In Momentum
3, The
THE Nazi Attack On National Unity Cains
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DCA
ON
4, The 'Conspiracy'
Trial Becomes A Mill Of Bigotry
TI
N
s Keynotes- 'A Purge Plot!'
5, Joseph P, KarapUEStrike
S
6, Smith, One Eye On 1944, Joins In The Attack
7, Sullivan Charges Indictments Are 'A Smear Plot]'
Qiote Congressmen In Exoneration Plea
OF 8, Defendants
F9,
EN The 'Conspiracy' Defendants Adopt Strategy Of Hate
S
10, IVECWinrod's
Friends 'Defend' Him By Attacking Jews
MT
HE
11, Carner
HCt Hants To Use 'Protocols' In His Defense
lEF
RO
NT
12, German Language Paper Of Church Is Un-American
13, Naziphile Offers 'Pie-In-The-Sky' To Far Veterans
14, Hate Merchant To Publish A New Magazine
15, Poison Pens! Anti -Democratic Press Of America
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Eastern Regional Office
Spring “Edition, 1943
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L.

NEWSLETTER

I. THE PROPAGANDA CONTINUES
1, NAZI PROPAGANDA
Merchants of hate are using the "joke" and the "funny"
LIES SPREAD BY
poem, published anonymously and distributed surreptitiously*
NEW TECHNIQUES as divisive weapons supplanting the subversive publications
banned from the nails by government action. Mimeographed
sheets and printed leaflets are spreading the nazi lies that

•

I
j
r
j

"World Jewry" is responsible for the war; that Jews are shiVk-i
ing their patriotic duties; and, that Jews are profiteering on j
shortages. Coupled with these false charges is deliberate in— r!
citenent to soldiers and civilians alike to "revenge" then- !

selves upon the Jews when the Cermans and Japs have been de-' !
. feated. Similarity of content and nationwide dissemination
pof its to intensive planning with a specific purpose! destruction of national morale in this time of democratic crisis. j

• * * *
2, QQEBBELS CHALKS
OP A VICTORY FOR
AXIS IN AMERICA

The preliminary shot in this new propaganda barrage was
fired in an anonymous four-line statement titled, "The First
American," which gives heroic "firsts" in the present war to |
Colin Kelly, Edward O’Hare and John Oullen, "Abe Cohen," in
the final line, is described as the "first" to get "a set of ■;
new tires," This insidious doggerel spread like wild-fire, ^
It was reprinted by a number of presumably responsible publications and finally was broadcast on a national radio hook-up
by a prominent Catholic clergyman who, despite deleting the
reference to "Abe Cohen," gave dignity to the general form of
the piece. Police attention to distribution of the "poem" in
Philadelphia and other cities, as well as editorial condemnation, has retarded its mushroom-like spread, but "The First
American" is still being disseminated,

* * * *

3. THE NAZI ATTACK
OH NATIONAL UNITY
CAINS IN MOMENTUM

The success of "The First American" has provoked a rash
of more elaborate "poetic" efforts, such as "The Official
Song of the Kosher Air Raid Wardens," a vicious parody on the
official Marine Corps song; a scurrilous piece entitled "America’s Fighting Jew;" and, "Rejected," which carries the note
"Copyright by Satan and Satan, Inc., Jew York, Jew York,"
These_piece»-are-mnr being widely distributed, especially in
the vicinity of war plants. (See illustrations on following
page,)

1

HOTSLBTTER
TITLES QF HMS 0? HATH!

^ERICA’S FIGHTING JEW

A poet wrote a tribute to our country' t "Fighting Jew"j
l,o that Jew too.
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II. OFFENSE ON THE HOME ERQNT

4. THE 'CONSPIRACY' A caapalgn, with strong anti-Semitic undertones, has
TRIAL BICOMliS A
been under way for some time to exonerate the 34 individuals
HILL 01 BIGOTRY now awaiting trial in Washington on charges of sedition.
(See AH Newsletter, October 1, 1943.) The defendants themselves, including Gerald B, Winrod, E, J, Garner, Elizabeth
Billing and others! with long careers of Jew-balting, have
been making the charge that they are victims of a "Jewish
Gestapo" plot. A number of men of national reputation and
others more aptly characterized as notorious have rallied to
their defense, thereby giving weight to their rabble-rousing
allegations.
*

5, JOSEPH P, BMP
STRIKES KEYNOTE t*A PURGE PLOT?1,

*

*

*

The keynote of the campaign in defense of the 34 who
were indicted was struck many months ago by Joseph P. Eamp
in a pamphlet titled, Native Nazi Purge Plot (see ABL Newsletter, October 1, 1942), In its pages, Eamp attacks many
pro-democratic organization, including the Anti-Befamation
League, lamp's "Constitutional Educatiaial League," pblishers of the pamphlet it is interesting to note, is mentioned in the original conspiracy indictment as one of the
organization which the defendants did "support, use^ control, contribute to financially and otherwise aid,,,

*
6. SMITH, ONE EYES
fa 19k JOIN
IN THE ATTACK

*

«

*

Gerald L# K, Smith, the Detroit rabble-rouser and former follower of the jailed Pelley, is not only in the forefront of the fight to free the 34 but, more importantly, is
making political capital of the fight, In the February, 1943f
issue of The Cross and the Flag* Smith denounced the indictments and alleged "the existence of a diabolical conspiracy
gang in America," quoting extensively from Congressional members mentioned in item 8, Notwithstanding formal disavowal
by responsible heads of the America First Committee, Smith
is sponsoring an "America First Party,11 apparently with ah
eye toward the 1944 elections# The same issue of The Cross
and the Flag includes an article entitled,
Burton K, flhepler Exposes Smear Artists,"
Smith editorially comments, "America First
logical arguments concerning international
*

"U, S, Senator
Gerald L# K,
leader presents
propagandists,"

Page 4
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7, SPLLIVAN CHARGES

IHIICms AES
'A SOME PLOT} 1

George 1, Sullivan, Washington attorney, disagrees only

sli^itly with Kemp's characterisation of the indictments as •
"a purge plot," Sullivan, who has been linked with Charles 1
N. Hudson, one of the 34 defendants, calls it "a smear plot,"
'j His booklet, the Road To Victory, which in itself is a "smear
plot," has been followed by a deluge of letters and petitions
to the President and to Congress, Sullivan follows the Cough*
Unite pattern in his defense of the 34, He blames "Talmudist i
rather than Jews, not only for the indictments, but for anti*
Semitists in America today.

George I, Sullivan

*

»

*

*

8, HEMDAKTS gJOTK
In their efforts to win over public opinion, the defen*
CONGRESSMEN IE
dants have used for their own advantage statements made by
EXONERATION PLEA several Senators and Congressmen formerly identified with
groups such as the America first Committee,

Those most wide-

ly used include the following:

Senator Burton K, Wheeler: "In all candor I must say-to- '
you that I think it (the indictment) has been one of the
most disgraceful proceedings that has ever been carried
on in this country," (letter to Attorney General Biddle.)

Senator Gerald P, Ifye l

"They (the indicted) are no more

guilty of conspiracy than I am,.,."
Representative Clare E, Hoffman? "The principal charge
which I made, and the gentleman should know it, was that
there was a conspiracy - not against the 28 persons indicted, but against Senators and Representatives, against
Members of Congress * a conspiracy to smear and to purge

* * * *
them,"

NEWSLETTER

%
t

SPIRACY*
'CONTS
THE NDAN
9, DEFE
ADOPT
STRATEff OF HATE

The indictments on charges of "conspiracy" have by no
means terminated the anti-Semitic careers of some of the defendants. Although the defendants have denied the charge,
their public answer has been a vitriolic attack upon the Jews.
Court Asher, publisher of X-Ray, refers to the "top-heavy
Jewish control in Washington." E, J, Garner, publisher of
Publicity, has taken up Ramp's charge of a "Jewish Gestapo."
Charles B, Hudson, publisher of America In Banger! . describes
the indictments as a plot engineered by what he terms the
"Synagogue of Satan," Elizabeth Billing, publisher of The
Patriotic Research Bureau and self-admitted author of The
Octopus, a vicious attack on B'nai B'rith, William Kullgren,
pblisher of The Beacon Light and America Speaks, have also
taken up the cry that the indictments are a "smear plot* fomented byJews. (See item 7.)

Office: 3170 S. Broadway, Ph. Eng. 942.

ENGLEWOOD, COLORADO, Thursday, March 11, 1943

THE COMMITTEE FOR THE PRESERVATION OF CHRIST'S CAUSE IH AMERICA
REPORTS THE HISTORY OF THE CASE CONCERNING DR. GERALD B. WINROD
As Chairman of the "Committee for the preservation of Christ’s Cause in America," we make the follow
report as fln answer to the many inquiries Concerning i)r. Gerald B. Winrod and the indictment.
Fundamental, BibleMeving
Christians
the announcement
contained In this
article. throughout the length and breadth of the land will rejoice with us

"the communist prophet” He goes
ahead, breaks traffic so to speak, and

Christians are forgiving people. The Blessed Master exhorts us to forgive our enemies. He taught His dia softens public opinion for revolutionersaryare changes
about that
readyCommunistic
to put across.leadHo
plea to pray, "Forgive ua our debts, as we forgive our debtors," He also said, "Pray for them which dcspitefully office.
' ' he
•" the
claims to
self-appointed
1 Ed”
1
Possibly
the positionyou.”
of this Editor has been misunderstood by some. Before the Lord, there has.
and persecute
use you,
for the Department
acrimonious spirit. The ptoift spokesman
Justice at Washington,
D. C., whichof
those responsible for persecuting Dr.
—
hearts
our
in
animosity
any
Gerald
B. Winrod and other followfacts in which all evangelical Christers of Christ
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Typical of the tactics used by the defendants are these
adopted by Gerald B, Winrod who has been called "The Jayhawk
Nazi." Subscribers to his monthly publication, The Defender,
hare received circular letters headed "Native Nazi Purge Plot"
which praise and urge widespread distribution of lamp's pamphlet of the same name (see item 5). He has also enlisted
the aid of Harvey H. Springer of Colorado who has organized
the so-called "Committee for the Preservation of Christ's
Cause in America." Through this organizatim and his pseudoreligious weekly, Western Toice. Springer has appealed to
Christian clergymen for funds and support in his fight against
"the political persecution" of Winrod, Bible News Flashes,
edited by William D, Herrstrom of Minneapolis, Minnesota, is
also propagandizing for Winrod, "the martyred Christian."
Reverend Boh Shuler, the Los Angeles firebrand, has similarly

I

identified himself with Winrod's hate-mongering defense.

*

*

*

*
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GARNER WANTS TO
USE 'PROTOCOLS^
IB HIS DEFENSE

1, J. Earner, the indie ted publisher of Publicity which wai
banned from the mails as seditious, is attempting to distribute |
a million copies of a pamphlet which features attacks on Jews.

like their co-defendants, the Garners auote the anti-Jewish word
of Kemp's Nat lye Hast Puree Plot and farther state the following
"This 'political indictment' is so fall of the word Jew, Jew, J*
that nobody questions its real purpose. .. the Christians are on
one side and the Jew on the other." Garner has expressed the
hope that the "Protocols of the Vise Hen of Zion" (an admitted ■
forgery) will be brought up in the trial. He says, "This Jewish
\
issue has got to be settled."

III, BREEDERS OF DISUNITY
GERMAN LANGUAGE
PAPER OF CHURCH
IS UN-AMERICAN

The Evangelical Reformed Church of St. Louis, Missouri,

maintains a number of "missions" for aid to needy seamen and immigrants. The Hew York mission office is directed by Reverend i
Paul H. Land, who also is the editor of its official German
language publication, Elnwanderers Freund (The Immigrant's
Mend), A study of recent issues of this monthly publication,
published in Cleveland, Olio, reveals It to be viciously antiJewish, anti-Administration and anti-British. Typical of its
contents is the following from the December, 1942, issue* "If
we win the war, the Jew and the Bolshevik wins the peace," Sig- !
niflcantly, this publication claims foreign correspondents In
Bremen, Hamburg, Berlin and Vienna.

NAZIPHILE PAWNS
Joe McWilliams, erstwhile fuehrer of the Christian Mobil'PIE-IN-THE-SKY1 izers and American Destiny Party, is trying to rebuild his poTO WAR VETERANS litical fences and establish a record for post-war use. In

"The Serviceman's Reconstruction Plan," a booklet written by
McWilliams and published by Barrington Rand Press, Barrington,
interest
Illinois, he advocates the payment of $7,800, in
bearing government bonds to each member of the armed services
upon honorable discharge, McWilliams doesn't mention the word
"Jew" once, but Hallam M, Richardson, his lawyer in several New
York courts, reminds the reader in the introduction to the booklet that McWilliams is an expert on "the underlying religious
motifs which directly affect most economic and political ques*

*

*

*

tions."
14. HATE MERCHANT
TO PUBLISH A
NEW MAGAZINE

Carl H, Mote, author of the anti-Semitic pamphlet, "G.0.P,
'Fifth Column' Finds the FLeshpots," is editing and publishing
a new magazine called America Preferred, which i s scheduled to
appear shortly, A prolific and venomous propagandist, Mote has
contributed to and been praised by the subversive publications
of William Dudley Pelley, Charles B, Hudson and others of similar ilk.
*

*
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15. PE
NS
EXCERPTS FROM THE ANTI-DEMOCRATIC PRESS OP AMERICA

MAY
Court Asher, Ed.
Muncie, Ind,
March 11, 1943

"We have wondered what mi^it be the result if those four
hundred Jewish rabbis at Jerusalem who are reported to
have requested the Christians to pray that the Jews might,
be delivered from the devices of the Nazis, would as a
representative group, at the old capital of the Jews,
where Jesus was rejected, admit; the national sin of the
Jews in rejecting Jesus, confess their own personal rejection ofHim, and publish to the world of Jews their
action."

AMERICA SPEAKS
William Migran, Ed.
Atascadero, Calif,
March, 1943
DESTINY
Howard B, Rand, Ed.
Haverhill, Mass.
March, 1943

WESTERN VOICE
Harvey Springer, Ed,
Englewood, Calif,
February 25, 1943

"Ours is a Christian form of government, and an alien,
anti-Christian group has decided to exterminate it,"

"Along with Jesus, His disciples were known to be Jews
as to their faith and religion and yet only one of their
number was racially a Jew. It was he who betrayed Him."

"The people of this nation have now declared themselves
against the whole Winchell outfit. If this group dares
try to continue with their spiteful, insolent slander
and persecution of Christian patriots, they will feel a
degree of public wrath come down upon their heads, which
they cannot now even imagine. They will create a wave of
anti -Semi ti8m strong enough to dissolve the whole new

THE MALIST
H. Henry Sattler, Ed,
Meriden, Conn,
January, 1943

deal,"
"What do you think of the 28 defendants who were indicted
for conspiracy to commit sedition! I believe it is nothing
else but another cook-and-bull (sic) story like the Christian Front indictment, Everything is on make belief (sic)
and nothing really substantiating.,.,, If any indictments
should be made, it is my conviction and belief it (sic)
should be made on Attorney General Biddle for his actions
against Father Conklin— the American truth."

*

i
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16.

'ENEMY ALIENS1

SOHATE^l'ttHTEi
FLAKS TO JM

Sixteen
contributed

DEMOCRACY

hundred

ON THE

refugees

their dimes

from nazi-fascist

and dollars

to purchase

oppression
a Curtiss

Narhawk fighter plane which was christened "Loyalty" and
presented to the Army on March 21, at La Suardia field, New
York.

Arthur

Cohn, chairman

the presentation.
Lovett,
Willis

Assistant

of the Loyalty

In accepting
Secretary

the plane on behalf

Bergner,

could

gracious

such a celebration

star of screen

made

of Robert

of War for Air, Brigadier

R, Taylor s tated, "Only in America

of our Allies

Committee,

General

and in countries

be held.*

Elizabeth

and stage, dedicated

the

plane as a "symbol of freedom, decency and hope." Elsa Maxwell, noted columnist who acted as master of ceremonies,
drove home

the point

were "enemy aliens,"
the world's

that while
actually

"unconquered

Elsa Maxwell

Brig. Gen. Willis

An important

MAJOR STEP TAKEN
TO ACHIEVSBASiS

WnittihTBHf

to post-war

they were

the refugees

our allies, part of

people.'

♦

17.

technically

*

R. Taylor

#

Elizabeth

•

step toward unity of action

Jewish problems

Bergner

with reference

and the upbuilding

of Palestine

was taken when Henry Monsky, President of B'nai B'rith, called |
into conference representatives of 35 of the leading Jewish
national membership organizations in Pittsburgh on January 24, 1
Relegates from 32 of the 35 organizations representing more
than a million

American

Jews attended.

conference

was to "establish

connection

with post-war

to carry

a common

problems,

out said program,

The decision

program

of action

and to elect

in cooperation

of the
in

a delegation

with the duly accred-

ited representatives of Jews throughout the world," The Assembly which has established offices in New York is scheduled to
meet

again within

the next

several

weeks.

*
18. UNIFIED ACTION
UNDERWAY M
BBSCUE g JEWS
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The formation of the Joint Committlfe'on the European
Emergency Jewish Situation offers further evidence of growing unified action in dealing with world-wide Jewish problems. |
The principal aim of this new organization is to rescue Jems ^
included'
Two major
countries.
in
in nazi-occupied
a memorandum sent
to the leaders
of requests
the Unitedwere
Nations!
that the German government be approached through some neutral
country in an effort to secure release of Jews and their emigration to such havens of refuge as may be provided; if this
is not possible, to permit the United Nations to feed the i>~
periled Jewish victims. A series of demons trations in important cities are being sponsored by ohe Joint Committee in ordejj
to arouse public opinion to the seriousness of the situation.
Participating in the Committee are B'nai B'rith, the American
Jewish Committee, the American Jewish Congress, the Jewish
Labor Committee and a number of other outstanding Jewish organizations.

RINTS
ADLE REP
19. GIV
ANSWERS TO
ASS PROPAGANDA

To counteract the new Axis propaganda line of discrediting Jewish participation in the war effort, the ADL has available a number of reprints showing typical Jewish heroism and
sacrifice. "Joe Paszak* by Irene Pauli, published by the Labo:
Coordinating Council of Minneapolis, tells the truly inspiring
story of a worker who refused to be seduced into hatred of his
fellow men. "A Good Joke — Yahi Yah.1* points to the diabolic |
nature of the "funny" story and poem which spreads suspicion
and hatred. "Still a Champ" relates Individual exploits of
American Jews in the present war. "Jews Under Eire" is the
record of men who have given a full measure of devotion so that
democracy can survive.

20. E8LLY4EVIN TEAM
HAILED AS SYMBOL
0? AMERICAN Til

The Nelly-Levin team of pilot and bombardier that sank the]
first Japanese battleship, the Haruna, is memorialized in a
fine leahet issued by the Christian Institute for American Be-]
mocracy. A similar tribute is found in "Three Americans," a
reprint of an editorial in the New York Times whidi describes
the death of three American airmen, a Protestant, a Catholic
a Jew in line of duty. This literature is also available for
special distribution.

8i. NET RADIO SERIES
TS HOT AVAILABLE
ra broadcast

The vital role of the home front in the present global
struggle for the preservation of freedom is the theme of "Lest
We Porget - Eternal Vigilance Is the Price of Liberty," the new
series of electrical transcriptions currently being broadcast
on radio statims throughout the nation. The inspiring storiet|
in this the seventh series of recordings issued by the Institute of Oral and Visual Education are devoted to the need for
vigilance in each of the different phases of the home front,
such as schools, factories, business, religion, courts, etc.
The previous series, "Lest We Porget - America Betemines Her
Bestlny," has been released for use in schools.

e

*

*

«
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Lest ffe Firfet:—
Ulrnal Vigilance is the Price el Libert;
1. ETERNAL

VIGILANCE

AGAINST

TYRANNY:
courts admonished individuals solely for "disturbing the peace"

The history of mankind is the story of man’s struggle against
recurring tyranny. Freedom Is not an inheritance, but a right

when actually they were guilty of subversive schemes to "divide
and conquer" America. Vigilance can never be relaxed in our
democratic courts of law. It is a small price to pay for liberty.

which each generation must establish for itself anew. Liberty
is indivisible — it must exist for all or it exists for none. Bigotry
can defeat us; unity will make us invincible. Today we fight
for freedom and we must win.

2. ETERNAL

VIGILANCE

IN THE

Abso- '
9. ETERNAL VIGILANCE IN GOVERNMENT:
Jute devotion to democracy should be a primacy requirement of
anyone seeking public office. Neither personal interest nor private
gain should influence our choice of representatives if our government isto serve the common good, reflect the wishes of the

COMMUNITY:

The battle front of democracy extends from the smallest American
community to the far corners of the earth. In this great struggle,

majority, and protect the rights of all others. Every nation gets
the type of leadership it deserves. Ours is the responsibility to
select and support leaders worthy of our great democratic
institutions.

everyone, men, women and children, must be a soldier of freedom.
The guardians of the home front must be no less vigilant than
the sentinel walkine his post, gun in hand. Ours must be a total
victory, decisive on the battlefield and the home front, The victory
we seek is the triumph of the democratic spirit.
3. ETERNAL

VIGILANCE

IN THE

SCHOOLS:

10. ETERNAL

American school is one arsenal of democracy. American ideals,
inculcated in the classroom and translated into every-day living,
are as vital to the war effort as strategic war materials. The flames
of freedom that brighten our land are kindled in the classroom,

now contributes to the war effort. To permit this zeal and enthu- •
siasm to disappear with victory would be an enormous loss for
peace. In peace, no less than in war, these ideals should mould,
the common destiny of free men.
*

Parents, teachers and students alike must be eternally vigilant at
these beacons that send their beams of hope to the oppressed

4. ETERNAL

VIGILANCE

IN

THE

11. ETERNAL

FACTORY:

IN BUSINESS:

RUMOR:

Our

of conquered Europe, by the unselfish devotion of the gallant
Chinese whose bodies halted the Japanese. A rumor that hurts
our allies, hurts us. Rumors must not be repeated.

The rapid

conversion of industry to wartime needs and the rising peaks of

AGAINST

Stalingrad, by the heroic resistance of the unconquered peoples

as surely as the spy who gives information to the enemy.

VIGILANCE

VIGILANCE

enemies use rumors as they use tanks and dive bombers — to
defeat us. American lives were saved by the Russians who fell at

Victory in the struggle against slavery is the personal responsibility ofevery individual, regardless of race, color or creed. The
man who prevents maximum effort is rendering aid to the foe

5. ETERNAL

IN ORGANIZATIONS:

The ideals to which the great American fraternal and service
organizations are dedicated have become living realities in the
great crisis confronting the nation today. Each, in its own way,

The

of all lands. These are home fires that must be kept burning.

VIGILANCE

12. ETERNAL

production are a tribute to American determination. The spirit of

VIGILANCE

FOR

NEW

TRUTHS:

sacrifice for the common good, born of the stress of battle, must

The recognition and adoption of new truths is the mark of
democratic progress. Discoveries in science and in industry, new

not be lost when the war is won. The present vigilance for victory

solutions for economic and political problems benefit all the

must not abate after the war. The people’s peace must be made
secure.

people. Vested interests and stubborn ignorance cannot be permitted to obscure these truths. Let the people see the truth and
the truth will make them free.

6. ETERNAL

VIGILANCE

IN THE HOME:

The Amer-

ican home is the bastion of the democratic spirit. In pioneer days,
women took up muskets in defense of their home. Today, women

13. ETERNAL VIGILANCE AMONG WAR VETERANS: The men who fight and die for freedom must be the

stand at riveting machines in defense plants for the same purpose.

guardians of freedom when the fighting is ended. Theirs now is
the task of winning the war. They, too, must win the peace. They

Children, too, have grave responsibilities because the new world
that is in the making will be their world. Every American home

can do this only by insisting upon true democracy at home and

must become a V-home so that the earth may truly become a

abroad. Their military victory alone will not suffice. The democratic spirit which inspires them must remain triumphant in the

home for all men.

7. ETERNAL

VIGILANCE

IN RELIGION:

The sacrifices

of the battlefield, the singleness of purpose, the faith of the men

people’s century that opens before the world’s eyes today.

SPECIAL! — On the reverse side of Program Thirteen you will

of America's armed forces in one another offer the most eloquent
testimony to the brotherhood of all men of good will. Religious

find a special "I Am An American” program for "I Am An
American Day," with one of the finest casts that we have ever
had in our LEST WE FORGET Series. It will give you an oppor-

prejudice finds no place at the front — there are no atheists in
foxholes. This brotherhood cemented in battle must have its

tunity toput on an "1 Am An American Day" program which
we are sure your listening audience will greatly enjoy. The splendid dramatization, special musical background, on a topic near

counterpart in civilian life ... in peace or in war.
8. ETERNAL

VIGILANCE

IN THE

COURTS:

American

and dear to all of us, is a program that your community will

courts of justice from the highest to the lowest are safeguards
not of law and order alone but of freedom itself. Too often, lower

long remember.

"LEST WE

FORGET”

FIRST SERIES, dramatized highlights from America’s glorious history and srories of our battle-won freedom.

"LEST WE

FORGET"

SECOND

Way of Life. "LEST WE
SERIES, “LEST WE

SERIES, told the dramatic story of the gallant men and women

FORGET"

THIRD

FORGET’’ — OUR

who helped to create the American

SERIES, portrayed the meaning of Democracy as a complete way of life. THE

CONSTITUTION,"

FOURTH

presented historical backgrounds that culminated in the adoption of our

Constitution, and jtsworkintt and Edibility as the basis of — our democratic rights — THE FIFTH SERIES, "LEST WE FORGET — A
BETTER ^ORLD,®)B(?T^UTfI^ ^as the fitting sequence dedicated to American youth, dramatizing the role that our youth must always play
M the preservation of our freedom and our faith. TH^SJXTH SERIES, "LEST WE FORGET - AMERICA DETERMINES HER DESTINY”
4 is a forthright dramatic , exp*itioa ,pf 'America'^ answer to the Divide and Conquer strategy of the Axis. THE SEVENTH SERIES, "LEST
W^WRGET-

ETERNAL

VJGI^^CE^ml^RiCE

OF LIBERTY," deals with the need for preserving our liberties on the home front.
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mral bureau of fnucstigatW!^
United States Department of Justice
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
July 1, 1943

Director, FBI

Ht"
BIM
riB
amation League,
-Def
Anti

Dear Sir:

Hew York City, Hew York)
IHTERNAL SECURITY • G
Bureau File Ho. 100-530

Reference is made to Bureau letter dated March 28, 1942,
Bureau File Ho. l6o- 530, wherein it is requested that the Pittsburgh
Office furnish regularly to the Bureau copies of the "Newsletter",
published by the Eastenr Regional Office of the Anti-Defamation League,
122 East 42nd Street, Hew York City.
Enclosed herewith is the 1943 Spring edition of the "Newsletter", which was forwarded to the Pittsburgh Office by Mrs. LILLIAN—
541 Hood Street,
Pittsburgh.
A^EDBERG,
Executive
Director of the Jewish Public Relations’ Council^ J
A 1943 winter edition of the "Newsletter" is not being forwarded tothe Bureau at this time inasmuch as an issue for that period
was not published, according to Mrs, FREDBERG.
Very truly yours,

H. EJOHNSON
SAC

j£
#v

iinBKCiUSSrflEB.
0 Mfhf 'M tt1

MrV‘*4^

i

v v ' ,

»n.eral Bureau of Inueattgaitou

Butted States Bepartment of 2uatire
New York 7, Hew York

August 24, 1943
HHCiEHL

/i Diractor, FBI
BE: ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE
of B'NAI B'RITH
SOURCE OF INFORMATION

ttnwlSS®
m.

Dear Sir:
This ia to advise that the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, Suite 601, 212 Fifth Aveaue, New York City, has been' contacted
by agents of this office for intonation, At which tine this organisetion appears anxious to aid the Federal Bureau of Investigation in any
investigation being conducted by it, Files of the organisation are nade
available to agents and any infemation which night help in investigations
is furnished to this office,
Apparently in the past aonths the Anti-Defamation league of
B'nai Bfrtth has not revealed interest of the F.B,I, in any case in which
a^nquiry has been nade of it, Nor does it appear that the Anti-Defanation
League of B'nai B'rith has attested to use the contacts by this office to
its own benefit. Of, bourse, in making these contacts agents have been careful
to avoid revealing any confidential information,
Mr ARNOLMFOSTER is the head investigator of this organiution
and has in the past furnished to our agents information. Mr. LOUMNOVINS
is the legal advisor to the organisation,
^
For your information on August 24, 1943 Hr. LOUIS NOTOJS stated
to Special Agent H» HAROLD CALKINS that someiaember of their organisation
had an appointment with Attorney General Francis Biddle in Washington, at
5Hch time they were going to discuss with the Attorney General the apparent increase in volume of anti-Semitic literature which is being cir- f,
culated in this country. Mr, NOVINS was not able to give specific inf or- X
nation concerning this appointment with the Attorney General,
Very truly yours,

COPIES DESTROYED

a 29 JUN 2

AEP 7 IS4
64SEP
tfL &
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> ’VV i '

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

July 16, 1943

MEMORANDUM

FOR

HUGH B. COX, ASSISTANT

ATTORNEY

GENERAL

AND
J. EDGAR
FEDERAL

I refer
1943, which

HOOVER,

BUREAU

OF INVESTIGATION

to Mr, L. M. C. Smith's
reviews

the history,

DIRECTOR

memorandum

development,

Case work and of the danger classifications

to me dated June 28,

and meaning

that were

of the Special

made as a part of

that work.

After

full re-consideration

! tions, I am satisfied
of alien

enemies

by the Alien
found

statutory

Enemy Control

detention"

proper functions

Unit.

danger

no useful purpose.

with under*the
The Special

or other present

list of citizens.

by investigating

the law.

individual

procedures

established

Case procedure

justification

has been

There

is no

for keeping

The Department

the activities

It is not aided

classifica-

The detention

and is not used in that connection.

authorization

"custodial

violated

that. .they serve

is heing%ealt

to be valueless

of these

fulfills

of persons

a

its

who may have

in this work by classifying

persons

as to dangerousness.

Apart from these general
this classification

is inherently

ards applied to the evidence
tions were defective;
make a valid

stract and without

future.
should

Accordingly,

not. be regarded

t: W o

reasons

unwise,

I direct

to

a person is in the aband other

relevant

that should

that the adoption
be rectified

that the classifications

as olassifioations

15 'll

the classifica-

and dangerous.

I am satisified

was a mistake

used

the stand-

that it is possible

to time, environment,

iq impractical,

system

of making

the notion

to me that

The evidence

was inadequate;

as to how dangerous

reference

For the foregoing
classification

unreliable.

for the purpose

and finally,

determination

circumstances,

it is now clear

of making the classifications

or

for the purpose

system

considerations,

__

of this

for the

heretofore

of dangerousness

or as a

made

determination of fact in any sense. In the future, they should
not he used for any purpose whatsoever. Questions raised as to '
the status or activities of a particular person should he disposed of hy consideration of all available information, hut
without reference to any classification heretofore made.
A copy of this memorandum should he placed in the file
of each person who has hitherto been given a classification. In
addition, each card upon which a classification appears should he
stamped with the following language:
"THIS CLASSIFICATION IS UNRELIABLE, IT IS
SHOULD NOT BE USED
HEREBY CANCELLED,
AS A DETERMINATION OF DANGEROUSNESS OR OF
ANY OTHER FACT. (SEE MEMORANDUM OF JULY 16,
1943 FROM THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO HUGH B.
COX AND J. EDGAR HOOVER)."

Attorney General

Mr. E, A. Tamm
.0
Mr, Ladd

tatttlptot of Ur
Mr. Nichols

LM:M

Mr. Acers_
Mr. Carson.
Mr, Harbo_

August 27, 1943

foe r msm
r

y
PamP\
ichm
an

$
of the Anti-Defamation

Mr, Hendon
Mr, Mumford

Mr. Starke

;

League Mri Quinn Tamm.
in a general conversation told me that several of their Tele, Room
people mere most uneasy and mere very jittery over anti - Mr> Nease

Seiitisi in the Med States, Se stated, for example, MiSS BeahiT-"
recently Earrmoldberg, mho resides in Philadelphia but ■ Miss Gan(ly—
is the advertising manager formrner Brothers fheaters r
mith offices in Nem fork, mrote him complaining they ,had —
reported considerable anti-Semitism material to the Bureau but the
Bureau did not take any action, Bichman explained to Goldberg that
there mere no lams against anti-Semitism, Goldberg then understood,
As a matter of fact, he further pointed out that Mrice Fagin mas ■
employed by the Anti -Defamation Council, as mas Jesse Levanthal,
I have mentioned to SAC Sears the names of these individuals
and the necessity for courteously treating them and explaining our!\Jt

Mos

M.

UOHN

EDGAR HOOVER
DIRECTOR

%

/ J

m

Mr.

JRe&eral Bureau of fouestiption

Mr. ^l
Nicheg
olsg
Mr. Glavin

United States Bepartment of Instice

sf

LBN:LMN

j

E. A. Tammf
Co
Laff
ddey

1

¥

poison

ttasljmjtnn, B. C.

Mr. Tracy
Mr.
Mr. Rosen

August 27, 1943

Mr. Carson
jlbom
Mr, [Har

'

.

Mr, Hendon
Mr. McGuire

MEMOBANDUM FOB MR. TOLSON

Mr.
Mumford
Mr. Pi
per

Mr, Quinn Tamm_

PaulMichmn of the Anti-Defamation League Tele. Room
Tele.^me
Room
in o general conversation told me that several oJ_ their Mr,
people icare most uneasy and were very fitter y over anti- Mio. Beahm
Semi t ism in the^UnitedStates. Te stated, for exmole, Miss Gattdy

" ~~~
recently Bar rifiGo libera, who rfeides in Philadelphia but
is theoffices
advertisin
/orrrarner
Blathers The
~
er wrote
aten
g manag
with
in Aeio
Tork,
him complaining
they had
reported cpn^defaH}

antisemitism

material to theBureau

but the

tijrreau did not take 'anji option. Iffclmn TxpMned To Goldberg that
therTwere no law against anti-Semitism, GoldJberp tfteiyanderstood.
As a matterlij fact, he further pointed out that Mauri ce&aoihwas
employed by the Anti-Defamation Council, as was JessetfLevanthal,
I have mentioned to SAC Sears the names of these individuals
and the necessity for courteously treating them and explaining our
jurisdiction .
Respectfully,

L. B. Nichols
Addendum:

J. J. McGuire talked to SAC Sears at 5:00 P.M. on 8/30/43
re this. Sears knows lagin and Levanthal well. Their stuff is
not worth anything an<jjjtlesse, a private detective,' sells his
stuff (rumor) for political purposes. Sears glad-hands , then andpersonally reviews their complaints and is not worried about their
indirect complaint - that's the way they keep themselves important.
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Eastern Regional Office
July - August Edition, 1943
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
The Eastern Regional Office of the AntiDefamation League has moved its offices
to Suite 601, 212 Fifth Avenue, New fork,
The telephone number re- '
10, Newthefork.
mains
same, MUrray Hill 3 - 0920.

A.

D.

L.

IIISLETTER
I. SIGNS OF OUR TIMES
RACE RIOTS SHOW
The recent riots in widely separated areas of the nation
STRONG TENSIONS- are symptomatic of the underlying tensions and the degree of
THROUGHOUT U. S.
racial and religious hatred existing in the United States.
While the recent outbreak in Harlem was not considered a "race"
riot, this violence coming after the "zoot-suit" riots against
Mexicans in California and the anti-Negro disturbances in
Mobile, Beaumont and Detroit focuses national attention to the
problem. Groups such as the Ku Klux Klan, the National Workers League, the Bund, the Black Legion as well as a long list
of fascist demagogues have long made Detroit headquarters for
their divisive activities. Even though there has been no
evidence that the riots were the direct results of immediate
incitement, they were the ultimate and desired products of the
constant program of subversive propaganda and agitation.

ANTI -DEMOCRATIC
Gerald L. K. Smith, former lieutenant of the late Huey
FORCES CONTINUE Long, Charles E. Coughlin, and the America First die-hards carry
WORK IN DETROIT
on their divisive activities under the shadow of America’s
greatest defense arsenal in Detroit. Indications of a close
working understanding point to the possibility of an actual
coalition of these three forces. Smith has apparently abandoned
temporarily his Committee of One Million, but is seeking to
develop a political following under the aegis of the America
First Party. Coughlin (see item 5) has avoided, the limelight,
but his name is kept alive by friends and followers who continue to pay tribute to him. Indicative of their sympathetic
viewpoints is the frequent praise heaped upon the Detroit
priest by Smith in his public addresses. (See photograph on
following page.)
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Gerald L. K. Smith

As part of a nation-wide tour, Gerald L. K. Smith is
speaking under the auspices of the America First Party to
audiences in Cleveland, Buffalo and Pittsburgh and is
scheduled in the near future to speak at a meeting in Brooklyn. He declared it is his life's ambition to preside at a
meeting at which the speaker will be Father Coughlin and the
candidate far President, Charles Lindbergh. In Buffalo, he
announced that Father Coughlin would soon come to that city
to speak and that Rev. Brophy of Brooklyn would be the speaker at another meeting. Guest speakers at his meetings have
been Mrs. Ernest Lundeen, widow of the late Senator, and
Congressman Clare Hoffman of Michigan.
*

*

*

*

In an attempt to capitalize on the Detroit riots. Smith
has recently engaged in an extensive mail campaign soliciting
subscriptions to his publication, "The Cross and the Flag," offering to reveal "the real truth about the riots." He lists
ten of the most blatant rumors and offers to give the inside
story in a forthcoming "special race riot edition."
*

•*

■*

*
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BROOKLYN

laud

FRIENDS

coughlin

at

Father Coughlin and Coughlinism are by no meanB dormant
as is seen by the activity of his loyal friends and followers.
"The Gaelic American" in its issue of May 8, 1943, defends
Coughlin in an article devoted to the report that he will
soon return to the air. A special mass in honor of the 27th
anniversary of the ordination of Father Coughlin was conducted
on Sunday , June 27, in the St. Joseph's R.C. Church in Brooklyn.
The speaker was the Rev. Edward Lodge Curran, eastern representative of Father Coughlin and frequent defender of the Christian
Front. In hiB eloquent appeal, Curran expressed the hope that
Father Coughlin might come back to his former place of leadership in "a Christian America."
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TIME TO INQUIRE : by Samuel Crowther
Indeed it is time to inquire. America is being
herded into a system 6f totalitarian collectivism
as fast as a highly-organized fanatical minority
can drive it. The government is raking in American liberties with both hands and confiscating them

6.

ALBERT

NOCK

'REVIEW OF
TOR MERWIN

EDITS
BOOKS'
K. HART

economy.” Has anybody noticed anything in any
of them about demobilizing the bureaucracy ? Or
about dissolving the government’s strangle-hold on
production ? Or about restoring to the citizen the
liberties guaranteed him by the Bill of Rights?

Merwin K. Hart has reorganized the New York State Econom- 1
ic Council under the name of the National Economic Council,
Inc. and has designated Albert Jay Nock editor of a new monthly,
"Economic Council Review of Books." Nock will be remembered as
the author of the highly controversial series of articles
which appeared in the June and July 1941 issue of the "Atlantic"
under the title, "The Jewish Problem in America?" The first
issue of the "Review" sharply criticizes Wendell Willkie's
"One World," and urges that Willkie "throw off the one world
obsession and apply his Americanism to America where it will
really -count." Samuel Crowther, who also writes for the first
issue, in 1941 ridiculed Douglas Miller's highly regarded book,
"You Can't Do Business With Hitler," calling it "extraordinarily
dishonest" and stated that "the conclusions of the book are
wholly maudlin."
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7.

SUSPENDED N.Y.C.
OFFICER RESTORED
TO ACTIVE DUTY

Patrolman James L. Drew, charged with "associating with
persons engaged in un-American and anti-war activities ," has
been restored to active duty by Police Commissioner Valentine ,
pending a final decision on the findings of Deputy Police Commissioner Lyons , the trial examiner. This action was taken
after testimony was given to the effect that Drew had entertained Joe McWilliams , associated with Christian Procters » kept
anti-Semitic literature in his garage, and contributed fluids to
Elizabeth Dilling. Former General Sessions Judge Alfred J.
Talley, attorney for the defendant, sought to characterize the
charges as the work of a Jewish organization. Joseph P. Kamp,
(see item 14) whose organization, the Constitutional Educational
League, was listed in the indictment of the 33 alleged seditionists, attended the hearing and conferred with Defense
Counsel Talley.
*

8.

AXIS SHORT-WAVE
STEPS UP ’DIVIDE
AND CONQUER* tHEME

*

«

Quick to capitalize on the activity of native fascist and
domestic unrest. Axis broadcasters seized upon the Detroit uprising for their purposes. Tokyo used the Detroit riots to
show America has always been intolerant and that the riots
were nothing more "than the latest acts of the intolerable
cruelty of the people who pay lip service to democracy." Axis
short-wave propaganda to the United States in recent months
reveals an intensification of the "divide and conquer" technique. Nazi officials, led by Goebbels, and the regular Axis
commentators of the Robert Best ilk have blamed the .Jews for
each new international development, calling the "trick" of
Stalin in dissolving the Comintern "the work of Jews," and the
food conference at Hot Springs, Virginia, was described as an
attempt "to control the agricultural production of Europe in
order to enable the Allies and the Jews to profiteer."
*

9*

*

*

*

*

NAZIS BROADCAST
It is significant to note that a large number of AmeriRUMORS TO MANX
cans are listening to Axis short-wave programs. A Mrs. WigLISTENEBS IN U.S.
gam of New Iork received 830 letters from short-wave listeners
informing her that they had heard her son was safe in a prison
camp in Germany. Rumors rampant in the United States frequently
have been traced to the Berlin radio* "We're going to clean
the Japs out of the Pacific, and then we are going hone to do
the same thing to the Jews in America," is a statement which a
nasi commentator claims an American soldier made on a broadcast
to his homeland from Australia. This report has been disseminated anonymously in many forms and was repeated before a
House Committee discussing the Chinese Exclusion Act.
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II.

DEFENSE

OF 33 INDICTED

CONTINUES

10.

FISH INTRODUCES
BILL TO AID 33
UNDER INDICTMENT

Congressional support for the 33 individuals indicted for
"conspiring to undermine the morale of the armed services" continues from isolationist and former America First leaders. In ,
March, 1943, Hamilton Fish stated, "We want no Americans indicted under this law. . .because they are. . .anti-Semitics." Fish
introduced a bill in the House, which provided that sedition applies only where actual contact had been made with members of
the armed forces. Also, according to expert legal opinion, this
bill would have prevented the trials from being held< in the
District of Columbia.

11.

PILLING .WINROD
AND DE ARYAN MAIL
FRANKED SPEECH

The remarks made by Fish on the occasion of the introduction of his amendment were mailed out under his Congressional
frank by C. Leon de Aryan, one of the 33 under indictment, who
has once again assumed the editorship of the "Broom." In spite
of last year’s exposure of the misuse of the franking privilege,
the abuse still continues. Elizabeth Dilling and Gerald Winrod
have recently mailed copies of Fish's franked material. Senator Gerald P. Nye's frank, according to a report, has recently
been used by the "Informed Voters of America," a Los Angeles
group.
*■•***

12.

RANKIN ATTACKS
INDICTMENT FOR
EMPHASIS ON JEWS

Congressman John Rankin of Mississippi, blatantly antiSemitic in many of his utterances, has given public support to
those under indictment in an address made in Congress. He emphasized that the indictment of the 33 individuals contains many
references to the words "Jew," "Jewry," and "anti-Semitism."
The "Defender" of Gerald Winrod was quick to reprint the remarks
of Congressman Rankin. It will be remembered that the death of
Congressman Michael Edelstein of New York followed immediately
after the reply he made to a bitter anti-Semitic tirade made
by Congressman Rankin.
*

13. PILLING CHARGES
ROOSEVELT IS
ANTI-CHRISTIAN

*

*

*

The Chief of Army Chaplains' recent order deleting from
the Army edition of the New Testament the objectionable footnote
"The Jews are the synagogue of Satan" has given Elizabeth Dilling occasion to issue a 16-page attack entitled, "Christians
Awaken." She calls Americans to the defense of "Christianity"
and "Americanism," and seeks to arouse Christians against efforts to remove controversial material, describing this as an
attempt to "destroy Christianity." At a meeting of the Cincinnati "Mothers of Sons" on June 26, 1943, Mrs. Dilling dwelt
on how the Jews persecuted Jesus and viciously attacked Jewish
government officials. She stated, "Franklin Roosevelt nas
ordered our New Testament taken away from the service men. . .
Roosevelt will ruin this country... He is a God, a Santa Claus
to the internationalists and the Jews."
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14. -TOE KAliP T.ABKT.S
GOV'T OFFICIALS
AS COMMUNISTS

Page
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"Famine in America" is the latest pamphlet from the pen
of Joseph P. Kamp, Director of the Constitutional Educational
League. In his tirade on the nation's "planners" Kamp viciously attacks a group of prominent government officials.

His "Educational League" which publishes and distributes endless quantities of anti-administration, anti-labor and antiRussian literature, has listed as communists government officials such as Secretary I ekes. Secretary Perkins, Harry Hopkins, Mayor LaGuardia, OCD Director James M. Landis and Supreme
Court Justice Jackson. Homer L. Chaillaux, Director of the
National Americanism Commission of the American Legion, is
reported to have ordered 10,000 copies of Kamp's pamphlets. A
recent series "exposing" alleged communist activities appealed
under the title, "Strictly Confidential - From the Secret Files
of the FBI." The Department of Justice announced, however,
that the pamphlets were printed without the knowledge or the
authority of the FBI.

15.

'CORPORATIVE ORDER'
URGED BI EDITOR
OF 'GUILDSMAN'

The "Guildsman," published monthly by Edward A. Koch,
Germantown, Illinois, states on its cover page that it is "devoted to the cause of a Corporative Order." The "Corporative
Order" is the basis of fascist doctrine, lauded so frequently
in the past by Mussolini. Father Coughlin praised and demanded
a corporative state in America, and the "Guildsman" persistently
proposes the introduction of such a system in the United States.
Koch would model industry along the lines of the medieval guild.
While the publication criticizes German Catholics for what happened under Hitler, it revives the ancient canard of "Jewish
communism" by referring to statements of Jewish friendship for
the Soviet Union.
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III .

MAKING

DEMOCRACY

WORK

The United States Navy has issued an order to all
commanding officers directing that no anti-Semitic references
be made in naval publications. Considerable attention had
been aroused by the inclusion in a publication issued by U.S.
Navy personnel of the anti-Semitic "First American" doggerel.
The item appeared on the editorial page of the February 5 ,
1943, issue of "Derry-Nob News," Londonderry, North Ireland.
The directive, signed by Captain Lovett of the Navy Department, states, "The Navy Department objects to material which,
whether humorously or not, disparages or belittles any American
or allied racial or religious group."

Massacnusetts recently became one of the first states to
enact statutes penalizing the libel of groups of persons. It
provides that "Whoever publishes any false written or printed
material with intent to maliciously promote hatred of any group
of persons in the commonweal tn, because of race, color or
religion, shall be guilty of libel." The prescribed penalties
are a maximum fine of $1,000 or imprisonment of not more than
a year or both. In an editorial, the "Boston Herald" points out
that tne act will not quiet the tongues of the venomous, but
that it is a step in the right direction.

Setting a pattern in patriotic civic service, the ADL
has established a Committee on Business Practices for the
primary purpose of effecting greater cooperation between manufacturers and wholesalers with the OPA. The Committee's
importance was emphasized by the inclusion of representatives
of the Synagogue Council of America and the other principal
civic defense agencies. The leadership of more than 20 industries, in which Jewish firms are well-represented, have
been addressed by League speakers. In each instance, these
leaders agreed to assume the responsibility of having their
respective trade organizations help the government by having
all members thereof conform to the regulations of the OPA.
Although the question of contributing to the war economy is
not a religious one, favorable comment has resulted from the
fact that it was a Jewish group which established the pattern
for a higher sense of communal responsibility. Results have
been noted already from the emphasis that religious principles
and patriotic loyalty demand that every individual must subordinate self-interest to the welfare of the entire nation
during this wax period particularly.
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19.
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In a cleverly designed folder based upon the popular
TWO NEW BROCHURES
LABEL NAZI RUMORS puzzle technique, the Institute for American Democracy, Inc.
AS UNFOUNDED LIES has just released "What Is lour I. Q. in Rumorology?"

WHAT

1. Q.
is your

Four of the most common rumors which are now beamed to
Americans by Berlin’s short-wave broadcasts are exposed,
and the reader is given a series of rules to follow in combatting this propaganda. Also available at the League offices is the pamphlet, "By Different Boats," issued by the
USO Division of the IWCA. The pamphlet contains appealing
illustrations and presents in popular style the contributions
of the various national, religious and racial groups to
America.
*

20.

*

*

*

47.000 REQUESTS
The Institute of Oral and Visual Education, sponsors of
FOR FREE ’LEST WE the radio series, "Lest We Forget," has received requests
FORGET* BROCHURE from 47,000 listeners for a free, illustrated portfolio offered on recent programs . This radio program, now in its
seventh series, is electrically transcribed and dramatizes
"the principles Americans must defend in order that liberty
may forever remain a blessing in our land." Included in the
portfolio are reproductions of the flags of the United Nations
photographs of Churchill and Roosevelt, the outstanding heroes
of the war, and copies of the Bill of Rights and the Atlantic
Charter. The requests have come in from every state in the
Union, from rural districts, army camps and a great number of
school children.
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21.

CARLSON EXPOSES
NATIVE FASCISTS
IN ’UNDER COVER*

John Roy Carlson, investigator of pro-fascist activities
in the United States, reveals his thrilling experiences during
four years of personal contact with these groups and their
leaders in the carefully documented volume, "Under Cover."
Working from within, he was able to learn of the close contacts
between the "lunatic fringe" and the "Park Avenue" patrioteers.
While many of the individuals described are at present under
indictment, many others mentioned in the book continue their
activities unmolested. Copies of the volume are available at
the League offices at the special rate of $2.50 per copy.
*

22.

NEW 1 JQF, DO AXES*
PAMPHLET IS GOOD
MORALE BUILDER

JUDGE GOLDSTEIN
TELLS GRAND JURY
TO SMASH BIGOTRY

AMERICAN LECTURE
BUREAU FEATURES
VICTORY FORUMS

*

*

*

*

"A Timely Charge," an editorial in the "New York Sun" of
July 7, 1943, commends Judge Jonah J. Goldstein of General Sessions for his charge to the July grand jurors on their duty to
enforce the law in respect to riots, unlawful assemblies and
discrimination because of race, color or creed. He stated in
part, "It is a fundamental principle of our Democracy that no
distinction should be made on the basis of race, creed or color.
Such discrimination is un-American and anti -American. . .Bigotry
and discrimination should receive no quarter in any part of our
democracy." Copies of the editorial as well as the charge to
the Grand Jury are available at the League offices.

*
24.

*

The fourth pamphlet in the "Joe Doakes" series, "What
D'ya Hear From the Mob?", has been issued by Appreciate America,
Inc. and is available in quantities at the League offices. Illustrated in colorful fashion, the vest-pocket size leaflet explains in every-day language how our enemies plan to spread internal confusion and what Americans can do to combat this propaganda. Experts in the fields of industry and public relations
describe the booklet as "the most effective morale and production builder released to date."
*

23.

*

*

*

*

Outstanding speakers for the fall season are being off erred by the American Lecture Bureau, 415 Lexington Avenue,
New York City, in a special series "The Forum for Victory."
Experts qualified to discuss the various aspects of the war
as well as the domestic scene are being made available to
service clubs, patriotic organizations, schools, etc. In
some instances the sponsoring group uses "The Forum for
Victory" to promote the sale of war bonds.
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FEATURE
ARTICLE
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"
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IV.

INSTITUTE

OFFERS FULL-PAGE

ADS TO FOSTER GOOD-WILL

A novel and successful campaign against religious
prejudice using full-page newspaper advertisements is being
sponsored by the Institute for American Democracy, Inc. The
June 1st issue of "Tide" magazine, the leading publication in
the marketing and advertising field, features this campaign
in a two-page story, emphasizing that this is the first attempt to use advertising extensively for a message of interfaith good-will and understanding.
The Reverend William C. Kernan, executive director of
the sponsoring agency, reports that 600 newspapers are being
asked to carry the 22 full-page illustrated advertisements.
These ads are the work of 12 of the nation’s leading advertising agencies, who prepared the pages as their patriotic contribution. Characteristic headlines are - "Whose Blood Saved Private Parkins?", "Victory for What?", "Smith? Kelly? Cohen?
Svoboda?" (A reproduction of one of the ads appears on the
next page.) Elmer Davis of the OWI indorses the series in no
uncertain terms. He states; "No one who is aware of the
enemy's ’divide and conquer techniques' can fail to recognize
how important it is for... us to resist propaganda which tries
to make a scapegoat of any one group, creed, or race... if...
made public, they would greatly help to put the American people
on the alert against enemy efforts to get us fighting among
ourselves."

These advertisements are being presented to newspapers
in every community throughout the country. According to a
preliminary report, over 100 newspapers at this time are
promoting the series. The Institute has received dozens of
letters of praise. Letters from churches and schools laud
the spirit of the sponsor who pays for the space rather than
promote articles of his own manufacture.

4

From coast-to-coast, the campaign is receiving wide newspaper indorsement. Early in June, the New fork Convention of
the Newspaper Advertising Executives' Association indorsed the
project and invited the Institute to exhibit their ads to the
delegates. According to Rev. Father Kernan, space is being
given these ads by men and newspapers of every shade of political belief, of every creed, in every part of the country.
*

*

*

*
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federal iurean of Investigation
United States department of fustire
620 New Federal Building
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
September 20, 1943

Director, FBI

New York)
(•^Anti-Defamation
league, New York City,
INTERNAL SECURITY - G
Bureau file No. 100-530

vDear Sirs
\
\

i\
Reference is made to Bureau letter dated March 28, 1942 wherein
». it was requested that the Pittsburgh office furnish regularly to the Bureau S

' v copies of the "Newsletter", published by the Eastern Regional Office of the
i 4f Anti-Defamation League, whose office has recently been moved to Suite 601,
1 1 \] 212 Fifth Avenue, New York (10) New York.
i
|

]

; Enclosed herewith is the July-August edition 1943 of the Newsletter!"*1*
« which Iks forwarded to the Pittsburgh office by Mrs. LILLIAN L^RIEDBSRG, fl
executive director of the Jewish Public Relations Council, 541 Wood Street,

r Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

1 Very truly yours,

COPIES DESTROYED
29 JUN 8 S73
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"Mr, Clegg

9
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\.
Jeral bureau of Inuesttpium

Mr.
E.ftA.
Mr, Co
ey "Tamm

Mr. Glavin

Uniteit §tates Bcpartmimt of flustire
fflasljui^ton, i. ®.

DE:CSH

/

September 28, 1943

IfflWOB THE DIRECTOR

Res B.'nal B'rith Ron-Sectarian
■Voters League, 1204 Packard
BoUdkg^MMeliMa, Pa,

Mr. Tracy

Mr. Acers
se!/ ^
Rors
Mr.
Mr
, Ca
on
Mr. Harbo

Mr. Hendon
Mr. Mumford
Mr. Starke
Mr.
n Tamm_
Tele.Quin
Room
Mr. Nease
Miss Beahm
Miss Gandy

At the request of Ur. Carusi I called at his office on
September 28th, at which time he furnished to ne a photostatie
copy of a"circular put out by the B'nai B'rith Ron-Sectarian
Voters' League, 1204 Packard Building, Philadelphia, relative to
candidacy of William Ci/Bullitt for Mayor of Philadelphia.
Mr. Carusi suited the Attorney General desired to know, if
possible, something about the organization responsible for putting out
this pamphlet. He stated he did not desire any investigation made. I
called Mr. Carusi' s attention to the fact that considerable information had been furnished to the Attorney General with reference to the
campaign in Philadelphia and that some of the information received
might tie into this.
A check of the Bureau files will be made for background
information on this group and a discreet check through Philadelphia
will also be made to ascertain the identity of the group occupying
Room 1204 Packard Building. Thereafter the information secured will
be furnished to the Attorney General.

Respectfully,

D, M. Ladd

,
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: VOTE - JEWISH* NCf TO ELECT CMS OF OURSELVES ASMAIDR OF THE CITY
OF PHILADELPHIA

W'V
IE HOT AN OTlTim

WILLIAM C. BULLITT
(Son of Louise Horowitz)
IF ELECTED, HILL BRING TO PHILADELPHIA THE SAME KIND OF GOVERNMENT THAT IS
NOW CHARACTERISTIC OF WASHINGTON.
W E

NJ ED

DOSE
OF 0 U R
PUBLIC OFFICE!

PEOPLE

IN

GENTIBES HAVE PROVED THEMSELVES TOO STUPID. THIS
IS OUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY!
WILLIAM C, BULLITT would have an ALL JEWpCABMET. Threw
the Goyin outl We (ve had too much aisrule by Gentilesl

DO YOU KNOW? ;

;V

;

;

MOST OF THE GREAT SOCIAL ADVANCES SINCE 1933 WERE PLANNED AND PUT ACROSS BT
US. LET'S DO li iuiE LOeALLI IN THE CITI OF HAIM SOLOMON AS WE'VE DONE .
NATIONALLY WITH SUCH GREAT JEWISH LEADERS ASi
SAMUEL ROSENMAN
BEN COHEN
FRANCES PERKINS
MORRIS 10IF

FELIX FRANKFURT®
ADOLPH B®LE
BARNEY BARUCH
HERBERT H. LEHMAN

Congressman MANNY CELL®
ADOLPH J. (AL) SABAIH
HENRY MORGANTHAU, Jr,

RABBI WISE
Congressman SOL BLOOM
Congress. SAMUEL DICKSTEIN

Efaai B'rith Non-Sectarian Voters' League
120lt Packard Building
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